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Dean of University Libraries
Annual Report FY: 2019- 2020
Executive Summary
“To ask why we need libraries at
all, when there is so much
information available elsewhere,
is about as sensible as asking if
roadmaps are necessary now that
there are so very many roads.”
Jon Bing (1944-2014. Norwegian
writer and law professor)

To say the least, it has been a remarkable year with to the closure of the campus and then the
libraries in March due the pandemic. Rather than belabor the point, reference to the pandemic’s
effects will be made when discussing key services and data points below.
•

The University Libraries completed a new strategic plan, fully aligned with the
University’s own near-final draft strategic plan (4-21-20). This process began with @ 47
one-on-one meetings with the Dean, a communications workshop, and continued with a
successful dialogue throughout our library program review (submitted to the Faculty
Senate in December) – all informing our fifteen-member committee comprised of faculty
(tenured, untenured, term/lecturers), staff and administrators. The Libraries’ first-ever
strategic plan was completed in six weeks in 2012: progress and differing circumstances
called for a longer process and thoughtful conversations this time. Like the University,
we look to continue progress on our Objectives – for instance generating out of this
process a new Technology Plan – despite the conditions generated by the pandemic.

•

The Libraries are used. Full-text downloads still numbered over 500,000 for the year,
despite the truncated schedule (data gathering ended in April). The number of course
sessions taught and students reached this year increased despite the pandemic, driven by
nearly-doubled graduate sessions, and remote sessions comprising nearly 20% of our
total – forwarding a longstanding Objective to increase our presence with graduate
students and in online courses. These developments were (literally) deemed impossible a
short time ago. Under Professor Brooke Duffy’s strong leadership, Assessment moved
forward as well this year and Research Data Services were begun in Spring with over
2000 webpage uses and over three dozen users given in-depth help in a highly truncated
year. Our pandemic guide pages totaled almost 15,500 uses when the data were gathered,
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IHS subject guides were used 46,000 times, and the University Libraries’ web pages
totaled about 472,000 uses this year (an increase). Under Professor Kaitlin Kehnemuyi’s
strong leadership Interlibrary Loan fulfilled almost 15,500 requests this year while
increasing our fulfillment rate for other institutions well over 50% in the last two years;
47,250 physical items were used in the Library (34,500 checked out, in-house use is
robust). There were 390,000 visits to the Library in a shortened year – proportional to
prior years’ visit totals of over 550,000.
•

As called for in our strategic plan, the University Libraries increased our outreach: a
revived newsletter, and new social media and blog presence with recent focus on antiracism (readings/films, a Juneteenth page highlighted in a University e-mail message,
marking #BlackBirdersWeek and Caribbean American Heritage Month) and the
pandemic (quality of life and research resources); the Library hosted the O’Brien Capital
Markets Colloquium in cooperation with the Stillman School; following Columbia
University Libraries we worked with vendors to brand licensed resources as Seton Hall;
Special Collections and the Gallery designed the Covid-19 Personal Narratives Project
for the Seton Hall community to record and share pandemic experiences and hosted an
Art+Feminism wikithon; this unit also received a small grant from the Classical
Association of the Atlantic States to complete cataloging of the D’Argenio Collection of
(Roman) Coins and Antiquities resulting in a Google Arts & Culture Exhibit; lastly, the
Gallery received grant funding for a notable exhibition – “Gregory Coates: Sheer
Audacity” – the focus of a standing-room-only “Black Art Collectors” symposium before
the pandemic shutdown. Led by Special Collections, the Libraries produced, for the first
time, several large-scale grant applications (pending: NEH, IMLS) and were successful
on several smaller ones.

•

The IHS library partnered with the School of Medicine on a Covid-19 Best Practice
Elective to comb through best evidence in the emerging research literature after
clerkships ended the spring semester. 70 reports were produced, all authored by students
with review and coaching by Dr. Jeff Boscamp and the IHS librarians. Additionally, the
IHS library scaled up library integration into the SOM’s Patient Presentation Problem
Based Curriculum via feedback on weekly student research presentations on information
management, citation skills, and appraisal of the literature as well as support for the SOM
Information Mastery Curriculum. The IHS library’s outreach efforts via an art
installation project in the library involving SOM students’ input and teaching area high
school students interested in a career in medicine were notable, as well as: HMH signed
a two-year extension of the MOU for University Libraries’ support of all three colleges
on the IHS campus, and a separate one year agreement was signed with HMH’s Center
for Innovation and Development.

•

Personnel developments: Prof. Lisa DeLuca was promoted and tenured this year, and
Prof. Marta Deyrup transitioned from Technical Services to become our Outreach and
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Humanities Librarian. Dr. Lauren Harrison returned (again), this time as our interim
Business Librarian, and the Library welcomed Prof. Chelsea Barrett as our permanent
Business Librarian in January. I would like to personally thank Dr. Harrison for her
flexibility and help over the last three years; we will miss her. Ms. Brianna LoSardo
transitioned to being the Archdiocesan Archivist for the Archdiocese of Newark and Ms.
Samah Alshrief joined us in February in a split position supporting Research Data
Services and Interlibrary Loan. Both Meghan Muccilli (Secretary) and Patrick McCall
(Records Management and Digital Specialist) joined us in November. Unfortunately,
Ms. Muccilli was “bumped” through the Local 153 layoff process by another bargaining
unit member, as was weekend Circulation Clerk Ms. Tyamba Taylor-Lamie. The
Libraries lost Ms. Denise D’Agostino and Ms. Eva Cheng-Lee to layoffs. Prior to that 20
staff and administrators had been furloughed.
Dean’s Activities (selected, 2019-2020)
University and Professional Service
- University Budget Committee
- RCM/Anaplan Committee
- Group B3 – Strategic Planning and Contingency (Covid-19 response)
- Group B4 – Program Viability (Covid-19 response)
- HICT- Technology/Communications group
- Student Work Study Task Force
- NSSE Substitute – Provost’s ad hoc group
- Teaching, Learning & Technology Roundtable (TLTR)
- Copyright Committee (TLTR), co-chair
- Ad hoc Rank & Tenure advising groups (Profs. Snow, Balkun)
- New Jersey Office of Homeland Security and Preparedness (NJOHSP) active shooter session
- Pennsylvania Academic Library Consortium, Inc. (PALCI) Membership Committee
- CRRA (Catholic Research Resources Alliance) Board Member & Governance Committee
Publications
Buschman, John. Forthcoming. “Libraries Are Doing Just Fine: It’s the ‘Public’ Aspect of
Libraries That Is Threatened.” Canadian Journal of Information and Library Science.
Buschman, John. 2020. “A Political Sociology of the Beall’s List Affair.” Library Quarterly,
Volume 90 (3): 298–313. https://doi.org/10.1086/708959
Buschman, John. 2020. “Education, the Public Sphere, and Neoliberalism: Libraries’ Contexts.”
Library Quarterly 90 (2): 154–61. doi:10.1086/707671
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Buschman, John. 2020. “The Public Sphere without Democracy: Some Recent Work in LIS.”
Journal of Documentation 76 (3): 769–83. doi:10.1108/JD-06-2019-0115
Among Seton Hall faculty author article downloads from our Institutional Repository, I have
12,333 – with Fr. Frizzell very nearly the same amount.
Professional Meetings
- VALE Members’ Council Meetings, Feb. 7, 2020, Mercer Co. Community College, June 4,
2019, virtual.
- ITHAKA: Next Wave 2019 Meeting, Dec. 4, 2019, New York City.

Organization Chart
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Progress on Library Strategic Plan Objectives
We came into 2019-20 Academic Year with three major goals for the (from the 2019 Deans’
Retreat to finish out our old strategic plan):
1)
Complete our new strategic plan (3-year horizon) while simultaneously working to
improve communication within the library: work with HR to schedule communication workshop
for all library employees.
Done: see executive summary, first bullet.
2)
Refresh/augment/improve services to our public, especially to online and distance
students: Develop a coherent outreach plan centered around services and marketing targeting
online students; refreshed website; improved use of technologies in teaching and learning;
creation of self-serve learning objects; target library instruction consistently across all majors.
Substantial progress: see executive summary, first, second and third bullets.
3)
Further development and implementation of data services: form committee, work with
TLTC/IT and creation of formal plan; develop and implement infrastructure (data repository) to
effectively support faculty with large data processing and storage needs and preserve data, in
accordance with grant making entities and other institutional, state, federal requirements.
Very good progress made (halted by the pandemic): see executive summary end of first bullet,
midpoint of second bullet, new personnel note.

Projected Library Strategic Plan Goals/Objectives 2020-21
Précis of Goals in our new Strategic Plan (https://library.shu.edu/library/mission), with this
year’s Objectives (précis in parentheses):
1. Coordinated Outreach (e.g. branding, programming, social media, Institutional Repository)
2. Data Services (continue to develop)
3. Expand Our Digital Presence (e.g. technology infrastructure, user tools and input to shape
them, greater intellectual control of collections)
4. Prioritize Instruction (e.g. reflective practice, online presence in courses, meet full spectrum of
user needs)
5. Pursue Funding (e.g. Advancement relationships, grant opportunities, stewardship – of
budgets and unique materials)
7

6. Diversity and Inclusion (e.g. partnerships to support, review hiring processes, promote values
of justice and in inclusive collections content)
7. Strengthening Relationships (e.g. partnerships with vendors, with Instructional Designers,
consortia)
8. Space in Support of our Programmatic remit (e.g. optimize physical/virtual teaching spaces,
increase consultation spaces, enhance seating/group study rooms, accessibility)
9. Establish our Expertise (e.g. amplify SHU scholarship, high work/ethical standards for rare
materials, gather user feedback for modifications)

Outcomes Assessment/Teaching: Executive Summary
Broadly, the University Libraries focused on two areas in Assessment in teaching-learning and in
(technical) academic support work structures and gaps.
1) Instruction/learning outcomes – which had two main thrusts within it.
- Re-set of Instruction learning outcomes and pedagogical approach via revision of our first-year
library instruction assessment tools mapped to new Student Learning Outcomes. Previous
assessment instruments were written in a way that did not match responses. Questions now ask
students to formulate their own research question based on an assigned topic, to develop
keywords, and to run sample searches and to share their results, and then asked them to try
changing keywords to see if results improved. These results are still being coded according a
rubric and will need to be assessed over the summer. The Library faculty will adjust lesson plans
and continue using these questions in pre and post assessment. Lessons learned: shorter,
quantitative based assessment tools where possible to encourage student participation.
- IHS library embedding in the SOM curriculum. In Friday morning PPPC sessions assessment
of learning outcomes is a critical component, observing student presentations across all small
groups and setting expectations for information skills taught in HSS. Formalized IHS library
role via developing an assessment rubric for each student, and systematically collect assessment
data.
2) Assessment of services and technical work:
•
•
•
•

Needs assessment of CON faculty in support of online teaching.
Startup of Data Services with study of faculty needs (semi-structured interviews).
Reference hours/data analysis of needs.
Restructuring of Collections Services workloads/workflows.
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Highlights: Library Faculty Data, Scholarship, Service
Library faculty are unique at Seton Hall: they fulfill a 12-month contract with tenure-track (and
tenured) faculty responsibilities – excepting the four Lecturer positions. Within this structure,
the Library faculty perform very well in the aggregate: approximately 11 unique peer-reviewed
journal articles and/or book chapters, 2 monographs (one co-edited, written), along with a
complimentary robust set of conference presentations and a very good record of service.
University Libraries’ administrators are active and often co-authors with Library faculty – a very
good indication of an esprit de corps in the organization, and that there is support for the full
range of faculty responsibilities and an understanding and interest in those professional
responsibilities among administrators (among the Lecturers as well).
Data:
8 Tenured: Bao, Delozier, DeLuca (as of 2020), Deyrup, Ince, Kalyan, Loesch, Rose-Wiles
4 Probationary (w/tenure application year): Barrett (Fall 2025), B. Duffy (Fall 2024), Kehnemuyi
(Fall 2023), Shea (Fall 2022)
4 Term (all Lecturers) Downey (IHS/SHU), Dreker (as of August, IHS/HMH), Piazza
(IHS/HMH), Sayles.
Scholarship/Service Highlights:
Bao, X.-M., “Chinese Corner Grant,” Sponsored by China Hanban, a National Office of
Teaching Chinese Language, $21,000.00. (2014 - 2020).
Barrett, Chelsea H. Member, Diversity Coalition. (May 19, 2020 - Present).
Delozier, Alan. Member, Presidential Investiture Committee. (September 11, 2019 - November
15, 2019).
Board of Advisors, Journal of Archival Organization. (2018 - Present).
DeLuca, Lisa. (2020). “Searching FOIA Libraries for Government Information.” Government
Information Quarterly, 37(1).
Committee Member, Digital Measures Task Force (Provost’s Office). (September 2018 - June
2019).
Balkun, M. (Co-Principal), Deyrup, M. (Co-Principal), “Integrating Digital Humanities into
Undergraduate Education,” Sponsored by Booth Ferris Foundation, Private, $29,700.00.
(August 2019 - July 2020).
M. Balkun & M. Deyrup (Eds.), Transformative Digital Humanities: Challenges and
Opportunities. Routledge.
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Deyrup, M. (2019). Librarians’ Guide to Writing for Professional Publication. Santa Barbara,
CA: ABC Clio/Libraries Unlimited.
Co-chair, Program Review Committee, Senate. (2015 - 2021).
Chair, University Rank and Tenure Committee. (2019 - 2020).
Senate Executive Committee, Senate. (2018 - 2020).
Downey, K. J. (Health Sciences Librarian), Piazza, A. (Health Sciences Librarian), Duffy, C.
(Associate Dean), Medical Library Association, “Building a Faculty Research
Publications Database Using LibGuides,” Online. (May 2020).
HSLANJ Nominating Committee, Health Sciences Library Association of New Jersey. (March
2020 - Present), IT Committee Chair. (2017 - Present), Communications Committee.
(2016 - Present).
Duffy, Brooke, Maluski, K., Levitan, G. (in press). “Framing the Guides: Transforming
LibGuides Creation through Conceptual Integration with the ACRL Framework.”
Envisioning the Framework: A Graphic Guide to Information Literacy. Association of
College and Research Libraries.
Council for Student Success Committee
Great Minds Forward Committee
Ince, Sharon B. Visiting Scholar, New York University, Steinhardt. (2019).
Ince, S., Hoadley, C., Kirschner, P. A. (in press). “Research Workflow Skills for Education
Doctoral Students and Postdocs: A Qualitative Study.” Journal of Academic
Librarianship.
Ince, S., Hoadley, C., Kirschner, P. A. (2019). “The role of libraries in teaching doctoral students
to become information-literate researchers: A review of existing practices and
recommendations for the future.” Information and Learning Sciences, 120(3/4), 158-172.
Ince, S., DeLuca, L., Leonard, E., Shea, G. (in press). “Research Data Services on a
shoestring: Leveraging Undergraduate skill sets”. College and Undergraduate Libraries.
Member, Senate IT committee. (2018 - Present).
Co-Chair, Data Management & Data Services. (2017 - Present).
Member, Graduate Senate Committee. (2016 - Present).
Member, Provost’s Graduate Advisory Board. (2016 - Present).
Kehnemuyi, Kaitlin, Larsen, S. (2020). “Shadow ILL Services: How Scholarly Pirate Websites
and Hacking affect ILL.” Journal of Interlibrary Loan, Document Delivery & Electronic
Reserve.
Board of Advisors, EZBorrow Advisory Council. (August 2019 - Present).
Piazza, Allison. Library Marketing and Communications Conference, “Accidental Partnerships:
Making Your Serendipitous Collaborations More Strategic,” Hyatt Regency at the Arch,
St Louis, MO, United States. (November 13, 2019).
Member, Phase 2 Curriculum Sub-committee. (2019 - Present).
Member, Phase 1 Working Group. (2018 - Present).
Committee Member, Health Sciences Library Association of New Jersey/Communications
Committee. (October 1, 2018 - Present), Professional Recruitment and Retention
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Committee. (June 1, 2016 - May 31, 2019).
Rose-Wiles, Lisa, Shea, G., Kehnemuyi, K. (2020). “Read in or check out: A further analysis
of circulation and in-house use of print books.” Journal of Academic Librarianship,
46(5). https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0099133320300604
Committee Member, Grievance Committee. (September 2018 - Present).
Chair, University Libraries Program Review Committee. (September 2018 - September 2019).
Shea, Gerard, Derry, S. (2019). “Academic Libraries and Autism Spectrum Disorder: What Do
We Know?” Journal of Academic Librarianship, 45(4), 326-331.
Committee Member, University Research Council. (October 2019 - Present).
Chair, Academic Facilities Committee. (June 2018 - May 2020).
University Libraries’ administrators are active and often co-authors with Library faculty:
Sebastian Derry (see with G. Shea above)
Duffy, Christopher. Distinguished Service Award, New York-New Jersey Chapter of the
Medical Library Association. (October 2019).
Kelly, S., Zavotsky, K. E., Delany, E., Pagani, C., Duffy, C., Haqq-Stevens, E., Young, M.
“Motivation and personal challenges while enrolled in higher education: The pathway to
becoming a baccalaureate nurse.” Journal of Nursing Education and Practice, 7(11), 14.
http://dx.doi.org/10.5430/jnep.v7n11p14.
Committee Member, School of Medicine Phase 3 Steering Committee. (2019 - Present).
Voting Member, Phase 1 Curriculum Sub-Committee (SOM). (October 2018 - Present).
Voting Member, Medical Education Committee (SOM). (June 2018 - Present).
Vice President, Health Sciences Library Association of New Jersey (HSLANJ), Princeton, NJ.
(April 2020 - Present).
Chairperson, New York/New Jersey Chapter of the Medical Library Association, NJ. (October
2018 - Present).
Task Force Member, Health Sciences Library Association of New Jersey. (May 2018 - Present).
Board of Advisors, EBSCO Health Advisory Board, NJ. (April 2018 - Present).
Board of Directors, Health Sciences Library Association of New Jersey, NJ. (April 2018 Present).
Board of Advisors, National Network of Libraries of Medicine (NNLM), Mid-Atlantic Region –
Academic Special Advisory Group Member. (March 2018 - Present).
Leonard, Elizabeth. (2019). Career Conversations (column) in Reference and User Services
Quarterly, 58(3), 58(4), 59(2).
Leonard, E., Ince, S. (2019). “Case Study on Change Team.” Change Management for Library
Technologists: A LITA Guide. Lanham, MD: Rowman & Littlefield.
Member, Digital Accessibility Committee. (May 2018 - Present).
Ponichtera, Sarah. (2019). “Louis Zukofsky: Building a Poetics of Translation.” In Geveb.
https://ingeveb.org/articles/louis-zukofsky-building-a-poetics-of-translation.
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Administrator Development
This was largely conducted through the process of strategic planning: participation, debriefings,
research, support.

Program Review
Submitted to the Faculty Senate this year, the process was discussed in the first bullet in the
Executive Summary. The faculty document states the next review is in 2025. In brief:
- Strengths: a clear sense of mission, provision of essential services to all programs and the
academic mission of the University; a dedicated faculty who are responsive and effective to
students, faculty, and administration alike; a substantial increase in usage, and instruction.
- Weaknesses: under-resourced compared to peers; there are limits to taking up new initiatives
due to this; a need for a strategic investment plan developed in collaboration with the Provost.
Since it is a program review, my response (August 2019) to the report, internal/external
reviewers, and Library faculty exchange with the external reviewer was a focus on key
programmatic developments:
- the new SOM/IHS library dominated the last years covered and highlighted the quality of our
years of development and preparations in hiring, resources, technology.
- the development of Special Collections’ and their contributions to preservation of University
assets, stewardship of space/resources, and as drivers of technology upgrades and planning.
- perspective was offered on budget, staffing/workload, the new library system and initiatives,
concluding with positive action addressing some of our needs and incorporating the productive
recommendations to inform strategic planning discussions.

Table of Contents (from 2/12/20 Burton e-mail):
Public Portion:
Executive Summary done
Organizational Chart as of 19/7/1 done
Status of Goals and Objectives for the Present Year done
Projected Goals and Objectives for the Next Year done
Activities and Results of School Strategic Plans and Seton Hall’s Strategic Plan done
Outcomes Assessment Executive Summary provided – in terms of academic instruction, this
year was in flux/re-set and the process interrupted; in terms of services, primarily gaps and needs
assessments; none fit well into the Excel sheet this year.
This section should include an executive overview from the Dean, identifying strengths and gaps
Detail should be provided on techniques utilized and use of outcomes data; please see and
employ the chart
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Innovations in Teaching done with Assessment
Enrollment Data N/A
Faculty Data done
Faculty Scholarship and Service – use Digital Measures output done
Faculty and Chair/Administrator Development done (primarily through the University Libraries’
strategic planning process
Institutional Program Review and Accreditation (s) completed and submitted this year
Program Review Calendar TBD – completed under an extension
Annual Updates to Program Review N/A
Accreditation Calendar and Status N/A
Collaboration with Others (i.e. other institutions) Primarily consortia as part of normal operations
Advancement Activities (donor meetings, alumni events, giving rates) Small grants, library
initiated; much larger federal grants initiated by Special Collections during the covid hiatus
Outreach to:
high schools and high school students see 4th bullet: IHS Library
Facilities and Equipment late in the year covid adjustment: 5 temporary classrooms; earlier:
completion of the long-awaited distribution of electrical power on floors 2-4 and Group Study
Rooms whiteboard painting of one wall (both long requested by students)
Changes in Academic Programs (Program Status) N/A
Major Events/Conferences N/A
Dissertations and Theses approved (listing) N/A
Appendix 1: Board bullets submitted 2018-19
(Not included last year)
University Libraries
•

•

•

May 29, 2019

The Walsh Gallery (University Libraries Division of Special Collections and the Gallery)
received two small-but-important grants from the Classical Association of the Atlantic States
and Ron D’Argenio (Board of Visitors – Seton Hall Law, M.A. ‘76, J.D. ’79) to finish the
cataloging and documentation of the D’Argenio Collection of Ancient Coins and Artifacts.
The Collection has been described as “a select collection that clearly portrays the great Greek
city-states, the Hellenistic kingdoms, the Roman Republic and Empire, and lastly the
Byzantine Empire. It reveals history and art in a well-conceived way, through its coins and
small antiquities.”
Early in May, the University Libraries’ Institutional Repository (housing electronic copies of
Seton Hall dissertations, faculty scholarship, and university publications) surpassed 3 million
downloads. It was only in July of 2018 that the Repository passed 2.5 million downloads, so
usage – along with the collections housed there – is increasing rapidly: over 625,000 in just
one year.
In late 2018 the University Libraries were recognized for their technological progress by the
Rethinking Resource Sharing (RSS) Innovation Award Committee “for their process of
innovating across all library services” with an Honorable Mention in this year’s award cycle.

University Libraries
March 12, 2020
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•

•

•

Black Art Collectors Panel Discussion held in the Gallery and Special Collections, Tuesday,
February 18th, 2020, around the Gregory Coates exhibition “Sheer Audacity,” in
collaboration with Atim Annette Oton, a Nigerian-born, American and British educated
designer turned curator and owner of Calabar Gallery in Harlem. Panelists included Derek
Ware is an economics professor and Roger C. Tucker III is the Director of Tucker
Contemporary Art. It was standing room only.
Special Collections & The Gallery mounted “Breviarium Romanum and the Origin of Seton
Hall’s Rare Book Collection.” Seton Hall owns a rare copy of the Roman Breviary (ca.
1650), the book containing the public or canonical prayers, hymns, psalms, and readings for
everyday use, especially by bishops, priests, and deacons of the Catholic Church. The
volume’s title page was engraved by Jean-Baptiste Nolin (c. 1657–1708), who was a French
cartographer and engraver.
Student users of the main Library are enjoying two major upgrades: electrical distribution
along the walls above carrel-height on the 3rd and 4th floors, and whiteboard-painted group
study rooms. Both of these have been requested by the students for a few years.

Appendix 2: Assessment charts, including use of results N/A

Proprietary Section (accessible to faculty and SHU employees)
FY19 Budget Data incorporating Basic Expense 3-year summary from Provost’s Office
I do not have a 3-year summary from the Provost’s Office, but here is my overview data from
Anaplan:
FY17
FY18
FY19
FY20

Direct Personnel cost per credit by College program N/A
Faculty Outside Employment (as per Faculty Guide article 7.9) none, save teaching a SHU
course occasionally.
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Library Functional Area Reports
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Xue-Ming Bao, Ed.D., MLS
Systems Librarian and Associate Professor
Annual Report FY: 2019-2020
Introduction
As Electronic Resources Librarian, I was responsible for trouble shooting and
solving problems related to access of online materials on daily basis. I interfaced
with vendors via email and telephone to set up, repair, update links whenever an
issue was brought to my attention. I generated database usage statistics to be
included in my annual report and Fast Facts page on the library website yearly. I ran
Linkchecker in Springshare and sent out broken link warnings to LibGuide owners
for verification and remediation each semester. I downloaded full KBART 1 files
with several millions of bibliographic records quarterly from KB/WMS (OCLC's
Knowledge Base and WorldShare Management Systems), and then queried to select
about 161,000 full-text ejournal records to upload them to RAPID and IDS
(interlibrary loan providers) as well as EDS (EBSCO Discovery Services). I checked
with librarians of Acquisitions and Law School on whether a collection should be
removed from KB and our database a-to-z list (az list) based on the license
information. I updated the database az list "trial" or "new" tags. I performed weekly
download of circulation item inventories from WMS and uploaded them to SHU
SharePoint for archival and access purposes.
I was involved in teaching library instruction classes, providing reference
services, and offering consultations to graduate students of Asian Studies. I planned
two special events under the sponsorship of the Library Chinese Corner in February
and April 2020, but they were cancelled due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
I collaborated with Librarian Cuijuan Xia, Manager of Digital Humanities
Projects at Shanghai Library to complete a book chapter "Dynamic DH Projects from
Shanghai, China" in Transformative Digital Humanities: Challenges and
Opportunities published by Routledge on May 14, 2020 (ISBN 9780367023751).
I served on the Faculty Senate’s IT and Faculty Development Committees.
Successes and Challenges
1

KBART stands for Knowledge Base and Related Tools.
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OBJECTIVE
Goal 1. The University Libraries are viewed as an essential, respected, and valued
University Asset; librarians and library staff are trusted colleagues and partners in
research and teaching (Strategic Plan 2020).
I provided teaching and reference services as well as liaison work to Asian
Studies Program at Seton Hall University. Specifically, I provided weekly reference
and LibChat monitoring services; taught library instruction to English 1202 classes
during Spring 2020 semester. I planned two special events in collaboration with
Professor Dongdong Chen, Director of Graduate Program of Asian Studies but they
were cancelled due to COVID-19 pandemic. One event was Chinese New Year
Celebration at12:00-1:00 pm on Wednesday, February 12, 2020. The participants
would write Chinese Calligraphy character for “Good Fortune,” draw a good luck
message, receive a surprising gift, and enjoy Chinese vegetable spring rolls and
snacks. Another event was a seminar on teaching Chinese, applying for PhD, and
searching for jobs on April 17 in conjunction with the 2020 Petersheim Academic
Exposition Week (4/20-24). The Library Chinese Corner invited six Asian Studies
graduate alumni: Li Kang, Qingqing Lan, Haiting Liang, Liping Meng, Yanhao
Wang, and Yunlin Zhou to share their experiences in the three topical areas of the
seminar. I recruited Keqin Wang, a graduate student of Asian Studies with the
funding from Library Chinese Corner grant. She was deeply involved in planning
the above two events, tutored Chinese language to American students at Seton Hall
University, and created a video tutorial of using Library SHU Search Discovery
Platform (EDS) for future new graduate students of Asian Studies.
Goal 4. The University Libraries will secure the resources, labor/staffing/personnel,
funding and infrastructure to meet our goals and objectives now and in the future,
fostering higher levels of scholarship and providing tools that are transparent and
easily adaptable to users’ needs (Strategic Plan 2020).
Yearly Statistics
My yearly task is to generate the collection and usage statistics of both e-resources
and print books by using EBSCO consolidation tool, OCLC’s WMS tool, and direct
downloads from vendors to be included in my annual report and the Fast Facts page
on the library website. The statistics of resources as of April 30, 2020 and usages
between May 2019 and April 2020 are summarized in the following Fast Facts table.
I also added three COVID-19 guide pages’ usage statistics which showed 7,756
views in the two months of March and April 2020.
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Fast Facts

Total

Resource Statistics as of April 2020 (with duplicate titles)
Total number of copies in all formats in KB

3,376,620

Total number of ejournal copies

1,038,469

Total number of print book copies

514,818

Total number of ebook copies

2,162,640

Usage Statistics from May 2019 to April 2020
Number of full-text articles downloaded

506,666

Subject guide views

77,154

Website views

395,341

The following table compares the major database usage between year 20182019 and 2019-2020. The yellow rows show the increase of usage in 2019-2020.

Major Database Usage Comparison
Total Full-text Download (including
databases other than listed below)
Taylor & Francis
Gale
Cambridge University Press
Credo
Brill
JSTOR
Website views
Browzine
Alexander Street Press
Annual Reviews Journals
ScienceDirect
EBSCO EDS
Subject guide views

Full-text Download
(5/2019-4/2020)
506,666
18,671
17,951
1,286
6,640
87
52,778
395,341
23,867
5,010
232
46,020
166,798
77,154
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Up/Down
Percentage
-1.59%
428.92%
117.35%
112.21%
35.07%
33.85%
29.92%
13.21%
-2.08%
-3.06%
-3.33%
-7.09%
-17.72%
-19.04%

Full-text Download
(5/2018-4/2019)
514,843
3,530
8,259
606
4,916
65
40,623
349,209
24,373
5,168
240
49,533
202,727
95,302

Nature/Springer
ProQuest
Wiley

7,088
66,950
5,835

-38.61%
-53.95%
-65.21%

11,546
145,387
16,770

There are about 500 guide pages in Seton Hall University Library’s LibApps.
The three COVID-19 guide pages’ usages were among top 15, 19, and 55
respectively in terms of viewing numbers between 5/2019 and 4/2020.
COVID-19 Guide Pages
Total (2/27-4/30/2020)

Views
7756

COVID-19 Elective (IHS) (3/20-4/30/2020)
Library Services & Support due to COVID-19
(Free Resources) (3/3-4/30/2020)
Information Resources on Coronavirus Disease
2019 (COVID-19) (IHS) (2/27-4/30/2020)

Pub URL

https://library.shu.edu/
4122 COVID19_elective
https://library.shu.edu/
2837 remotelibrary
https://library.shu.edu/
597 COVID19

Semester LinkChecker
I ran the LinkChecker app in Springshare to check the link integrity of our Libguides
in December 2019 and continued to work on the project in January 2020. The app
generated 1,413 broken link warnings. I manually identified 1,117 (79%) good links,
and only 296 (21%) were likely bad links. I distributed them to their owners along
with the instructions on how to make a correction. The following is a table of manual
check.

Categories after manual check
Ask the owner. Bad link on a mapped page.
Ask the owner. The URL does not link to the intended
page.
Corrected for the owner
19

Frequency

Percent

138

46.6

49

16.6

6

2

Deleted because it is no longer working and in use.
Deleted the bad link because Beth retired.
Working after double check
Total

75

25.3

2

0.7
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8.8

296

100
79% (1,117

Total potential problem links generated by LinkChecker
Total likely bad links after manual check of the 1413
potential bad links

1413

Good links)

296

21%

Quarterly Upload of Kbart Files to RAPID, IDS and EDS
I downloaded full KBART files from WMS KB, selected about 161,000 full-text
journals according to the criteria provided by RAPID, and then uploaded them to
RAPID for the Interlibrary Loan Service, and to EBSCO FTP site for EDS search in
July, August, November 2019, and February and April 2020, respectively. I
uploaded RAPID files to a Google drive for IDS in November 2019 and April 2020.
Weekly Item Inventory Download
Every week, I downloaded the circulation item inventory file from OCLC's FTP site.
Each weekly file has about 600,000 records. I transformed the file from txt to xlsx
format and uploaded it to SharePoint on the Seton Hall University network.
Daily Problem Solving and Update
I logged 842 entries in my worklog between May 1, 2019 to April 30, 2020. I found
562 (66.7%) were “daily as needed” entries in comparison with the rest of task
frequencies including yearly, semester, quarterly, monthly, and biweekly entries.
Among the 562 entries, 366 (65.1%) were about solving problems related to access
of online materials, and 93 (16.5%) about interfacing with vendors via email and
telephone to set up, repair, update links. They were my daily challenges. Some issues
or questions seemed to be easy at outset; nonetheless, they could take me many hours
to figure out the causes.
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Worklog Summary
Total worklog entries (5/2019-4/2020)
Top entries of the related task descriptions
Solve problems related to access of online materials.
Professional/teaching tasks
Interface with vendors via email and telephone to set up, repair,
update links
Scholarship activities
Service activities

Frequency
842
372 (44.2%)
108 (12.8%)
97 (11.5%)
96 (11.4%)
73 (8.7%)

In the following passages, I would like to provide ten examples of my daily
worked issues.
1. Worked with Jonathan, Support of Foreign Affairs, for full access to its website
as an urgent issue on Thursday, 4/23/2020. Lisa DeLuca reported that we did not
have fulltext access, and the students of Diplomacy School needed to use the site
for their finals. Initially Jonathan said it would take three days to set up temp
access. I thought it was just too long. I pushed to have temp access available on
the same day. With Jonathan’s willing help. I received the temporary login
credentials by the end of the day and sent to Lisa and the concerned faculty.
2. Worked on the issue of fulltext access to an article called "Lost Art of Political
Argument" in Harper's magazine in September issue 1990 from ProQuest, which
claimed to have fulltext coverage from1988-01-01 to present. It turned out that
not every article in an issue had fulltext in these early years. It could be due to
copyright issue for an article not being fulltexted.
3. Generated KB ebooks for RAPID upload per Kaitlin and Elizabeth’s request in
April 2020. These ebooks total over 2,155,750 including 468,720 from EBSCO,
416,050 from ProQuest, 216,980 from HeinOnline, 146,770 from Government,
and 907,220 from multiple other vendors like JSTOR, Directory of Open Access,
Eighteen Century Collection, Hathitrust, Oxford, Project Gutenberg, and
ScienceDirect.
4. EBSCO was down on Thursday, 5/7/2020. I was notified by Gerry and Lisa RW.
Gerry was informed through the reference services to students who complained
being unable to access EBSCO. Lisa emailed me that she, Brooke and Martha
were unable to access the EBSCO shared folder. I was able to replicate the issue
and reported to the EBSCO Support immediately. I also updated the alert
message to “outage” for electronic resources in the library homepage. EBSCO
resolved the issue in the evening of the same Thursday. I removed “outage” alert
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from the library homepage. EDS was searchable and Lisa, Brooke and Martha
were able to access their EBSCO shared folder on Friday, 5/8/2020.
5. Continued to hone ERL skills by attending ER&L (Electronic Resources and
Libraries) online conference during March 9-11, 2020. I attended 15 sessions in
three days. The sessions that I attended were concerned with user privacy, user
experience, and the analytics of the problem reporting tickets.
6. Reported to OCLC an issue of WMS Circulation "Report Missing" page freezing
whenever clicking on the “Report Missing” button after a record came up through
the process of WMS -> Circulation tab -> Enter barcode in the “Discovery Items”
box. However, when this frozen page is closed after refreshing the screen, the
record is found to be logged as being “missing” as it should be. OCLC responded:
“This is listed as a known issue in the Circulation section of our help site. While
we are working on the issue, you can use the page to track resolution.”
7. Transitioned Redbooks to Winmo website after repeated link testing off campus
by using the link in OpenAthens admin. Communicated the update with
concerned administrators and librarian faculty.
8. Responded to Andy of Seminary Library’s question about how to display a print
journal in a different time segment in setonhall worldcat’s journal search/browse
interface. One way is to have one big time range in one row and add different
time range specifics in the “coverage_notes” field in Kabart. Another way is to
add different time ranges in separated rows as in the example of “Blue Book, The”
in seminary library. But they are not reflected well in the journal search page
because they use the same OCLC number and system just displayed the first row
in repetition. It should be changed.
9. Added individually purchased e-books to KB's permanently purchased ebook
collection manually per Carol’s requests on a regular basis so that they can be
searchable in setonhall worldcat.
10.There were many Bepress link-resolver issues for not linking to fulltext or to linkresolver pages. After working with OCLC Support and studying the cases myself,
my current understanding of the function of Bepress “Find in your library” link
can be summarized below:
When the click of Bepress “Find in your library” link is within the range of
SHU IPs, it will lead to a SHU link resolver page. When the click of the link is
outside range of SHU IPs, it will present a WorldCat page which could be either
(1) a display of a journal record in WorldCat if the Bepress metadata is good with
issn or doi or (2) a WorldCat library search box page to search for “your library”
if the Bepress metadata is incomplete. Bepress “Find in your library” link
attempts to be institution neutral if the click is not from the IPs stored in its
system. It will not lead a user to the fulltext of a journal article from either of the
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WorldCat pages. It has nothing to do with whether an authentication option is
selected. The idea of Bepress “Find in your library” link to be institution neutral
may be good but not helpful to a user who wants to access fulltext because the
WorldCat library search box does not seem to work. I would suggest utilizing the
link option in the bottom of the Bepress editing page. Three types of links can be
added: (1) a permalink that requires SHU credentials, (2) a free open source link,
and (3) a publisher link that requires a paywall because it is not in SHU
subscriptions and not a free link. All these three types of will be better than “Find
in your library” not linking to fulltext from a user’s perspective. I communicated
my understanding and suggestions with the colleagues working with Bepress.
Looking Ahead
• Continue to deal with daily issues of accessing electronic resources with
patience, persistence, and perseverance as well as to perform assigned
weekly, monthly, quarterly, and yearly tasks in excellence.
• Continue my research on the dissertations on teaching Chinese as a second
language to find out what topics, methods and findings have been written so
that I can better inform the graduate students of Asian Studies. It is my Praxis
ATM project guided by Bernard Lonergan’s theory of GEM (Generalized
Empirical Method).
• Continue to provide library instructions, references, and liaison services to
Asian Studies with high quality. I would like to conclude my annual report
with a thank-you letter from Yunlin Zhou, a graduate student of Asian Studies
to Professor Dongdong Chen, Director, Graduate Program in Asian Studies to
express her gratitude about learning experience at Seton Hall University. My
name was mentioned among other professors. I believe that it is the best
evidence to show my fruitful liaison service to Asian Studies Program.
From: Dongdong Chen <Dongdong.Chen@shu.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, May 20, 2020 9:39 PM
To: Yunlin Zhou <Yunlin.Zhou@shu.edu>
Cc: …Xue-Ming Bao <Xue-Ming.Bao@shu.edu>
Subject: RE: Congratulations!

Dear Yunlin,
Thank you so much for your touching note.
I look forward to seeing you again.
Enjoy your summer!
Dongdong
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From: Yunlin Zhou <Yunlin.Zhou@shu.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, May 20, 2020 6:12 PM
To: Dongdong Chen <Dongdong.Chen@shu.edu>
Subject: Re: Congratulations!

Dear Dr. Chen,
Thank you for writing this caring and thoughtful email to us! I will miss my
time at Seton Hall University. Celebrating our graduation in the spring of
2020 at this challenging time, it helped me recall the many extensive and
innovative courses I had in my years at SHU. As your student, I do have
learned a lot from your courses. I still remember many times you, Dr. Leung,
Dr. Osaka, Dr. Rice, Dr. Bao, and other professors who guided me. You and
all the professors’ thoughtful explanation and your passion for teaching
constantly inspire me to deepen my understanding of Chinese history and
culture.
…
Yours,
Yunlin Zhou

Chelsea Barrett
Business Librarian
Annual Report FY: 2019-2020
Introduction
I began my position as the Business Librarian of the Walsh Library January 2020.
While starting my position, I was still enrolled full-time in the Master of
Information program at Rutgers University New Brunswick finishing my degree in
Library and Information Science. As of May 31, 2020, I will have graduated with
Distinction from Rutgers University with my MI in Library and Information
Science with additional coursework in data analysis, database modeling and
information technology.
Upon entering my position, I instantly stepped in to integrate myself into the
Stillman School of Business and the Buccino Institute. I attended Business faculty
meetings and workshops while visiting Jubilee Hall to meet the Department Chairs
of the Stillman Community. I also met with each member of the library faculty and
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staff to a) learn everyone’s position and b) find out ways to potentially collaborate
on ideas once my degree was completed.
In February of 2020, I added to my title the co-liaison to Africana Studies which I
liaison with Brooke Duffy and Alan Delozier. In March of 2020, I added the
Reference Coordinator to my growing title. Under the tutelage of Sebastian Derry,
I have been overseeing the reference services of the library in efforts to create a
system of efficiency and productivity.
Successes/Challenges
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Coordinated Capital Markets Colloquium with Stillman School of Business
Held 10 private research consultations
Created instruction videos for ENGL 1201 and ENGL 1202
Created tutorial and PowerPoint for Euromonitor Passport database
Attended 8 Faculty Development related workshops and seminars
Did 2 Presentations---one for library and one for university
Graduated with MI degree in Library and Information Science
Joined and assisted Data Services/Data Management Team
Served on 8 Committees and 3 University Groups
Volunteer with World Health Organization (WHO)
Helped conduct website user testing (Objective 4)

Instruction
OBJECTIVE 4: Prioritize instruction: Increase research and instructional support
in the online learning environment. Seamlessly engage the online teaching
environment as an equal partner. (G4; G1 – G9)
OBJECTIVE 6: 6. Develop programming for diversity and inclusion. (G1 G3 G4
G6 G9): Make content more responsive and inclusive via teaching, instruction,
collection development, and digitization. (G1 G2 G3 G4 G6 G8)
Due to COVID-19, there was an underlying demand for faculty to be able to
present their students with asynchronous modes of teaching due to differing time
zones and other factors. Professor Duffy had the idea to create videos which
focused upon each objective in each respective course. A group was formed
between me, Brooke Duffy, Gerard Shea and Christian Stempart to create these
tutorials on the various objectives present in each respective course lesson plan.
We created these videos and shared this with faculty which was well received and
much appreciated.
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As my first 6 months of this position were set to be a learning curve, I was not
obligated by the Coordinator of Instruction Librarian Brooke Duffy to teach any
courses. However, I opted to teach as much as I could, so we agreed that I would
teach about 8-10 courses—solo and co-teaching to get me up to speed for the
summer and fall course loads. My first class was scheduled to be taught March 17,
2020 in-person but on March 16, 2020 due to COVID-19, librarians were sent to
work from home on which resulted in the modality for teaching being changed. We
transitioned all teaching onto Microsoft Teams and that was how the first few
courses were taught. Soon, there was a demand for asynchronous teaching where I
assisted in creating an ENGL 1201 PPT in addition to short tutorial videos for
these classes. The charts below show that I was able to teach about 9 classes in
total which fell under the categories of synchronous via Microsoft Teams,
asynchronous, solo and co-teach.

I was also approached by Marketing Department Chair Stephen Pirog to assist with
developing tutorials on a Business database for his summer course. After receiving
the proposed project/lesson for his course, I was able to create a tutorial on our
database Euromonitor Passport which addressed how to navigate the website to get
to the desired outcomes for the project. To supplement this video, I also created a
detailed PowerPoint for those students who prefer that modality of learning. The
tutorial and the PowerPoint were well received by Professor Pirog and will be
integrated into the course shell of this marketing course Summer 2020.
Faculty Development
OBJECTIVE 9: Continue performing tasks at every level to establish the
University Libraries’ expertise, knowledge, and competence in support of stated
objectives. (G1 – G9): Professional development workshops (PDG, instruction
workshops, faculty retreat), and re-envisioning and redesign student training
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programs. Support professional development to stay on top of current trends. (G1
G3 G4 G6 G8 G9)
In terms of Faculty Development, I attended 7 TLTC workshops in efforts to learn
the platforms and technologies that are used by Seton Hall University so I could
better understand and assist in teaching and incorporating these platforms into my
teaching. I also attended an Africana Studies Seminar in early January 2020 with
Alan Delozier and Brooke Duffy. During this seminar, we were able to
communicate with faculty, students and staff to get an understanding of how the
program wants to thrive and what the library can do to help promote, grow and
sustain this department.
Research Consultations
OBJECTIVE 7: Strengthen our relationships with key departments and
organizations that support library curricular, research initiatives, funding, and
outreach. (G2 G4 G7 G9): Foster subject librarian and Instructional Design
collaborations. (G8)
To date, I have had 10 private research business-related consultations. In the chart
provided, the breakdown of who requested my services has been listed. Many of
my consultations came from MBA Graduate Students enrolled within Professor
Elizabeth McCrea’s Consulting course and I had 2 repeat consultations as well
though that is not present in the pie chart. Two Stillman Business Faculty Members
also have requested my direct services. One faculty member came to me for help
with his original research topic. We worked together to search the web for related
topics and supplementary information that may help with his publication. The
second faculty member requested my assistance with identifying top marketing
journals for an annual marketing report that is done each year that most marketing
faculty rely on. Both professors have indicated that they would be using my
services in the future so connections have been built.
A member of the CFA Research Challenge Team approached me and asked for
assistance with finding ESG data. This occurred during the COVID-19 pandemic,
so it was not easy to get to the data. However, after reaching out to Stillman
Faculty, I was able to find out that certain members of the faculty had access to this
data through the Bloomberg Terminal. The students were able to receive the data
in time and go on to win the Americas Regional, becoming the only U.S. university
team to get to the Global Finals. Due to this success, the Faculty in Stillman
thought it was an excellent idea to give me a temporary license to the Bloomberg
Terminal during the COVID-19 pandemic to better serve the students.
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Data Services/Data Management
OBJECTIVE 2: Enhance student and faculty success by developing Data Services
support for the research needs of the University and improve its research output.
(G1 G2 G4 G5 G8 G9): Provide essential services and support for research data
services, data infrastructure, and scholarly communications. (G2 G4 G5 G6 G7 G8
G9).
Upon beginning my position, I became integrated into the Data Services/Data
Management Team with Lisa DeLuca, Sharon Ince, Gerard Shea, and Lauren
Harrison. There was an apparent lack of platforms and resources needed such as
STATA licenses so myself, Sharon and Lisa submitted a faculty block grant to be
able to get more data-related licenses so we could effectively teach workshops for
faculty, students and staff.
Interdepartmental Cooperation
OBJECTIVE 1: Create a coordinated outreach plan across the University and
within the surrounding communities. (G1 G2 G3 G7 G9): Develop and deliver
programs and activities; support interdepartmental symposia and hosting
interlibrary events. (G1 G2 G3 G4 G6 G7)
• Worked with Dahnisha Thomas (Administrative Support Secretary), Mark
Schild and Elven Riley to coordinate 14th annual Capital Markets
Colloquium in the Walsh Library during Love Data Week.
• This was the first time the colloquium was held in cooperation with and
within the library
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• Unqualified success---Stillman Business Faculty expressed strong interest in
doing this in 2021 and beyond.
Reference
OBJECTIVE 3: Expand, interpret, and disseminate our digital presence (G1 G2 G4
G5 G8: Develop and deploy tools that are user friendly, meet the needs of
researchers, and can integrate with existing systems; continue to explore alternative
technology platforms and tools whose integration may improve our services to our
end users. (G1 – G9)
Pre-COVID-19, I worked the reference desk for about 4 hours each week though
those hours varied when covering for other librarians. As COVID-19 forced us to
extend our reference hours, I found myself working reference for an average 9
hours per week. Now, as we go into summer 2020, I am working about 7 hours a
week while providing reference back-up so that reference is always manned to the
best of its ability. As of 5/28/2020 I have participated in 89 chat transactions
making up 28% of the chat reference numbers.

Presentations
OBJECTIVE 4: Prioritize instruction: Provide learning opportunities that address
the spectrum of needs to ensure successful deployment of library resources for the
curriculum. (G1 G2 G3 G5 G6 G8)
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• Barrett, C. H. (Co-Presenter), Shea, G. (Co-Presenter), Using Tableau for
Annual Reports, "Tableau Public," Seton Hall University Walsh Library,
Microsoft Teams. (May 19, 2020).
• Barrett, C. H. (Presenter), Rose-Wiles, L. (Co-Presenter), Delozier, A. (CoPresenter, Organizer), Duffy, B. (Co-Presenter), Downey, K. (Co-Presenter),
Petersheim, "Student Research and Library Support During the COVID-19
Crisis," Seton Hall University, Microsoft Teams. (April 21, 2020).
Mentorship
• Mentored LIS Intern Christian Stempert on navigating reference, creating,
and scripting instruction videos and overall LIS information such as
applying to work in academic libraries
• Helped Samah Alshrief by providing feedback on presentations and
workshops while helping to integrate her into the library.

Committees
• Served on 1 University Committee (Database and Applications Member,
Petersheim Committee)
• Member of 3 University Groups (Diversity Coalition, Diversity Reading
Group, Meditation Group)
• Member of 6 Library Committees (Social Media Committee, LibGuides
Community of Practice Committee, Instruction Committee, Website Design
Task Force, Public Services Committee, Library Faculty Assembly)
Professional Meetings
• To continue to develop in my position, from January 2020 to May 2020, I
have attended 18 different meetings, seminars, workshops, and seminars in
various areas of librarianship such as reference and access services,
copyright, instruction, and data management.
• Some professional organizations that held these events are the NJ Big Data
Alliance, the Black Caucus of the American Library Association,
Association for Information Science and Technology (ASIS&T), Business
Reference and Services Section, VALE and Society for Scholarly
Publishing.
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Honors
• Student -Elected Speaker at Commencement, Black Caucus of the American
Library Association. (May 24, 2020).
Volunteer
To properly respond to COVID-19, the World Health Organization sought to
curate and properly distribute new findings and research on the pandemic to best
find solutions and breakthroughs on this virus. Initially, this task was placed on
250 people made up of WHO librarians and graduate students. After some time,
the amount of research, curation and compilation inundated the WHO
organization, so a call was put out for volunteers.
I answered that call and as of May 6, 2020 I became an official volunteer for the
Library Reserves Corps. Under the tutelage of Stacy Brody, a reference and
instruction librarian at George Washington University, I have been added to the
Daily Publication List Metadata Enhancement working group. My task is to export
tagged citations from an established Zotero-based system and place that data into a
LibGuide that can be sent to appropriate personnel that can navigate through to
find pertinent research and information that can help their own findings. Though
there is no definitive end-date, my goal is to continue to volunteer with the WHO
organization until my service is no longer needed.
Story on this initiative: https: www.libraryjournal.com/?detailStory=librarianvolunteers-help-who-make-sense-of-covid-information
Looking Ahead
As my position continues to grow in terms of responsibility, I have a few things
that I seek to accomplish in the 2020-2021 academic year.
OBJECTIVE 1: Create a coordinated outreach plan across the University and
within the surrounding communities. (G1 G2 G3 G7 G9)
• Continue outreach to Business Faculty, Students and Staff
• Continue symposium (during Love Data Week desired)
• Revamp the reference hours page on the website. Currently the page is very
clunky. With assistance from Kaitlin K I will be editing the page to be more
visually appealing and able to better assist students with reference needs.
OBJECTIVE 3: Expand, interpret, and disseminate our digital presence (G1 G2 G4
G5 G8).
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• Revamp reference. Currently there are things that need to be changed in
terms of how reference is handled. After doing extensive research on the
topic, the goal is to slowly implement changes that will benefit the patrons
that utilize our reference services in addition to benefitting the reference
librarians and making their jobs a bit easier and less tedious for them.
• Revamp existing LibGuides
• Create new LibGuide on Wealth Management
OBJECTIVE 4: Prioritize instruction:
• Collaboration with Stillman School of Business faculty member Elven Riley
to get embedded in two BFIN courses and to teach Power BI
• Get embedded in 2 or more Business classes (2 are pending with Elven
Riley)
• Budget time to create more video tutorials for students to use to supplement
in-person instruction and individual research consultations
• Continue research on Business specialized databases
OBJECTIVE 7: Strengthen our relationships with key departments and
organizations that support library curricular, research initiatives, funding, and
outreach. (G2 G4 G7 G9): Foster subject librarian and Instructional Design
collaborations. (G8)
• Work with Instructional Designer Vanessa to create more instructional
videos on databases and searching through Business databases

Alan Delozier
University Archivist and Special Collections Education
Coordinator
Annual Report FY: 2019-2020
Introduction
The following summary is based on the University Libraries Strategic Plan (where
applicable) and my own primary work focus on behalf of the Archives & Special
Collections Center and arranged by current individual Objectives and covering
applicable Goals. Relevant professional activities undertaken over the past year are
outlined below.
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Objective 1) Create a coordinated outreach plan across the University and
within the surrounding communities. (G1 G2 G3 G7 G9)
1c) Leverage social media platforms to expose University Libraries, Special
Collections, and Gallery activities
Social Media Opportunities
• University Libraries Instagram. Regularly offer ideas for postings based on
milestones in University History and other events with relevant illustrations and
caption text to support each submission. (Spring 2020-present)
• Seton Hall University Historical Dates Inventory. Actively research, add exact
dates, and supporting information outlining various milestones,
commemorations, and significant events in Setonia History for reference
purposes. Work with Dr. Sarah Ponichtera and Professor Jeanne Brasile on
attaching non-Seton Hall related dates of note such as national or world
holidays. Used primarily for Instagram, Blog, and other news-sharing sites.
(Spring 2020-present)
• Archives & Special Collections Blog. Contributed to this site at various times
over the past year. Included are the entries authored, contributed, mentioned,
and/or quoted (in chronological order): “South Orange and Seton Hall – Local
Research Ties” [author] (5/2019). Serve as volunteer co-editor of the Archives
& Special Collections Blog Page. (4/2018-present) Full text on each article:
“South Orange and Seton Hall – Local Research Ties” [author] (5/2019),
“Pirates Beyond Play” – Seton Hall Athletics Exhibit” [author] (6/2019), “A
Moment in Space and Time – Seton Hall Honors A Pioneering Astronaut”
[author] (7/2019), “Student Perspective on Junot Diaz and ‘Poetry in the
Round’” [Written by Ms. Julia Bonavitacola, Student Intern. Contributor]
(8/2019), “The Latino Experience & Seton Hall University – From Pioneering
Students to the Unanue Institute” [author] (9/2019), “Ever More” – Edgar Allan
Poe & Rare Book Holdings” [author] (10/2019), “Thanksgiving at Seton Hall
During the 19th Century” [author] (11/2019), “Xmas and The Setonian During
the Late 1920s and Early 1930s” [author] (12/2019), “African American Studies
– 50th Anniversary of Distinction” [author] (2/2020), “Irish New Testament and
the First President of Seton Hall” [author] (3/2020), “WSOU-FM – The First
Air Date and Researching This Milestone” [Written by Mr. Jack Kelly,
Alumnus and Researcher. Contributor] (4/2020), “Reconnecting with Each
Other in the Current Pandemic” [mentioned] (4/2020), “Louis Firth – First
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Graduate of Setonia” [author] (5/2020), “Seton Hall College, 150 Years Ago –
1870” [author] (5/2020). Full text on each blog entry can be found via the
following link:
http://blogs.shu.edu/archives/?s=alan
1e) Increase awareness of the scholarly potential of our collections, programs,
exhibitions both within and beyond Seton Hall
• Exhibits & Related Project Creation. Personally organized displays featuring
digital scans of original archival documents designed to support historical
milestones on campus and connect to academic courses while simultaneously
encouraging the university community to consider further research
opportunities within our Center. Worked collaboratively with Professor Jeanne
Brasile, Director of the Walsh Library Gallery and Ms. Meghan Brady on
mounting suggestions. Counted among the cross-section of events I developed
and arranged over the past year include the following examples (chronological
order): “Petersheim Academic Exposition” [Walsh Library Gallery Window
Display] (4-7/2019), “U.S. Constitution and Resources From the Archives &
Special Collections” [Walsh Library Gallery Window Display] (Fall 2019), “A
Celebration of the 45th Anniversary of Unanue Latino Institute” [* Personally
mounted exhibit in Walsh Library First Floor Display Case] (Fall 2019) [*
Display cabinet formerly located on the First Floor of Walsh Library has been
permanently re-located as of 2020]
• Curator and Intellectual Content. “’Pirates Beyond Play’ (The History and Art
of Setonia Athletics, 1856-2006)” Personally chose the specific themes, display
elements, wrote the text panels, created a continue play Power Point, and
managed other aspects of this specialized exhibit. Worked with Professor
Jeanne Brasile, Gallery Director, who assisted my efforts especially in regard to
preparation of this exhibit as part of the Walsh Gallery Summer Show series.
My work on promotion of this exhibit included an opening lecture and guided
visit on 6/10/2019. In addition, I provided subsequent consultation, individual
or group tours, and sharing educational perspective in relation to the content
once the exhibit was opened to the public. A total of 494 visitors viewed this
exhibit. More information can be found via the following link:
https://www.shu.edu/news/walsh-gallery-highlights-pirates-beyond-play.cfm
(6-8/2019)
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Objective 2) Enhance student and faculty success by developing Data Services
support for the research needs of the University and improve its research
output. (G1 G2 G4 G5 G8 G9). UL helps IHS as needed.
• For more information on my specific research activities please consult Goals
4e, 6d, and 9e. Thank you.
Objective 3) Expand, interpret, and disseminate our digital presence (G1 G2
G4 G5 G8)
Internet Endeavors
• Internet-Based Information Editor. Serve as Webmaster for the New Jersey
Catholic Historical Commission Website/Blog (hosted by Seton Hall
University) and Facebook Page. Content Manager for the Archdiocese of
Newark History & Preservation Homepage (2014-Present)

Objective 4) Prioritize instruction
4a) Teach how and why we do research via reflective practice and active
learning, cultivate ethics of research and teach how to avoid plagiarism
• Connected to Goal 4d outlined below. Thank you.
4b) Increase research and instructional support in the online learning
environment. Seamlessly engage the online teaching environment as an equal
partner.
• “New Jersey Catholic Experience” – Online Undergraduate Course. Continue
to teach and upgrade this online elective course sponsored through the
Department of Catholic Studies, but also cross-listed with the Department of
Religious Studies and the School of Theology. This is as an official elective for
Core III status and ran during the Spring 2019 semester with 18 students (postclass support offered until 7/2019). This course stresses bibliographic
instruction and contains detailed readings from texts found in our library and
offers usage options from the Archives & Special Collections Center. (*
Scheduled to run again during the Fall 2020 semester)
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4c) Refocus the Liaison program towards a holistic, project-based approach;
augment with embedded librarianship where possible.
• University Libraries Liaison and Associated Academic Support. Liaison to the
Department of Catholic Studies and Military Science (2016-present) along with
Africana Studies [African American and Latino Studies] (with Professors
Chelsea Barrett and Brooke Duffy), Irish Studies, Judaeo-Christian Studies
(with Dr. Sarah Ponichtera), Museum Studies, Philosophy (with Dr. Marta
Deyrup), and Religious Studies (with Dr. Marta Deyrup) (2018-Present).
Among the measures taken to facilitate collaboration include the creation and
distribution of a semester-opening letter to the faculty, follow-up
correspondence, book orders, research assistance, updating LibGuides, offering
classroom instruction, and additional means of interaction and promoting
library and archival-centered resources with members of each department.
Special collaborations with Professor Lisa DeLuca (History) and Professor
Gerry Shea (English) to promote resources found in Archives & Special
Collections and Rare Book Collections respectively. (2018-present)
• LibGuide Development. Have worked on and/or serve as primary editor on
various reference sites designed to centralize information on different special
collections into subject areas of interest to our research community.
Collaborated on the following sites:“Special Collections at Seton Hall” (with
entire staff). Individual sites I have created and maintain include (in
alphabetical order): “Catholic Studies,” “Catholic Studies: Primary Sources and
Special Collections,” “Historic Maps & Cartography (with co-editor Professor
Lisa DeLuca),” “Ireland & American Irish Studies,” “Military Science,” “New
Jersey Catholic History,” “Primary Sources – An Introductory Guide,” “Race
and Racial Studies,” “Rare Book Collections,” “St. Elizabeth Ann Seton &
Family,” “South Orange & Local History,” “Sports History & Academics,” and
“University History.” Within the last few months assumed responsibility for
editing and upgrading the following sites: “Africana Studies” [AfricanAmerican and Latino Studies] (with co-editors Professors Chelsea Barrett and
Brooke Duffy), “Judaeo-Christian Studies” (with Dr. Sarah Ponichtera),
“Museum Studies,” “Philosophy” (with Dr. Marta Deyrup), and “Religious
Studies” (with Dr. Marta Deyrup). The following link collectively leads to each
of the aforementioned sites:
https://library.shu.edu/subject-guides?b=o&group_id=2919
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• Program Review. Evaluated a proposal to start a Dual Degree (B.A.+ J.D.)
Program in Religion and Law presented by Dr. Ki Joo (KC) Choi, Chair of the
Department of Religion. Worked with Professor Marta Deyrup to provide a
detailed list of library and archival-centered resources to aid with pedagogical
support of this burgeoning program. (3/2020)
• Interdisciplinary Program Support. Provided informational background data
and sources on Catholic and Africana-related library and archival-centered
resources in relation to proposed 3/2 programs that lead to an MPA in either
Africana Studies, Catholic Studies, Biology or Anthropology. (3-4/2020)
4d) Provide learning opportunities that address the spectrum of needs to
ensure successful deployment of library resources for the curriculum.
• Classroom Instruction. Taught a total of 15 individual class sessions including
Bibliographic Instruction (English 1201/1202), University Life (Freshman
Orientation), and other specialized instruction. Various classes featuring
primary source instruction including a preview of materials found specifically
in the Archives & Special Collections Center have also been taught. Of
particular note were requested individual instructional classes and assignment
support provided for Dr. James Kimble (Communication and the Arts), Msgr.
Raymond Kupke (Seminary), Msgr. Richard Liddy (Sports and Religion), Dr.
Ines Murzaku (Catholic Studies), Dr. Dermot Quinn (History), Dr. Tom
Rzeznik (History), Professor B.J. Schechter (Communication and the Arts), Dr.
Joseph Stetar (Education), and Professor Gregory Stevens (Museum Studies).
• Faculty Projects Collaborations. Joint research and programming partnership
undertaken personally with various faculty over the past year include working
with specific scholars including: Dr. Peter Ahr (Religious Studies), Dr. Mary
Balkun (English), Dr. Karen Boroff (Acting Provost/School of Business), Dr.
Martha Carpentier (English), Dr. William Connell (History), Dr. Ann Elkas
(Nursing), Dr. Nancy Enright (English), Dr. Marie Foley (Nursing), Rev.
Lawrence Frizzell (Judaeo-Christian Studies), Dr. Larry Greene (History), Ms.
Elizabeth Halpin (Diplomacy), Msgr. Richard Liddy (Religious Studies), Dr.
Jose Lopez (Physics), Dr. Maxine Lurie (History), Dr. Elizabeth McCrea
(Business), Dr. Bryan Meadows (Education), Dr. Karen Passaro (Continuing
Education), Dr. Forrest Pritchett (Freshman Studies), Dr. Elizabeth Redwine
(English), Dr. Anthony Roberts (Military Science), Dr. Tom Rzeznik (History),
Dr. Nancy Scharf (Nursing), Dr. Denise Vigani (Philosophy), Dr. Bernadette
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Wilkowski (Academic Specialist/English), Msgr. Robert Wister (Seminary),
and Dr. Youssef Yacoubi (Languages, Literature, and Culture) among others.
• COVID-19 Period and Contributions. Adapted to off-site educational support.
Worked with Professors Brooke Duffy and Martha Loesch to create an
Asynchronous PowerPoint presentation for English 1201-1202 course
instruction for those who cannot do live video classes. Taught classes remotely
via TEAMS video technology, continuation of communication with faculty,
students, researchers, and colleagues via e-mail. Other projects worked upon as
needed. (3/2020-present)
4e) Integrate primary sources from our Special Collections and the Gallery
into the curricula with collaborative programs across disciplines
Researchers & Reference
My primary work focus involves individual research assistance (and occasional
joint project solving) to our community and general public. This section includes
my overall work with researchers (more specific examples concerning requests that
are focused on Diversity and Inclusion and University History can be found under
Goals – 6d and 9a respectively) over the past year. From June 1, 2019-May 20,
2020 here is what I have completed during this time period and is broken down by
request type as follows . . .
ABD Research Statistics (2019-20)
• Do We Have Relevant Materials? - Yes = 522, No = 35
• Collecting Area - SHU = 465, ADN = 33, MSS = 86, Rare Books = 93
• Request Type – Genealogy = 15, Irish = 17, ADN = 18, Catholic NJ = 65, New
Jersey/Local History = 42, SHU/University History = 398, Other = 101
• Request Method – On-Site = 356, Off-Site = 221
• Time to Complete: 5-15 Minutes = 45, 15-30 Minutes = 209, 30-60 Minutes =
209, 1 Hour = 24, 1.5 Hours = 28, 2 Hours = 11, 2.5 Hours = 16, 3 Hours = 5, 4
Hours = 3, 4.5 Hours = 3, 5 Hours = 6, 5.5 Hours = 12, 6 Hours = 13
• Patron Type – SHU Student = 68, SHU Faculty = 156, SHU Administrator = 178,
SHU Staff = 18, SHU Alumni = 63, ADN Constituent = 10, Student From
Another Institution = 17, Faculty, Non-SHU = 31, Other = 107
• Geographical Addresses – Domestic = New Jersey, California, Colorado, District
of Columbia, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Iowa, Maryland, Massachusetts,
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Michigan, New Hampshire, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Texas.
International = Italy, Norway, Holland, Scotland, England/UK, Unknown
• Directional Requests = 414. This reporting category has changed over the last year
and the number of various and miscellaneous requests that came in are basically
counted here (i.e. internal project responses, initial sacramental requests, campus
directions, book ordering, professional questions, queries for the Gallery staff,
etc.), but not in detail.
Beyond the numbers outlined above, each individual request treatment I have handled
either solo or in collaboration with a colleague is outlined in more detail within the
LibWizard Survey database which has been updated for the 2019-20 so the reporting
system has been modified. Specific details are offered at regular intervals as part of
Random Sampling Days upon request by Assistant Dean Sebastian Derry. Specific
major projects illustrative of diverse scholarship needs include a few select examples
(others can be provided upon request) for more perspective . . .
• Ms. Karen Morgante (Independent Researcher) – Information on the history of the
Cricklewood Estate and various properties in South Orange. Collaborative with
South Orange Public Library
• Mr. Kerry O’Connor (Independent Researcher) – Information on Irish genealogy
resources and family history data leads
• Ms. Adriana Rojas (SHU Student) – Newark-related immigration data between
1900-2000.
• Dr. Donald McKenna (SHU Faculty) – Leads in regard to various published and
print-based family history resources
• Ms. Gloria Garafulich-Grabois (SHU Administrator) – Details on the Kessler G.K .
Chesterton Rare Book Collection
• Ms. Naryah Dilworth (Simpson University Student) – Primary source information
in regard to St. Elizabeth Ann Seton
• Ms. Margalit Schindler (Kent State University Student) – Evaluation and research
questions in regard to the book entitled: Long’s Classical Atlas
• Dr. Mary Leck (Rider University Faculty) – Inquiry concerning book volume
entitled: Abbots of Nottingham
• Ms. Alicia Batko (Independent Researcher) – Information related to Italian-themed
volumes in our collection
• Msgr. Richard Liddy (SHU Faculty) – Various requests in regard to Catholic
Studies-centered resources, John Henry Newman, Rare Book holdings, etc.
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• Reference Coverage. Archives & Special Collections staff share reference desk
coverage (lunch time, Summer Hours, and/or emergency situations),
responsibilities, serving researchers in the Reading Room for visits by preparing
materials from the vault and returning items to the Vault after research is complete.
• It has been especially valuable to collaborate with Archival Assistant Ms.
Jacquelyn Deppe, and Student Worker Ms. Benedicta Armah on various
projects involving the research community over the past year.
• A daily e-mail update on scheduled researchers was sent to the aforementioned
individuals and Dr. Sarah Ponichtera prior to the closure of campus due to
COVID-19 (3/2020), but will resume once on-site in the future.
• I have offered my services to voluntarily cover the desk regularly throughout
the semester to aid my colleagues and keep operations consistent beyond
regular duty.
Pedagogy & Teaching Opportunities
• Class Instruction w/ Archival Research Requirements. Resources from the
Archives & Special Collections Center that were used as part of required
classroom assignments include my collaboration with: Dr. Sam OhrenbergerHopkins (Communication and the Arts) – “Rhetorical Criticism,” [Fall 2019]; Dr.
Matthew Pressman (Communication and the Arts) – “Writing for the Media,” [Fall
2019]; and Dr. Dermot Quinn (History) – “Early Modern Ireland,” [Fall 2019]
• “Introduction to Archives for Museum Studies Professionals” – Evening Graduate
Course. Invited to develop and teach an elective class that centers on many aspects
of Archival Science in general and how it applies to Museum Studies standards in
particular. This class ran during the Spring 2020 semester with 13 students. The
course proper contains numerous examples and references to the Seton Hall
University Archives & Special Collections Center. [* Class was offered on-site
until 3/2020, but continued via video conferencing until 5/2020 due to the COVID19 closure. Library Professors Samah Faris K Alshrief and Sharon Ince were guest
speakers for one class session]
• Special Teaching Opportunity, “Archival Science, An Introduction” – Provided
resources and guidance for a module offered as part of the “Introduction to
Records Management” course conducted by Professor Stephen Dalina, adjunct
professor at Kent State University during the Spring 2020 semester. (4/2020)
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• GLAM Archival Development. Part of a library-wide approach to build on
University Libraries-wide teaching resource options. Created a template for an
introductory Power Point presentation on the Archives & Special Collections
Center that will serve as an asynchronous, video, public, or multi-use guide to
promote specific subject areas and collections found in our repository. Work with
Dr. Sarah Ponichtera on content and Dr. Brooke Duffy with various teaching
opportunities with an eye towards the Fall 2020 semester in particular. (2019present)
• Great Minds Series. Presented with Monsignor Richard Liddy and Father
Lawrence Frizzell on the History of Seton Hall University, 1856-Present as part of
the Center for Catholic Studies program in this series. Planning with Dr. Thomas
Rzeznik (History) on potential Mother Elizabeth Ann Seton program over the
Summer months. (8/2019-present)

Objective 5) Pursue both funding opportunities and enhanced allocations.
(G9)
Collection Building
• Grant Funding. New Jersey Catholic Historical Commission approval of $10,000+
in funds allocated to support the processing of the Rev. Raul Comesanas Papers
(ADN, Catholic, Cuban, SHU, etc. related content) along with the purchase of
preservation supplies to support the most fragile ADN/SHU audio discs will be
transferred to the Seton Hall University Archives & Special Collections Center.
(Spring 2020)
• Donor Relations. In conjunction with the VTF, I aid with selection of potential
donation material on a regular basis. This includes recommendations on Catholicthemed book purchases when asked as one example. Various personal collection
donations that first came to my attention over the past year were forwarded to Dr.
John Buschman and Dr. Sarah Ponichtera for final evaluation and decisionmaking. These interactions include:
• Dr. Peter Ahr (Honors Program) – Theology Books, Class Notes, Seton Hall
University Themed Objects/Medals
• Ms. Jo Welker (Maryland) - Rev. Raul Comesanas materials that focus upon
various aspects of ADN, Cuban, SHU, and related historical themes. (Initial
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•
•
•
•

evaluation and transport of numerous materials back to campus conducted
collaboratively with Ms. Brianna LoSardo and Professor Sheridan Sayles)
Mr. Robert Quinn (New Jersey) – Political Papers connected to Arthur V.
Quinn and early-mid 20th century New Jersey political and business history.
Ms. Lisa Metz (President’s Hall) – Various faculty and signed gift books that
have been presented to different University Presidents over the years.
Rev. Lawrence Frizzell (Judaeo-Christian Studies) – Boxed materials from the
Institute of Judaeo-Christian Studies.
Mr. Tom Kelly (Alumnus) – Donated various early-mid 20th century Seton Hall
Prep and Seton Hall University materials that belonged to his relatives.

• Alan Delozier - Donation of 1920s Seton Hall Football Poster and print book –
Bee, Clair. Hoop Crazy (New York: Grosset & Dunlap, 1950) [* Volume based
on the life and example of Bob Davies, All-American Basketball player at
Seton Hall College, 1940s]
Objective 6) Develop programming for diversity and inclusion. (G1 G3 G4
G6 G9)
6a) Partner with initiatives at the University that support diversity and
inclusion
Diversity and Inclusion Projects
• Conversation About Race Initiative. This campus-wide series of events that
includes dialogue about how to best teach about race allows for the value of
learning more about racial issues for the benefit of our student population.
Contributed through attendance at “Teach-In On Race” workshops, created and
maintain a LibGuide entitled: “Race and Racial Studies” found on the
University Libraries Homepage. (2016-present)
• Seminar on Race and Inclusion. This semester-long intensive program that
included faculty across campus (including Professor Brooke Duffy) and led
committee discussion on “Race and Higher Education” (10/7/2019) during the
Fall 2019 semester.
• Africana Studies [African American and Latino Studies] Co-Liaison with
Professors Chelsea Barrett and Brooke Duffy. This experience has already
yielded outreach to various professors including Dr. Forest Pritchett, African
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American History Month, Dr. Kelly Harris, new Chair of Africana Studies, and
others. (2018-present)
• African American Studies Center Oral History Project Planning. Work with Dr.
Jon Radwan and Dr. Angela Kotsonis (Communication and the Arts) to
research and provide background information on the start of the African
American Studies program on campus and connections to Monsignor Thomas
Fahy, former SHU President during late 1960s-mid-1970s era. (Fall 2019present)
• Africana Studies Retreat. Presentation on information leads related to African
American and Africana resources found in Archives & Special Collections and
collaborated with Professors Chelsea Barrett and Brooke Duffy on various
Library-centered resources found within the University Libraries system.
(January 2020)
6d) Make content more responsive and inclusive via teaching, instruction,
collection development, and digitization
Diversity and Inclusion - Researchers & Reference
ABD Research Statistics (2019-20)
Specific major projects illustrative of different Diversity and Inclusion-based
scholarship needs include a few select examples (others can be provided upon
request) for more perspective . . .
• Dr. Maria Chiara Rioli (Post Doc Fellow, Fordham University) – Research
on the History of Jewish-Catholic relations in Israel since 1948, Msgr. John
Oesterreicher Papers
• Dr. Larry Greene (SHU Faculty) – Research on African American history,
World War II, and related topics
• Dr. Kelly Harris (SHU Faculty) – Research on the early years of the African
American Studies Department
• Ms. Stephanie Macias-Arlington (SHU Unanue Institute) – Research on
activist Dolores Huerta and United Farm Workers movement of the 20th
century along with the 45h anniversary of the Puerto Rican/Latino Institute
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• Ms. Britany Persson (SHU Law) – Research on the history of African
American Alumni who attended the Law School from opening to the present
day
• Dr. Nongii Zhang (Harvard University) – Expert in Chinese Law and
information query on the John C.H. Wu Collection
• Ms. Brenda Knight (SHU Administrator) – Information on the historical
development of the Seton Hall University African American Studies
Department
• Ms. Yu Liu (UC-Santa Barbara PhD Student) – Resource query concerning
holdings in the John C.H. Wu Collection
• Mr. Brian O’Malley (SHU Administrator) – Background on the evolution
and status of the African American Alumni Association
• Ms. A. Campoverde (SHU Unanue Institute) – Details on the historical
evolution of the Seton Hall Latino Institute
Objective 7) Strengthen our relationships with key departments and
organizations that support library curricular, research initiatives, funding,
and outreach. (G2 G4 G7 G9)
Organizational Affiliations
Each of these examples is presented to show that my work on campus and
participation with external groups connects to promotion, joint-programming,
collaborative potential, and educational means of highlighting our mission of
public service to varying degrees and participated in outside of the office (during
evenings and/or weekend hours) so as not to impact on my daily work
responsibilities . . .
• New Jersey Catholic Historical Commission (NJCHC). This organization exists to
support scholarship initiatives and other projects related to Catholic New Jersey.
Serve as Executive Director to aid with budget, meeting coordination, news
gathering, event planning, granting funding promotion, and various outreach
initiatives on behalf of the organization. Major highlights include regular updates
made to the NJCHC website/blog - http://blogs.shu.edu/njchc/ and Commissionsponsored Facebook Page. Presently reworking our bi-annual e-newsletter edited
by Dr. Maura Harrington and entitled – The Recorder. Further accomplishments
include contributions to Archives Day in New Jersey (October), the annual Spirit
of the Jerseys (May) events held in Monmouth County, and the sharing of news
and resources on a regular basis. (2007-Present)
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• Archdiocese of Newark Ecclesiastical Patrimony Committee. Appointed to this
advisory group which works with the Office of Property Management to protect
the object and artifact-based heritage of the See. Their mission is to serve as
curators to the artistic and historical objects that are an important part of the
Roman Catholic Diaspora of Northern New Jersey. Aided with resources related
to project planning for a virtual historic tour kiosk database to feature the Cathedral
Basilica of the Sacred Heart, Newark. (2017-Present)
• Catholic Library Association (CLA). Work with the CLA Steering Committee to
develop promotion of the organization and other project planning initiatives that
will continue forward into coming months. (2018-Present)
• Catholic Research Resources Alliance (CRRA). A member of the CRRA
Collections and Digital Access Committees. Contributing to the increased presence
of resources on the CRRA Website and Catholic Portal. Working with the CRRA
Steering Committee on a mentorship program that involves outreach to nonmembers and related projects among member institutions and individual archivists,
librarians, and others interested parties. Also appointed to the Teaching and
Scholarship Task Force Sub-Committee that is working on curriculum
development and a special LibGuide devoted to Catholic pedagogical resource
sharing. Provided testimonials for CRRA Newspaper project over the past year.
(2018-Present)
• Beatification Historical Committee. Resumption of action towards the cause of
canonization potential for Bishop James Anthony Walsh, M.M. (1867-1936).
Working with Professor Paul Gibbons and the U.S. Superior of the Maryknoll
Mission Fathers and Brothers and their Archivist on research related to the life and
works of Bishop Walsh for a report and application connected to sainthood for this
individual. (2009-11 and 2018-Present)
• Praxis Program of the Advanced Seminar on Mission. Sponsored by the Center for
Vocation and Servant Leadership (CVSL) and co-sponsored with the Center for
Catholic Studies (CCS). The Praxis Program is an advanced faculty development
program designed to foster personal, professional, organizational and institutional
development for faculty and administrators at Seton Hall, who are graduates of two
previous mission seminars. Active as part of the Cohort II group. (2013-Present)
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• Mid-Atlantic Archives Conference (MARAC). Active with the New Jersey
Caucus meetings, promotion, and conference program committee planning to
varying degrees. Elected to the Scholarship Committee for the 2018-2019 term.
Named Program Committee Co-Chair for the MARAC Long Branch, New Jersey
Fall Conference (10/2020) [* Conference cancelled due to COVID-19 concerns]
• State Historian & Archivist - Ancient Order of Hibernians. Support this New
Jersey Irish-Catholic service organization. Responsible for website and print
updates, research initiatives, appeals for material donations, reports to the State
President and fellow members of the Executive Board. (2009-Present)
• South Orange Historical Preservation Society (SOPHS). Continued membership
on the Board of Advisors and serve as Vice President Emeritus of this
organization. Attend and contribute to monthly meetings on campus and within
the Village of South Orange. Assist with various research projects and
collaboratives across the area and serve as SOPHS liaison to Seton Hall University
and Digital Citizenship program. (2000-Present)
• South Orange Public Library (SOPL). Have collaborated with the administration
on various projects for several years including local history reference, digital
scholarship, family history queries, and community outreach. (2000-Present)
• Caucus Archival Projects Evaluation Service (CAPES). Archival program for the
State of New Jersey which helps archival repositories with building their historical
preservation infra-structures through evaluation with professional archivists.
Various follow-up consultancy questions answered for different Catholic-based
and/or private/public educational entities. Assisted the Barringer H.S. of Newark
Archives during the Winter of 2020.
• Additional membership, research collaboration and/or professional discussions
held with different organizations between 2019-20. Included are the: American
Conference for Irish Studies (Archives and Digitization Task Force), Archival
Resources for Catholic Collections group, Association of Catholic Diocesan
Archivists (News Correspondent for New Jersey), Association of College and
Research Libraries (ACRL & VALE) New Jersey Archivists Group, Catholic
Archdiocese of New York, Catholic Diocese of Metuchen (NJ) Historical
Commission, New Jersey Historical Commission, New Jersey Library Association
(History & Preservation Section), Newark Archives Project/Historical Society
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(Advisory Board), Philadelphia Archdiocesan Historical Research Center, Saint
Peter’s University (150th Anniversary Committee), UNA-USA, and others.
• College Basketball Consultant. “‘Purple Reign’” – The Story of the Holy Cross
College 1947 NCAA Championship and 1954 NIT Title Documentary Video
Project. Research consultant for this production Seton Hall content is included and
the project has been finalized, but continuing to aid with promotion. (10/2017Present)
Objective 8) Ensure the university Libraries has adequate space to support
its programmatic remit on both the IHS and South Orange campuses (G1 G2
G4 G5 G7 G8)
Collaborations With IHS
• Continuation of work as a consultant with the College of Nursing Historical
Preservation Committee (2018-present). Mostly recently worked with colleague
Professor Allison Piazza (and Dr. Sarah Ponichtera) on the “Color Our
Collections” initiative and other projects with IHS faculty upon request including
a presentation on library activities at the time of COVID-19 support with
Professor Kyle Downey (4/2020)
Objective 9) Continue performing tasks at every level to establish the
University Libraries’ expertise, knowledge, and competence in support of
stated objectives. (G1 – G9)
9a) Act as an influence/conduit and repository of institutional knowledge
Seton Hall University History - Researchers & Reference
In regard to Seton Hall-related queries, each individual request treatment I have
handled either solo or in collaboration with a colleague is outlined by the numbers
found below . . .
ABD Research Statistics (2019-20)
• Collecting Area - SHU = 465
• Request Type –SHU/University History = 398
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• Patron Type – SHU Student = 68, SHU Faculty = 156, SHU Administrator = 178,
SHU Staff = 18, SHU Alumni = 63
Specific major projects illustrative of different University History scholarship needs
include a few select examples (others can be provided upon request) for more
perspective . . .
• Athletic Department, Various (Seton Hall University) – Personally discovered the
First African American Basketball Player at Seton Hall for Recognition Ceremony,
Men’s Basketball Head Coach Kevin Willard – Fact Checking on his All-Time
Win-Loss Record, Research on Track & Field Records for various Alumni, etc.
• Ms. Ghana Imani Hylton (SHU Student Life) – Assistance with Seton Hall
Women’s History Month commemorations and events
• Mr. Jack Kelly (SHU Alumnus) – WSOU-FM Radio Book research project
• Dr. Dermot Quinn (SHU Faculty) – University History book research project.
Personally offered service as first round editor for his manuscript and aid with
illustrative material for the final proof copy
• Individuals (Various) – Leads and research findings related to family history
connections to Seton Hall history
• Ms. Marianne Haiduck (Independent Researcher) – Details on the history of the
defunct Seton Hall Grammar School
• Dr. Richard Connors (Retired SHU Administrator) – Various details on different
aspects of Seton Hall history
• Ms. Bernadette McVey (SHU Administrator) – Information on historical resources
connected to Charter Week
• Dr. Anna Calka (SHU Administrator) – Research on 19th century Seton Hall
student life and evolution of the University Crest
• Ms. Ann Elkas (SHU Faculty) – Various questions related to Nursing
administrators from the 1940s-present
Professional Development
•

Educational Opportunities. Continued attendance at various conferences,
symposiums, and specialized talks on campus for educational purposes. Specific
workshops and classes attended over the past year include attendance at various
sessions offered through the Office of Faculty Development and TLTC with
further attendance planned for the upcoming Fall and Spring semesters.
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•

Certificate Programs. Finished coursework for an online distance certificate in
History of Family and Genealogical Methods at the University of Limerick
Ollscoil Luimnigh Ireland (Spring 2019). Graduated as Valedictorian with First
Class Honours (Spring 2019). Online Teaching Certificate program offered via
TLTC coursework nearly finished and working on final assignment (5-6/2020)

•

Continuing Education – Conferences & Courses. Attended the annual Society of
American Archivists Conference in Austin, TX for educational purposes (Summer
2019). Joined workshops conducted by Ms. Romana Schaeffer on “Mold
Removal” and “Box Making” within the Preservation Lab (1/2020). Allowed to
rent or view free video tutorials on various aspects of archival science for
professional development purposes to assist my processing efforts. Titles include:
“Appraisal for Arrangement and Description,” Society of American Archivists
Production (Spring 2020), “Digital Preservation for Audio and Video,” (4/2020)
and others found on YouTube related to Archives and Technology, Archives and
Museums, etc.

• Continuing Education - Other. Learning and adapting to various computer systems
that have been introduced into the Archives & Special Collections Center including
ArchiveSpace, Omeka, and Preservica among other programs/technologies.
Reviewing tutorials for each system and have worked more with ArchiveSpace
over the past year. Additional work with Sharepoint and other programs to help
aid my work and collaborate with colleagues Dr. Sarah Ponichtera, Professor
Sheridan Sayles, Ms. Jaquelyn Deppe from the Center and others within the
University Libraries system.
Professional Development Activities
• Office Maintenance & Meeting Attendance. Work on advisement and direct
collaboration with colleagues upon request to help on de-accessioning decisions,
re-shifting, checking for multiple copies, and other projects as needs arise. Part of
group discussions regarding various procedures that were examined and
streamlined over the past year. Regular discussions with Dr. Sarah Ponichtera and
Professor Sheridan Sayles concerning advice on processing projects and related
works.
• Archives & Special Collections Center Vault Task Force Committee. Assist with
this group over the past few months and member of this board (May 2017Present). The Vault Task Force (VTF) Committee is designed to discuss and plan
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various projects related to collection development, donor initiatives, preservation
of our historical resources and other related tasks. Specific projects completed
and/or being worked on include, but are not limited to the following tasks that
have taken place over the past year. . .
• Weekly meeting with Dr. Sarah Ponichtera to discuss projects and objectives is a
helpful means of reporting on current activities and keeping apprised of relevant
projects related to the Center. (9/2019-present)
• Artifacts/Objects Evaluation Project. Ongoing review of different items within
our collection and decisions to retain or reject materials. (5/2017-present)
• Athletic Department Evaluation. Survey of potential archival resources and
aiding the Department of Athletics with self-preservation techniques and supply
lists conducted with Professor Sheridan Sayles that resulted in a processing
proposal that included my work on the context and substance connected to the
subject matter involved. (Fall-2019-present)
• Athletic Objects List. Evaluation of Sports-related objects found in the
Archives Vault and recommended for preservation and shared with Archives
and Gallery personnel for further support. (Summer 2019-present)
• Seton Hall Diploma Project. Identification, storage, and ArchivesSpace input
of details related to Seton Hall diplomas added to our University History
collection. Worked with Professor Sheridan Sayles on conservation measures
and Dr. Sarah Ponichtera on database input features. (Fall 2019)
• Cube Deaccession and Evaluation. Offered suggestions in relation to various
materials to be processed to Dr. Sarah Ponichtera and Professor Sheridan Sayles
and helped with discard of duplicate boxes with these individuals. (Summer
2019-present)
• Walsh Library 25th Anniversary Commemoration. Worked on finding resources
for physical and digital exhibit, digitized photographs, wrote exhibit captions,
helped aided with background content used in print and electronic promotion,
and contributed in various other ways in regard to this project with Dr. Sarah
Ponichtera, Ms. Brianna LoSardo, Professor Jeanne Brasile, and Ms. Jacquelyn
Deppe. (Summer-Fall 2019)
• Insurance Archaeologist and Assistance. Aided with supervision of the work of
researcher contracted by SHU Legal Counsel with Dr. Sarah Ponichtera and
Professor Sheridan Sayles. (10/2019)
• Website Re-Design. Suggestions offered with all colleagues in regard to
Archives & Special Collections Center Homepage. (7/2019)
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• Collection Reference, Various. Aid offered in regard to questions concerning
various background information in regard to such collections as the UNA-USA
donation, Irish Texts, Named Book Collections, Faculty Authors, Seton Hall
Ephemera, Materials related to the Barrymore Family, etc. (2019-present)
• Seton Hall University Blueprints. Offered specific contact information and
connecting Professor Sheridan Sayles with the Physical Plant Office on campus.
(Fall 2020)
• COVID-19 Oral History Project. Initial support and ongoing promotion offered
on behalf of the program. My idea for Petersheim Conference presentation, etc.
(3/2020-present)
• Library Time Capsule. Shared information between Dr. Sarah Ponichtera,
Professor Jeanne Brasile and myself on the contents of this collection. (2/2020)
• Reading Room Exhibit – Rare Texts. Found copies of the Stuart Breviary in the
Vault and helped with word of mouth promotion with Msgr. Robert Wister,
Curator of this Exhibit.
• Gloria Leckie Visit. Helped with gathering prime examples from the collection
for this visit and helped host with Ms. Jacquelyn Deppe. (10/2019)
• Spreadsheet and List Sharing. Provided colleagues with reference works I have
created including data on hard copies of Setonians (1924-2016), Vertical File
(1912-2017), SHU Organizational Charts, and President/Chancellor title details
for Mr. Patrick McCall and Professor Sheridan Sayles in particular. (7/2019present)
• Collection Policy Revisions. Part of the collaborative with all colleagues in
updating policy wording found on our websites. (4/2020)
• University Publications. Coordination with Ms. Jacquelyn Deppe concerning
updates and organizing materials within this collection. (6/2018-Present)
• Renaming Images and Preservica Ingest. Working under the guidance of Dr.
Sarah Ponichtera and learning more about the process of moving various
images into the Preservica system for permanent retention. (Spring 2020)
• Site Maintenance Initiatives. Over the past year regular assistance was
provided in cleaning of the vault and processing area, checking pest traps, aided
with oversight of construction professionals on different maintenance projects,
etc. (6/2018-Present)
• Reference Collection Weeding Project-Liaison Evaluation. Worked with
faculty library colleagues especially Professor Lisa DeLuca and removed
outdated volumes found in the Museum Studies, Philosophy, and Religious
Studies sections in the Reference Area of Walsh Library. (Summer-Fall 2019)
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• Archdiocese of Newark – Monsignor Francis Seymour Evaluation Project. In
conjunction with Sister Donna Ciangio, O.P. and Monsignor Robert Wister
reviewed book volumes and other items found in the office of the late
Monsignor Seymour for inclusion in the Rare Book, Main, Seminary, or other
relevant collections along with suggestions for those earmarked for Better
World Books. Assistance with discard and donation of frames and other
relevant items from this space to charity. (Summer 2019)
• Digital Measures. Orientation and learning workshop attendance. (4-5/2020)
Current Archival Processing Projects - Updates
• Seton Hall University Athletics Collection (73.44 linear ft. approx.) [1856-2020]
Finding Aid Status. An amended update to this project from my report of last year.
Over time the existing core collection has been worked upon, but not completed in
full as per my error in understanding the long-range vision for this resource area. I
was informed by my colleagues that we have a budget to add new acid-free boxes,
folders, photo sleeves, and other conservation resources that will replace recycled
materials used originally. Otherwise, a decision to enhance the collection by
adding photographs, artifacts, and other items that were previously found in nonspecific university-subject collections that will be added to the overall Athletics
Collection in order to make it more inclusive. Helpful technical support to move
forward has been provided by the Library and Archives Administration especially
in regard to recommendations including Dr. Sarah Ponichtera and Professor
Sheridan Sayles.
In regard to the present state of processing based on this new information, more
time has been devoted on average 2-4 hours+ per day (including weekends)
working on this collection prior to the closure of campus due to the COVID-19
quarantine. Prior to the postponement, I have re-foldered and re-boxed approx. 3/4
of the existing core collection. Additionally, all photographs found on various
shelves throughout the Vault have been organized in one place and divided into
groups by sport. I have started work on sleeving, filing, eliminating duplicates
from the thousands of individual images found throughout the Vault. A
spreadsheet and data on the progress of the content has been recorded that will be
added to ArchivesSpace once final folder numbers are finalized. At the ready to
resume this project once the campus is reopened and devote added time and
attention to finishing what we have within our collection. In addition, further
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materials especially media guides and related works will be inserted in turn since
this is an active collection that continues to build further over time.
Praise is offered to students assistants Mr. William Pindell who finished work on
arranging all of our Baseball photographs and Mr. Justin Tramontana who worked
on organizing oversized items including posters and schedule boards. Their efforts
have been extremely helpful in moving forward on this project.
• Seton Hall University Vertical File & Accessible Reference Collection (81.0 linear
ft. approx.) [1912-present]. This collection is comprised of various unique, schoolcentered materials that have mainly been acquired on an individual basis and
represent the historical evolution of academic, administrative, religious, and
student life found throughout campus since the early twentieth century. New
materials are acquired on a continuous basis to stay up-to-date on University
History information and integrated within appropriate folders by various student
workers and interns at regular intervals. (5/2017-Present)
Student Accomplishments
• Supervision of different interns, volunteers, or visiting students from the Seton
Hall University community during the course of the 2019-20 academic period has
been a rewarding experience. In specific terms, I have worked with a number of
students in a classroom setting, but have also advised the following individuals
(listed in alphabetical order) over the past year on focused projects including . . .
• Mr. Michael Carhart (Seton Hall University) – Advisor to Ph.D. candidate in
Educational Leadership program who is conducting historical research on campus
protests at Seton Hall and other schools across the country during the 1960s. (Fall
2018-Present)
• Mr. Patrick Connor (Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey) – Provide
guidance in regard to graduate-level educational programs designed to further his
professional goal of entering the archival science field. (Spring 2019-Present)
• Mr. Eric Lavin (Seton Hall University) – Undergraduate student and consultation
regarding publishing of work related to Catholic History publication outside of the
classroom. (Fall 2018-Present)
• Mr. Ryan McDonnell (St. John’s University) – Graduate student looking for advice
in the Archival Science field and a potential internship for 2020. (2019-present)
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• Mr. Aaron Paul (Rutgers The State University of New Jersey) - Academic
internship project involving primary source research connected to resources
focusing on the Vietnam War-era at Seton Hall University. (Fall 2019)
• Ms. Virginia Seymour (University of Texas-Austin) – Interview on the future of
the archival profession and associated data for a student project. (7/2019)
• Mr. Edward Wightman (Rutgers The State University of New Jersey) - Academic
internship project involving primary source research connected to resources
focusing on the World War II-era at Seton Hall University. Also worked with Mr.
Patrick McCall on short-term processing project to organize the Msgr. James
Kelley SHU Presidential Papers. (Fall 2019)
• Initial queries on internship opportunities received from Ms. Julie Bonavitacola
(Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey) and Mr. Justin Tramontana (Seton
Hall University) were forwarded to Dr. Sarah Ponichtera and Professor Sheridan
Sayles for specific assignments.
Faculty Review
• Peer Review Request. Provided a thorough examination of credentials and
accomplishments for the Tenure Review Board on behalf of Dr. Matthew Knight,
Professor and Archivist at the University of South Florida. (Fall 2019)
Committees, Appointments, & Collaborations
• University Libraries Committee Assignments. Member of the University Libraries
Accessibility Committee. Provide additional input on a wide-range of projects
conducted by different groups within our division emanating from the Library
Faculty Assembly (LFA), Administrative Office, and individuals working within,
and throughout our community. Member of the Professional Development Group
(PDG), and recently joined the Instruction Development Group, and Educational
Programming Committee (EPC). (Spring 2019-present)
• University Advancement. Consistently work with different members of this office
on several research project and fact-checking questions related to varied initiatives
including publication content, institutional traditions, and alumni queries among
other request types. (* More information on specific inquires can be provided
upon for further reference and perspective)
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• Major Seton Hall-Related Research Initiatives (Select Examples). Assisted with
different project support opportunities connected to various events, presentations,
and other enterprises across campus on a regular basis. Activities include, but are
not limited to the following examples . . .
• Faculty Convocation. Worked with Professor Brooke Duffy on images related to
the Necrology tribute film produced by Ms. Bernadette McVey representing the
Office of the Provost. (9/2019)
• Alumni Affairs. Help with various consistencies and historical research including
the “Golden Pirates” group and individual request guidance and meeting individual
alumni to talk about school memories. (2018-Present)
• Service Recognition. Asked to suggest speakers for the Spring 2020 event.
(3/2020)
• Magisterium Pacis Series. Assist the Center for Catholic Studies, School of
Diplomacy and International Relations, and others with the presentation: “Peace as
Truth-Telling and Learning” for the Just Peacemaking Through Nonviolence
Conference and future programming opportunities. (9/2019-present)
• Campus Consultancies. Regular historical-oriented collaboratives are consistently
conducted with various departments/centers including: Alumni Relations, BayleySeton League, and the Department of Athletics (Office of Sports Information in
particular). Additional support provisions made and maintained with the
Department of Catholic Studies, Department of Military Science, Department of
Modern Languages, Department of Nursing, Immaculate Conception Seminary
Library, Office of Athletic Communication, Office of Mission and Ministry, Pirate
Blue (Athletics Support), President’s Hall Administration (Office of the President,
Office of the Provost, etc.), Office of the Registrar, College of Arts & Sciences,
College of Communication and the Arts (Museum Studies and other departments),
University Advancement, Office of Student Affairs, School of Diplomacy and
International Studies, Seton Hall University Magazine (Advancement), The
Setonian (Student Newspaper) and WSOU-FM Radio among others. (* Specific
information on different instances are available upon request.)
• Campus-Wide Committee Assignments. Faculty Senate Library, Faculty
Development, and Graduate Studies Committees. University Faculty Conciliation
Task Force (2018-19). Also part of the Copyright Committee, Petersheim
Academic Exposition Steering Committee (Member of the Outreach SubCommittee), Bayley-Seton League, Student Leadership Servant Award Review
Committee, and Co-Advisor for the Seton Hall University Student Irish Society
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(Pirates of Irish Persuasion and Excellence, PIPE and PIPE Alumni Club) and
work with others campus-wide. Over the past year added to the Athletic Hall of
Fame Selection Committee.
• Search Committees. Part of the Search Committee for the new Seton Hall
University Executive Vice-President and Provost (5/2019-2/2020), Archivist for
the Archdiocese of Newark (6-8/2019). Provided potential questions to candidates
and comments in regard to candidates for the Seton Hall University Records
Manager position (10-11/2019)
• Presidential Investiture Committee. Appointed to this board to help plan the
details related to this commemorative event. My duties included research
assistance for the printed program, planning aspects for associated events during
Investiture Week, and ideas for celebrating the 25th Anniversary of Walsh Library
were suggested and reached out to University Library Administrators to
incorporate input in the creation of a commemorative bookmark for the occasion.
(Fall 2019)
• University History Committees. Sustaining member of the annual Charter Week
and University Weekend Committees. Counted among the most active and prolific
affiliations undertaken each year includes help with planning task forces and
offering direct support activities on behalf of campus-wide historical University
Weekend (10/2019) and Charter Week (3/2020) commemorations with University
Advancement and Office of the Provost respectively.
• University Weekend Committee. The University Weekend program last year
included an annual historical walking tour of campus for parents and friends
along with a lecture on Seton Hall University History during the “Lunch and
Learn” program along with other planning support. (10/2019)
• Charter Week Committee. Counted among the activities worked upon include
help with finding trivia questions related to school history, offering research
support to an updated University History Walking Tour (w/ Dr. Bryan
Meadows, School of Education) and other aspects of the program along with
planning a display window and related activities. (3/2020) [* Commemoration
cancelled due to the COVID-19 quarantine]
• College of Nursing Historical Preservation Committee. Advisor for this group of
faculty which are looking at ways to preserve material culture and background
information for commemorative events, documenting past deans, faculty,
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administrators, students, and their honor society – Gamma Nu along with other
initiatives. (6/2017-Present)
• Irish Studies. Presently serve as the reference source and liaison for most
connections to Irish and Irish-American centered research and programming
associated with the University Libraries. Over the last year worked on various
research projects conducted with individual researchers, PIPE Irish Society, and
examples of talks and publications found elsewhere in this report. Involvement
with different initiatives including presentations, consultancies, and promoting our
resources. Member of the Annual Irish Mass and Dinner Committee. (2015Present)
• Digital Citizenship Initiative. Associate member of the Seton Hall University
Digital Humanities Steering Committee that has crafted a joint partnership between
Seton Hall University, the Village of South Orange, Pierro Gallery, South Orange
Public Library, and the South Orange Historical Preservation Society to explore
citizen engagement in our increasingly digital technology driven society.
Contributed to program content and event planning from a historical perspective as
a wider range of support with entities in East Orange, Maplewood, and Orange.
(9/2017-Present)
• Seton Hall Preparatory School - Consultancy. Working with Mr. Richard Morris,
who has started to organize a formal archival program at Seton Hall Prep in West
Orange, NJ. Initial discussions on mission, collecting policies, space issues,
research possibilities, etc. as they look to expand their conservation and reference
services along with potential joint programs between their school and the
university in the future once this repository is formally established. (3/2018Present)
Presentations & Publications
Presentations (On-Campus)
“The Women of Seton Hall – Historical Overview,” Presentation sponsored by the
Bayley-Seton League of Seton Hall University and held at Seton Hall University.
May 21, 2019. (Invited)
“History of Seton Hall Athletics & Artistic Connections,” Presentation sponsored
by the Seton Hall University Archives & Special Collections Center and Walsh
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Gallery to held at Seton Hall University. June 10, 2019. (In Conjunction With
Gallery Summer Show Exhibit)
“Seton Hall University – A Historical Overview,” Presentation sponsored by the
South Orange Historical Preservation Society held at the South Orange Public
Library, South Orange, New Jersey. June 12, 2019. (Invited)
“History of Seton Hall University,” Presentation for the Great Minds Program with
Msgr. Richard Liddy and Rev. Lawrence Frizzell. August 21, 2019.
“Library Resources and Museum Studies,” Presentation for graduate class
conducted by Professor Gregory Stevens on Museum Studies. September 19, 2019.
“How To Use Primary Sources and Archives,” Presentation for graduate class
conducted by Dr. Joseph Stetar on the History of Education. September 24, 2019.
“Communications Studies and Primary Source Documents,” Presentation with
Professor Gerry Shea for Dr. Sam Ohrenberger-Hopkins on Communication
Studies. October 1, 2019.
“How To Use Primary Sources and Archives,” Presentation for class conducted by
Dr. Tom Rzeznik on Historical Methods. October 3, 2019.
“Perspectives on Race and Education,” Presentation for the Race and Inclusion
Seminar group. October 7, 2019.
“Memorable Moments and Enduring Traditions of Setonia,” Presentation
sponsored by the Seton Hall University Weekend Committee as part of their
“Lunch and Learn” Series. October 18, 2019.
“Campus ‘Then and Now’ Tour,” Presentation sponsored by the Seton Hall
University Weekend Committee with Dr. Bryan Meadows. October 18, 2019.
“Introduction to Archives & Special Collections,” Presentation for class conducted
by Msgr. Raymond Kupke on the History of American Catholicism. November 7,
2019.
“Veterans Day and Seton Hall University History,” Presentation sponsored by the
Seton Hall University Presidential Investiture Committee. November 11, 2019. (*
Special information brochure also created for the event)
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“Research Trends in Archives & Special Collections,” Presentation sponsored by
the Seton Hall University Libraries Professional Development Group. November
26, 2019.
“History of Athletics at Seton Hall University,” Presentation for class conducted
by Msgr. Richard Liddy on Sports and Religion. December 5, 2019.
“Archival Resources related to the African American Experience,” Presentation
sponsored by the Seton Hall University Center for Africana and African American
Studies Annual Retreat. January 18, 2020.
“History of Seton Hall University, 1856-2019,” Presentation sponsored by the
Seton Hall Department of Admissions and Blue Crew Group. February 14, 2020.
“Student Research and Library Support During the COVID-19 Crisis,”
Presentation with Professors Chelsea Barrett, Kyle Downey, Brooke Duffy, and
Lisa Rose-Wiles sponsored by the Seton Hall University Petersheim Committee.
April 21, 2020.
“Irish Archival and Library Resources and Seton Hall University,” Presentation
with Professor Gerry Shea sponsored by the Seton Hall University Libraries
Professional Development Group, May 5, 2020.
“History and Symbolism of Seton Hall University,” Monthly presentations
sponsored by the Seton Hall University Department of Human Resources for New
Employee Orientation Sessions. (July 2018-Present) (* Due to the campus closure,
there were no sessions conducted from March 2020-Present)
Presentations (Off-Campus) [* These programs were conducted during nonbusiness hours]
“What Do We Do With This? Managing Born Digital Records,” Presentation
sponsored by the New Jersey Library Association Conference History &
Preservation Section held in Atlantic City, New Jersey. May 30, 2019. (Moderator)
“Back to the Future: Catholic College Libraries - A Centennial Retrospective, 1919
& 2019,” Presentation sponsored by the Catholic Library Association as part of the
annual virtual conference. October 17, 2019. (* Seton Hall content included)
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“Robert I. Gannon, SJ and His Legacy in Relation to the Catholic Church and Irish
America,” Presentation sponsored by the American Conference for Irish Studies
held at Hunter College, New York City, New York. November 2, 2019.
“The New Jersey Catholic Historical Commission and Value of Catholic Archival
Research,” Presentation sponsored by the Catholic Diocese of Metuchen Historical
Commission held at O.L. of Peace, North Brunswick, New Jersey as part of their
annual conference. November 9, 2019. (Invited)
“College Basketball’s Purple Reign,” (History of Holy Cross College Basketball),
Presentation with Mr. Richard Kaner and Mr. Ryan Hughes, Producers held at
Montclair State University, Montclair, New Jersey. November 25, 2019. (Invited)
“Irish Genealogy & You – Finding Fun in Your Family Story” and “Introduction to
Prehistoric Ireland and Discovery,” Gael Scoil held at Notre Dame High School,
Lawrenceville, NJ. February 15-16, 2020. (4 different classes conducted) [*
Annual Irish immersion school for 6-12 grade students.] (Invited)
“Seton Hall & New Jersey Catholic Historical Commission,” Presentation
sponsored by the Serra Club of the Oranges and held at Our Lady of Sorrows
Church, South Orange, New Jersey. March 9, 2020. (Invited)
“History of the Irish in New Jersey,” Presentation sponsored by, and held at the
Ridgewood Public Library, Ridgewood, New Jersey. March 9, 2020. (Invited)
Publications
University-Focused Publications
A History of Seton Hall University Men’s Basketball, 1903-Present. Featured
within the 2019-20 Seton Hall University Men’s Basketball Media Guide (South
Orange, NJ: Seton Hall University Department of Athletics, 2018) [In Print]
Documenting Ethnicity, Gender, Race, and Interfaith Dialogue in Historical
Context Within the Archdiocese of Newark and Seton Hall University, 1853-2006.
(* Blog Site maintained by the Seton Hall Digital Humanities Committee with new
and relevant content and text being added at regular intervals, (2017-present)
[Internet-Based]
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Irish Book & Archival Materials – An Overview (Introductory Guide). Information
brochure housed on the Ireland and American-Irish Studies LibGuide page –
https://library.shu.edu/Irish-studies Referred to Irish Studies students and faculty,
AOH, and other Irish-groups in particular, (2 pps.) [Internet-Based]
Past Presidents of Seton Hall University. Historical website dedicated to
providing readers with a timeline and overview of all Presidents/Chancellors of the
school from Rev. Bernard McQuaid through Dr. Joseph Nyre, 1856-2020. Link to
the page can be found via the following link https://www.shu.edu/president/presidents-of-seton-hall.cfm [Internet-Based]
Seton Hall University – An Introduction to History and Traditions, 1856-Present.
Guide Book housed on the University History LibGuide page
https://library.shu.edu/University_History Used for Faculty orientations along with
students, faculty, administrators, and public access opportunities in particular, (61
pps.) [Internet-Based]
Seton Hall University History Overview, 1856-2019. Guide Book housed on the
University History LibGuide page - https://library.shu.edu/University_History used
for student, faculty, administrative, and public access. Referred to members of the
Board of Regents and Trustees in particular along with students, faculty,
administrators, and public opportunities in particular, (9 pps.) [Internet-Based]
Peer-Reviewed Works
“Introductory Remarks,” Journal of Archival Organization, Volume 14, Issue 4-5,
2019. In addition, served as Guest Editor encompassing all articles found within
this special issue entitled: “Perspectives in Archival Science Education.” [Peer
Reviewed] (* Also a member of the JAO Editorial Board)
“Téacsúil Fionnachtain,” - Critical Inquires in Irish Studies. [Book History Article
Series] (* Correspondent for this Seton Hall-based e-Journal devoted to various
aspects of Irish scholarship. This series will focus on different books from our
Irish-themed holdings within the Archives & Special Collections Center. My latest
article for this publication focuses on Henry Harrison’s - “Ulster and the British
Empire 1939, Help or Hindrance?” for a special Northern Ireland edition to be
published during the Fall of 2019. [Accepted]
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Lisa DeLuca
Assistant Professor, Social Sciences Librarian
Annual Report FY: 2019-2019
Strategic Plan Objectives
1.Create a coordinated outreach plan across the University and within the
surrounding communities. (G1 G2 G3 G7 G9)
∙Create branding to improve library recognition across modalities, to promote the
library as a service that advances the Mission/Goals of the University on all
campuses. (G1 G2 G3 G7 G9)
Work with Allison Piazza to create Data Sevices logo and Love Data Week
materials.
∙Develop and deliver programs and activities such as the IHS book club and Speaker
Series; support interdepartmental symposia and hosting interlibrary events. (G1 G2
G3 G4 G6 G7)
∙
Seton Hall University Libraries sponsored its 3rd annual Love Data Week with 15
events related to data management and visualization tools on the South Orange and
Nutley campuses. Over 115 participants attended sessions including faculty from
Computer Science, Biology, Chemistry, Diplomacy, Stillman and
Communications. There was a great showing again from the Education doctoral
students. Events included textual analysis with Tableau, R programming, mining
Twitter data, data management, ICPSR, Data Management, PolicyMap, and
eRepository.
∙Leverage social media platforms to expose University Libraries, Special Collections,
and Gallery activities. (G1 G2 G3 G5 G6 G8)
∙Promote Seton Hall scholarship via our open access Institutional Repository and
other settings. (G1 G2 G4 G6 G7 G8 G9)
∙"Political Analysis Journal Surpasses 21,000 Downloads During COVID-19," Inside
the Hall. (April 23, 2020).
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∙"Love Data Week at Seton Hall University Libraries," Inside the Hall. (February
5, 2020).
∙"By the Numbers University Libraries," Seton Hall Magazine, p. 5. (October
2019).
∙Increase awareness of the scholarly potential of our collections, programs, and
exhibitions both within and beyond Seton Hall. (G1 – G9)
∙Mentored two Diplomacy undergraduates with Data Visualization display that was
part of the New World Water exhibit.
2.Enhance student and faculty success by developing Data Services support for the
research needs of the University and improve its research output. (G1 G2 G4 G5
G8, G9).
a.Provide essential services and support for research data services, data infrastructure,
and scholarly communications. (G2 G4 G5 G6 G7 G8 G9).
∙Designated Representative, Inter-university Consortium for Political and Social
Research (ICPSR). (2018 - Present).
∙Self-Study Program, "Data Carpentry (Social Sciences)," New York Data Carpentries
Library Consortium, Virtual. (April 20, 2020 - May 30, 2020).
∙Workshop, "Summer Writing Retreat," Center for Faculty Development. (May 20,
2020 - May 22, 2020).
∙Conference Attendance, "csv,conf,v5," csv,conf. (May 13, 2020 - May 14, 2020).
∙Conference Attendance, "NYC School of Data," BetaNYC, Queens, NY. (March
7, 2020).
∙Conference Attendance, "Love Data Week 2020," University Libraries - Data
Services, South Orange. (February 10, 2020 - February 14, 2020).
∙Conference Attendance, "Librarians Building Momentum for Reproducibility,"
Multiple Institutions, Virtual. (January 28, 2020).
∙
Conference Attendance, "“Everything Counts: Making Sense of Government Data and
Statistics”," Documents Association of New Jersey 2019 Conference, Trenton, NJ,
United States. (October 25, 2019).
∙Conference Attendance, "ICPSR 2019 Biennial Conference for Official
Representatives," Inter-university Consortium for Political and Social Research,
Ann Arbor, MI, United States. (October 16, 2019 - October 18, 2019).
∙Workshop, "Social Media: Uses for Teaching-Research-Work," Seton Hall
University, South Orange, NJ. (October 2, 2019).
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∙Workshop, "Rasberry Pi Workshop," University Special Collections & Archives,
South Orange, NJ. (September 20, 2019).
∙Conference Attendance, "Artificial Intelligence Justice Workforce Development,"
National Science Foundation and Rutgers Unversity - Newark, Newark, NJ.
(September 9, 2019).
∙Self-Study Program, "Master Advanced Excel Data & Analytics Skills," LinkedIn
Learning. (July 2019 - August 2019).
∙Meeting, "Lynda Kellam, Senior Data Librarian, CISER," Ithaca. (July 2019).
∙Self-Study Program, "Learned ATLAS.ti." (July 2019).
3.Expand, interpret, and disseminate our digital presence (G1 G2 G4 G5 G8).
Publications:
∙DeLuca, L. (2020). Searching FOIA Libraries for Government
Information. Government Information Quarterly, 37(1).
∙DeLuca, L., Wissel, K. (2019). Case Study on PolicyMap. Change Management for
Library Technologists: A LITA Guide. Rowman & Littlefield.
https://www.amazon.com/Change- Management-Library-TechnologistsGuides/dp/1538118696
4. Prioritize instruction:
a.Teach how and why we do research via reflective practice and active learning;
cultivate ethics of research and teach how to avoid plagiarism. (G2; G1 – G9)
∙Digital Measures Training, University Libraries, 45 participants. (January 2020 June 2020).
∙Diplomacy, South Orange, 60 participants. (September 2019 - June 2020).
∙History, South Orange, 95 participants. (September 2019 - June 30, 2020).
∙Political Science, South Orange, 42 participants. (September 2019 - June 30,
2020).
∙Research Consultations - Faculty, 22 participants. (July 1, 2019 - June 30, 2020).
∙Research Consultations - Students, 28 participants. (July 2019 - June 2020).
∙ENGL 1201, 1202 & U Life, South Orange, 440 participants. (September 1, 2019
- May 31, 2020).
∙Library Overview for Graduate Students, School of Diplomacy and International
Relations, 70 participants. (August 2019 - January 2020).
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b.Increase research and instructional support in the online learning environment.
Seamlessly engage the online teaching environment as an equal partner. (G4; G1
– G9)
∙Adapt Collection Development during COVID-19. (March 2020 - June 2020).
∙Team Member, Institutional Repository - COVID-19 Personal Narratives. (March
- June 2020).
∙Teaching with Data. 2017 - Present. Created librarian training for data reference
interview Conduct training in PolicyMap, ICPSR and erepository for librarians and
academic departments
∙Launch Data Services Instruction. February 2020 - June 2020. Collaborate with
Samah Alshrief and Sharon Ince to create and promote SPSS, Stata, Qualtrics and
Data Management Seminars.
∙Harvesting Twitter Data. October 1, 2019 - June 30, 2020.
Conversations with S, Ince, Ruth Tsuria, Martin Edwards about how to harvest
Twitter data for research including open source tools.
∙Departmental Research Guides. July 1, 2019 - June 30, 2020. Updated the following
guides: United Nations to include University Language Resources. Revamped
News Research Guide with Gerard Shea and Lauren Harrison
∙Worked to restructure English 1201, 1202 and courses for History, Diplomacy and
Political Science due to COVID-19.
∙SPSS Workshops. DIPL 6310 - Research Methods for Policy Analysis. November 15,
2019 - December 2, 2019. - Created and promoted 14 hours of SPSS workshops
for Diplomacy graduate students. Sessions were led by Samah Alshrief. This was a
beta test for similar services that will be planned in Spring 2020 by new Data
Services group.
∙Metadata instruction for history students. October 1, 2019 - October 31, 2019.
Created new course content with Sharon Ince to give history students exposure to
metadata principles with Ann Giblin Gedacht.
c. Refocus the Liaison program towards a holistic, project-based approach; augment
with embedded librarianship where possible. (G1 G2 G4 G5 G6 G9) (embedded
principally @IHS)
d. Provide learning opportunities that address the spectrum of needs to ensure
successful deployment of library resources for the curriculum. (G1 G2 G3
G5 G6 G8)
∙Wrote Impact Statement for new combined 3/2 Master of Public Administration,
programs including: Africana Studies, Catholic Studies, Biology and SOBS
(Policy, Law and Justice Track)
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e. Integrate primary resources from our Special Collections and the Gallery into the
curricula with collaborative programs across disciplines. (G2; G1 – G9)
5.Pursue both funding opportunities and enhanced allocations. (G9)
6.Develop programming for diversity and inclusion. (G1 G3 G4 G6 G9)
7.Strengthen our relationships with key departments and organizations that support
library curricular, research initiatives, funding, and outreach. (G2 G4 G7 G9)
Research project: "Data Management for small scale research projects" (OnGoing). (July 2019 - Present). Focuses on the research workflow of SHU faculty
across disciplines. The results from this study will also guide student and
professional positions to support faculty and student data services support. This
will include assistance with cleaning Excel data, help desk support for SPSS, R and
Stata and training in data visualization tools like Tableau. We will apply for grants
for this project and anticipate several articles and conference presentations.
8.Ensure the university Libraries has adequate space to support its programmatic
remit on both the IHS and South Orange campuses (G1 G2 G4 G5 G7 G8)
9.Continue performing tasks at every level to establish the University
Libraries’ expertise, knowledge, and competence in support of stated objectives.
(G1 – G9)
a. Act as an influencer/conduit and repository of institutional knowledge. (G1 G2 G4
G8)
∙Committee Chair, Love Data Week. (October 2018 - Present).
∙Project Manager, Institutional Repository. (2017 - Present).
∙Committee Member, Center for Faculty Development Advisory Board. (2015 Present).
∙Committee Member, Mobile Computing Task Force (Provost’s Office). (2018 December 2020).
∙Beta User for Digital Measures Tenure & Promotion Modules, Office of the Provost,
TLTC. (July 2019 - June 2020).
∙Committee Member, Senate Admissions Committee. (2018 - June 2020).
∙Committee Member, Senate Graduate Studies Committee. (2018 - June 2020).
∙Alternate, Faculty Senator, Faculty Senate. (2017 - June 2020).
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∙Assist Dean with drafting survey questions for NSSE Replacement Committee.
(January 2020 - February 2020).
∙Participant, Art & Feminism Wikithon @ SHU. (February 19, 2020).

Sebastian Derry
Assistant Dean, Public Services
Annual Report FY: 2019-2020
Introduction
This past year has been one of filled with challenges, changes and achievements in
Public Services. Clearly the biggest challenge has been and will continue to be the
library and the University’s response to the evolving COVID-19 pandemic.
As the virus took hold and began to spread through New Saturday, March 21st
closing all businesses and schools (see https://is.gd/Ol3dmI). Seton Hall University
Libraries haave remained closed since this date but immediately transitioned to
providing online services, with updates made to the library’s website to reflect
these changes (seehttps://library.shu.edu/remotelibrary/services).

Personnel
Samah Alshrief began February 3, 2020 in a newly created position—Data &
Interlibrary Loan Specialist. Her duties will be split equally between Interlibrary
Loan and Data Services.
Chelsea Barrett began January 6th, 2020 as Business Librarian.
Beth Bloom retired as Instruction Librarian on November 26th, 2019.
Marta Deyrup joined the Public Services division in January 2020 from the
Information Technologies & Collection Services division, in a new position as
Outreach and Humanities Librarian.
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Lauren Harrison returned as our term Business Librarian in September 2019. She
was instrumental in helping with Chelsea’s orientation, familiarizing her with the
library, and guiding Chelsea in her role as our new Business Librarian during
Spring Semester. Lauren’s term ended May 28th, 2020.
Christian Stempert joined us January 16th, 2020 as a Public Services Intern for the
Spring Semester. He was an MLIS graduate student enrolled in the last semester of
an online program at Indiana University–Purdue University Indianapolis. He made
a meaningful contribution and provided valuable assistance to library faculty on
numerous projects relating to Instruction, Acquisitions, and Data Services, as well
as shadowing librarians at the reference desk and covering chat. His internship
concluded on May 7th, 2020.

Objective #1: Create a coordinated outreach plan across the University and
within the surrounding communities
The Public Services Committee (PSC) spent much of the past year discussing ways
to promote the library (resources, events) through social media, and significant
progress has been made in leveraging the library’s social media presence.
Seton Hall University Libraries (#shu_libraries | @shu_libraries) uses these social
media platforms to promote the library:
Twitter https://twitter.com/SHU_Libraries
Instagram https://www.instagram.com/SHU_Libraries/
Facebook https://www.facebook.com/SetonHallUniversityLibraries/
Library News Blog https://blogs.shu.edu/libraries/
In November 2019 a group consisting of myself, Dean Buschman, Kaitlin
Kehnemuyi (Access Services) and Brooke Duffy (Coordinator of Instruction) met
with the new Vice President of Student Services Dr. Shawna Cooper-Gibson to
update her about library initiatives related to student success. We discussed
opportunities for the library to collaborate with her office and student groups, on
future initiatives.
In January 2020, Prof. Marta Deyrup joined Public Services as the Outreach and
Humanitarian librarian. In her new role she will work on library programming,
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planning and marketing library events to the SHU community. She will also learn
the Digital Humanities tools and technologies in Space 154 (a digital creation
space/discovery lab https://www.shu.edu/technology/space-154.cfm) to bridge the
curriculum or areas of the Humanities that could benefit from these resources, and
collaborate with SHU faculty on relevant teaching projects. One successful
interdisciplinary collaboration took place during February 2020, with campus
events scheduled to mark the 30th Anniversary of the Velvet Revolution (see
https://blogs.shu.edu/libraries/2020/02/commemorating-the-30th-anniversary-ofthe-velvet-revolution/).
Brooke launched Seton Hall University Libraries’ Instagram account which went
live on January 29th, 2020 (see https://www.instagram.com/shu_libraries/). Brooke
took responsibility for most of the content creation and posting to Twitter,
Instagram and Facebook. Given the scope and work involved in creating posts a
working group was convened consisting of myself, Brooke, Marta Deyrup,
Assistant Dean Sarah Ponichtera, Sheridan Sayles (Archivist), Jackie Deppe
(Special Collections assistant), and Chelsea Barrett to coordinate, and develop
content for posting. Brooke created a shared calendar for the group to use as a
repository for and to schedule social media posts.
Walsh Library celebrated its 25th anniversary in the Fall of 2019. A press release
went out across campus in September (see https://www.shu.edu/news/-the-jewelof-the-campus-walsh-library-celebrates-25-years.cfm) and the Archives & Special
Collections hosted a display and an online exhibit (see
https://digitalexhibitions.shu.edu/omeka-s/s/archives/page/walsh-25).
The library’s newsletter “The Whipstitch” is produced by the Newsletter
Committee (Kaitlin Kehnemuyi, Gerry Shea, Dean Buschman and me). It was
published twice this past year, first in November 2019 (see
https://scholarship.shu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1000&context=librarynewsletter) and then in May 2020 (see http://www.icontactarchive.com/archive?c=1487588&f=3293&s=10880&m=178338&t=67b4a3540f3
232dc92fac40a5b0efd1a35fa95a3ff9630803d5fb08e5e12eb74). For this May issue
we worked with Mike Hyland (Executive Director of Digital Communications) and
his team to produce and distribute the newsletter using a different publishing
platform.
Our ongoing Speaker’s Series hosted an event on October 9th, 2019: “The Values
That (Formerly?) Shaped Journalism and the Fallout for Schools” featuring Dr.
Matthew Pressman (College of Communication & The Arts) and Dr. David
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Aderhold (President, NJ Network of Superintendents). See
https://blogs.shu.edu/libraries/category/speakers-series/.
The 2nd annual Love Data Week took place February 10th - 13th, 2020 with events
scheduled at both the South Orange and Nutley Campuses (see
https://blogs.shu.edu/libraries/2020/02/love-data-week-feb-10-13/).
On February 12th, 2020 Seton Hall University Libraries & The Stillman School of
Business co-hosted The 14th Annual Jim and Judy O’Brien Capital Markets
Colloquium. The event took place at various locations in Walsh Library for the
first time. Assistant Dean Mark Schild from Stillman was quite pleased with how
the event turned out, and our new Business Librarian Chelsea Barrett played a key
role in the event’s success (see https://www.shu.edu/business/capital-marketscolloquium.cfm).

Objective #3: Expand, interpret, and disseminate our digital presence
This past year our Research Data Services (RDS) initiative led by Professors
Sharon Ince (Digital Services Librarian) and Lisa DeLuca (Social Sciences
Librarian) was strengthened with the hiring of Samah Alshrief as Data Specialist,
who provides training, workshops and consultations for faculty and students.
Future plans include hiring students with data software expertise to provide
expanded in-person consultations by appointment, in the library (see
https://library.shu.edu/data-services).

Objective #4: Prioritize Instruction
I have the opportunity to participate and teach classes as part of our Library
Instruction program, including English 1201 and 1202, and University Life classes.
This past year saw a revamping of our Library Instruction page for faculty and an
improved Instruction Request form (see https://library.shu.edu/library/libraryinstruction).
Brooke Duffy will provide details in her report on this past year’s activities
regarding library instruction. It is worth acknowledging the substantial time, work
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and energy Brooke put into ensuring that librarians could continue with providing
library instruction to students online using Microsoft Teams, during the pandemic
and the university’s transition to online operations.

Objective #6: Develop programming for diversity and inclusion
This past year the library’s OER Group (Gerry Shea, Kaitlin Kehnemuyi and Lisa
Rose-Wiles) has been leading the conversation on campus regarding Open
Educational Resources (OER).
"Open Educational Resources (OER) are teaching, learning or research materials
that are in the public domain or released with intellectual property licenses that
facilitate the free use, adaptation and distribution of resources" (UNESCO, 2019).
In September 2020, the library hosted an Open Educational Resources (OER)
Roundtable Discussion, with invited faculty from departments across campus. The
event featured guest speaker Marilyn Ochoa, an Open Educational Resources
(OER) Ambassadors, appointed by the New Jersey State Library.
Other OER Group activities have included: adding OER textbooks to the library
catalog wherever possible, giving OER presentations to faculty and creating an
OER research guide with curated lists of OER resources for various disciplines
(see https://library.shu.edu/oer).

Objective #7: Strengthen our relationships with key departments and
organizations that support library curricular, research initiatives, funding,
and outreach
We have been working closely with Vanessa Leonardo, Senior Instructional
Designer in TLTC this past year. Brooke Duffy worked with Vanessa to develop a
scavenger-type app for use in University Life classes in Fall 2019, for the first
time. The app (used by students on their phones) was a success, and illustrates the
strong working relationship we have with Vanessa and her willingness to
participate in library initiatives going forward.
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Objective #8: Ensure the university Libraries has adequate space to support
its programmatic remit on both the IHS and South Orange campuses
Reference-Curriculum Task Force
The Ref-Curric Task Force was formed in December 2019, led by Prof. Gerry Shea
(Communications librarian). The group included Prof Kaitlin Kehnemuyi (Access
Services librarian), Prof. Lisa Rose-Wiles (Science librarian), Denise D'Agostino
(Periodicals supervisor) and Mike Ferris (Circulation clerk. The task force was
charged with rethinking library space and furniture design and making
recommendations regarding redesign of the reference and curriculum area in
Walsh Library.
The Task Force met through the Spring 2020, and had planned to survey students,
faculty, and staff about the kinds of books and materials they would like to see in
the reference area. Unfortunately the work was interrupted by the COVID-19
pandemic.

Facilities Projects
By the end of Spring Semester 2020, SHU Facilities Engineering completed 2
large projects in Walsh Library: the repainting and application of dry erase board
walls in all group study rooms (see https://blogs.shu.edu/libraries/2019/02/groupstudy-rooms-now-with-dry-erase-board-walls/) and the completion of wire plug
mold electrical upgrade throughout library, which greatly increased the number of
electrical outlets available to students in high-use study areas.
On the 2nd floor new brighter lighting was installed at the Circulation desk and
around the information commons; new large signage at the reference desk was
installed listing the types of help available; and there was a re-arranging and
addition of furniture and display space for improved traffic flow, seating and work
areas for students (see https://blogs.shu.edu/libraries/2020/01/bigger-and-betterfor-2020/).
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Objective #9: Continue performing tasks at every level to establish the
University Libraries’ expertise, knowledge, and competence in support of
stated objectives
PDG (Professional Development Group)
PDG meets throughout Fall & Spring semesters, usually twice a month for an hour,
depending on the topics and speakers. Meetings are open to all library employees
and invited guests, and anyone can present on a topic of his or her choice. PDG is
an opportunity for continuing education and professional development for anyone
interested in participating.
There were 3 PDG events in 2019:
1. September 3 - Microsoft Teams with Professors Gerry Shea and Kaitlin
Kehnemuyi
2. October 15 - CAPS Workshop on Student Stress and Public Services
Interventions with Julie DiMatteo from Counseling and Psychological
Services
3. December 10 - Keeping Your Eyes on the News with Library Resources
with Lauren Harrison
There were 5 PDG events in 2020:
1. January 21 - Open Educational Resources presented by Professors Gerry
Shea, Kaitlin Kehnemuyi and Lisa Rose-Wiles.
2. March 24 - Teaching With Data: Fine Tuning the Data Reference
Interview presented by Prof. Lisa DeLuca.
3. April 7 - The Front & Back End of Our Catalog presented by Prof.
Martha Loesch.
4. May 5 - Irish Resources presented by Professors Gerry Shea and Alan
Delozier (recording of the session here).
5. May 19 - Using Tableau for Annual Reports presented by Professors Lisa
DeLuca, Gerry Shea, and Chelsea Barrett.
PSC (Public Services Committee)
PSC is composed of library faculty, chaired by Gerry Shea (Communications) with
me serving ex officio. The committee includes Chelsea Barrett (Business), Lisa
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DeLuca (Social Sciences), Marta Deyrup (Outreach and Humanities), Brooke
Duffy (Coordinator of Instruction), and Kaitlin Kehnemuyi (Access Services).
This past year PSC focused on the areas of outreach (covered earlier in this report),
reference services, and the ongoing re-design of the library’s website.
A sub-group was formed to oversee website redesign and provide updates to PSC.
In February 2020, we conducted usability testing of a new library website
prototype. 20 students were recruited to come to the library and interact with the
new website while completing certain tasks and providing feedback. Their
feedback was gathered and then shared and discussed within PSC.
Zach Pelli (Digital Collections Infrastructure Developer) then took our suggested
changes and incorporated them into the new library website prototype he has been
developing. This work will continue with a possible launch of the new site before
the start of the Fall 2020 semester.
Reference Services
Reference services are provided by faculty librarians—in person at the reference
desk, online through chat and email, and by individual appointment. Occasionally
Assistant Dean Leonard and I will provide reference assistance as needed. The
reference schedule changes throughout the academic year:
• During summer 2019 reference was scheduled from 9a-4p, Monday through
Thursday only.
• During Fall Semester 2019, and Spring & Summer semesters 2020 reference
was scheduled Sunday 12p-6p, then 10a-6p Monday through Thursday, and
10a-4p on Friday (the desk is closed on Saturday).
Reference Print Collection
“Reshaping Reference” was long-term review of the print reference collection by
all subject librarians. It started in 2018 and was completed during Fall Semester
2019. Subject librarians selected titles from the print collection to either be
removed from the collection entirely, or re-cataloged and sent to the circulating
bookstacks. Prof. Martha Loesch and her cataloging team did an outstanding job in
processing thousands of books during this project. The end result is a streamlined,
relevant and refocused reference collection.
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Reference Summit
Over the past year there has been an ongoing dialog among the reference librarians
and Dean Buschman related to reference and whether we considered reference a
core service. Completing the “Reshaping Reference” project provided momentum
for us to engage in a reference summit and discuss with one another and reflect on
what we valued as librarians. It was a positive and valuable exercise, and from it
we averred that reference was and is a core service.
Whereas in its initial charge PSC’s responsibilities included reference hours,
distribution of hours, reference services and reference collection management, in
the wake of the Reference Summit it was determined that what was needed going
forward was to assign all these responsibilities to a single person, a reference
coordinator. After some discussion, our business librarian Chelsea Barrett agreed
to take on this new responsibility.

Objective #9: Continue performing tasks at every level to establish the
University Libraries’ expertise, knowledge, and competence in support of
stated objectives
Chat Transactions
Our chat reference service is staffed by librarians during regularly scheduled
reference hours.
There were a total of 1,440 chat transcripts for the time period July 1st, 2019
through May 28th, 2020. The Reference Analytics tool (built in to the Springshare
platform) was used to remove incomplete, and non-responsive or empty chats (i.e.
no question asked). 445 transactions were analyzed to give a representative
example.
There are 10 categories used for classifying the chats and the kinds of questions
being asked: directional, quick reference, in-depth reference, catalog search,
citation management, login help, problem accessing library resources, referred to a
subject specialist, data, and thesis/dissertation.
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The first chart shows the types of questions asked. The majority of the questions
asked through chat are quick reference questions, questions that are easily and
quickly answered:

The heaviest users of chat reference (who can opt to select their affiliation) tend to
be undergraduates:
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Chat transactions occur daily, with our busiest days being Tuesday and Thursday
from around noon onwards:
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Not surprisingly, our busiest months were March and April 2020, right when the
univeristy closed and transitioned operations to online and remote learning, as the
COVID-19 pandemic hit:

Data Collection
Data collection occurs continually throughout the year. Dates for data collection
are selected randomly, and a link to a form is sent out for each specific date, to all
full-time library employees working that day. One form is used to capture details
of each question/interaction/point of informational contact, and the same form is
used every time. This year, due to the library transitioning to working remotely in
March, there were fewer data collection dates:
• 2019: August 30th, September 26th, October 28th, November 20th, December
11th
• 2020: January 23rd, February 4th, February 9th
This is the data collection form used:
1. Time Of Day Question Was Asked.
8am-10am
6pm-8pm

10am-12pm

12pm-2pm

8pm-10pm

10pm-12am

12am-2am
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2pm-4pm

4pm-6pm

2. Type Of Question.
Directional Assistance
Research Consultation
Loan Assistance

Reference Assistance
Thesis/Dissertation Assistance

Patron Account Assistance

Circulation Assistance
Interlibrary

Accessing/Using Library Resources

Library Room/Space Query (e.g. Dean's Conference Room, Group Study
Rooms)
Library Technology Query (e.g. using software, connecting to wireless network,
printing)
Data Assistance (e.g. finding/using data, statistics)

General Query

3. How Was The Question Communicated?
Face To Face
Work email

Chat (AskUs)

Work phone

Cell phone

AskUs email

Walkie-talkie

Online communication (add details)

4. Who Asked You The Question?
SHU Undergraduate Student
SHU Staff
SHU Library Faculty
Worker
Public Visitor

SHU Graduate Student

SHU Faculty

SHU Library Administrator

SHU Alumnus/a

SHU Library Staff

SHU Library Student

Instruction Class

Other University/College Visitor

Presentation Audience
Vendor/Sales Representative

Not Sure

5. Occurrence.
Meeting/interaction was scheduled
scheduled (it occurred randomly)

Meeting/interaction was not
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Not applicable
6. Number Of People For Whom You Answered The Question.
1

2

3

4+

Not applicable

7. Question Locale (Where You Were When Asked The Question).
Reference Desk
Walsh Gallery

Circulation Desk

Archives Front Desk

Your Desk / Workstation / Office / Work Area
(please add details)
On Campus (please add details)

Other Library Location

Off Campus (please add details)

Online (please add details)
8. Duration Of Question/Interaction.
0-5 minutes

5-10 minutes

10-15 minutes

15-20 minutes

20-25 minutes

25-30 minutes

30-35 minutes

35-40 minutes

40-45 minutes

45-50 minutes

50-55 minutes

55-60 minutes

More than 60 minutes
9. Did you make a referral (to another person, department, service or
location)?
Yes

No

Data Analysis
With the invaluable assistance of Lauren Harrison, data collected through the year
was compiled into graphs and charts, which follow.
This first group of graphs gives a total count of (i) the type of questions being
asked and (ii) who is asking the question, throughout the library, for the dates
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indicated. Overwhelmingly it shows that circulation questions asked by
undergraduates predominate.

Fall & Spring Semesters – Type of question asked

Fall Semester – Type of question asked
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Spring Semester – Type of question asked

Fall & Spring Semesters – Who is asking the question?

Fall Semester – Who is asking the question?
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Spring Semester – Who is asking the question?

This next group of charts are in pairs, illustrating where are questions being asked
throughout the library. The first set show combined Fall & Spring semesters by
percentage and total, followed by Spring and Fall semesters individually, by
percentage and total.
Fall & Spring Semesters – Where are questions being asked (percentage)?
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Fall & Spring Semesters – Where are questions being asked (total #)?

Fall Semester – Where are questions being asked (percentage)?

Fall Semester – Where are questions being asked (total #)?
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Spring Semester – Where are questions being asked (percentage)?
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Spring Semester – Where are questions being asked (total #)?

This next set of charts again are in pairs, illustrating who are asking questions
answered by librarians. The first set show combined Fall & Spring semesters by
percentage and total, followed by Spring and Fall semesters individually, by
percentage and total.
Fall & Spring Semesters – Who are asking questions (answered by librarians)
(percentage)?
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Fall & Spring Semesters – Who are asking questions (answered by librarians)
(total #)?
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This next set of charts again are in pairs, illustrating how are asking questions
answered by librarians. The first set show combined Fall & Spring semesters by
percentage and total, followed by Spring and Fall semesters individually, by
percentage and total.
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Fall & Spring Semesters – How are questions being asked (answered by
librarians) (percentage)?

Fall & Spring Semesters – How are questions being asked (answered by
librarians) (total #)?
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These final charts illustrate types of questions answered by librarians for Fall &
Spring semesters combined, by percentage then total.
Fall & Spring Semesters – Types of questions (answered by librarians)
(percentage)?
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Fall & Spring Semesters – Types of questions (answered by librarians)
(total #)?
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Looking Ahead
Planning for an uncertain future at this point in time is a challenge. The library and
its employees’ ability to adapt to a completely new work situation is commendable
and speaks volumes about the level of talent and dedication throughout the
organization.
Safety and health concerns (to name just two) will need to be addressed as the
university moves forward with plans to re-open the campus and the library for the
Fall. Developing our own plan for re-opening the library and bringing employees
back to campus will be an ongoing process and discussion, but one that has already
started.
Much of the work and projects covered in this report will continue while we work
remotely, with the launch of a re-designed library website being a top priority. The
library’s new strategic plan which was approved in January 2020 may need to be
revisited once the University’s new strategic plan is released. As the University
faces a loss of revenue due to COVID-19, that may have implications for the
library’s budget.
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Within Public Services, we are well positioned to continue to support students,
faculty and the entire University with research, resources and collections that will
see us through this unprecedented public health emergency.

Marta Deyrup
Outreach and Humanities Librarian, Public Services
Annual Report FY: 2019-2020
In January 2020, my work responsibilities and job title were changed from
Department Head, Technical Services, to Outreach and Humanities, Librarian,
Public Services. This new position was created to strengthen library programming
and services, to build stronger relationships with campus departments and
programs and “firmly establish the university libraries as a cornerstone of support
for students’ academic success and faculty research.” From spring until late fall of
the previous year, I was on medical leave and spent part of this time in a
rehabilitation facility, so this report reflects activities I accomplished in the second
part of the academic year.
Successes and Challenges
Digital Technology Training
Obj. 3 Expand, interpret, and disseminate our digital presence. (G1 G2 G4 G5 G8)
In March of this year, in response to the COVID-19 crisis, the governor of New
Jersey closed all educational facilities in the state. Since then, Seton Hall Library
employees have either been furloughed or are working from home. As a result, the
library faculty had to acquire new technology skills as it transitioned to a
completely online administrative and teaching environment that will continue until
the fall semester and perhaps beyond. Some of this technology consisted of
communication tools—for example, the programs Zoom and Teams--others, such
as Voyant and Tableau have their origin in the digital humanities, and still others
are vendor products, such as Jstor’s text mining support and Policy Map.
In 2020 to improve my digital technology skills, I participated in the following
seminars and workshops: How Libraries Enable New Discoveries with Text and
Data Mining (ACRL Choice, March 31, 2020); Virtual Reality and Sphero Robots
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(TLTC, February 26, 2020); 3D Printing and Chroma Key Wall (TLTC, February
25, 2020); Online Teaching (TLTC, February 1, 7, 12); one on one training with a
TLTC rep on the production of podcasts (January 2020). Netlytic (Twitter
analysis) and the mapping tools Neatline, Timeline Js and Storyline were selftaught.
INSTRUCTION SESSIONS AND LEARNING TOOLS FOR LIAISON
DEPARTMENTS
Obj. 1 Create a coordinated outreach plan across the University and within the
surrounding communities. (G1 G2 G3 G7 G9)
Although library instruction for English 1201 and 1202 required some changes in
content delivery, working in an online environment had much more of an impact
on the services I provide to my liaison departments. It affected the
recommendations I made concerining course materials and faculty and student
support. For example, I suggested specific Web apps to improve the experience of
students on study abroad programs for the Department of Languages, Literatures
and Cultures, created an online exhibition space and initiated a podcast panel
discussion for the Russian and East European Studies Program and introduced DH
tools appropriate for both the writing and literature English Department faculty.
For students, this resulted in longer, more focused interviews and consultations
using Teams.
IMPACT ON SCHOLARSHIP
Resulting scholarship included (book): Mary Balkun and Marta Deyrup, Eds.
Digital Humanities: Challenges and Opportunities. Routledge Press, 2020 and
(book chapter): Mary Balkun and Marta Deyrup. "Digital Humanities Initiatives in
Challenging Times" in Transformative Digital Humanities: Challenges and
Opportunities. Routledge Press, 2020: 133-142.
GRANT FUNDING OBTAINED
Obj. 5 Pursue both funding opportunities and enhanced allocations. (G9)
Deyrup and Balkun. Integrating Digital Integrating into Undergraduate Education.
Booth Ferris Foundation. Funded: $29,700.00 Dates Funded: August 2019 - July
2020
Deyrup and Balkun. Integrating Digital Humanities into Undergraduate Education.
Bringing Theory to Practice. Funded: $7,000.00 Dates Funded: May 1, 2019 - May
30, 2020
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Deyrup and Balkun. Digital Citizenry Project. New Jersey Council for the
Humanities. Funded: $5,000.00 Dates Funded: January 1, 2019 the-December 31,
2019
GRANT APPLICATIONS CURRENTLY UNDER REVIEW
Obj. 5 Pursue both funding opportunities and enhanced allocations. (G9)
Deyrup and Balkun. The Digital Citizenry Project. New Jersey Council for the
Humanities. Currently under review: $20,000.00
Deyrup and Balkun. The Virtual DH Center. NEH Digital Humanities
Advancement Grant. Currently under review : $49,850.00

OTHER GRANT-RELATED ACTIVITIES
Part of a team writing a grant application to digitize the recordings from Institute
for Priests' Formation for the Mellon Foundation
Part of a team seeking grant funding to complete the digitization of the Catholic
Advocate.
PR AND MARKETING--LIBRARY EVENTS AND PROGRAMS
Obj. 1 Create a coordinated outreach plan across the University and within the
surrounding communities. (G1 G2 G3 G8)
Obj. 6 Develop programming for diversity and inclusion. (G1 G3 G4 G6 G9)
In this often isolated, new environment, I felt as though the library's events and
programs needed to be more cross-disciplinary in focus and anchored to PR and
marketing. Examples of these change in thinking include the 3-part event
organized by the library, commemorating the 30th anniversary of the Velvet
Revolution, which was co-sponsored by the History Department, the Slavic Club,
and the Russian and East European Studies Program. Programming included a
podcast, a panel discussion, a film, live music and dinner. Another project
representative of this approach is the COVID-19 SHU repository, Reconnecting
with Each Other in the Current Pandemic, which was organized by Special
Collections. I participated in the planning phase, marketed and submitted an
article, written with Sarah Ponichtera, for College and Research Libraries News
that will appear in the June 2020 issue, and introduced the project to the New
Jersey Digital Humanities Consortium.
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This year, I began researching and writing PR pieces for the Library and
University Webpages, Twitter and Instagram accounts, such as the Google Arts &
Culture coins and basket exhibit and Commemorating the 30th anniversary of the
Velvet Revolution.
ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES
Obj. 1 Create a coordinated outreach plan across the University and within the
surrounding communities. (G1 G2 G3 G7 G9)
Committee on Student Engagement. Was responsible for the library being asked to
participate on this university committee.
Obj. 9Continue performing tasks at every level to establish the University
Libraries’ expertise, knowledge, and competence in support of stated objectives.
(G1–G9)
One to two mornings a week spent cataloging foreign language (principally Italian
and Russian) books. Reference/instructional duties as assigned.
Looking Ahead
Obj. 9 Continue performing tasks at every level to establish the University
Libraries’ expertise, knowledge, and competence in support of stated objectives.
(G1–G9)
Looking ahead, I intend to concentrate on PR and marketing library services in a
broad sense. This included working with English 1201 to integrate digital
humanities tools into the syllabus, advocating that the library be integrated into the
digital humanities A&S certificate, focusing on programming that connects the
library with academic departments and disciplines, and working with students so
that they become strong advocates of the library and with faculty so that their
scholarship is productive. This supports the mission statement of this new position.
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Kyle Downey
Health Sciences Librarian
Annual Report FY: 2019-2020
Introduction
This year’s activities as a health sciences librarian on the inter-professional health
sciences (IHS) campus are consisted of just some of the following:
•
•
•

•
•

Taught 24 evidence-based research courses to students in the School of
Health and Medical Sciences and the College of Nursing
Presented at seven new student orientations
Design a new evidence-based nursing toolkit for instructional purposes and a
brand new Physical Therapy toolkit built specifically for the
course, Movement Development Across the Lifespan
Conducted over 75 library consultations
Co-created the College of Nursing Faculty Publication Guide

Successes and Challenges:
The success and challenges of this academic year are tied in with the following
objectives: 1, 3, 4, and 9:
Successes:
Create a coordinated outreach plan across the University and within the
surrounding communities.
OBJECTIVE 1a (IHS): Continuing to deploy a cohesive marketing and outreach
strategy, including signage, email marketing to students and faculty, blog posts,
and the IHS annual report.
Blogs: Continue to produce and publish new blog posts for the IHS and Walsh
library which includes the blog entry: APA 7th edition: What’s New?
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Email blasts: Coordinate general email blasts to CON and SHMS faculty at the
beginning of every semester to inform them on newly acquired resources, toolkit
edits or additions, and other IHS library related news.
OBJECTIVE 1d (IHS): Maintain and build-upon the School of Medicine’s
Database, deploy the scholarly publication database for the College of Nursing,
and explore possibilities to create a platform for SHMS.
CON Scholarly Publication Database: The IHS library has rolled out two scholarly
publication databases for the School of Medicine (SOM) and CON. With the help
and expertise of my colleague, Allison Piazza, the CON scholarly publication
database was created and welcomed warmly amongst the CON faculty. This
scholarly database will be updated twice a year to incorporate recently published
journal articles, book chapters or books.

Expand, interpret, and disseminate our digital presence
OBJECTIVE 3b (IHS): Focus Libguides/toolkits to be user friendly, accessible,
and relevant to programs and assignments.
Evidence-Based Practice Nursing Toolkit: The EBP Nursing toolkit was created
based on the instruction experience of teaching both undergraduate and graduate
nursing courses. EBP combines research methods and proper literature searching
skills, which are the main components taught in these library sessions. This toolkit
has also created interest in other programs, such as Speech Language Pathology, to
create similar toolkits. The nursing toolkit as a whole has 7,469 views since the
beginning of the 2019-2020 academic school year.
Physician Assistant (PA) Toolkit: The PA toolkit remains one of the most used
toolkits on the IHS library website thanks to continuous faculty input. The toolkit
is constantly being refined in order to promote new resources or to create a better
user experience. In the Fall semester I revamped the database section by
categorizing the databases based on their specific disciplines. This in theory
should help students decided which databases are appropriate to use depending on
their research or clinical question. As of the beginning of the 2019-2020 academic
school year, the PA toolkit has been viewed 7,925 times.
GDPT7150 Toolkit: The GDPT7150 is a toolkit specifically built for the
Department of Physical Therapy course, Movement Development across the
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Lifespan. This is the very first SHMS specific toolkit that was built for a specific
course. This toolkit was rolled out on May 6, 2020.
OBJECTIVE 3d (IHS): Refresh the IHS library’s presence in the Blackboard shell.
Advocate for continued library integration in the School of Medicine’s Leo
platform.
Blackboard: The IHS library has been working with SHMS and CON faculty to
make sure that their blackboard shells as well as syllabi’s have been updated with
the correct IHS library and liaison information. Working with Brooke Duffy,
Sebastian Derry and Chris Duffy, we sent along an information regarding the IHS
library.
Prioritize Instruction
OBJECTIVE 4a (IHS): Continue to provide these teaching moments within the
PPPC curriculum of the School of Medicine (SOM). Teach Zotero and citation
management in the College of Nursing (CON) and the School of Health and
Medical Sciences (SHMS).
Zotero sessions: Zotero is often one of the most requested sessions by both CON
and SHMS faculty. All IHS library research sessions has a section dedicated to
citation management in which Zotero is introduced. I have conducted several oneon-one consultations with both faculty and students on how to download, install
and use Zotero. On 1/28/2020 I was invited to teach PhD students on how to use
Zotero for their upcoming dissertations.
OBJECTIVE 4b (IHS): Connect with stakeholders from online CON programs to
do a needs analysis. Deploy instructional modules where appropriate in the online
environment.
Online presence: In last year’s annual report one of the main goals for the
following year was to establish an online IHS library presence in both CON and
SHMS. This has begun by reaching out to various faculty members teaching in an
online environment. The Nursing EBP toolkit was created in order to use as
teaching tool and for students to refer back to later on.
COVID-19: Due to COVID-19 and the work from home order, creating an online
IHS library presence has become the upmost of importance. This has given me the
ability to reassess what information we have in our toolkits and refine them. This
has also given us the chance to be directly involved in certain courses such as the
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Department of Physical Therapy (DPT) course: GDPT7150 as well some
upcoming DPT courses in Summer I, Summer II and Summer III sessions.
OBJECTIVE 4c (IHS): Continue the close collaboration and integration of library
services within all the curricular areas in Phase 1 of the SOM (HSS, CS, HD), and
build a plan for library integration within Phase 2. Explore potential areas for
higher level integration in SHMS (Physical Therapy).
Critical Thinking: This past year I have been involved in several DPT
sessions. The first of which were held on 7/18/2019 and 7/22/2019 with Professor
Lauren Snowden. This was a two part, 90 minute session with 40 first year
graduate DPT students. These two sessions were like the ones taught in July 2018
in which I went over how to conduct a literature search using health science
databases.
Additional DPT Sessions: I was invited back to Professor Snowden’s classes on a
few more occasions. The first of which was on 8/8/2019 in which we went over
what a systematic review is, what they entail and how find them. I was then
invited back on 9/18/2019 to go over how to search Cochrane Library’s Systematic
Reviews. On 10/9/2019 I taught a session on how to find diagnostic tools. Lastly,
on 11/7/2019 I was invited back to teach students on how to find articles that talk
about outcome measures.
Continue performing tasks at every level to establish the University Libraries’
expertise, knowledge, and competence in support of stated objectives.
OBJECTIVE 9b: Model ethical work practices including through training in
internship programs (Spallery), professional development workshops (PDG,
instruction workshops, faculty.
Digital Humanities: On June 4, 2019, I was invited to present PolicyMap at the
Digital Humanities event on the South Orange campus. I taught faculty members
about PolicyMap and went into several examples of how to use the tool with
regards to vulnerable populations.
Love Data Week (IHS): This past February was the first time the IHS library held
its very own Love Data Week. With the help of social sciences librarian, Lisa
DeLuca, the IHS library was able to hold a small session on 2/13/2020. Lisa
DeLuca presented on Inter-university Consortium for Political and Social Research
(ICPSR). I presented on both PolicyMap and Predatory Journals. Professor Nalin
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Johri of the Masters in Healthcare Administration (MHA) program finished the
day’s session with a presentation on his recently published book, Health Services
Research and Analytics using Excel.
New PubMed: On 1/14/2020 my former colleague Andy Hickner and I conducted
a New PubMed for South Orange library faculty. This session was to inform South
Orange librarians on the new changes to PubMed. New PubMed classes were also
taught on the IHS campus to SOM, SHMS and CON faculty.
Challenges
COVID-19: The COVID-19 epidemic that began in the spring semester has
brought with it many challenges, as the library shifted its support to be completely
online. Many of the health sciences and nursing programs have struggled initially
to adapt due to technological limitations and inexperience. All consultations and
class appearances have transitioned to an online format via either Microsoft Teams
or Zoom. Also, due to budget restrictions, acquiring new learning resources,
whether it be new eBooks or databases, has been placed on hold.
Looking Ahead
This upcoming 2020-2021 academic year, I see the lingering effects of COVID-19
still being an issue for the IHS campus and the IHS library. New policies and rules
will have to be created to enforce proper social distancing in order to protect
students and faculty. The departure of Andy Hickner, health sciences librarian for
SOM, will mean the eventual hiring of a new librarian on the IHS campus. As a
newly elected faculty senator, I will be able to represent the Seton Hall Library as
well as the IHS library. I will be working closely with the Collection Development
Committee to make sure we are properly budgeted and that we acquire the proper
resources for the IHS programs. I am also working closely with my colleagues in
the Open Electronic Resources committee (OER) to promote OER resources for
nursing and the health sciences programs. Lastly, a major inventory project that
began prior to the COVID-19 pandemic will continue to be worked on to make
sure our print and electronic collections are currently up to date.
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Brooke Duffy
Coordinator of Instruction Librarian
Information Literacy and Library Instruction
Annual Report FY: 2019-2020
Introduction
Since my hiring at Seton Hall in January of 2019, I have focused on ensuring
continuity, a smooth transition, development, and growth in the library information
literacy instruction program. Below are some highlights of my accomplishments
from the past year.
• Continued to chair the Instruction Committee I formed in the Spring of 2019
to advise on major decisions concerning the library instruction program
• With the Instruction Committee and feedback from Freshman Studies and
First Year Writing faculty, evaluated and revised the first-year instruction
program
• Developed a self-guided, scavenger hunt app to replace the librarian-led
University Life tour of the Walsh Library, Archives, and Gallery which the
University Life programmed assigned to all incoming freshman for course
credit
• Presented a paper at UNESCO’s Media and Information Literacy
Conference in Gothenburg, Sweden in September 2019
• Served on the Council for Student Success and the Great Minds Forward
Committee
• Transitioned the library instruction program from face to face instruction to
fully remote instruction with only a week’s notice due to COVID-19
Successes and Challenges – Professional Effectiveness
• I planned and taught 56 information literacy classes and workshops
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• Provided in-person or virtual research assistance (reference) for students,
faculty, staff, and community members for at least 4 hours every week plus
occasional weekend hours
• Conducted 9 private research consultations with students in-person or
remotely via MS Teams
Liaison Areas: Africana Studies, Art & Art History, Women & Gender
Studies
OBJECTIVE 6. Develop programming for diversity and inclusion.
OBJECTIVE 4c. Refocus the Liaison program towards a holistic, project-based
approach.
• Co-planned a Wikipedia edit-a-thon event with Walsh Gallery Director
Jeanne Brasile and the non-profit organization Art+Feminism. We were
awarded a mini-grant through the Wikimedia Foundation. We had 26
participants – students, faculty, and community members
• Overhauled the African American Studies Research Guide to support the
Africana Studies program https://library.shu.edu/afam
• Created a Greek & Roman Art Course Guide for Prof. Charlotte Nichols’
remote class and began revising the Art & Art History Guide
https://library.shu.edu/art
• Served as co-liaison to Africana Studies, Women and Gender Studies, and
assumed the role of liaison to Art and Art History
• Provided library instruction for Africana Studies and Art History classes
• Conducted collection development by reviewing databases and making book
purchases in these areas
Looking Ahead – Liaison Areas:
• Plan and deliver a workshop on critical race theory, social media, and
information literacy with Rev. Dr. Forrest Pritchett and Africana Studies
Liaison librarians, Alan Delozier, and Chelsea Barrett
• Review and revise Women & Gender Studies LibGuide
• Plan programming for 100 year anniversary of 19th amendment with Marta
Deyrup and Women & Gender Studies department
Outreach
OBJECTIVE 1. Create a coordinated outreach plan across the University and
within the surrounding communities.
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• Discussed the need for library marketing and outreach to be a greater
initiative within the library during Library Strategic Planning conversations.
Previously we were not always connecting our outreach with students,
student organizations, and student services departments
• Served on the Great Minds Forward Committee and the Arts Subcommittee.
Contributed to bringing community awareness to the ongoing Special
Collections and Walsh Gallery projects such as the Personal Narratives of
COVID-19, an oral history project, and the proposed Postcards Project, in
which community members would decorate a postcard with art of their
COVID-19 experience and contribute it to a community art exhibition
• Made inroads with student services partners throughout the university
including Colleen Dallavalle (Leadership Development and Student
Organizations), Joshua Reda (Residence Life), Alison Sotolongo and
Meghan Borowick (Student Activities), and served on the Council for
Student Success
• Developed workflows with the library’s Public Services Committee for
communicating library information more efficiently, including
communicating library news via the university web team platforms, social
media, collaborating on programming with numerous student services and
academic departments, and student clubs all over campus
• Participated as an active member of the library website re-design task force,
including surveying SHU undergraduate and graduate students for the new
website’s usability functionality
• Participated in fall and spring semester Involvement Fairs by tabling with
library resources and greeting incoming students
• Personally maintained the library social media accounts, generated content,
including visual media, captions, blog content, and answered user queries
during the COVID-19 pandemic when the library was short staffed due to
lack of student workers and furloughs
Chaired the Instruction Committee
The bulk of my work revolves around coordinating the library instruction program,
and I have mobilized numerous operational changes to the day to day scheduling of
instruction and larger pedagogical decisions regarding our instruction program
over the past year and a half. Since the work of our instruction program is carried
out by a number of teachers and not just by one, I have elected to form an
Instruction Committee of library faculty in order to advise on and collaboratively
design larger scale instruction projects.
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OBJECTIVE 4. Prioritize instruction.
a. Teach how and why we do research via reflective practice and active
learning; cultivate ethics of research and teach how to avoid plagiarism.
b. Increase research and instructional support in the online learning
environment. Seamlessly engage the online teaching environment as an
equal partner.
d. Provide learning opportunities that address the spectrum of needs to
ensure successful deployment of library resources for the curriculum
e. Integrate primary resources from our Special Collections and the Gallery
into the curricula with collaborative programs across disciplines.
OBJECTIVE 3. Expand, interpret, and disseminate our digital presence
Instruction Coordination
• Collaborated with University Life and First Year Writing to plan for the fall
semester library instruction program
• Coordinated class scheduling and room booking for library instruction
• Provided instructional support for teaching library faculty
• Provided remote teaching support to library and academic faculty during
transition to teaching with MS Teams and Blackboard due to COVID-19
• Revised library instruction mission statement, created an instruction menu
accessible on the library website, and created an online booking form used
by faculty to book classes in concert with the new LibCal instruction
calendar Library Instruction Page
• Created a bank of shared lesson plans in SharePoint, organized by subject
and continue to add activities, tutorials, and other instruction tools to the
Instruction Resources LibGuide
• Integrated the ACRL Framework for Information Literacy into our library
instruction program
• Worked with Lisa DeLuca and Sharon Ince to develop instruction tools and
support for data services
First-Year Instruction
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• Guided the Instruction Committee through a revision of the first-year student
learning outcomes (SLOs) in order to scaffold student learning across
University Life, English 1201, and English 1202. Included feedback and
conversations from Freshman Studies and First Year Writing Faculty
• Revised first-year library instruction assessment tools to be mapped to new
SLOs
• Created shell lesson plans based on new SLOs for optional use in teaching
English 1201 and 1202 library instruction incorporating feedback from
library faculty and English faculty to enhance active learning potential of the
classes, aligning content to the SLOs and minimizing time that library
faculty spend lesson planning for first-year instruction
• Updated the English 1201 and 1202 LibGuides
• Developed a self-guided, scavenger hunt app to replace the librarian-led
University Life tour of the Walsh Library, Archives, and Gallery which the
University Life programmed assigned to all incoming freshman for course
credit and redesigned University Life classroom visit
• Corresponded closely throughout the year with the First Year Writing
department leaders, Kelly Shea, Ed Jones, and Elizabeth Redwine, to make
sure that communication between academic and library faculty was smooth,
scheduling of library instruction was smooth, etc.
• Stayed in touch with Hezal Petal, assistant dean of Freshman Studies,
throughout the 2019-2020 year to keep dialogue open about any adjustments
needed to library components of the University Life curriculum
• Presented at the August 2019 FYW graduate orientations in order to
communicate with graduate teaching assistants about library instruction
expectations, collaborations, communication procedures, and will do so
again in June 2020
• Built instruction kits for teaching faculty containing commonly used
teaching supplies that support active learning such as whiteboard name tents
for students to write their names on, whiteboard markers for students to use
during activities on our whiteboard tables, notecards, pencils, post-it notes,
“Libraries Are For Everyone” stickers as prizes or giveaways
• Continued to develop an Instruction Resources LibGuide for storing and
sharing library instruction best practices and professional development
materials for teaching faculty to share professional development knowledge
• Created a repository of shared teaching materials both on the Library
Intranet and in Sharepoint, including lesson plans, syllabi, learning
outcomes, Powerpoints, and other valuable materials
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Redesigned instruction scheduling calendar. Worked with Elizabeth Leonard,
Sharon Ince, and Zachary Pelli, to implement LibCal system. This provided:
• An ability to collect and store all instruction data in one location, rather than
split across several different scheduling and data tracking tools.
• An improved ability to view the entire library instruction program, which
will ultimately allow for better decision-making
• A calendar view of all library instruction accessible simultaneously not only
to all teaching faculty, which was not previously available, but also to all
library administrators and staff, and also a public facing interface which can
be viewed by anyone: https://shu.libcal.com/calendar/instruction
• An increased awareness among library faculty of what teaching their
colleagues are participating in, allowing for easier collaborations, coteaching opportunities, or teaching swaps in an emergency situation
• A streamlined scheduling workflow in which the library classroom is
booked at the same time as a class is entered, cutting out additional time and
labor
• Simplification of communication between library and academic faculty
about class scheduling
• Integration with Outlook calendars (classes in the scheduler can be saved
as .ics files)
• Statistics and data analytic features – many of the charts and graphs in this
report were generated through the LibCal app
Challenges: The Library’s Transition to Remote Learning during COVID-19
During COVID-19, many librarians took extra care and sensitivity to address
students and even academic faculty with a holistic or whole person mindset, which
links back to the pedagogy and community of practice we have been forming and
discussions we have been having about ethics of care, and even feminist ethics of
care in instruction and reference. We have been working on developing a
community of practice around library instruction and innovative pedagogy for the
past year and a half. For example, Lisa Rose-Wiles, Martha, and I are all involved
with the Contemplative Pedagogy movement in higher education and especially on
the SHU campus. We developed a workshop on reflective teaching and
Contemplative Pedagogy which we presented to library faculty and then at CT
Information Literacy Conference, and we are currently writing a paper about this.
Alan Delozier, Kyle Downey, Lisa Rose-Wiles, Chelsea Barrett, and I
presented about how we supported student research in the time of COVID-19 for
the Petersheim Academic Exposition and our presentation is recorded and
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available to view: Student Research and Library Support During the COVID 19
Crisis.
We spent extra time and care to make sure that academic faculty colleagues that
we collaborate with through our library instruction program felt supported, even
beyond what we were personally responsible for, scheduling MS Teams calls to
practice using screensharing functions, having discussions about transitioning to
remote teaching and the anxieties therein and offering support. We also developed
an online workshop for faculty on how the library can support with course design
for classes with a research component. We created a special library instruction
page for COVID-19, and I participated in a quick, responsive redesign of the
library homepage to make certain online tools more visible and readily available to
remote users.
Looking Ahead – Instruction Committee Goals
• Redesign the ULife Scavenger Hunt app for online Freshman Orientation
this summer
• Collaboratively plan a new ULife library lesson based on Academic
Integrity, Scholarly Community, and Citations with members of the
Instruction Committee and ULife’s Curriculum Committee
• Review and redesign elements of the ENGL 1201 and 1202 shared lesson
plans with the Instruction Committee
• Working with a small task force from within the Instruction Committee,
build short video tutorials on library services, resources, research skills,
citations, and information literacy concepts which can be embedded into
online learning and can also be linked from the library homepage for all
library users to benefit from
• Work with library liaisons and CORE faculty to identify strategic areas in
CORE curriculum to integrate library information literacy instruction or
online learning objects.
• Work with the Public Services Committee to adapt the LibCal booking tool
to create an online booking tool for scheduling research appointments
• Work with assistant dean Elizabeth Leonard and TLTC to create a standard
library presence within every Blackboard course, linking students to their
course reserves and appropriate research subject guides in addition to other
online library services and resources using Springshare’s LTI tool
• Continue to integrate pedagogy that relates to “whole person” or holistic
teaching and link this to library outreach efforts
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• Conduct an inventory of all instruction by looking at internal instruction
form data and constructing a survey about what projects, grants, committees,
departments the library is involved in that concern information literacy
Information Literacy and Library Instruction Report
Instruction Statistics, 2019-2020 academic year
University Life
ENGL 1201 & 1202
Other Undergraduate
Graduate
Faculty
TOTAL

Number of Students
1548
3097
1373*
-*
-*
6018

Number of Classes
72
172
87*
48
35*
358

*Many instruction workshops were cross listed for faculty and graduate students and sometimes
undergraduate students, for example, all Love Data Week programming.

Compared to 2018-2019 academic year
University Life
ENGL 1201 & 1202
Other Undergraduate
Graduate
Faculty
TOTAL

Number of Students
1514
2898
1110
390
75
5987

Number of Classes
67
161
74
26
5
333

Classes Taught Per Library Faculty Member
Librarian
Bao (Spring 2020 only)
Barrett (started Spring 2020)
Bloom (Fall 2019 only)
Delozier
DeLuca
Derry
Deyrup
Duffy
Harrison
Ince

Number of Classes
4
13
22
16
55
11
9
55
37
12
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Kehnemuyi
Loesch
Rose-Wiles
Shea
Data Specialist (Samah Alshrief)
Graduate Intern (Christian Stempert)

15
18
50
65
8
3

Last year, I identified the following as key areas of growth for the instruction
program:
• Upper division undergraduate programs, especially:
• The Core Curriculum, especially Junior level
• The Honors Program
• English, especially Senior Seminar
• Graduate programs
• Data management and visualization
• Digital Humanities / Pedagogy
• Online information literacy instruction, in various formats
In the past year we nearly doubled graduate instruction, and thanks to unforeseen
circumstances in the form of COVID-19 giving us a nudge, this year our online or
remote instruction went from being virtually zero percent of our total instruction to
20 percent of our total.
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We also now for the first time have data visualization of how our library
instruction program supports university academics.
Distribution of Total Library Instruction by Academic Discipline

Undergraduate Distribution
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Graduate Distribution

First Year Instruction Program Assessment
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Below are the results of our first year of assessing the first year instruction
program (University Life, English 1201, and English 1202) holistically.
University Life Learning Outcomes
• Students will be able to demonstrate familiarity with the SHU library spaces,
services, and resources by completing a mobile library scavenger hunt.
• Students will be able to articulate why they will be conducting research as
SHU students by discussing and writing a brief personal reflection on this
topic.

University Life Library Tour Scavenger Hunt
Student App Rating (5 Star Maximum Rating, 1445 ratings)
Overall Rating
Fun
Variety
Places of Interest
Difficulty
Informative

4 Stars
3 ½ Stars
4 Stars
4 Stars
2.5 Stars
4 Stars

One of the tasks of the scavenger hunt app asked the students to reflect on the
spaces they had seen throughout their self-guided tour and think about a space they
would feel comfortable studying in. We then had them take a photo of that spot
and upload it. Here are a couple of sample submissions:
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We also asked students to take a “selfie” with a reference librarian when they
found the research services desk, but since those results are not anonymous, we
will not include them hear, but anecdotally, this allowed students and librarians to
forge a face to face connection early in the fall semester, and for this connection to
be reinforced soon after when librarians came to visit in the University Life
classes. Assistant Dean of Freshman Studies, Hezal Petal, mentioned she even saw
a few instances in which a student and librarian were already on friendly terms
with each other in the classes she taught.
We asked students “What surprised you about the library” at the end of the app.
We will need to compile all of these results more fully for analysis, but here are a
couple of random samples:
• “The library is a great spot to study and meet new people aslo a lot bigger
then I expected.” (2/16/2020)
• “I learned that the books had a strange way to be found, mainly being that
they are numbered alphabetically and numerically” (9/23/2019)
• “i really didn’t know my way around the library so i learned how to get
around and how to find the things i need.” (9/23/2019)
English 1201 Learning Outcomes
• Students will be able to identify the source requirements of their research
project by locating or deducing this information from their 1201 assignment
and/or syllabus.
• Students will understand the difference between research topics and research
questions by creating mind maps of their research topic.
• Students will be able to use background information to start the research
process by deriving and recording simple search terms from the background
information content.
• Students will be able to search both SHUSearch and one multidisciplinary
database by searching them to locate, select, and record, at a minimum, one
relevant source for their research project.

English 1201 Pre-Survey (714 results)
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We began with a brand new pre-survey of English 1201 which aimed to gather
information about the research skills of our incoming first year class so that in
coming years we would be able to better anticipate what learning outcomes to
focus on in our library instruction.
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1201 Post-Quiz (194 results)
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Question 1: The aim of the first question was supposed to be reading a professor’s
assignment to understand the source requirements, but the assessment instrument
was written in a way which made the results not match the responses, so
unfortunately we had to throw out this data. We will revise this for next year.
Questions 2-5: These questions asked students to formulate their own research
question based on an assigned topic, to develop keywords, and to run sample
searches in Credo reference and then Academic Search Complete and to share
links to their results. We then also asked them to try changing their keywords to
see if their results improved. These results are still being coded according a rubric
and will need to be assessed over the summer.
Question 6: Did you change the keywords you searched the databases with to
improve your search results?

Voyant Wordcloud Based on 1201 Student Feedback
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English 1202 Learning Outcomes
• Students will be able to identify the source requirements of their literary
research project by locating or deducing this information from their 1202
assignment and/or syllabus.
• Students will be able to evaluate source types by selecting and recording at
least two relevant and appropriate sources that fulfill the parameters of their
assignment.
• Students will understand the importance of persistence and variety in
selecting research terminology by writing several simple Boolean search
statements.
• Students will be able to demonstrate familiarity with at least two literary
academic databases by searching them to locate and record, at a minimum,
two relevant sources for their research project.
ENGL 1202 Questionnaire - Post-Quiz (28 responses)
Question 1 – 6: These questions asked students about their final research paper in the ENGL
1202 class, including what their selected research question was, what keywords, databases, and
sources they used, and asked them to upload their paper.
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Here is a sample of some of the student responses about the sources they found and what tools
they used to conduct their research:

These results will need to be analyzed with a rubric over the summer.
We were able to directly map Question 7 back to our ENGL 1201 pre-survey to
bring things full circle. If you compare the results of this question with the same
results of the same question which we asked in the ENGL 1201 pre-survey, you
will be able to see a change in responses throughout the year. There is a major
caveat which is that the sample sizes are drastically different – we had over 700
responses to the 1201 pre-survey, and only 28 responses in the end of year 1202
post-quiz.

Question 7: What aspect(s) of the research process do you find most challenging?
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1201 Pre-Survey Research Challenges

It appears that fewer students found both developing a research question or
thesis from a broad research topic and citing sources and creating bibliographies to
be their greatest challenges by the end of the year. More students found developing
keywords for finding relevant sources challenging. Many more found searching for
books or articles challenging. The percentage who rated evaluating sources as their
greatest challenge was similar.
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We will make some adjustments to our lesson plans accordingly, continue using
these questions in pre and post assessment next year and hope to get a higher
response rate in the post-assessment next year.
Looking Ahead: First Year Assessment
Overall, we have learned some lessons – namely that we need to have shorter,
quantitative based assessment tools where possible in order to encourage student
participation. We also will involve our data librarians in developing assessment
tools now that their initiative has taken off. While it would be interesting to
analyze a small collection of student papers, as we have collected in the ENGL
1202 post-assessment, we worry that it sometimes deters students from
participating in the post-assessment. We would prefer to assign a shorter,
quantitative-based assessment that hopefully more students will complete and work
with a small team of librarians and professors to analyze a sample of ENGL 1202
student papers against an information literacy assessment rubric.

Christopher Duffy
Associate Dean/Founding Director, IHS Library
Annual Report FY: 2019-2020
This past year has been one of growth and development for the IHS Library. Now
in our second year, our processes have been fine-tuned, and our services have
grown in a variety of areas. We welcomed our second year of medical students,
saw the launch of Phase 2 of the School of Medicine (SOM) Curriculum and the
subsequent library support and involvement for this phase, and enhanced our
digital offerings for the School of Health and Medical Sciences (SHMS) and the
College of Nursing (CON). The most important event of this year has been the
COVID-19 pandemic, which forced the IHS Library to move all of it’s services to
a virtual environment, and I have been proud of the way we have adapted in this
environment.
The IHS Library continues to be heavily utilized, both in its physical and digital
environments. Our physical space is very popular with students. In particular, the
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group and individual study rooms are frequently used. A total of 12,250 room
bookings were made from July 1 2019 – March 16, 2020 (at which point the
library closed due to the COVID-19 pandemic). Group rooms were booked 6,368
times, and individual rooms 5,843 times. Our physical space has benefited from the
transfer of Denise D'Agostino from Walsh Library to IHS. Denise proved to be a
valuable member of the IHS team, and enhanced our ability to manage our
physical space.
The IHS Library website underwent a homepage refresh this year. We conducted
user testing of our previous homepage, collecting structured feedback from
students, faculty and staff of all three schools at the IHS campus. Based on this
feedback, the IHS Library team crafted a new design for our homepage, which was
then executed Zach Pelli, the University Libraries website developer.
The IHS Library website continued to be heavily trafficked, having been viewed
over 46,000 times to date, and our toolkits and other online modules are very
heavily used (detailed toolkit usage data can be found on page 5 of this report).
The IHS Library had it’s first installation of artwork this past year. With the
assistance of various student groups, including the Art in Medicine group, and
driven by Allison Piazza, the IHS Library selected various watercolor anatomy
prints that were hung throughout the library.
Successes:
The IHS Library’s successes this past year are linked to the following University
Libraries Strategic Objectives:
Prioritize Instruction:
OBJECTIVE 4a (IHS): Teach how and why we do research via reflective practice
and active learning; cultivate ethics of research and teach how to avoid
plagiarism. Continue to provide these teaching moments within the PPPC
curriculum of the School of Medicine (SOM). Teach Zotero and citation
management in the College of Nursing (CON) and the School of Health and
Medical Sciences (SHMS). OBJECTIVE 4c (IHS): Continue the close
collaboration and integration of library services within all the curricular areas in
Phase 1 of the SOM (HSS, CS, HD), and build a plan for library integration within
Phase 2. Explore potential areas for higher level integration in SHMS (Physical
Therapy)
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The SOM librarians have been heavily integrated into the SOM Health Systems
Science (HSS) curriculum from early stages of the school’s development. In
partnership with the Associate Dean of Medical Education, Dr. Miriam Hoffman,
and the Health Systems Science Course Director, Dr. Josh Josephs, SOM
Librarians have taught, co-taught, and developed numerous sessions on
information management, mastery, evidence-based medicine, they have assigned
and developed pre-work, and most uniquely, they have created and graded highstakes summative exam questions.
The following instructional sessions within the SOM curriculum were delivered by
Allison Piazza, Andy Hickner, and Chris Duffy:
Date

Session description Audience

Role

7/15/19

SOM Orientation

M1s

Instructor

7/19/2019

PPPC Faculty
Development

SOM faculty

Co-instructor

7/22/2019

Information
M1s
Resources for PPPC

Instructor

7/24/2019

SOM new facilitator SOM faculty
library orientation

Instructor

8/3/2019

PPPC faculty
development (2018
cohort

SOM faculty

Co-instructor

8/5/2019

PubMed for PPPC

M1s

Co-instructor

8/8/2019

PubMed for PPPC

M1s

Co-instructor
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8/12/2019

PubMed for PPPC

8/19/2019

Information
M1s
Management I/Zotero

Instructor

8/26/2019

Information
Mastery/EBM
Foundations 3

M2s

Co-instructor

10/2/2019

Clinical Skills M1s
Health Maintenance
Visit

Co-instructor

11/22/2019

Transitional
Clerkship

M2s

Co-instructor

1/13/2020

Background Learning M2s
for Complex
Learning
COVID-19 Best
M2s
Practices Elective
Information
M1s
Mastery/EBM
Foundations 2

Co-instructor

3/23/2020 –
5/7/2020
4/20/2020

M1s

Co-instructor

Co-Elective
Leader
Co-instructor

We have also continued to integrate library instruction into SHMS and CON . Kyle
Downey launched new toolkits and online modules for both schools, and expanded
upon his evidence-based practice seminar, deploying in the following programs:
Physical Therapy, Athletic Training, Physician Assistant, Speech-Language
Pathology, and Undergraduate Nursing.
Additionally, the IHS Library has:
•

Scaled up the library integration into the School of Medicine’s Patient
Presentation Problem Based Curriculum (PPPC). IHS Librarians
systematically provide formative and summative feedback for weekly
student research presentations, specifically related to their information
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•

•

•

•

•

management, citation skills, and appraisal of the literature. We have attended
nearly Friday morning PPPC session since July 2019.
Assessment of learning outcomes has become a critical component of this
project. Observing student presentations across all of the small groups gave
us new insight into the ways students were, and often weren’t, meeting
expectations for information skills taught in HSS. In fall 2019, Dr. Ofelia
Martinez, interim PPPC Course Director, asked us to expand and formalize
our role in assessment. Specifically, in addition to providing constructive
feedback to students, we were asked to develop an assessment rubric, to use
it to assess each student, and to begin systematically collecting the
assessment data.
Further integrated library instruction into Phase 1 of the SOM curriculum,
specifically in HSS longitudinal portion of the curriculum, teaching students
skills in citation management, information management, mastery, and
evidence-based medicine.
Launched library integration into the SOM’s Transitional Clerkship,
providing instruction to students on how to properly use point-of-care
resources, reinforce PICO search strategies, and get them prepared to enter
clerkships
Launched the COVID-19 Best Practice Elective. Students were tasked to
comb through the emerging literature about COVID-19 and help to
synthetize the best available evidence in a variety of areas, including
infection control, critical care management, investigational drugs, and how
to care for specific patient populations. The IHS Library taught students how
to successfully navigate the emerging COVID-19 literature, properly
manage their citations, and understand the issues surrounding critical
appraisal in the COVID-19 era.
Building off the success of courses launched in our first year, we have built
new instructional courses for the School of Health and Medical Sciences
(SHMS) and the College of Nursing (CON) that are centered on the
principles of evidence-based practice. All sessions include content on
citation management and Zotero.

Expand, interpret, and disseminate our digital presence:
Objective 3b (IHS): Focus Libguides/toolkits to be user friendly, accessible, and
relevant to programs and assignments.
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•

The IHS Library website continues to be a very popular resource for our
campus, having been viewed over 46,000 times throughout the past year.
Our toolkits and other online modules that support academic programs are
heavily used:

•

Toolkit
Physician Assistant
Nursing
COVID-19 Elective
Phase 2 Toolkit
Phase I Textbooks
School of Medicine Faculty Publications Database
Evidence-Based Resources for Health Maintenance visits
The Finding Information Framework (FIF)

•
•
•
•
•

Views
10703
8076
4735
4722
4154
2227
1528
1502

A few highlights of toolkit development over the past year include:
Built the Phase 2 toolkit in collaboration with the Phase 2 clerkship directors
Evidence-Based Practice Nursing Toolkit:
The GDPT7150 is a toolkit specifically built for the Department of Physical
Therapy course, Movement Development across the Lifespan.
Background Learning for Complex Learning

Objective 4b (IHS): Connect with stakeholders from online CON programs to do a
needs analysis. Deploy instructional modules where appropriate in the
online environment
•

•

A needs assessment was begun with CON faculty members to understand
how the IHS Library could support online teaching. COVID-19 then
accelerated this project. Online modules for learning and instruction have
been established for some courses in CON, and this is laying the foundation
for this these types of services to continue as we get beyond this crisis.
Indeed, the integration of Kyle Downey, Library liaison for SHMS and
CON, into the Physical Therapy course Movement Development across the
Lifespan has set a framework for future integration. A specific online toolkit
was built just for this course, linking students to specific library resources
and services to help with this projects.
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•

•
•

Objective 1a: Continuing to deploy a cohesive marketing and outreach
strategy, including signage, email marketing to students and faculty, blog
posts, and the IHS annual report.
Launched the IHS Library Annual Report, highlighting our work for the
stakeholders at the IHS campus and beyond.
We performed an IHS Library homepage refresh, giving our marketing
carousel more prominence on the page.

Create a coordinated outreach plan across the University and within the
surrounding communities:
OBJECTIVE 1d (IHS): Maintain and build-upon the School of Medicine’s
Database, deploy the scholarly publication database for the College of Nursing,
and explore possibilities to create a platform for SHMS.
The IHS library has increased the output for the SOM’s faculty publication
database, and launched a similar database for CON.
OBJECTIVE 1b (IHS): Continue to deliver events such as the IHS book club,
Research Seminar Series, and the My Professional Journal Speaker Series.
•

•
•
•

The IHS Library has continued to deliver numerous events, often in
partnership with other IHS schools and departments. Allison Piazza, our
Lead for Outreach, has been the driver for these events. These include:
The My Professional Journal Series
IHS Library Book Club
Student Life/IHS Library Events, such as Therapy Dogs in the library.

Develop Programming for Diversity and Inclusion:
OBJECTIVE 6a: Continue to strengthen the partnership with Office of Diversity
and Equity
•

The IHS Library Taught high school students participating in the Medical
Internship Navigating Diversity & Science (M.I.N.D.S) program. M.I.N.D.S
is a 6-week paid internship for underrepresented high school juniors and
seniors who are interested in pursuing a career in medicine. The session
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focused on Evidence Based Public Health, information they used for their
final presentations on a public health topic of their choice.
•

Strengthen our relationships with key departments and organizations that
support library curricular, research initiatives, funding, and outreach:
Objective 7a: Explore profit making partnerships with local corporations on the
ON3 campus. Solidify relationship with HMH and create a plan that meets
the GME needs of the SOM (3-5 years)
•

•

Most importantly, under Dean Buschman’s leadership, SHU and
Hackensack Meridian Health (HMH) came to a two-year agreement that
ensured that the library at the IHS campus would continue to be under the
aegis of Seton Hall University Libraries through July 2022.
SHU Libraries also established a partnership with HMH’s Center for
Discovery and Innovation (CDI), whereby we provide access to the IHS
Library collection to CDI researchers.

Challenges:
COVID-19 was clearly the most prominent challenge of this year and will continue
to be a challenge moving forward. We have had to move all our services to a
virtual environment. Loosing the in-person connection to our students and faculty
is difficulty, but our team has been agile in their development of new services
during this time.
We lost a team member this year when Mr. Andy Hickner left his position, and one
furloughs due to the COVID-19 pandemic left us short staffed. The departure of
Andy is a loss for our library, but it gave us the opportunity to re-craft the position
to more clearly align with our goals for instruction within the SOM.
Looking Ahead
Year three of the IHS Library will again be one of growth and development. The
COVID-19 pandemic has forced us to change some of the ways we provide our
services, and I expect that some of the changes will last beyond the pandemic. We
are looking forward to continuing to roll out the library integration into Phase 2
“Clerkship” portion of the SOM curriculum, and have started to think about plans
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for Phase 3. This will include building out information management and mastery
curricula for clinical clerkships and elective courses.
One of our primary goals last year was the development of a plan for how we will
better provide library services to our online student population; specifically, the
online CON and SHMS graduate programs. We began the needs assessment and
started some initial meetings with key stakeholders. COVID-19 accelerated this
project, forcing us to integrate into areas at rapid speed. I expect this integration to
broaden into other areas in the coming year.

Dr. Lauren Harrison
Term Librarian
Annual Report FY: 2019-2020
I have had the pleasure of serving as a Term Librarian in University Libraries since
2017-18. My first year served as Science Librarian while Lisa Rose Wiles was on
Sabbatical. My 2018-19 contract was extended so that I could serve as Liaison
Librarian to the Stillman School of Business while a replacement for Katie Wissel
could be hired. As Business Librarian, I provided liaison services by developing 1)
a tutorial presentation given to 6 F2F Business Finance classes and 2) a video
tutorial to increase student awareness of News resources available at University
Libraries.
My collection development activities resulted in the addition of 169 new
Publications (106 e-books and 63 print books) to the business collection needed as
a result of a hard weed of the collection. I collaborated with Gerard Shea on the
development of an Impact Statement (November 11, 2019) in support of a new
Undergraduate Major in Financial Technology in the Business School. The
application was approved. All business related LibGuides (n=12) were updated
and a new one for the new Undergraduate major Financial Technology created
(February 2020) while mentoring the new hire Chelsea Barrett. I provided 6 hours
of Reference chat support weekly and conduct research appointments
upon demand. As in past years I continue to be responsible for the Library Intranet
site and currently serve on the Library Website Redesign Task Force.
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I continue to provide Research Data Management and Data Analysis Support to
students and Faculty. I have completed the Research Management Librarian
Academy Certification (January 2020).
Successes
OBJECTIVE: Increase awareness of the scholarly potential of our
collections, programs, and exhibitions both within and beyond Seton Hall.
(G1 – G9) Foster subject librarian and Instructional Design collaborations.
(Walsh, not IHS) (G8)
Provide Liaison Activities for Stillman School of Business ‘Keeping your Eyes on
the News’ Tutorial Campaign
October 21-24, 2019 -Dean Mark Schilds described a need for business students to
keep up with the news. In response, a tutorial presentation was designed entitled
‘Keeping your Eyes on the News’ that was scheduled to be presented at 7 Business
Finance Classes. I collaborated with Colleagues to give the tutorial presentation to
those classes that I could not. I gave the presentation to 4 classes, Gerard Shea
presented to 1 class, Brooke Duffy presented to 1 class and Martha Loesch went to
present to 1 class, however this class was cancelled without prior notice to the
library.
December 2019 -Created a video tutorial based on the ‘Keeping your Eyes on the
News’ presentation to be added to 2020 BusFin blackboard classes and to the
revised News LibGuide. The video is available here
on https://library.shu.edu/news.

OBJECTIVE: Increase awareness of the scholarly potential of our collections,
programs, and exhibitions both within and beyond Seton Hall. (G1 –
G9)
Make content more responsive and inclusive via teaching,
instruction, collection development, and digitization. (G1 G2 G3 G4 G6 G8)
Collection Development September -January 2020
Acquired 169 new business publications (106 ebooks and 63 print books). This
was due to massive weeding in the following categories:
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Managerial economics, economics econometrics, statistical modelling,
organizational management entrepreneurship, writing business plans, finance. Full
list of all new business publications can be found in 2020 Annual Review Faculty
LHarrison Sharepoint folder.
OBJECTIVE: Focus Libguides/toolkits to be user friendly, accessible, and
relevant to programs and assignments.
Libguide Development and Updates
Sept - Dec 2019 Updated 12 LibGuides with new publications : Accounting,
Business Research Guide; Business Analytics; Business Writing;
Data Visualization Tools for Business Students; Economic Data; Economic ;
Entrepreneurship; Finance; News; New Business Books; Marketing.
Feb 4, 2020 FinTech- Developed a new LibGuide in collaboration with Chelsea
Barrett to support new major in Financial technology.

OBJECTIVE: Conduct website user testing and subsequent site
enhancements
Individual Contribution to the Website Redesign Taskforce Sept 2019-ongoing
Oct 15, 2019 Presentation - Factors affecting SHU Web Evaluation
Including: Website Usability Test Instruments; Website Evaluation Tools; Website
Usability Test Instruments; Estimating Sample Size; Comparison of Qualitative vs
Quantitative Usability test.
November 19, 2019 Qualtrics – Electronic Survey Tool (questions) for Website
Usability Test developed collaboratively with Gerard Shea and Sharon Ince.
March 5, 2020 Web Redesign Exit Survey Results Report – contained data analysis
& data visualization of results.

OBJECTIVE: Increase awareness of the scholarly potential of our collections,
programs, and exhibitions both within and beyond Seton Hall. (G1 – G9)
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O’Brien Capital Markets Colloquium
February 12, 2020
Actively involved in the coordination of this Colloquium with the school of
business. This was the first time this Colloquium would be given at the Library. I
worked closely to mentor our brand new business librarian Chelsea Barrett and
building a team to execute the symposium including : Brook Duffy, Mark Schilds,
Ryan, Tiffany Burns , Sebastian Derry.
OBJECTIVE: Provide essential services and support for research data
services, data infrastructure, and scholarly communications. (G2 G4 G5 G6
G7 G8 G9).
Evaluation of Institutional Repository Technology as an alternative to our current
IR system, Digital Commons
February 11, 2020 – Ongoing (last update April 11, 2020)
Comparing Digital Commons to FigShare, DSPACE, E-Prints, Islandora, Tind,
Samvera (Hydra) IR Comparison Table (in 2020 Annual Review
Faculty LHarrison Sharepoint folder) illustrating how they vary on 27 technical
attributes such as: Accessibility; ORCID Integration; Integrated search engine;
Search Engine Optimization; DOI or Persistant urls; Citation Export;
VERSIONING; Hosted Solution; Integration with Digital Measures; Integration
with Shibboleth & Open Athens; Open Archives Initiative; Peer-Review for
Submission Process; API's; Creative Commons License ; Can Public Record
generate a citation and export RIS ; Reporting ; Ability to Host Journals; Ability to
Store a Dataset; Support for training, bugs, enhancements; Utility for Archives &
Special Collections; Integration with Preservica, ArchivesSpace ; EXPORTing
Schemas; Interoperability; Open Source or Proprietary; Cost ; Current Clients ;
HIPPA Compliance. This involved vendor contact as well as literature
searching. This work was done at the request of Professor Sharon Ince.
OBJECTIVE: Increase awareness of the scholarly potential of our
collections, programs, and exhibitions both within and beyond Seton
Hall. (G1 – G9) Support professional development to stay on top of current
trends. (G1 G3 G4 G6 G8 G9)
Research Data Management Librarian Academy Certification
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The Research Data Management Librarian Academy (RDMLA) is a free online
professional development program for librarians, information professionals, or
other professionals who work in a data-intensive environment throughout the
world. RDMLA features a unique partnership between a LIS academic program,
seven academic health sciences and research libraries in the New England area,
and Elsevier.
October 11, 2019 Started
January 7, 2020

Completed

Certified as having achieved fluent or expert knowledge of the many contributing
aspects for managing research data.
Challenges
OBJECTIVE: Increase awareness of the scholarly potential of our
collections, programs, and exhibitions both within and beyond Seton Hall.
(G1 – G9). Foster subject librarian and Instructional Design collaborations.
(Walsh, not IHS) (G8)
Emergency Remote Teaching due to COVID-19
I had 6 English 1201 classes to teach the first week that we had to work from
home. It was quite an adjustment to give a 40 minute class, usually given Face to
Face, remotely via Teams. I first had to show the English Professors that it could
work by practicing with them serving as the student, then repeating with the entire
class at the scheduled time. It was stressful as the TCLC support did not provide
us all the information required about Teams in our emergency training session. For
example, we normally incorporate very short videos into our lectures and we
were not advised how to make sure that the audio was shared when we share our
screen via Teams. We had to work around this by showing the videos with closed
captions showing so that they teachers/students could read the words until we
discovered how to share the audio when sharing our desktop. All in all, things
went very well as everyone remained flexible and we got through it successfully
together.
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Sharon Ince
Digital Services Librarian/Associate Professor,
Collections Services Department
Annual Report FY: 2019-2020
Introduction
As Digital Services Librarian, my primary responsibilities include new and
existing technology initiatives, co-managing the institutional repository, comanaging Electronic Theses and Dissertations and most recently launching and comanaging the University Libraries’ new service, Data Services, which drives the
majority of my work. I am one of three liaisons to the College of Education and
Human Services and liaison to the Computer Science faculty. I teach library
instruction classes, provide research consultations, and answer reference questions.
In addition, this year I have co-authored two accepted peer-reviewed publications
and was accepted to Consortium for the Science of Sociotechnical Systems
Research (CSST) summer 2019 research institute. I also serve on numerous
library committees and university committees.

Professional Effectiveness

Data Services
2. Enhance student and faculty success by developing Data Services support
for the research needs of the University and improve its research output.
(G1 G2 G4 G5 G8 G9). UL helps IHS as needed.
a. Provide essential services and support for research data services,
data infrastructure, and scholarly communications. (G2 G4 G5 G6
G7 G8 G9).
3. Expand, interpret, and disseminate our digital presence (G1 G2 G4 G5
G8).
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a.

b.

Build our IT infrastructure adequate to storage, data services, data
management needs of the community that the University Libraries
serve.
Develop and deploy tools that are user friendly, meet the needs of
researchers, and can integrate with existing systems; continue to
explore alternative technology platforms and tools whose integration
may improve our services to our end users. (G1 – G9)
Focus Libguides/toolkits to be user friendly, accessible, and relevant
to programs and assignments

5. Pursue both funding opportunities and enhanced allocations. (G9)
a.Pursue both funding opportunities and enhanced allocations.
(G9)
b.Seek outside funding for special projects and grants; advocate at
a higher level to pursue

A major focus of my work this year was centered around starting up Data Services
with Professor Lisa DeLuca, Social Sciences Librarian. We conducted a needs
assessment study of faculty data needs with semi-structured interviews. With L.
DeLuca composed a list of interview questions to ask faculty regarding their data
services needs such as training (for faculty and/or students), data storage process
and needs, and software currently used or needed. Our student assistant, Silvia
Maresca, helped us process this data by transcribing the data and maintaining files.
I set up the project in Atlas.ti and trained Silvia to assist me with coding. I also set
up a reference citation system within Atlas.ti, which Silvia managed for us. The
preliminary findings included several initiatives: creating job descriptions for
student undergraduate federal work study data consultants, the need for a
professional data services position, programming and support for classes and
planning for technology needs and a need for data storage and information about
existing storage options. This has also laid the ground for the writing of two grants
to support Data Services.

During the Fall 2019, I worked with K. Kehnemuyi, Access Services Librarian, E.
Leonard, Assistant Dean for Collection Services and Information Technology, and
S. Derry, Assistant Dean for Public Services to write a job description for a shared
position between Data Services/ILL. This position grew out of the needs
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demonstrated from program review. I served on the search committee for the
Data/ILL specialist. I also served on the Business Librarian search which has some
shared Data Services duties. C. Barrett was appointed as the new Business
Librarian.

On February 17, 2020, the University Libraries first data specialist (a shared
position with ILL), S. Alshrief began working. Her first projects included creating
content for our website and class materials. In the Spring semester we launched the
Research Data Services website, a collaborative effort (S. Ince, L.DeLuca, S.
Marcesa, and S. Alshrief. I created data tracking forms and merged and cleaned up
previous content for the RDS website. S. Alshrief provided practice workshop
training sessions with Lisa DeLuca, Chelsea Barrett, and Sharon Ince for SPSS and
Stata. Prior to COVID-19 transition to remote learning, in coordination with
Kaitlyn Kehnemuyi, we met S. Alshrief to go over her schedule and remote work
in the event we moved to remote instruction. Her Data Services work included
continuing work on guides for our website, conducting data consultations, and
teaching classes.

Please see the Research Data Services (Collection/Public Services) Annual
Report FY: 2019-2020 for further information.

Digital Measures for faculty scholarship
● With G. Shea, Communication Librarian, and L. DeLuca created a
PowerPoint for faculty scholarship import to Digital Measures (this is
posted to the intranet)
● Attended Digital Measures training for College of Communication &
Arts
Digital Measures for Annual Reports
Met with Lysa Martinelli, , Anna Calka, Tiffany Burns O’Neil, Lisa DeLuca, and
Elizabeth Leonard to discuss the launch of the Library Annual Report workflow
module. I tested the module and reported an enhancement request to be able to
copy and paste an image into the submission text boxes. I serve as one of the points
of contact for questions related to the DM submission process.
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eRepository, Institutional Repository
1. Enhance student and faculty success by developing Data Services
support for the research needs of the University and improve its
research output. (G1 G2 G4 G5 G8 G9). UL helps IHS as needed.
a. Provide essential services and support for research data services,
data infrastructure, and scholarly communications. (G2 G4 G5 G6
G7 G8 G9). Promote Seton Hall scholarship via our open access
Institutional Repository and other settings. (G1 G2 G4 G6 G7 G8 G9)
3. Expand, interpret, and disseminate our digital presence (G1 G2 G4 G5
G8).
a.

b.

Build our IT infrastructure adequate to storage, data services,
data management needs of the community that the University
Libraries serve.
Develop and deploy tools that are user friendly, meet the needs
of researchers, and can integrate with existing systems;
continue to explore alternative technology platforms and tools
whose integration may improve our services to our end users.
(G1 – G9)

9. Enhance our handling of special and rare materials; develop tools for
learning about these special collections in support of scholarship, and to
attract funding for collections support. (G1 G3 G4 G5 G6 G7 G8)
e .Enhance our handling of special and rare materials; develop
tools for learning about these special collections in support of
scholarship, and to attract funding for collections support. (G1
G3 G4 G5 G6 G7 G8)
Electronic Theses & Dissertations
I co-manage ETDs (Electronic Theses & Dissertations) with Marth Loesch, Head
of Technical Services. I answer questions from students, faculty, administrators,
and the registrar regarding the ETD process. I also handle technical issues related
to submission, maintenance of the ETD module and correspondence with the
vendor. I also update and revise the ETD website. This year, an important change
to the ETD submission process is the IRB instructions in accordance with the IRB
office. I updated all of the ETD webpages to remove Pirate Gold payment
instructions during remote learning. With E. Leonard, Assistant Dean, re-launched
TouchNet ETD payment system as a backup system for payment, specifically for
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one student having difficulty for PayPal during remote access. Oversee ETD
database records maintenance project work by Victor Eubanks, Coordinator of
Institutional Repository . With M. Loesch trained L. DeLuca to be a third backup
for ETD processing. Attended ETD training meeting for new registrar Autumn
Bucior.
Metadata
With M. Loesch, we worked on resolving record discrepancies between the catalog
and OCLC Digital Gateway for the Yearbook collection and Exhibitions. We also
met with S. Ponichtera and R. Schaeffer to map archival metadata and gallery
metadata for Digital Gateway. This was very helpful to work together to crosswalk schemas and we plan to meet as needed as more collections go online.
COVID-19 Personal Narrative Project
My main role for the COVID-19 was developing the user permission form and
metadata with S.Ponichtera, Assistant Dean of Special Collections & Archives, E.
Leonard, L. DeLuca and A. Kotsonis (Communications & Arts). I submitted an
inquiry to IRB regarding if the project needed IRB permission. I coordinated the
setup of the project with the vendor, which includes customizations, setting up the
content and user agreement in the submission process and changes to the template.
I trained Victor Eubanks and Sheridan Sayles, Technical Services Archivist, to
process the collection, check for copyright, and how to do workarounds for
software issues. I also corresponded with students who had an error or incomplete
data for their submission and trouble-shooted technical issues with audio and
video with the vendor. In addition, I set up a transcription project for our intern,
Christian, to transcribe the audio/video files. This project was featured on the
bepress website.

Faculty Senate Collection

At the request of Faculty Senate chair, Jonathan Farina, I worked with our vendor
bepress to restrict access to Senate collection to faculty and administrators. E.
Leonard provided me a list of faculty and I compiled a list of administrators and
converted documents to the bepress batch ingest format. V. Eubanks assisted me
with data cleanup. I had a restricted access statement placed on the collection and
wrote a rights statement.
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Data Collections
● This year we added two new collections
○ Data Collections, OpenDoors, International Student Data. I obtained
permission from Institute of International Education (IIE) to make
their reports accessible online for SHU users.
https://scholarship.shu.edu/opendoors-data/
○ From the Anthropology Department: Bushey, Anastasia; Hautz, Ellie;
Prizzi, Michelle; and Quizon, Cherubim, "Language Maps, Language
Clouds" (2019). Research Data. 1. https://scholarship.shu.edu/data/1
Digital Commons API testing
SHU is part of the Digital Commons API testing. Z. Pelli tested the out API. S.Ince
and Z. Pelli had a meeting with the bepress product team to provide feedback. S.
Ince is continuing to provide feedback and give use case scenarios to the Digital
Commons team to enable this to export faculty data for Digital Measures.

Digital Commons Enhancements requests
With E. Leonard and L. DeLuca, we have made several requests for integration of
Shibboleth, ORCID, and DOIs, and information requests regarding Digital
Commons integration with other Elsevier products such as Pure and Mendeley
Data.

Link Resolver issues
With assistance from V. Eubanks several link resolver issues were reported to
Ming Bao, Electronic Resources Librarian, stemming from SelectedWorks. We
also noticed issues with OpenURL and were able to resolve the issue to point to the
appropriate pages.

IR Reports
● Ran reports for SHMS, Education, and faculty
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Victor Eubank’s FY:19-20 IR projects report and other duties:
Database maintenance:
● Scholarship Content Inventory: Work for this project included cleaning data
from an exported content list in the IR and troubleshooting issues, data clean
up, or record deletion. This is an on-going database maintenance project.
● Database maintenance project for withdrawn electronic theses &
dissertations. This is a continuing project
● Assisted with formatting Faculty Senate user access list for batch import
● Corresponded with IR authors and vendor to resolve issues
Faculty Selected Works:
● Faculty Select Works: This is an on-going project which includes, emailing
new faculty adding new articles when they come up. Adding new faculty
and assisting them in setting up their profiles.
○ Generating readership reports for articles by Fr. Frizzell and Rabbi
Finkel.
○ Faculty SW- Checked all faculty selected works profiles and reported
broken journal links to X. Bao
New collections or series:
● COVID-19 Narratives project: Checking and uploading the videos, and
reporting any copyright issues or problems with the video/audio. Processing
approximately 40 records (with very quick turnaround time).
● Digital Humanities Student Projects - added submissions from 2019 and
checked for copyright issues
● Research Data
○ Set up collection, corresponded with vendor, add International
Education Exchange student reports ranging from 1949-2012
(reporting inconsistent)
○ Research Data: uploaded the Language Maps, Language Clouds file
● Center for Faculty Development Presentations
○ Setup collection, added Rank & Tenure workshop
Continuing Collections:
● Symposium in Comparative History- upload digital files and created
metadata for records
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● Catholic Advocate: uploaded and created metadata records for 1965 and
1966
● Continued work on the Diplomacy Syllabi project
● Continued work on International Clergy Institute
● Continued work on Petersheim Academic Exposition
Journals
● Met with L. DeLuca for overview of IR journals
● Critical Inquiries Into Irish Studies- With L.DeLuca met with Elizabeth
Redwine, Martha Carpentier a to upload new submissions
● Political Analysis Journal- uploaded current edition ( under direction of L.
DeLuca)
● Arcadia: A Student Journal for Faith and Culture - uploaded new issues.
Fixed problems with previous issues numbering and display issues with
previous issues.
Training:
● Faculty Senate: meeting with Faculty Senate GA for training and assisted
with questions; checked to make sure correct files and information
Grants
● CLIR preserving audio grant: To prepare for CLIR grant under the direction
of S. Ince conducted research about each speaker including biographical
information, positions held, and any press and publications
New projects
● Faculty Data project - checking the last two years of faculty publications for
data to identify those publishing with data and trying to track where data is
published, which has included reviewing hundreds of faculty publication,
approximately 189 article thus far have yielded articles with data
● Collected and monitored information about ORCID
Reports
● Ran reports download reports as requested by Colleges, Departments, and
for faculty
Other:
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● Conducted inventory of the books in the “B” section ( under the direction
Martha Loesch)
● Assisted S. Ince with Computer Science and Education weeding
● Assisted with circulation coverage as needed
Professional Development:
● Attended Digital Commons webinars
● Attended ORCID, Data Management webinars
● Attended SHU Libraries Professional Development Training

*For information regarding IR statistics, please see the IR FY:2019-2020
report attached to L. DeLuca’s report

Digital Preservation
3. Expand, interpret, and disseminate our digital presence (G1 G2 G4 G5
G8).
c.

d.

Build our IT infrastructure adequate to storage, data services, data
management needs of the community that the University Libraries
serve.
Develop and deploy tools that are user friendly, meet the needs of
researchers, and can integrate with existing systems; continue to
explore alternative technology platforms and tools whose integration
may improve our services to our end users. (G1 – G9)
Focus Libguides/toolkits to be user friendly, accessible, and relevant
to programs and assignments

Served on the steering committee with S. Ponichtera and E. Leonard for the new
technology plan. I served on the sub-committees for Preservation, the futures
group, digital infrastructures group, and Chaired, the metadata committee. My
contributions mainly include the futures sections and establishing a metadata
working group to move metadata across platforms and working with Lauren
Harrison on a visualization of our resources.
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5. Pursue both funding opportunities and enhanced allocations. (G9)
a. Pursue both funding opportunities and enhanced allocations. (G9)
b.Seek outside funding for special projects and grants; advocate at a
higher level to pursue money from grants; support transparency and
restructuring of grant allocations. (G7)

● Explored CLIR grant for National Institute of Clergy ; I requested research
about each speaker from the collection, this was carried out by V.Eubanks
● Provided feedback for NEH Cares Grant on S. Ponichtera and S. Sayles
IT
● Assisted library faculty with multi-factor setup during training with IT
Public Services
4. Prioritize instruction:
b. Increase research and instructional support in the online
learning environment. Seamlessly engage the online teaching
environment as an equal partner. (G4; G1 – G9)
Teaching
● Taught 5 university life classes (in-person) Fall 2019
● Taught 3 English 1201 classes (in-person) Fall 2020
● S.Ince met via phone with Prof. McGunigle to discuss the needs of his Eng
1201 and review course content draft that I drafted for him. Built an
asynchronized English 1201 class content with M.Loesch and C. Barrett to
be used in two Spring 1201 classes for Prof. McGunigle classes
● Created Data Visualization Sandbox for Greg Ianarella’s English Class to
assist with data visualization assignment. (L. DeLuca, S. Ince, A. Knowler)
● April 2020 - ARMS6818 Data Management Lecture for Introduction to
Archives for Museum Studies Professionals, 13 students ( S. Alshrief and
overview Covid-19 oral history project S. Ince)
● History 2101 Freshman Seminar - Metadata Class, October 2019, with Anne
Giblin Gedacht (L. DeLuca & S. Ince)
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Instruction Training
● Attended V. Leonardo Instructional Designer, and B. Duffy Teams training
meeting for remote teaching
Education
● Met with new Education faculty member Dr. N. DiCrecchio and gave her an
overview of library services and discussed data services support for her
classes
● Started weeding of Education with G.Shea and M.Loesch with assistance
from V.Eubanks and and M. Loesch; I completed the Educational
Psychology section; my other sections are still in-progress. Under my
direction in consultation with G. Shea and M. Loesch my student assistant S.
Marcesa, Education major, reviewed Curriculum Books. I recommended all
learning theory curriculum books be transferred upstairs.
● Provide research assistance to education students via email
● Added content to G. Shea’s Literature Review workshop slides
● Ordered new books to support research methods:Qualitative, Quantitative,
Survey methods
● Outreach with G. Shea, M. Loesch for Remote instruction and resources
Computer Science
● Reviewed new program Dual-Degree Programs Math with Data Science
(April 2020)
● Ordered new books for Data Science program
● Weeded Computer Science section with VE (Summer 2019)
● Weeded Technology books with LWR, EL, ZP (Summer 2019)
● Outreach for remote instruction and resources
Instruction technology support
3. Expand, interpret, and disseminate our digital presence (G1 G2 G4 G5
G8).
e.

Develop and deploy tools that are user friendly, meet the needs of
researchers, and can integrate with existing systems; continue to
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explore alternative technology platforms and tools whose integration
may improve our services to our end users. (G1 – G9)
Focus Libguides/toolkits to be user friendly, accessible, and relevant
to programs and assignments

● Reviewed Research Appointment Forms software and requested price quote
and trial through Springshare
● Added all library faculty and Assoc./Assist. Deans to Blackboard Library
Sandbox for testing
● Website Redesign - worked with Zach Pelli and Gerry Shea for the
implementation of the homepage; interpreted feedback from user testing to
identify a search box the would solve the issues raised; recommended to the
committee to see the Baruch Newman Library search box and NYU
Libraries; Baruch search box has been adopted
Reference
● Served on reference chat 6 hours during the transition to remote learning
March 2020
● Serving on reference chat 2 hours per week Summer 2020, May 20 - August
2020)

Scholarship
Peer-reviewed articles
Ince, S., DeLuca, L., Leonard, & E., Shea, G. (Accepted with revisions April,
2020). Research Data Services on a shoestring: Leveraging Undergraduate skill
sets. College and Undergraduate Libraries. Special Issue: Library Technology:
Innovating Technologies, Services and Practices

Ince, S., Hoadley, C., & Kirschner, P. (Accepted April 2020). Research Workflow
Skills for Education Doctoral Students and Postdocs: A Qualitative Study Journal
of Academic Librarianship (in-press).
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Contribution to article:
Deyrup, M. & Pontichera, S. (2020). Community Sourcing the Covid-19
Pandemic.
College & Research Libraries News (Vol 81, No 6, June, forthcoming).
Contributions by Elizabeth Leonard, Assistant Dean for Information Technologies
and Collection Services, Sharon Ince, Digital Services Librarian, Sheridan
Sayles, Technical Services Archivist, and Angela Kotsonis, Instructor, School of
Communication and the Arts. Graphic design of images and project logo was done
by Allison Piazza, Health Sciences Librarian, Seton Hall University

Conference Presentations:
Presented “Research Data Services on a Shoestring: Leveraging Undergraduate
Skill Sets” VALE Conference January 2019, Long Branch, NJ (L. DeLuca, S. Ince,
E. Leonard, G. Shea)

SHU presentations:
S. Ince & L. DeLuca (Oct 2019)Research Data Management overview. Dean’s
Faculty meeting.Seton
Hall University.
L. DeLuca & S. Ince (Dec. 4, 2019) Your Web Presence and Scholarly Tools: How
to measure your
impact, Center for Faculty Development. Seton Hall University.
S. Ponichtera, S. Ince, A. Kotsonis, & B. Duffy. (April 2019) Together again
Personal Narratives Covid19. Petersheim Academic Exposition. Seton Hall University.

Research institute:
Accepted Consortium for the Science of Sociotechnical Systems, Rutgers
University 2019
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Awards:
Merit pay, SHU, September 2019
Course Release Fall 2019
Researcher of the year for University Libraries SHU, March 2020

Service
Rank & Tenure Committee
As Rank & Tenure Committee Chair, I work with tenure track and lecturer library
faculty to prepare their annual reports to provide guidance and review their reports,
prior to submission. I maintain the library rank and tenure online schedule and any
online documents relating to the R & T process on the intranet. This year we had
three tenure track reviews including one for promotion and tenure, an applicant for
full professor and four lecturer reviews. During the Summer/Fall 2019, I had
several meetings with TLTC to get Blackboard up and running with TLTC for Lisa
DeLuca and Lisa Rose-Wiles for their files and arranged for alternate plans to use
Sharepoint to access files, which needed to be used to do various technical issues
with Blackboard permissions. With Lysa Martinelli, TLTC; Anna Calka, Office of
the Provost; Gerry Shea, Communication Librarian; and Lisa DeLuca; Social
Sciences Librarian, we provided recommendations and testing for moving the
library lecturer and tenure-track process to digital measures. I wrote training
guidelines and presented the new workflow at the February Dean’s meeting 2020.
Provided feedback and met with Anna Calka regarding the submission process
regarding. Attended Center for Faculty Development Rank & Tenure session,
April 2020 and deposited a copy of this session in the institutional repository.
Starting to compile data to develop a training session for new faculty on how to
write reviews.
University Libraries service
●
●
●
●

Chair, Rank & Tenure Committee Spring 2019 - Spring 2020
Co-chair, Data Services, 2019 Chair, Merit Pay Committee, May 2020
Digital Preservation Committee, 2016 - ‘
Sub-Committees
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●

○ Chair, Metadata Committee, Spring 2020
○ Digital Infrastructure, Spring 2020
○ Preservation policy, Spring 2020
○ Intro/Futures, Spring 2020
Member, Technology Strategic Planning Steering Committee Fall 2018 Library website redesign Committee, 2019 Business Librarian, Search Committee, Fall 2019
Data/ILL, Search Committee, Fall 2019
University Libraries Strategic Plan Committee 2019-2020
Reference Summit Task Force, Spring 2020 EDS EBSCO Beta Committee, May 2020 -

University
Provost’s Graduate Advisory Board, 2016 Graduate Senate Committee, 2016 Library Senate Committee, 2018- 2019
Senate IT committee, 2018-present
Attended all Provost search sessions for Faculty, Spring 2020

Professional Service:
Reviewer, Journal of Academic Librarianship 2014Reviewer, iConference 2019 Reviewer, College & Research Libraries, 2020-

Professional Development
● RDM conference at Rockefeller University, December 2019
● Conference on AI, Justice & Workforce Development, Rutgers - Newark
September, 2019
● Kevin Smith, Dean University of Kansas, Copyright Talk at SHU,
September 2019
● Communications Workshop (for University Libraries) Summer, 2019
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● NYU Libraries Data Services class: Data Visualization with Tableau,
Summer 2019
● NIH Informational Webinar on the Draft NIH Policy for Data Management
and Sharing and Supplemental Draft Guidance, Fall 2019
● Atlas.ti Literature Review video, Spring 2020
● Elsevier Research Workflows, Spring 2020
● Qualitative Research NVivo webinar - Ethnographic research during a
pandemic , Spring 2020
● CFD Rank & Tenure workshop, Spring 2020
● Research Data Management Librarian Academy (RDMLA) Badges earned,
Spring 2020:
○ Foundations of RDM
○ Navigating Research Culture
○ Advocating for RDM in Libraries
○ Launching Data Services
○ Project Management and Assessment
○ Data Analysis and Visualization Tools
● TLTC Data Analysis with Excel Power Tools, Spring 2020
● Supervisor 101 Training, Spring 2020
● Faculty Writing Retreat, May 2020
Challenges:
● Functionality with the IR; we need enhancements such as authentication and
integration between systems
● Building and staffing data services; budgeting for software and distribution
of software
● Seamless integration of library technology and non-library software
● Obtaining grant funding
● Navigating data storage for faculty research
Looking ahead:

●
●
●
●
●
●

Continue to build out Data Services, as appropriate for this year
Continue to monitor institutional repository software developments
Seek grant funding for Data Services and IR projects
Continue to build out support for faculty up for annual review
Build out resources for Data Services & Education
Need for seamless integration of technology tools
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● Retain data services student assistants
● Obtain a GA for Data Services
● Looking forward to Victor Eubanks and Samah Alshrief’s return
●
Research Data Services (Collection/Public Services)
Annual Report FY: 2019-2020

Sharon Ince, Digital Services Librarian/Associate Professor
Lisa DeLuca, Social Sciences Librarian/Assistant Professor
Samah Alshrief, Data/ILL Specialist
Elizabeth Leonard, Assistant Dean of Collection Services & Information
Technology

Introduction
Research data services (RDS) have emerged as an important service for academic
libraries in several studies (Joo & Peters, 2019; Clement, Blau, Abbaspour, et al.
2017; Tang and Hu, 2019; Partham, Bodnar, and Fuchs, 2012). RDS consists of
“Directing users to appropriate datasets for their research needs; training in coding
languages, statistics, and software; supporting the creation of data visualizations
and databases; consulting on research data management, preservation, and sharing”
as well the acquisition of data (Spring, 2019); Clements, 2016).

Over the past several years, the University Libraries has seen a growing need for
RDS from faculty and students. There is an increasing number of requests for
assistance locating data and completing data analysis in SPSS, R, and Excel. We
had 35 research requests, plus an additional 25 from Diplomacy students. There
have also been requests from faculty and students for file manipulation of data, and
assistance with data visualization tools such as Tableau or Voyant. Additionally,
we received inquiries to purchase qualitative, quantitative, and data visualization
software and for in-depth data consultations.
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Students run into more issues than just a need for data sets. Seton Hall’s
Department of Information Technology provides access to only SPSS and
Qualtrics software. As a result, Departments or researchers must often purchase
their own data analysis software if they want something beyond SPSS or Qualtrics.
Students may be required to purchase data analysis software to support coursework
or graduate research. Data storage is limited to SharePoint or OneDrive with size
limits. Seton Hall University Libraries provides access to data through
subscriptions to Inter-university Consortium for Political and Social Research
(ICPSR) and PolicyMap (a simple mapping tool that houses government data) and
is committed to helping students find freely available, quality data sources through
its new Data Services Group. Lastly, there is no centralized support at the
University for data questions or training.

Successes and Challenges
Strengthen our relationships with key departments and organizations that support
library curricular, research initiatives, funding, and outreach. (G2 G4 G7 G9)
a. Identify capable and strategic partners on and off campus in pursuit of
the above. (G4 G5 G7 G9)
To gain a better understanding of SHU data services needs, we created a research
data services study for SHU faculty. We conducted a pilot of semi-structured
interviews with full-time faculty and administrators on the South Orange and
Nutley campuses. This pilot included faculty from five departments including
Nursing SHMS, University Libraries, Diplomacy and Communication. Participants
teach graduate-level courses in the social sciences, health and medical sciences,
and natural sciences. Participants took part in 45-minute semi-structured
interviews. Next, we drafted a needs assessment study to interview SHU faculty to
find out their needs for RDS support. Based on the results of the study and our
research, it became apparent that further training and staff were needed to build
this program. We found that several needs emerged:
• Data Storage - There is a need for an informational webpage regarding
current storage options available at SHU, such as: NYU’s Data
Management & Storage Options . As faculty were not clear on storage
options and space limits. In some cases, faculty needed more space and
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resorted to using insecure freely available or paid for tools. There is also a
need to explore options for secure file transfer PHI and HIPAA compliant
storage options such as NYU Langone Health’s Data Transfer Tools
• Data Analysis - We learned that there is a need to support data analysis for
student work. The need for support for classwork is sometimes greater than
what the professor can provide, and supplemental classes are needed for
undergraduate and graduate students.
• Training - There is a need for training opportunities for students, faculty,
administrators and staff for data visualization software, Stata, SPSS, R,
advanced Qualtrics, and other qualitative software from at least these 5
departments. For example, students in the School of Diplomacy &
International Relations write either an undergraduate or graduate thesis, part
of which requires them to generate original research including finding
multiple independent variables to plot against their dependent variable to
prove their hypothesis. Often these students need to be directed to the
appropriate government agency, non-profit or non-governmental
organization to find data. If students discover that the data, they are looking
for does not exist, our staff can help students find a proxy variable.
• File Conversion - We are frequently asked about file conversion options (at
least 8 research appointments) to enable the user to work with the data.
• Data Visualization - We received multiple requests for data visualization
classes (at least 10 research appointments) for students and faculty.
• Software - the most apparent need for software is for qualitative software
systems such as ATLAS.ti, which has been requested by faculty on
numerous occasions. . Additionally, we have received requests for Stata
which is currently used by the Diplomacy, Education, and Business
Departments.
• Data Services staff: Finally, a need for more staff to assist with the above
areas and to be able to handle point of need questions, creating training
material and assisting with training.
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Data Services Staff
Our team created a federal work student data consultant position in the summer
2019 for the FY 19-20 school year hires. We received a large response to our job
posting including students in Data Science programs at other universities. We
interviewed several students, and all were very interested in the position. However,
only one student was able to commit. We were able to match this student with
software that is used in his undergraduate program and the experience with which
will help him seek a job later. This student also had a high level of experience
using excel so we could deploy this student to answer excel questions. He learned
data visualization software, Tableau, and created tutorials, and presented it at a
workshop. While our existing student helped process data we collected, developed
our new data services website, and learned qualitative software ATLAS.ti.
During Fall 2019, we held interviews for a shared Data/ILL Specialist position
between Data Services and Interlibrary Loan (ILL). Samah Alshrief was hired and
began February 17th, 2020. Unfortunately, Samah was furloughed on May 1,
2020.
The following SHU University Libraries faculty, administrators, and staff have
contributed their expertise to have shape Data Services from creating a research
guides, recommending resources, conducting training converting a file or
troubleshooting a technical questions: L. Harrison, C. Barrett, B. Duffy, R. Fino, Z.
Pelli, L. Rose-Wiles, E. Leonard, G. Shea contributes.
GRANTS
Pursue both funding opportunities and enhanced allocations. (G9) 6. Seek outside
funding for special projects and grants; advocate at a higher level to pursue money
from grants; support transparency and restructuring of grant allocations. (G7)
The faculty study data was used to write a grant to seek funding to further research
our initiative. This year we applied for two grants. The first, an external grant
from IMLS (Institute of Museum and Library Services), sought funding for
approximately $70,000 to fund research for setting up a Data Services program at
an R2 institution. Despite receiving positive feedback on our grant, we were
ultimately not awarded funding. The second, an internal College Block grant, to
fund faculty and research assistants for workshops and software. This is still under
review.
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OUTREACH, EVENTS & PRESENTATIONS
Create branding to improve library recognition across modalities, to promote the
library as a service that advances the Mission/Goals of the University on all
campuses. B. Develop and deliver programs and activities such as the IHS book
club and Speaker Series; support interdepartmental symposia and hosting
interlibrary events. Leverage social media platforms to expose University
Libraries, Special Collections, and Gallery activities. (G1 G2 G3 G5 G6 G8)

Outreach & Events
● Seton Hall University Libraries sponsored its 3rd annual Love Data Week
with 15 events related to data management and visualization tools on the
South Orange and Nutley campuses. Over 115 participants attended
sessions including faculty from Computer Science, Biology, Chemistry,
Diplomacy, Stillman and Communications. There was a great showing again
from the Education doctoral students. Events included textual analysis with
Tableau, R programming, mining Twitter data, data management, ICPSR,
Data Management, PolicyMap, and eRepository.
● IHS Librarian Allison Piazza designed the data services logo and outreach
poster for Love Data Week.
● Inter-university Consortium for Political and Social Research (ICPSR)
workshop for Higher Education graduate students to describe data
functionality and Summer Program in Quantitative Methods of Social
Research (S. Alshrief)
● Provided support for Joseph Huddleston’s Diplomacy Research Lab
(DiploLab) including space and review software requirements for student
researchers
Presentations/Training
● Presented “Tableau for Annual Reports” for PDG on May 19, 2020 for 18
attendees (C. Barrett, G. Shea)
● Presented “Data Management Overview” at 2020 SHU’s Petersheim
Exposition, April 2020 (S. Alshrief)
● Presented “Conducting a Data Reference Interview” for Professional
Development Group (PDG) on March 24, 2020 for 13 attendees (L. DeLuca)
● Presented “Research Data Services on a Shoestring: Leveraging
Undergraduate Skill Sets” VALE Conference January 2019, Long Branch,
NJ (L. DeLuca, S. Ince, E. Leonard, G. Shea)
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● Presented “Research Data Services Overview”, Library Dean’s Faculty
Meeting, October 2019 (S. Ince, L. DeLuca)
● Created video to show how to search for ICPSR data and import into
Tableau (G. Shea)
PEER_REVIEWED PUBLICATIONS
Ince, S., DeLuca, L., Leonard, E., Shea, G. (Accepted with revisions, April
2020). Research Data Services on a shoestring: Leveraging
Undergraduate skill sets. College and Undergraduate Libraries. Special
Issue: Library Technology: Innovating Technologies, Services and
Practices

CONSULTATIONS
● 35 research consultations to locate data or manipulate data for students on
reference desks and through the Data Services Group
● Qualtrics consultation with graduate Psychology student, February 2020, (S.
Alshrief)
● Met with Ning (Jackie) Zhang, Associate Dean for Academic Affairs and
Professor, SHMS about data management on the Nutley campus, March
2020 (L. DeLuca & S. Ince)
● Completed Tableau project for Special Collections & Archives, April 2020
(L. Harrison, S. Ince, S. Alshrief)
● Delivered one-on-one Excel training to 10 Stillman undergraduates in Fall
2019 (A. Knowler)
● Provided assistance for L. Rose-Wiles research project; ProQuest call for
Chemistry print dissertations and formatting data project (S.Ince);
Assistance with file conversion (R. Fino and student assistant)
Data Services Instruction
Enhance student and faculty success by developing Data Services support for the
research needs of the University and improve its research output. (G1 G2 G4 G5
G8 G9). UL helps IHS as needed. A. Provide essential services and support for
research data services, data infrastructure, and scholarly communications. (G2 G4
G5 G6 G7 G8 G9). 4. Prioritize instruction Increase research and instructional
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support in the online learning environment. Seamlessly engage the online teaching
environment as an equal partner. (G4; G1 – G9

● History 2101 Freshman Seminar - Metadata Class, October 2019, with Anne
Giblin Gedacht (L. DeLuca & S. Ince)
● Provide data support to School of Diplomacy for Research Methods courses
for Martin Edwards and Joseph Huddleston (S. Alshrief and L. DeLuca)
● December 2019- graduate diplomacy students (DIPL 6310) – 10 students
participated in 5 sessions, many attended multiple sessions. (S. Alshrief and
L. DeLuca)
● April 2020 – undergraduate diplomacy students (DIPL 3800) – 13 students
participated in 3 sessions, many attended multiple sessions (online
synchronous) (S. Alshrief and L. DeLuca)
● February/March 2020 - Prepared and delivered three in-person beta classes
for SPSS – beginning and intermediate, Stata (S. Alshrief)
● April 2020 - ARMS6818 Data Management Lecture for Introduction to
Archives for Museum Studies Professionals, 13 students (S. Alshrief) and
overview Covid-19 oral history project S. Ince)
● Provided thesis support for Diplomacy undergraduates who had received
incomplete prior semesters in April 2020. (online synchronous) (S. Alshrief)
● Created Data Visualization Sandbox for Greg Ianarella’s English Class to
assist with data visualization assignment. (L. DeLuca, S. Ince, A. Knowler)
Future workshop offerings:
● Developing class for performing literature reviews with ATLAS.ti (cloud)
for Education graduate students (S. Ince)
● Developing class for Advanced Qualtrics (S. Alshrief)
● Trial run of Stata drop-in class (S. Alshrief)
● Trial run of SPSS drop-in class (S. Alshrief)
● Prepared and delivered beta class for SPSS – beginning and intermediate,
Advanced Qualtrics, Stata (S. Alshrief)
● Prepare hand on Tableau instruction class
● Develop LaTex class (S. Alshrief)
● Develop Text Mining class (S. Alshrief)
Data Services Website and Research Guides
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Expand, interpret, and disseminate our digital presence (G1 G2 G4 G5
G8).Develop and deploy tools that are user friendly, meet the needs of researchers,
and can integrate with existing systems; continue to explore alternative
technology platforms and tools whose integration may improve our services to our
end users. (G1 – G9)
● Focus LibGuides/toolkits to be user friendly, accessible, and relevant to
programs and assignments.
We launched our Data Services website (S. Ince, L. DeLuca, S. Alshrief , S.
Maresca) this January to support the hundreds of requests that we receive from across
the university. Additionally, the Research Guides below also support different facets
of Data Services. The number of public views is listed in the table below.

Research Guide
Research Data Services

# 2020 Views (as of
5/20)
528

# Views over
time
n/a

Data - Where to Find It

227

772

Data Visualization

175

846

Data Visualization Tools for
Business Students

425

2092

ICPSR (Inter-University
Consortium for Political & Social
Research)

181

918

Data Management Services

224

1151

Tableau

126

n/a

Qualitative Research Guide

70

n/a

Quantitative Research Guide

33

Public?

PolicyMap

72

2126

2061

7905

TOTAL
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University Libraries has purchased subscriptions to data tools including PolicyMap
and ICPSR to support data seeking by students and faculty. Usage statistics are
below:

PolicyMap Summary as of 5/12/20
Year

Pageviews

Users

2016

2,546

316

2017

3,100

407

2018

2,718

431

2019

4,146

697

2020

642

98

Total

13,152

1949

ICPSR Summary 2018-present
Users

Studies Files

Datasets

7/19-5/20

15

21

1475

326

7/18-6/19

44

159

2479

738

1/18-6/18

12

17

97

42

Total

71

197

4051

1106

*2020 numbers do not reflect all usage due to
COVID-19
Data Collected from Data Services Appointment Form
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Below is data collected from the Data Services Form regarding the patron’s
affiliation, type of research help needed and the software that is being used. We
were able to record 32 patrons requesting data services assistance the majority are
faculty (12), undergraduate students (10), and graduate students (7). Note: note all
fields are required and may account for unreported or not applicable information.
Patron’s affiliation:

Type of research help:

Type of data analysis software patron is using:
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Data Analysis Software
● ATLAS.ti desktop version for one information commons computer.
Installation with the IT department and tested software. (S. Ince and R. Fino)
● Tested ATLAS.ti cloud. Recommendations include using Atlas.ti cloud for
small projects (S.Ince, L. DeLuca, S. Maresca) ATLAS.ti cloud is still
underdevelopment, it needs a better reporting and ability to export reports
● NVivo transcription services. This is a paid for service with a 15-minute
trial. The software is user friendly and with good accuracy (S.Ince)
● ATLAS.ti and NVivo software comparison (S. Maresca)
● Tested trial version of Stata for a test run class taught by S. Alshrief. (C.
Barrett, S. Ince, and L. DeLuca)
Data Storage
● Evaluated Figshare and other institutional repository tools including
Elsevier and Mendeley Data Monitor. (L. Harrison, S.Ince, L.DeLuca) .
Meeting with Elsevier to review Mendeley Data Monitor. There is a project
section that would allow users to collaborate and work together online. It is
not PHI or HIPPA compliant.
Challenges:
• Managing SPSS support projects for Diplomacy students to ensure we
provided enough conceptual instruction to allow students to complete
assignments on their own.
• Continue to refine instruction and outreach in the right amounts (length of
instruction, amount of content provided, proper length of videos for
students)
• COVID-19 forced us to redesign Data Services support and outreach for the
second semester.
• Finding students to commit to Data Services hours
• Obtaining grant funding for our projects
• Securing funding to support Data Services software
Looking Ahead
● Continue to promote Data Services Group to support qualitative and
quantitative research support for faculty and students
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● Continue to support data visualization best practices and infuse them into
instruction when possible
● Provide framework for faculty data management best practices to support
SHU researchers
● Reinstate Data Support Specialist (currently furloughed) when Fall semester
begins
● Purchasing software to support users' needs such qualitative software and
Stata
○ Much further down the line explore building a VCL - virtual computer
lab (reference NYU Data Services)
● Review options for data storage
● Much further out, find a dedicated virtual and physical space for Data
Services
● Continue to pursue grant funding opportunities
● Obtain a graduate assistant to assist with Data Services
APPENDIX A: THANK YOU EMAILS to show departmental support
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12. Please include any additional comments or questions you would like to
let us know about:
Just would like to thank Samah for her incredible work ethic i seriously cant
express it enough through words how much i appreciate all/ any assistance i get
from the data services desk. so thank you once more and looking forward to be
able to interpret the data within these graphs.

“Part of this appreciation goes to wonderful colleagues Samah and Sharon.
Both were guest speakers during one of my classes earlier in the semester,
where Samah gave an excellent presentation on Data Services and various
technological applications that connect to Archives/Libraries along with Sharon
who also provided additional perspective and guidance for the students from her
own detailed experience. Thank you to you both!” - Alan Delozier
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Sulekha Kalyan
Head of Collection Development/Acquisitions
Collection Development Department Report 2019-2020
Introduction:
This year, our Acquisitions unit of the Library Collection Services went
through some changes. Denise D’Agostino’s position (Serials Supervisor) was
converted into a shared position between University library and IHS library at Nutley
campus. Later in the year, she was shifted full time to Nutley campus. At present,
Acquisitions staff consists of Carol Kieslor (Acquisitions Supervisor), & Mary Allen
Piel (Acquisitions Clerk). This unit is run under my supervision as Acquisitions
Librarian. We are responsible for acquiring all the resources print and electronic for
the University library & IHS library collections. It includes acquiring print &
electronic books; initiating subscriptions to journals and negotiating database
licenses.
We process invoices for payment, and keep financial records of all
transaction, such as purchase orders, invoices, shipments and keep track of Licenses
for electronic resources. We strive to be as economical as we can and keep efficiency
in acquiring resources. We also try to keep excellent financial records for the Library
Materials Budget, NEH grant funds and all other restricted funds.
Staff & work-flow update: Initially, Denise continued to help with Serials
invoicing and updating information in License Manager. Her duties, checking in
serials, working on journals/renewal/check-in; preparing invoices for payments and
updating License Manager are assigned to Mary E. Piel & Carol Kieslor in
Acquisitions. The sorting mail and gift books processing will be shifted to dean’s
office staff. Currently, due to Covid-19 situation, we are all required to work
remotely. Unfortunately, Mary Ellen Piel did not have facilities to work from home
and was furloughed starting May 1st. She did help in Circulation Department during
first two weeks before COVID closing.
Goats & Objectives related activities (covers Goals 4-9)
The following are the accomplishments & challenges of the Acquisitions
Department:
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Managing budgets for Library Acquisitions: This year we received materials
budget in an amount of $1,346,655 for purchasing resources and enhancing
collections for the University Libraries. To-date we have spent $1,313,443 from this
fund to acquire new resources and maintain existing resources for the library
collection. In addition, we, spent a total of $495,901 from NEH grant fund, $9217.78
from Restricted fund, $309 from Russian studies allocation and $12,337.90 from
Valente fund to support & enhance library’s main & special collections. In addition,
we paid extended resources access fee for 15 resources in an amount of $159,201
from SOM fund account 229015. For detailed expenditure reports see the tables in
Appendix (at the end of the document)

Library Acquisitions Operating budget 2020:
Allocation/Expenditure/Balance Year-to--Date.
FY 2020
Allocated
Account Title
Library Acquisitions of
Books
Periodicals
subscrptions
Electronic Databases
Total for the year-todate

Available
Y.T.D. Total Encumbrances Balance
balance Y-TBudget Expenditure
D
Y-T-D

$
$
$

44,000.00 $

35,477.43 $

-$

8,522.57

385,000.00 $ 454,399.32 $
912,255.00 $ 823,566.40 $

- $ (69,399.32)
1,909.76 $ 90,598.36

$ 1,346,655.00 $ 1,313,443.15 $

1,909.76 $ 29,721.61

Please see fig. Charts in Appendix for detail fund reports for all budgets.
New acquisitions & Renewed Resources for 2020 fiscal year:
Print & eBooks: We acquired 2,691 new Print books and 136 new e-books todate for our collection. In addition, we continue to provide access to E-Books via
vendor databases. Some worth mentioning are eBooks Academic Collection from
EBSCO; ProQuest eBook Central database; JSTOR eBooks; Oxford University
Press e-books; Cambridge Companions online & Sage Knowledge base Reference
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Collection and many more. Chart below depicts number of books purchased and the
expanded cost.
Print & E- Books Stats from all funds
FY 2020
No. PSpent EFund Name $$
Spent
Bks $$
bks No. E-Bks
NEH
$ 69,867.48
1715 $ 5,195.91
46
135212
$ 33,963.60
428 $ 9,602.22
90
Valente
$ 12,337.90
437 $
0
East European $
309.36
6$
0
Alberto
$
612.14
14 $
0
Jobert Sharp $
3,050.67
91 $
0
Total
$ 120,141.15
2691 $ 14,798.13
136
Grand Total
spent o

$ 134,939.28

E-Resources/Databases: We renewed subscription for ~157 databases and eresources this year. We also added ~ ten new resources to our collection &
cancelled four. Renewed subscription of 247 single journals and 9 journal
packages. All licenses were re-negotiated to establish a lower yearly increase and
to made sure that all resources met accessibility standards. Below are the resources
we added and cancelled this year.
•New Added databases
Foreign Affairs for School of Diplomacy
Academic Video Online from ProQuest (Streaming educational Video Collection)
Security Studies Collection for School of Diplomacy
African American Historical Serials Collection for Africana Studies. Archives of
Sexuality and Gender studies (LGBT database from Gale) Oxford Scholarship
eBooks (via PALCI)
Com Abstract
Chicago press academic journals Cambridge Press Journals
Oxford University Press E-Books with PALCI
•Cancelled resources: Pivot (PQ database)
International News stream (PQ database) New-York Times Digital (per Lisa
Deluca)
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Counselling and Therapy in Video (PQ/Alexander street Press)
Multimedia Resources: We keep noticing a surge in requests for streaming videos,
most of these are for classroom teaching and some are assigned for students to watch.
We purchased 58 multimedia items requested by faculty/students this year. Cost of
licensing these resources is $150.00 per year. We keep exploring new ways of
acquiring these materials to control the cost. Major users of multi-media resources
are Sociology, Psychology
and diplomacy faculty and students.
•47 Steaming Videos and spent $7,850 and
•11 DVD spent $510
IHS library budgets and resources: We continue to purchase resources for IHS
library. We
renewed and purchased a total of 17 resources and paid a total of $166,888.54
from SOM budget (229015). See the figure in Appendix.
Seminary Library: We allocated NEH grant funds to Seminary Library for
acquiring print books for Theology collection. This year they spent a total of
$6,845 to acquire 124 books.
Other activities and accomplishments of the Acquisitions Department:
Acquisitions Department Staff Work-flow & additional activities 2019-2020
Submitted by S. Kalyan ((Acquisitions Librarian) & Carol Kieslor (Acquisitions
Supervisor)
•The acquisitions staff is responsible for ordering & paying invoices for books, journals
and databases. Requests are received through the web book order form and book
orders are placed in YBP/EBSCO GOBI system and in video orders are sent to
Kanopy, streaming media service.
•We continue with the approval plan for books in German, Italian, and Spanish
languages. We cancelled our shelf ready book processing with YBP Services as the
number of print book requests keeps dwindling and there is not enough work for our
own cataloging staff. Mary Ellen will continue to catalog books for IHS Library and
books for reserve collection.
•In July, Denise and Carol started to discard print journals from the 3rd floor. While
Mary Ellen was given the Asian collection to inventory.
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•Re-inventory of the B collection was started in January. Carol was given 3 rows of
shelving to scan, completed. Mary Ellen was given 8 rows of shelving to scan, near
completion.
•Periodicals and acquisitions departments, have boxed, and sent approximately 120
boxes to Better World Books. Denise has the full stats for these. But due to sudden
library closure and Denise being furloughed, the stats for gift books could not be
reported.
•Mary Ellen served on the “Strategic Planning Committee”.
•Carol attended a webinar in Sulekha’s office on PALCI & Consortia ManagerMember introduction II
•Carol Kieslor and Denise D’Agostino created 487 purchase orders this year and kept
tract of expenses.
•494 shelf ready books were received. Processing cost fee totaling to $1,509.78.
•A total of 2271 books were received, and 1057 invoices were processed for books,
videos, and e-resources.
•The acquisitions department processed 16 invoices this year for the Interprofessional
Health Science Library.
•Sulekha’s BOA transaction limit was increased, which makes it possible to pay more
invoices by credit card.
•All attended a “Communication Workshop” held in the Chancellor suite from
•Mary Ellen & Carol attended “Multi-factor Authentication Day” given by Ryan
Fino
•Carol attended a workshop on “Raspberry Pi”, given by Zach and Ryan
•Carol and Mary Ellen attended a meeting for, Technical Services, to discuss the reinventory of “B” books.
•Carol, Sulekha, and Tiffany, attended a meeting with Elizabeth, to discuss future
updates and changes in Finance
•Acquisitions & catalog department attended a meeting, conducted by Elizabeth to
discuss Denise’s move to IHS permanently, and new technical services workflow
duties
•Mary Ellen gave a demonstration on the workflow of invoicing and receiving in
WMS, for Elizabeth & Martha. Sulekha and Carol were in attendance.
•Attended a virtual workshop on “Student Research and Library Support During
The COVID-19 Crisis
•Carol met in Teams, with Sulekha, Kaitlin, Mabel, and Emily, to discuss requests for
e- books for classroom instruction.
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Sulekha Kalyan: Personal Achievements, Goals & Challenges FY 19-20 (Goals 49)
Professional Developments
Overall, it has been a good year till we got struck by the COVID pandemic Even
though, I lost one full time employee to IHS library, I kept the activities flowing
with the help of my two staff members as usual by making few adjustments in the
work flow with support from the administration. I kept good handle on our
operating acquisitions budget and have managed to keep us within our expenditure
capabilities limit, while adding new resources. I try to utilize additional grant and
restricted funds as needed and permitted. My achievements are described below.
•License negotiation for new and existing e-resources: I spend a good deal of time
to renegotiate yearly increasing on continuing subscriptions at the time of
renewal. Last year, I was able to bring down increases at lease by 1% down for
most of the resources. I also negotiated licenses for 7 new databases and two
new journal packages while keeping us within the limits of available budget.
Many times, I collaborate with library administration and library faculty in
pursuing resource management and negotiation. This year we worked on
getting an excellent multiyear deal for Science Direct database in a
collaborative effort. Other examples are Cambridge University Press Journals
package and Chicago Journals package. These packages provide access to
excellent academic content in full-text. Worked with PALCI consortia to
negotiate new licenses and achieve better terms and cost.
•Journals Renewals: I work with our subscription agent EBSCO subscription Services.
I have switched most of our journals in e-access only, which provides our users 24/7
access from anywhere & any time. I renewed subscriptions of 246 individual
journals titles and 9 journals packages, containing >6400 journals in total I added
two new journal packages this year by paying fraction of extra cost to support the
humanities, education & medical sciences disciplines.
•Cambridge Journals package – Social sciences package of 422 titles
•Chicago Press Journals package –Humanities Academic journals package of 80
titles
•Database Evaluation: Due to COVID impact we are expecting budget cuts and to
prepare ourselves we have started to look at user per cost data to guide us in
managing our resources and budget shortfall in an educated manner. Currently, I
have been working on databases evaluation to prepare for existing resources
renewals for 2021 fiscal year. I will be working on this project in collaboration with
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library administration, library faculty, teaching faculty and vendors throughout June.
Worked with PALCI on Oxford e-books collection negotiation.
•Vendor relations: I work with vendors on daily basis and have meetings with them inperson as well as on the phone or via WebEx. I contact them regarding quotes, price
confirmation, trials, and licenses. Major vendors are EBSCO, ProQuest, Gale, Sage,
JSTOR, Oxford University Press and many small ones. Many of the resources we
get through Consortia and I participate on their committees. I also involve my staff
in training courses with vendors and consortia which are related to their daily work.
I train staff in using vendor sites and modules for credit card payments and verifying
resources information and facilitate training by the vendor if needed. I work with
vendors in exploring and inquiring about new resources as requested by faculty and
administration.
•Collection Development Committee: I chair the Library Collection Development
Committee. Hold monthly meetings. Committee consists of 6 library faculty and two
administrators. I provide updates on new offerings coming from vendors and on
requests/interests’ inquiries received from library liaisons and teaching faculty. I
involve the committee in making decision regarding resource evaluations renewals
and cancellations. I enjoy working with all my colleagues and making a joint stride
to provide the best resources for our community while keeping efficiency.
•Budget reports and allocations: I prepare budget reports and provide information as
needed by the administration and library faculty. Manage budget allocation
according to Banner and allocate NEH grant funds for the library faculty. Teach the
staff for keeping excellent records of all payment. I review & approve invoices
which fall under my authorization limits. I manage credit card payments. Got my
CC limit increased to pay many major invoices via credit card, which is is a preferred
University policy now. I closely monitor all purchases and invoice payments.
•Work with IHS, Law and Seminary Libraries: I continue to work collaboratively
with my colleagues in IHS, Law and Seminary libraries. I get inquiries about
new resources from IHS Library associate Dean and librarians. I work with
Law Library Acquisitions Librarian regarding resource sharing and product
information. I also work with Seminary Library librarian regarding their
journals and NEH allocations. Meet with her on monthly basis.
•Library Faculty Annual Review: As a member of the Library Rank & Tenure
Committee I participate in the review meetings and provide feed back to the
candidate and evaluation to the committee chair.
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•Collection Services Committee: I attend biweekly meetings and update all the
members activities on my unit and personal work. We talk about problems and
solutions and exchange ideas.
•Worked with Library Intern: Also worked with Christian Tempert, the
Sebastian’s Intern on
Journal analysis project. He analyzed and identified duplication of titles in the Taylor
& Francis journal collection with our holdings. He is still working on another
package for me and promised to send me when done. His work will be very helpful
when we start Journals evaluation project.
Workshops & Scholarly activities: I continue to attend webinars and workshop as
offered by the library and other institutions etc.
Attended Love Data Week
Attended Webinar given by Lyrasis on Knowledge Unlatched.
Regularly attend PDG workshops held in the library
Attended “R” for libraries workshop
Attended Communications Workshops on campus and in the library
Attended Webinar on Sage Research methods
Attended Multifactor authentication training
Attended Community meeting with PALCI to discuss COVID’s effect on Collection
Development (And many more….)
Following are my goals for upcoming future:
•Continue to run an efficient operation in Acquisitions unit of Collection Services.
•Keep License Manager (LM) updated and utilize its capacity to maximum. Work
with Mary Ellen Piel to update all the vendors and passwords in this module.
•Train staff in journals related workflow, such as renewal cycle and handling print
journals check in and claims in EBSCONet. Try to get print completely switched
over to electronic access, if and wherever possible.
•Work with Carol Kieslor to keep efficient records of all the vendors and databases
subscriptions etc.
•Keep up with Cost per Use Study: Once Usage stats are compiled; I will continue
calculate Cost per use to evaluate our existing e-resources (provided a document
regarding this to CDC committee earlier this week).
•Evaluate Journal Bundles. We have 9 journal packages, which will need to be
evaluated.
•Concentrate on finding out the duplication in resource content coverage in databases
for possible elimination of duplication.
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•ILL & Acquisitions: keep working with Access services librarian to work out a
workflow to determine highly requested Ill resources to be acquired permanently by
the library for its collection

Service: –continue to serve on the following committees:
Senate APC Committee
Senate Elections and Nominations Committee
Library Collection Development Committee, Chair.
Vale Electronic Resources Committee
Vale Digital and Media Committee
University Library Collection Services Committee
University Library EDS Committee
Library EPC Committee
Appendix – Budget charts
Fig.1
Seton Hall University Library: Acquisitions Fund 135212(GEN) expenditure
report FY 2019-2020
EResources
Discipline or
eBks
Subject
Bks ($$) ($$)
Biology

$ 330.87 $

-$

Print MultiESerials Media($
($) Serials ($) ($)
)
Total ($)
16,467.0
-$
0$
-$
- $ 16,797.87
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80,117.0 98,905.0
Chemistry $ 962.25 $
-$
0$
0$
-$
- $179,984.25
Criminology $ 351.57 $ 60.00 $
- $ 577.00 $
-$
-$
988.57
$
Interdisciplin
653,542. $260,843. 2,081.3
e
$ 927.72 $ 180.00 $
01 99
3
$
- $917,575.05
Math &
Computer
1,306.6
Scien
$
1 $ 722.99 $
- $ 794.00 $
-$
- $ 2,823.60
Physics/Scie 4,508.9
15,890.0
nce
$
2$
- $ 7,859.00 $
0$
-$
- $ 28,257.92
Political
2,774.4 $1,278. 11,380.0
Science
$
8 46
$
0 $ 907.00 $
- $ 150.00 $ 16,489.94
Psychology $ 237.55 $
-$
- $ 569.00 $
- $ 50.00 $
856.55
1,320.5
Social Work $
5$
- $ 3,070.12 $ 577.00 $
- $ 300.00 $ 5,267.67
1,020.2
Education $
5 $ 731.75 $ 5,160.00 $ 2,616.00 $
-$
- $ 9,528.00
14,139.0 11,614.0
Nursing
$ 500.75 $ 783.65 $
0$
0$
- $ 500.00 $ 27,537.40
3,254.4 $3,551. 38,706.6
Business
$
0 31
$
2 $ 7,994.00 $
-$
- $ 53,506.33
$
2,870.6
266.0 1,000.0
Diplomacy $
8 $ 941.43 $ 7,592.65 $ 3,436.00 $
00
$ 16,106.76
3,359.2 $1,352.
30,862.0
SHMS
$
3 63
$
-$
0$
-$
- $ 35,573.86
ShelfReady Charg
es
$ 512.99 $
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
512.99
Shipping
Charges
$ 355.75 $
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
355.75
$
Grand Totals 24,594. $9,602. 821,566. $452,051. 2,347. $2,000. 1,312,162.
- for All
$
57 22
$
40 99
33
00
$
51
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Fig. 2
Seton Hall University Libraries Fund Expenditure Report FY 2019-2020
Library Acquisitions Grant Fund 663402 (NEH) Statistics
Print
Books

EResources
EBooks ($
($)
)

E & Print

Subject/Disciplin
Multie
($) Serials($) Media($) Total ($)
African
AmrStudies
$ 713.48 $ 136.00 $ 4,812.65 $
-$
- $ 5,662.13
Alberto Portuguese
$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
Archives
$
-$
- $ 2,277.96 $
-$
- $ 2,277.96
Asian Studies
$
57.08 $
- $ 10,828.00 $ 287.57 $
- $ 11,172.65
Catholic Studies $ 309.96 $
-$
-$
-$
- $ 309.96
Classical Studies $
- $ 355.00 $ 8,128.07 $
-$
- $ 8,483.07
Core Curriculum $
92.60 $
-$
-$
-$
-$
92.60
English
$ 723.51 $ 870.60 $ 39,026.97 $ 852.25 $ 300.00 $ 41,773.33
German
Approval
$ 1,216.22 $
-$
-$
-$
- $ 1,216.22
1,333.5
1,450.0
History
$ 4,010.16 $
3 $ 23,416.00 $ 398.00 $
0 $ 30,607.69
170,694.2 36,990.6
209,166.8
Interdiscipline $ 957.02 $ 424.95 $
4$
6 $ 100.00 $
7
Italian Studies $ 2,234.94 $ 176.00 $
- $ 130.33 $
- $ 2,541.27
Modern
1,119.8
Languages
$ 730.72 $ 120.00 $ 11,104.36 $
-$
4 $ 13,074.92
Philosophy
$ 1,506.02 $ 506.94 $ 545.00 $
-$
- $ 2,557.96
Political Science $ 243.59 $ 75.00 $
- $ 2,651.37 $
- $ 2,969.96
Psychology
$ 6,179.89 $
- $ 34,194.50 $
-$
- $ 40,374.39
Religion
$ 2,081.98 $ 545.40 $ 13,255.02 $ 197.13 $
- $ 16,079.53
Russian Approval $ 1,835.20 $
-$
-$
-$
- $ 1,835.20
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Sociology /
13,162.5
2,916.5
Anthropolog
$
2 $ 436.50 $ 37,297.40 $ 3,040.00 $
8 $ 56,853.00
Spanish Approval $ 3,527.50 $
-$
-$
-$
- $ 3,527.50
Valente - History
- APP
$ 9,496.84 $
-$
-$
-$
- $ 9,496.84
Valente Italian Studies $ 2,613.17 $
-$
- $ 722.04 $
- $ 3,335.21
Curriculum
$ 106.61 $
-$
-$
-$
- $ 106.61
Communication
& Arts
$ 1,865.52 $ 245.99 $ 18,895.52 $ 299.25 $ 528.67 $ 21,834.95
Seminary Library $ 6,807.08 $ 38.00 $
-$
-$
- $ 6,845.08
ShelfReady Charges $ 888.96 $
-$
-$
-$
- $ 888.96
Shipping charges $ 2,818.08 $
-$
-$
-$
- $ 2,818.08
64,178.6 5,263.9 374,475.6 45,568.6 6,415.0 495,901.9
Total for all
$
5$
1$
9$
0$
9$
4

Fig.4
Jobert-Sharp restricted fund
Library Acquisitions Fund Restricted Accounts Statistics
663403
FY19-20
ESubject/Disciplin
no. Resources ($ no.
e
Books ($) bks )
item
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Total
Spent

Rcv'
d
JobertSharp (663403)
ShelfReady Charge
Shipping Charge
JobertSharp Totals

2,900.8
$
6
$ 107.83
$ 41.98
3,050.6
$
7

s
Rcv'd

91 $

91 $

6,167.11

9,067.9
7$
7

6,167.11

$ 107.83
$ 41.98
9,217.7
7$
8

Fig. 5
East-European/Russian Fund
Library Acquisitions report for East European fund ( 619017)
FY
2020
No. Bks
Subject/Discipline
Books ($)
Rec.
Russian /East European fund $
309.36
6
Fig.6
Library Resources extended access fee for Hackensack Meridian Health (SOM)
Library 229015
E-Resources
ACS All Publications Pkg
ACS all Publications Pkg - CDI (Center
for Discove
CINAHL with full text
CSD-Enterprise Group
e-book Packages
Health & Psychosocial Instruments

Vendor
ACS

($)
$ 18,531.00

ACS
EBSCO
Cambridge
Elsevier
EBSCO

$ 5,000.00
$ 2,354.00
$ 1,850.00
$ 41,894.00
$ 1,605.00

JAMA Journals
Major Reference Works
OpenAthens

EBSCO
Elsevier
PALCI

$ 8,089.08
$ 23,106.00
$ 5,650.00
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Oxford Scholarship e-books
ProQuest Central
PsycARTICLES
PsycINFO
Sage Premier 2016
Societies & Cell Press Coll. Fee
Total for 229015

PALCI
Vale/NJEdge
EBSCO
EBSCO
Sage Publishing
Elsevier

$ 1,968.00
$ 3,223.83
$ 8,214.00
$ 6,717.00
$ 10,389.00
$ 20,610.51
$159,201.42

Fig 7.
Acquisitions Statistics for FY 2019-2020 by Requestors.
Req. by last
Requestor's Req. by last
Requestor's Dept. name
No. Dept
name
No.
African Studies
Harris, Kelly
1 Seminary Gadenz
1
Anthropology
Quizon
1 Seminary Miller
1
Art & Music
Chu, Petra
3 Seminary Platania
1
Heinrichs,
Coleman,
Art History
Juergen
2 Seminary Robert
2
Arts/
Buehler,
Saunders,
Communications Branden
3 Seminary Andrew
2
Lowe,
Buisness
Benjamin
2 Seminary Porter
4
Business
Javier Farfan 1 Seminary Glazov
6
Communications Kotsonis
2 Seminary Guarino
6
Communications/ Sharrett,
visua
Chris
1 Seminary Morrow
6
Sbriglia,
Johnston,
Core
Russell
1 Seminary Eric
9
Pascuzzi,
Diplomacy
Balmaceda
1 Seminary Maria
10
Diplomacy
Huddleston
1 Seminary Manning
14
Tinker,
Diplomacy
Catherine
3 Seminary Ortiz
19
Diplomacy
Goldfrank
4 Seminary Wilkins
39
Miller,
Diplomacy
Zinaida
4 Seminary Ciccarino
44
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Velarde1 Seminary Mayol
1 Seminary Anderson, J
Heer,
1 Social Work Christine

Education
Education

Smith
48
Zhuoyao Lui
50
Caoile,
English
Patrick J
1
Oates,
English
Nathan
1 Sociology Landriau
1
English
Balkun
2 Sociology Carr
11
Enright,
Dixon,
English
Nancy
2 Sociology Kathryn
18
Farina,
English
Jonathan
2 TLTC
Savastano
1
English
Wagner
2 Valente Col. Twal, Riad
18
Molesky,
History
Mark
1 Valente Col. Beneteau
18
Rekabtalaei,
History
Golbarg
1 Valente Col. Connell
29
Knight,
History
Nathaniel
2 Valente Col. Romani
30
Matusevich,
Total by
History
Maxim
2 Dept.
638
History
Wangerin
6
History
Gedacht
7
Schultz,
Requestor Requestor's
History/Portuguese Kirsten
27 by last n Dept.
No.
Judeo-Christian
Frizzell
130 Bao
Library
1
Modern Language Prieto, Jose
1 Bloom
Library
10
Dean of
Nursing
Jameson
2 Buschman Library
3
Christiansen,
Nursing
Paul
1 Delozier
Library
4
Philosophy
Couch
1 DeLuca
Library
223
Philosophy
Wilt
3 Deyrup
Library
87
Vigani,
Duffy,
Philosophy
Denise
3 Brooke
Library
16
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Religion
Russian

Mayhew,
Robert
Medina
Unna
Mirabella
Campon
Trippodi,
Lorraine
Haynor
Aburaya,
Issam
Murzaku,
Ines
Schiloff

Russian

Kutcha

Philosophy
Philosophy
Philosophy
Political Science
Psychology
Public Service
Religion
Religion

4
4
6
39
1

Downey
Harrison
Ince
Kalyan
Kehnemuyi

Library/IHS
Library
Library
Library
Library

79
22
36
10
2

4 Leonard
3 Loesch

Library
Library

1
18

3 Piazza

Library

1

4 Rose-Wiles Library
1 Shea
Library
Total by
2 Libriaians

645
84
1242

Kaitlin Kehnemuyi
Access Services Librarian
Annual Report FY: 2019-2020
Introduction
As the Access Services Librarian, I oversee Book Stack Maintenance,
Circulation, Interlibrary Loan, and Reserves. There is a separate report detailing
the work done by myself and the staff members in those departments. With this
report I will highlight some of my own work over this last year. As Access
Services is a highly collaborative department there is overlap with that report.
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I continue to engage with areas that intersect with Access Services, to
better understand how to these areas and my departments can assist each other
in expanding services. This engagement also creates a chance to increase other’s
understanding of how Access Services can assist with their learning process and
research goals. A few of these partnerships are especially valuable such as
working on the Open Education Resource (OER) Committee, Copyright
Committee, and the Library Senate Committee, as all three of these either
inform my departments or offer me a chance to explain our services.

Successes
Many highlights from this last year are previously stated in the department
report. However, there are a few success and challenges singular to myself that I
would like to highlight.
Some successes do not fit neatly within these objectives but are worth
mentioning as well. For example, I have completed roughly 75% of the MPA
program at this point. I have been able to take projects and papers I have created
in this program and apply them to my work in Access Services. It is fulfilling to
be able to be an advocate for the library with my fellow classmates.
I have worked to create meaningful connections and training for student
workers, which includes educating them on what job skills transfer. In one case
it was running through a practice interview with a student to help them
understand how to talk about the skills they have learned applied to the
internship they were applying for, as well as lending her a jacket for the
interview. I have written reference letters for student workers for employment
and for scholarships. I am pleased to say that one resulted in a scholarship for a
student’s continued studies. I have found a real satisfaction in a greater
involvement with the student workers, as well as patrons.

OBJECTIVE 1 – Outreach
•Created “Welcome to University Life” Brochure for incoming administration. (G1
– G9)
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•Created “Ask a Librarian” signs for reference desk to highlight all the questions
that reference librarians can help answer. (G1, G2, G3, G7, G9)
•Created elevator signage with directional information on each floor. As well as
worked on signage for the remainder of the library. (G1, G2, G3, G7, G9)
•Created Signage for screen in IC to highlight changes in hours, and programming.
(G1, G2, G3, G7, G9)
•Worked on Library newsletter, Whipstitch, including the transition from PDF to
iContact. (G1, G2, G3, G6, G7, G8, G9)
•Serve on Social Media Committee, including creating posts for Instagram and
highlighting social media in newsletter. (G1, G2, G3, G5, G6, G8)
•Created “University Libraries” bookmark as a giveaway for English 1201/1202
classes and at reference desk. (G1, G2, G3, G7, G9)

OBJECTIVE 3 – Digital Presence
•Created new icons for library website redesign due to COVID-19, as well as
creating the mock-up of design for programming. (G1-G9)
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•Created Quality of Life Page for COVID-19 Libguide, in response to graduate
student feedback. (G1-G9)
•Revised Research Services page on COVID-19, as well as created new graphic for
page. (G1-G9)
•Lead multiple sessions showcasing work from Pratt for library website redesign
and wrote Project Plan for seamless transition to Library Website Redesign
Task Force. (G1-G9)

OBJECTIVE 4 - Instruction
•Lead two workshops with Dr. Rose-Wiles, Prof. Shea, and Prof. Kyle Downey for
faculty on Open Education Resources to encourage and aid with adoption.
(OBJECTIVE 6 as well, G4; G1-9)
•Lead workshop for faculty with Dr. Rose-Wiles on Promoting Your Work and
Understanding Your Author Rights with Alphabet Soup: ORCIDs, APCs, IRs,
and OA. (OBJECTIVE 6 as well, G4; G1-9)
•Presented with Professor Gerard Shea on Active Learning and Shared Lesson
Plans in a Freshman English Class at the College & University Section of New
Jersey Library Association (NJLA CUS) Summer Workshop: Splashing
Around: Sharing Ideas with Academic Librarians. (OBJECTIVE 7 as well,
G4; G1-9)
•Taught five ULife classes (G2; G1-9)
•Taught ten English 1201/2 library instruction classes (G2; G1-9)
•Lead online one-on-one instruction for online students (G4; G1-9)
•Provided reference assistance at the desk (G2; G1-9)

OBJECTIVE 5 – Pursue both funding opportunities and enhanced allocations.
•Gathered free resources for staff for professional development, such as copyright in
Coursera, R in LinkedIn Learning, and other free webinars during COVID19 remote learning response. (G1, G4, G6, G8, G9)
•Scheduled and planned webinar sessions for various staff members, including
understanding how to conduct ‘tiny café’s’ for student feedback on services and
space. (G1, G4, G6, G8, G9)
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OBJECTIVE 6 – Diversity and Inclusion
•Revised student worker training to address microagressions and not relying on
stereotypes of “a student” in working with patrons. (G1, G3, G4, G6, G9)
•Attended ALA training on Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion. (G1, G3, G4, G6, G9)
•Created book display for Black History Month. (G1, G2, G3, G4, G6, G8)
•Spearhead the creation of a student selected book display area. Worked with
Instructional Coordinator, Brooke Duffy to coordinate with Student Services to
engage student group participation. (G1, G2, G3, G4, G6, G8)

•Assisted with drafting preliminary OER Plan for campus in response to NJ
Government request. (G1, G3, G6, G7, G9)

OBJECTIVE 7 – Strengthen Our Relationships
•Joined EZBorrow Advisory Council in June 2019. (G1, G4, G5, G7, G9)
•Facilitated conversation at EZBorrow Practitioners on Revised Billing. (G1, G4,
G5, G7, G9)
•Participating in beta testing for new software ReShare which will replace Relais.
(G1, G4, G5, G7, G9)
•Initiated and participated in implementing IDS Project membership and
installation. (G1, G4, G5, G7, G9)
•Attended and presented at the Access Services Conference 2019. (G1, G4, G5,
G7, G9)
•Attended ACRLNJ/VALE Conference 2020. (G1, G4, G5, G7, G9)
•Joined NJ Access Services Group, as well as co-facilitated a COVID-19 chat. (G1,
G4, G5, G7, G9)
•Provided feedback to OCLC on two occasions to improve Interlibrary Loan
processes. (G2, G4, G7, G9)
•Worked with Springshare to detect problem of ereserves assigning the wrong
name/class to courses. (G2, G4, G7, G9)
•Participating in beta testing with Ebsco of new EDS interface. (G2, G4, G7, G9)
•Worked with Instructional Designers to solve copyright issues for ereserves and
gain better understanding of Quality Matters process. (G8)
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•Worked with Public Safety to schedule fire drill and walk thru of active shooter
scenarios with Circulation staff. (G4, G5, G7, G9)
•Continued work on DPlan with Jeanne Brasille, and Romana Schaffer, which
allowed us to create new connections with facilities, housekeeping, and public
safety. (G4, G5, G7, G9)

OBJECTIVE 8 – Space
•Served on Ref/Curr Task Force. (G1, G2, G4, G5, G7, G8)

•Redesigned seating in IC with Michael Ferris, to provide additional group study
space. (G1, G2, G4, G5, G7, G8)
•Worked with Tyniah Woods to identify areas within the stacks for shifting in
order to create more shared space. (G1, G2, G4, G5, G7, G8)
•Working on stack plan to understand how to create additional space on 3rd and
4th floors. (G1, G2, G4, G5, G7, G8)
•Modify set-up group room waitlist sign-up to be physically accessible for all
patrons. (G4, G5, G6, G8)

OBJECTIVE 9 – Expertise, Knowledge, and Competence
•Led a “What’s New in Access Services” presentation last summer for all librarians
to highlight success from the previous year and changes to the department. (G1,
G3, G4, G6, G8, G9)
•Led a Teams training in PDG with Gerard Shea. (G1, G3, G4, G6, G8, G9)
•Led OER Training in PDG with Gerard Shea. (G1, G3, G4, G6, G8, G9)
•Served on Library Senate Committee (G1, G2, G4, G8)
•Revised student worker training for Access Services to include updates to current
labor laws, breaks, and library structure. This involved creating new training
modules, a Libguide, and updating the student worker handbook. (G1, G3, G4,
G6, G8, G9)
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•Created a program so that work study students could gain an extra hour of work
each semester by making a reference appointment with a librarian. This
increases our student workers understanding of how the library can help
students. (G1, G3, G4, G6, G8, G9)
•Organized and lead librarian retreat that initiated multiple librarian lead projects.
(G9)
•Served as LFA secretary. (G9)

COVID-19 Response
As with the Access Services report I want to highlight work that happened
in response to the switch to remote learning because of COVID-19. I first began
wrapping my head around what would be needed in order to address a work
from home situation when asked if ILL could continue from home. Because of
work on the DPlan, I had previously worked through switching and notifying
people in case of a fire or flood about services. Over that weekend I formulated
a list of questions and issues that needed to be addressed within the library if we
were all to switch to a work from home situation. Dean Buschman used these
questions and scenarios in a meeting he led of administrators and librarians. We
were able to work through some of these issues and answer these questions well
before we had to switch over. On that vein, I began working with Ryan Fino to
determine how to use ILLiad the system that we use for the majority of our ILL
requests at home. I knew of other libraries that were using a VPN or remote
login, in order to run ILLiad off campus. He worked with Technology to get
access to Amazon Workspace (AWS), secure off campus access to our system.
Even with all the prep work, the switch to work from home and remote
learning felt quick and required rapid adjustments. I soon realized that we would
need to have daily morning meetings. This allowed me a chance to check in
with all staff members and gave us a moment to discuss department topics as
well as what was happening with us personally. We shared knowledge not only
about work issues, but also where to get groceries or how to navigate grocery
delivery times. We are a connected department and these meetings allowed us to
grow closer and for us to learn more about each other, as well as work out
solutions together and keep us all up to date as we did.
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After meeting with graduate students and listening to their needs in this
moment I realized that there was a gap in what they needed, and what we were
offering. They were looking for information on rental assistance, and food
insecurity. With that knowledge I created a page on our COVID-19 Libguide for
Quality of Life resources, that identified information on COVID-19 testing,
housing, food, education loans, mental health, unemployment, and ways to help.
I did not want our student workers to feel that they were forgotten with
the switch to remote learning. I have emailed them roughly once every two
weeks in order to ask if there is anything the library can do to help this
transition. This also allows me instantaneous feedback on how to adjust services
to better serve students. One of our student workers served as a beta tester for
our UPS Label program. We also invited students to join us at one of our
morning meetings, it was a treat to get to see them and hear how the balance of
home and school was working out.
Through this moment I have realized that I need to continue to build my
connections within TLTC and assist with their needs. I provided several
Instructional Designers with our internal “where did it break” guides for ereserves as it can help them understand how our system interacts with theirs. I
have also assisted with finding streaming video for remote learning. Prof.
Lisa Rose-Wiles and I had met with and emailed Instructional Designers in the
beginning of the spring semester to better understand Quality Matters, how to
assist professors with instructional material in regard to Quality Matters, and
with issues of copyright. Those connections served us well in this moment.
As you can see the switch to remote learning and work from home
required prep and the ability to pivot quickly. The switch requires a
responsiveness to patron needs and an understanding of issues that might arise
beforehand. Luckily much like Ginger Rodgers, I can do it backwards and in
heels.
Challenges
At this moment, the biggest challenge is obviously dealing with and
pivoting to address issues raised by COVID-19 and working from home. I will
say for myself, that the challenge I have had to address is managing remotely.
As well as managing and helping a staff that are dealing with family illness and
death. In my Access Services report I outlined how the work we had done in the
Fall semester helped us pivot to deal with COVID-19. Sadly, the same can be
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said for managing as our team dealt with multiple family issues but learning
how to navigate and support through those situations helped prepare for this
moment. I am often complicated on how engaged my staff is with me as a
manager, it does require emotional labor to achieve this. Emotional labor is
labor, it is important for team engagement and morale. I am grateful for a staff
that is supportive not only of the department but of each other as well.
One challenge that presented itself prior to remote learning was student
scheduling. It requires inordinate amounts of time to make an initial schedule.
Last year I worked with Ryan Fino to implement the use of a survey to
understand when students are available. This helped simplify the process
slightly. I also asked students to attend training as a group before classes when
the library was closed in order to compact this training from 10 hours to 4 hours.
This overview training takes an hour with each new student worker but is key in
ensuring that they understand the rules and structure of the library. These
students can be some of our best advocates in the school and help their friends
and fellow students understand what the library has to offer. The true time is
taken up revising schedules, when students understandably have to switch
classes or schedules, and take on new internships. This can happen repeatedly
during the semester, especially with onboarding new students midsemester. I am
hoping with the effort that has been made over the last year that this process will
get easier. One success in this was last semester I was able to coordinate sharing
a student worker with Brooke Duffy, who created social media posts for the
library. Coordinating student workers to serve the library as a whole would be
beneficial but requires labor I am not sure that I can assist with this next year.
Looking Ahead
As I mentioned in the Access Services report, it is hard to look ahead when
our primary focus is how to return to campus safely. That obviously takes the
majority of attention at the moment. It is important to make sure that we are all
supported physically and mentally in this transition. But I as I know the school
will manage that transition, there are some areas that I am hoping to move
forward on as well.
This moment has shown the need for continued work in ensuring resources
are available to all on or off campus. With that I will continue my work with
promoting OER adoption on campus, and with the OER Committee. I am also
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very interested in learning more and better understanding how Controlled
Digital Lending can help our students with reserve books.
With the continued push for the adoption of OERs on campus, I would like
to continue and expand the conversation around “open” items, such as open
access, open data, and open technology. Often people do not separate these
items in their head and rather than silo them, it would be better to also lead a
larger conversation around understanding the topic of “open” items.
Over the summer I plan to continue my work with Dr. Rose-Wiles, and with
TLTC to better coordinate a workflow for copyright questions and helping
TLTC understand who in the library can help navigate issues. We had hoped to
have Damien Kelly, Circulation Supervisor, join us as he does the majority of
work within course reserves, but at this time he has been furloughed. This
project may need to be pushed off to later in the summer to better accommodate
the work TLTC is doing at the moment to support faculty and the move to
remote learning.

Access Services
Compiled & written by Kaitlin Kehnemuyi, Access Services
Librarian
Annual Report FY: 2019-2020
Introduction
Access Services is comprised of three departments, Book Stack
Maintenance, Circulation, and Interlibrary Loan, with course reserves being
handled by Circulation staff. It is difficult to start this report this year as we find
ourselves working outside of the library space in response to COVID19. Access Services is typically thought of within the physical library space, but
as the last few weeks have shown, the responsibilities continue off campus as
well. We adapt and grow to reflect our patron needs wherever they are (or we
are). As such for this report I have outlined the work completed up until Spring
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Break ended. After departmental breakdowns, I detail the work that has
happened since classes moved online and the physical library was closed. I want
to note what we are able to do under “normal” work conditions, but also what
we can achieve outside of those conditions.
Book Stack Maintenance is comprised of one staff member, Tyniah
Woods, Book Stack Specialist. Circulation is comprised of four fulltime staff
members: Mabel Wong, Day Circulation Supervisor; Priscilla Tejada,
Circulation Clerk; Damien Kelly, Evening Circulation Supervisor; and Michael
Ferris, Circulation Clerk, and two part-time staff members, Karen Timmerman
Weekend Circulation Clerk, and Tyamba Taylor-Lamie Weekend Circulation
Clerk. Interlibrary Loan is comprised of Emily Anna Smith, Interlibrary Loan
Coordinator. This year we added a Data/ILL specialist, Samah Alshrief, to our
team. All three departments receive assistance from student workers.
In last year’s report I noted that it was a year of change for the department
with three new people having started, myself included. We maintained the same
energy of looking, noticing, and changing over this last year. That mentality and
energy have served us well these last few weeks as we have had to drastically
make changes to continue to serve and provide for patrons. This report will
highlight changes that occurred in Access Services this year in order to continue
to grow these dynamic departments.
All statistics are from June 1, 2019- May 15, 2020, unless otherwise noted.

Book Stack Maintenance
Over the summer we undertook major projects in book stack
maintenance. The largest was shifting the Valente collection within two call
ranges, A – DG and HG – Z. We started with HG – Z. We needed to shift a
large area to create additional growth space in the PQ section. This is the call
number that has the greatest growth. We wanted to create space for the section
to continue to grow over the next few years without needing additional shifting.
It was determined that in order to accommodate that growth we would need to
begin shifting from HG. Tyniah Woods and I created a plan for empty space at
the end of each shelf as well as maintaining a few empty shelves in each row in
order to allow for unexpected growth in other areas. Shelves were cleaned and
realigned as the books were shifted. Once that shift was completed, a plan was
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made to shift the items in the A–DG range. This was done second as the shift
happened from DG to A, and this collection is in the rotunda which required
shifting backwards and in a circle. Again, we took a long-range view of this
collection to accommodate for high growth area in the B call range. These two
projects encompassed approximately 4,000 linear feet of shelving.
Over the summer there were additional shifts that took place as well,
within the main collection in the PS section. This area receives a large donation
of poetry books each year and had run out of space. Over the summer and fall,
liaison librarians had weeded within each collection, which we are grateful for,
especially as it created space in shelving near the PS section. We were able to
shift the collection to create growth space for the next few years in this area.

The dissertations and masters theses were also shifted as well. These
shifts took some preplanning to determine how to best organize these items for
findability. The masters theses were shifted and shelf-read first; they are
organized by call number. Dissertations were looked at next; they are organized
by school and then call number. This can be confusing as they are subsections
within each school that a patron might not realize which section to look in. In
order to alleviate that concern, each school was color coded with different tape.
Every dissertation was taken down and marked appropriately then shifted to its
new location. After the dissertations were shifted, it was decided to move the
masters theses past the dissertations. We normally try to avoid touching the
same collection within a small time frame, however we realized that shifting the
masters theses would allow more space within the Oversize collection and that
was one of the next collections we wanted to go over to tidy up and make more
visually appealing.
Two other areas that were weeded over the summer were the Reference and
Curriculum collections. With that weeding, those areas were shifted. As
Reference is not expected to grow, it was shifted for low growth, whereas the
Curriculum was shifted with some expected growth. This shifting opened up a
few ranges that were ultimately removed, creating more collaboration space for
students in the IC.
The shifts in Reference and Curriculum also allowed space to create a
new area for Student Selections, a new method to highlight items in the
collection. Our first display was in January of poetry books selected by student
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workers in Access Services, February featured books selected for Black History
Month. Prior to the library closing due to COVID-19 the selection for March
was created by a new student group focused on addressing period poverty. For
all the collections it was determined that eBooks as well as physical books
should be included in the display. This was achieved by creating and adding QR
codes to book covers that were printed out.

In last year’s report one of the goals was improve the workflow for new books. We
created a 2month cycle for
items to be
displayed and
then moved to the
Main Collection
on the 3rd or 4 th
floors. For
example, if an
item is placed on
display in the
new book section
in January, it will
be moved up to
the main
collection in
March. We use
different tape to
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mark which month the item has gone on display to easily know which items to
remove. This allows more space on the shelves in order to display some items face
forward. We chose engaging book covers to encourage the browsability of the
collection and educate patrons about books in the collection.

This is not necessarily a book stack maintenance responsibility, but over the
winter break, Michael Ferris and I took it upon ourselves to rearrange furniture
within the second floor, including the IC, Silent Study, and the AfterHours Study Room. Whiteboard tables were brought out of the Silent Study
room to the IC for small group collaboration space. We also created new sitting
areas near the Student Selection display area.4
These last two items, Student Selections and the furniture in the IC, might
not be considered “traditional” book stack items but show how interconnected
book stacks maintenance is with all parts of the library, especially within the
other departments within Access Services. Ms. Woods works tirelessly
maintaining the stacks and assisting Circulation and Interlibrary Loan. She is
our first set of eyes on the 3rd and 4th floors, reporting outages and other issues,
as well as offering suggestions on spacing for student use.
Book Stack Maintenance also assisted with the inventory project in
cataloging. Student workers were given the option of using Digby, an app
created by OCLC for this purpose, or a laptop. Most opted for Digby. It was a
good moment to experiment and better understand how this app might assist us
in the future. Overall, between the student workers and Ms. Woods
approximately 2,000 items in Valente, 800 items in the Main Collection, all the
masters and dissertations were inventoried.
One goal from last year was creating a system to track how many items
are pulled, as well as reshelved. We had established one for the student workers,
items for the fall are below, and one for Ms. Woods in the spring.
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Unfortunately, both are incomplete because of the interruption of COVID19. They do both demonstrate how active this department is though.
Student Reshelving
Month
September
October
November
December

Shelved Books
561
602
721
372

Ms. Woods
Month
January
February
March

Shelved Books
1,148
2,446
162

Book Pulls Notes
270
Started on documenting on Jan 21st.
313
22
Only March 1 – 4.

Circulation
Walsh Library is a vital and active resource on campus, anchored by
circulation staff seven days a week. As one might only consider circulation as
an “in person” service I will first discuss what we did while we were on campus
this past year and then address the work we have done remotely to continue to
service patrons (see COVID-19 Response below). We serve not only the Seton
Hall University Community but also outside guests and community members.
The work we did earlier this year helped us prepare to address issues
surrounding COVID-19. Last summer Mabel Wong and I added the regular hours
and closures for the library to WMS, this enabled the system to prevent due dates
from falling during regular closures such as winter break, we were then able to
set the system to not collect fines for periods while we are closed.
Over the summer we looked at the circulation area and began to reorganize the layout and where items are kept, as laid out in last year’s report.
We had worked at freeing up space in this area, which allowed us to look at
what remained. This makes for a more pleasant work environment. A staging
area for books that need to be reshelved was created, preset by which floor the
item is located on. This allowed us a space to have student workers practice
organizing books by LC call number. We were also able to look at storage
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options at the circulation desk and locate more items together to better
understand what was stocked at the front desk.
In the Fall Semester all the Access Services team began a conversation
about modifying due dates. This was prompted by a conversation in the
EZBorrow community about 16 weeklong loan periods for students that
encompass the entire semester, as well as standardizing as many of our loan
policies as possible for patron ease. Our previous loan periods for SHU Books
for undergrads was 45 days plus one renewal which is not the length of the
semester, it also meant that books borrowed from EZBorrow were available to
SHU students longer than our own books. We worked out a new policy that was
enacted in January 2020. The new policy changed the loan period for SHU
books for undergrads to 16 weeks no renewal, gave faculty additional renewals
(from 1 to 2), extended graduate student loan periods to a year, and increased all
EZBorrow loan periods to 16 weeks of all patrons.
We have begun working with the Law Library to better understand
workflows and determine if they can be improved. This is obviously an ongoing
process as we are currently working remotely. We also continued our work with
the IHS Library to better understand how to help with their access services
needs. We have continued to provide services to patrons at the IHS campus
through checkouts and ILL.
As you can see from the circulation statistics below it is an active and
vital service for students. These are just transactions that are counted by the
system. There are lots of uncounted transactions such as patrons asking for
directions or help.
Walsh Circulation Stats
(Soft check out are items used by patrons but not actually checked out)
Year

Month
2019 June
2019 July
2019 August
2019 September
2019 October
2019 November

Items
Checked Out

Items
Checked In

891

Items Renewed
887

727

760

1,644

1,243

6,319

5,585

6,250

5,966

4,986

4,968
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Items Soft
Checked Out
36

50
93
91
96
51

95
72
177
191
245
151

2019 December
2020

January

2020

February

2020

March
2020

April

2020 May (1st15th)
Total:

3,896

4,835

3,511

2,935

5,398

5,041

98
61
80

289
386
273

955

1,048

101

62

0

2

1,175

0

0

0

2,786

0

34,577

33,270

4,718

1,941
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Active Check in/out during Fall & Spring

Group Study rooms continue to be a popular item with students. As you can see
from the chart below, they are well used during the fall and spring semester. We
often go to a waitlist within a month of classes resuming in the fall and spring.
Two situations around Group Study rooms highlight how this department is
responsible or responsive to patron needs and suggestions from student workers.
The computer that is used to sign up for the waitlist was moved from the higher
desk level, to a lower desk level to accommodate patrons in wheelchairs. One
student worker commented that it would be helpful to post how many groups
were on the waitlist when signing up for a group study room. Ryan Fino,
Library Technology Coordinator, had just solved this issue when we went to
remote learning.
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The table below shows the attendance from this year and previous years.
The attendance for last year has been adjusted from my report last year to
include May and June 2019.
Table 1 Gate Count for Walsh Library
Years
Attendance
2019-2020*

389,283

2018-2019

552,204

2017-2018

551,156

*Attendance as of 2/29/20. Classes were canceled on March 10th. Addressed
below in the COVID-19 Response
Reserves
Reserve requests are handled by Circulation staff. From July 2019March 2020 there were 278 requests processed, which is a decrease from last
year. This number as noted last year does not include Digital Campus video
requests that are also processed by circulation. The links for these video
requests are emailed to professors for class or out of class viewing. It should
also be noted that requests have come in from TLTC about accessing streaming
media.
Over the last year we have worked to streamline the reserve process. The
previous year we had looked at physical reserves and weeded items that were no
longer needed. In the summer we did a similar action with electronic reserves.
We established a policy that mirrored the school’s Blackboard Course Retention
Procedure. This allowed us to delete reserves and semesters that were no longer
in use. One small fix was adding an ‘*’ to the current and upcoming semesters.
Springshare organizes the semesters alphabetically, which always places the
Spring semester towards the bottom of the list. Adding the ‘*’ pops that current
or upcoming semester to the top of the list to make sure professors are selecting
the right semester.
As patrons reach out to TLTC and Librarians regarding reserve issues
troubleshooting and problem solving can be delayed through the game of
telephone, we created a “where did it break” sheet that lays out how the process
of access reserves from Blackboard should go and what screens a patron might
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see if it goes wrong. This can help us determine how to quickly fix the issue and
get patrons the readings or items they need for class.
One issue that has persisted with the reserve process is requests coming in
with the wrong professor name attached. While we were not able to solve this
problem, we were able to help Springshare determine where this issue was
occurring in their software and how to improve their request form. In the fall we
plan to follow up with them to determine what improvements are being made to
the system. While there have not been many improvements made to
Springshare’s Ereserve system, we hope with this continued documentation of
errors in the software we can provoke fixes that improve this process for our
faculty and staff.

As you can see from the graph of views the Ereserve system is well used
by faculty and students. From June 1, 2019 – May 10, 2020 there were 177
courses with 3479 views.

Over 12 months - 177 courses, 3479 views

Interlibrary Loan (ILL)
Over the last year we have continued the work from the previous year to
improve workflows and the process in general for patrons and staff. Two big
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technical improvements that were made this year was joining the IDS Project
and upgrading ILLiad.
The IDS Project is an organization that has formed around improving ILL
and ILLiad. There are many benefits through this membership. We have access
to a mentor, Heather Gad, who has proved helpful in answering “why is ILLiad
doing this?” emails, as well as Mark Sullivan from the IDS Project. Especially
with the change to work from home, their help is much appreciated. The IDS
Project has also created routing rules for ILLiad that take some of the
tediousness out of processing requests. Previously all article requests from the
last five years would have to be checked for copyright. The IDS Project has
routing that checks that automatically and routes the request on. There are also
routing rules for finding ISSNs that have been left out of the request, which staff
previously had to do before RAPID can fill a request.
This year we also updated ILLiad to the newest version 9.1. This upgrade
had the bonus of new patron facing webpages, an upgrade that was sorely
needed. These new pages are easier and clearer for a patron to navigate. As the
pages were new rather than upgrades, it makes customizing them easier than the
previous versions. We were able to determine what pages and functions best
served our patrons and modify the pages to meet those needs.
In the Fall semester we began a search for a new Data/ILL Specialist and
welcomed Samah Alshrief to our team in February. We are very excited to have
her join us. Having her on the team will allow us to look more in depth at the
system to better understand the pattern of requests, as well as maintain the
various moving pieces within ILL. With her joining the team this allows Emily
Anna Smith, ILL Coordinator, time to do in depth searching and time to create
relationships with other ILL departments at other libraries. ILL is a service often
built on relationships; these are beneficial for faculty research as we are able to
request more materials when the time is taken to cultivate these ties.
ILL as always is a vibrant and active service at Seton Hall. There are three
systems used for Interlibrary Loan: RAPID for article borrowing and lending,
EZBorrow for consortia book lending and borrowing, and OCLC for articles
and books they cannot be filled from RAPID or EZBorrow. RAPID and OCLC
requests are processed through ILLiad and handled by the Interlibrary Loan
Coordinator. EZBorrow requests are handled by the Circulation Staff. Articles
and books held by Seton Hall, are counted in the DocDel stats and are processed
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by Interlibrary Loan. In the evening Circulation assists with processing RAPID
lending and OCLC lending requests.
Filled Borrowing Requests
Rapid
OCLC
Month
Requests
Article
May 2020
91
18
April 2020
268
36
March 2020
216
35
February 2020
245
48
January 2020
210
63
December 2019
165
34
November 2019
359
101
October 2019
350
45
September 2019
291
75
August 2019
205
39
July 2019
210
18
June 2019
212
45
Total
2822

OCLC
Book

EZB

0
0
32
130
289
83
147
132
222
277
79
99
557

0
0
79
213
470
131
183
212
305
313
95
n/a
2001

1490

Filled Lending Requests
Month
May 2020
April 2020
March 2020
February 2020
January 2020
December 2019
November 2019

Rapid
OCLC
Requests Article
137
302
340
376
263
137
315
206

0
16
16
70
47
22
31

OCLC
Book
0
0
63
171
256
137
153

EZB
0
0
127
226
407
135
211

October 2019
September 2019
August 2019
July 2019
June 2019
Total

426
366
177
202
194
3235

28
10
44
33
28
345

188
192
179
108
114

272
359
234
124
1561

n/a
2095

Filled DocDel Requests
Month
May 2020
April 2020
March 2020
February 2020
January 2020
December 2019
November 2019
October 2019
September 2019
August 2019
July 2019
June 2019
Total

Article
Requests

Book
Requests

29
92
95
149
126
85
145
177
159
114
82
54

0
0
3
4
4
0
2
3
5
2
1
0
1307

24

RAPID Statistics
Lending
Requests
Year

STH

System
Average

Percentage
Filled
Filled Unfilled STH
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System
Average

Average Filled
TAT (Hours)

STH

System
Average

Fiscal
3,773
2020
Fiscal
4,554
2019
Fiscal
5,206
2018
Fiscal
5,134
2017

5,059 3,041
4,292 3,540

669 81%
915 78%

69%
74%

8
5.9

11
9.2

4,799 2,579

2,601 50%

74%

7.3

9.4

4,726 3,074

2,024 60%

74%

7.9

9

Student Workers
There is not normally a section for student workers in the Access Services
Department report, but this year I wanted to highlight not only the work we did
in training but work that the students have done to help us. Over the summer our
student workers Faith Akinlade, Natalia Rosario, and Larissa Sagha were
immensely helpful during the multiple shifts in the stacks. It could not have
been accomplished without them.
In Spring 2019 I did check-ins with each student worker in Access
Services. While we are actively engaged with them on their shifts, I wanted to
offer them a chance to sit and offer their feedback on the library and working at
the library. I appreciate their candidness in these sessions. Some were very
nervous about offering feedback, one started talking the moment he came in and
didn’t stop for 90 minutes. However, they all gave invaluable notes on issues to
improve within the library and with working in the library. Because of their
feedback we modified the group study room to reflect our actual policies and
patron needs.
Over the summer we worked on revising our training for student workers.
There were many factors that lead to this decision - feedback from our current
student workers, Kiah Conway prior to graduating made a “Things to Know to
Be A Successful Student Worker”, that student workers began to accrue sick
time, and the changes we made to the circulation area. The student handbook
was revised to reflect current policies and added issues like privacy. Returning
student workers were asked to come in before the Fall Semester classes began
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for a refresh, and updates. This session covered the changes mentioned above,
as well as looking at timecards to understand how to find sick time, as well as
general work advice like how to contact supervisors, breaks, and the importance
of not assuming with patrons at the desk. A LibGuide for student workers to
provide access to this information when at the circulation desk, as well as
provide quick access to items like changes in NJ minimum wage. As with all
things the best intentions often need revising. At Fall Break it was determined
that we needed to do additional training with students to make sure they were
performing tasks properly. The students were paired with a staff member and
executed certain tasks like checking different items out (EZBorrow, ILL, SHU
Books, Laptop chargers) to make sure students understood how to handle due
dates for each, as well as other various tasks.
Students were asked to sign off on a list of these tasks to indicate that they felt
comfortable with them, so that if in the future an issue arose, we could refer to
this training.
Over the summer Faith Akinlade worked out posters for the library for
outreach, as well as revising the Guest Computer Agreement. The beginning of
this Spring semester Laura Rodgers began to
work with Brooke Duffy, Instruction
Coordinator, on outreach as well, creating
Instagram posts for the Library Instagram
account. While I only reference a few by
name, this willingness to do and try more is
embodied by most of our student workers.
I do not like to speak for everyone on the
team, but I think I can say for all of us that it is
a joy to mentor and get to know our student
workers more. It does not appear to be onesided either this is feedback we have received
from student workers:
“I sincerely hope I am able to keep
working at the library; it has been one of my
favorites parts of SHU and I really do enjoy my shifts”
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“I learned how to handle my responsibilities in an environment that was
safe and comfortable…I also want to thank you for everything I have learned by
working in the library. I know the things I have learned will be helpful to my
future career, and I cannot be grateful enough.”

COVID-19 Response
Access Services can be thought of as “on the ground” staff, but this dayto- day problem solving makes them the best Swiss army knife you can have.
An Access Services Department that is agile and used to experimenting with
and adapting new services is well equipped to make the pivots that were needed
in response to remote learning and COVID-19. Our staff are used to working
towards developing user-facing services, so that when a moment such as now
happens, they are prepared to address patron needs because they know patron
needs.
Spring break was from March 2nd-6th, classes resumed on Monday March
9th, and in person classes were suspended on March 11th for the move to remote
instruction. On March 16th, the majority of library staff began work from home,
save Michael Ferris and Mary Ellen Piel. The library was closed on March 14th,
per directive from Governor Murphy. You can see within two weeks how much
SHU and the world changed.
Our normal procedure is to meet as a team during Spring Break to lay out
our goals for the summer and begin to plan on how to meet those goals. Looking
at the news and understanding what was happening at other schools we realized
that we would need a different agenda for this year’s meeting. The focus was on
how to move our various services online and what we would need to work from
home. For some it might be as simple as bringing a laptop home but others it
required access to an Amazon Workspace for programs to run properly.
There are some changes we had already put in place that made this shift to
remote learning easier, including modifying our loan periods to at least a full
semester when possible. Patrons were able to take the resources they needed
home, and not worry about if they would be punished for late returns. It also
made it easier for our staff to navigate the switch to work from home as well.
Instead of having to worry about renewing items, we knew that most items
would not be due until the end of the semester.
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As we had already added our closure dates and that we would not fine
while we were closed, we were able to bulk renew all items that were due from
February 23rd to May 19th to May 20th, and erase all fines that might have
accrued in the two weeks it took to renew those items. At the end of April, we
realized that initial date was optimistic and we would need to renew all items
again until the fall, all items are now due September 2, 2020. We did this not
only for items checked out from Walsh and IHS library but also the Seminary
Library to help our colleagues with their workloads.
Coordinating and determining what services would be able to continue
within ILL required looking at and working with multiple services and was
predicated on a lot of “ifs.” Some “ifs” we controlled and some “ifs” we did not.
It was first decided if the library was closed how to shut down EZBorrow
lending and borrowing, as well as what our criteria would be for that judgement.
Ultimately with a number of schools closing PALCI realized that the service
was unsustainable and turned the entire system off. We reached out to RAPID to
ask if they had procedures in place, but decided that if the library was closed we
would just cancel all scanning requests from RAPID and accept that our fill
rates would reflect this. We upload all our holdings to RAPID, they were able to
separate print and electronic holdings for all the schools that participate in
RAPID. This development was key as it allows us to focus on filling requests in
a timely fashion. RAPID also created a new pod for non-RAPID libraries to
join, and in turn asked for volunteers to act as lending libraries for those
libraries, something we happily volunteered for. We also started working with
RAPID to join book chapter lending and borrowing to increase our resources for
patrons. OCLC created new ebook lending groups and advised changing your
lending to 20 days in the system as the system only allows for on or off. The 20
would serve as a signal to other schools that we were physically closed.
Within our own system we created new groups of lenders that fell into a
“free medical library” criteria to target our medical requests, for faster
turnaround on fulfillment. We realized that patrons would need more
engagement about where their request was or what was happening with their
request and created new workflows to address holding requests for patrons. As
some requests are for books needed for that semester this also included an
option to cancel items if we were unable to find them by the end of the
semester. We added eBook borrowing to our workflow but have not had much
success with finding lenders. This can be tricky, while a library might be
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marked as an eBook lender, the licensing on an item might not allow for
lending. Several vendors in response to remote learning have expanded free
access to eBooks, such as RedShelf and Internet Archive. As these new options
become available, we have modified our workflows to determine if items are
available from these vendors. While this access is appreciated in the case of
RedShelf it is limited until May 25th. It would be better to continue to expand
eBook lending, as we would rather be dependent on other libraries not vendors
as we have an established accessible system.
From the statistics in the ILL section you can see that our turnaround
time in RAPID increased. This increase in turnaround time truly has come in
since we began work from home. Our normal procedure includes our evening
circulation staff, Damien Kelly and Michael Ferris, providing us coverage from
roughly 9am to 12am most days. This increase is also due to having to use the
Amazon Workspace (AWS) as a remote login option. It required considerable
time to set up initially and test on remote workspace. ILLiad is not supported on
the AWS system, it is supported onsite and through a VPN. However, SHU no
longer has VPN access. AWS has presented several additional challenges, such
as the inability to use Google Scholar, which has proven the fastest way to
locate an article in our holdings. It also is unstable, and sometimes you are
unable to locate the mouse and where you are clicking. In ILLiad this can prove
tricky with searching articles.
As the semester has progressed, we have had very responsible patrons
reach out with concerns about returning books. We appreciate their diligence
and care. As members of EZBorrow we not only have access to numerous
resources, we are also members of IDSPA which allows for UPS Shipping as
part of our membership. As we have not been sending books to other libraries,
we have modified that service to send patrons pre-paid return labels for shipping
books back. We have made this service available to all SHU patrons as well as
the law library patrons. As of May 15th, we have sent out 27 labels. We are
reaching out to patrons that contacted us early on in remote learning to ask if
they would like a label and have begun reaching out to graduating seniors to ask
if they need a label. We want to make sure patrons are able to easily return
materials no matter where they are.
One might assume as hours are spread across the day that Access Services
as a team might not be cohesive, however we are a close and supportive team.
Moving to work from home, we established a morning check-in each day that
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allowed us all to touch base professionally and personally. It also allowed our
connections to grow more. It was commented by different people more than
once that this meeting helped center and start everyone’s day and gave a
connection to the SHU community. As a team we had begun to discuss issues
and solutions around safely opening the library prior to furloughs. We are
grateful to have had the chance to hear our colleague’s opinions on the matter
prior to them being furloughed. We have maintained this morning meeting, even
after furloughs as Mabel Wong, Emily Smith, and I have had to devise new
workflows to handle a team of ten reduced to a team of three. We look forward
to having our whole team be able to join us in these conversations of safely
opening the library.

Challenges
One challenge this past year included an incident with a patron following
a student worker as she was shelving. He then repeatedly came to the desk to
speak with her and ask about where she lived. I appreciate the student bringing
this to our attention early on; we reached out to the appropriate departments
within the University to address this issue and it has been resolved. This
instance speaks to the importance of modeling responsive and empathetic
modeling with the student workers, we are setting the example of what they will
expect when they are employed fulltime and we want to make sure that it is a
good example.
Obviously, the largest challenge this last year was COVID-19. However,
the willingness of the department to engage in planning and raising concerns
made it slightly easier. I will say that this department is very flexible and willing
to pick up for each other. Over this year, we again had family illnesses and
deaths to contend with. I do not think anyone felt that they were unable to step
away to deal with those issues, because their colleagues are willing and able
to pick-up until they return. A trait that I am grateful for at this moment when
most of the department staff has been furloughed.
Even with planning and running through various scenarios I do not think we
could have been entirely prepared for 2+ months of remote work. Our initial
plans assumed we would be able to return to the library around graduation.
Free resources we found to offer students, such as RedShelf, were only available
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to students for a limited time, generally to the end of the Spring Semester. This
left us needing to find other resources and changes workflows for the summer.

Looking Ahead
Last year we spent the Spring Semester planning and developing what
projects and issues we wanted to address during the summer when there are less
patrons in the library. We had started to have those same conversations in
January and February. As the people in the department do not overlap working
hours, the chance during times like Spring Break, the library is opened
shortened hours, presents us with a great planning opportunity. However, this
year Spring Break fell the first week of March, and our meeting instead was
spent discussing how to respond if the University went to remote learning, how
our services would be affected and what we could do instead. It is difficult to
determine what we are looking ahead to when we do not know when we will
return to the library, and if that return comes with a full or partial staff return.
Looking ahead I hope for a safe and coordinated return to the library with
our full staff and serving patrons safely in person. To that end our team has
spent time discussing how to achieve that. Do we need to designate one set of
double doors as an entrance and the other an exit? How do we need to rearrange
the IC to accommodate social distancing? It sounds minor, but what do we do
about staplers? We have staplers out for patron use and they are actively used
throughout the day, which makes them a transfer point for disease. We also
need to work to make it a safe environment for us to work in and that means
addressing concerns staff may have about returning to work, especially
circulation staff that talk to many patrons each day. The reality is addressing
these needs will take many months.
In a fit of hope I also have projects that I hope we are able to focus on going
forward. Our work cannot only be defensive, as it is demoralizing. We, as a team,
enjoy growing this department, and will need to continue that work to bring joy
to our day.
In Book Stack Maintenance, we will continue our work of developing a
master plan of which area corresponds with liaison librarians’ departments. This
work had started in this past January and was rudely interrupted by COVID19. This project has many benefits, one it is done in conjunction with liaison
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librarians for a better understanding of what weeding or growth might occur. It
also creates a larger plan for all of the library resources for better stack
management. It will also allow for a staged weeding process, rather than an all
or nothing approach. Our summer plan was to shift the Asian Collection.
Certain areas are double stacked and need to be made more accessible and
easier to navigate.
In Circulation, we are going to help with beta testing ReShare, the
software that will replace Relias, that currently runs EZBorrow. We can
continue this offsite, by using barcodes of items we have checked out or that we
know are in the collection. ReShare is being built from a PALCI initiative and it
is exciting to be able to help shape it to better serve our needs.
In Reserves, we are going to continue on the work we started in March
reviewing each course in the system checking for broken links and cleaning up
PDFs. This clean up includes splitting double spreads into single pages
and cropping/de-skewing pages. Starting after the summer session, we are going
to experiment with sending professors an email at the end of each semester
thanking them for using the service and asking if they need this course
reactivated for the next semester or for the following year. Hopefully, this will
increase engagement and understanding of the reserve process. One issue we ran
up against this spring was confusion with Quality Matters. This is a process that
is administered by TLTC, but reserve readings are required to pass Quality
Matters. This can be confusing for professors and library staff. We have begun
to work with the Instruction Designers, specifically Vanessa Leonardo and
Shayle Adrian from TLTC, and Lisa Rose-Wiles to address issues of copyright
and accessibility. We had initially planned on having in person meetings to
discuss this over the summer. When we are able to gather together we can share
different patron views of systems, and understand what questions we can pass
between each area. If we are not able to do it in person, we will plan to continue
this conversation online. One development that has protentional to help students
in remote learning or on campus learning is Controlled Digital Lending. We
plan on exploring this more and learning how we can implement this for
reserves.
In InterLibrary Loan, we will explore and work with Acquisitions to jump
start ebook lending. In this time period it has become evident that better
understanding and incorporating this into our workflow is paramount. We will
also continue to look for extended borrowing opportunities through lending
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groups and services. This work had been planned prior to COVID-19 and our
initial plans were based on the information and shared work we had laid out
with Samah Alshrief. We hope to continue when she is able to return to work.
This includes looking at our frequent lenders that charge in hopes of entering
reciprocal agreements with these libraries. As well as looking at new
innovations related to COVID-19 to determine what should be incorporated into
our workflows.

Elizabeth Leonard
Assistant Dean for Information Technology, Resources
Acquisition and Description
Annual Report FY: 2019-2020
_____________________________________________________________________________________

This year has been a balance between setting up our direction for the future and
remediating the past. As per last year’s directives from Dean Buschman, this year’s
work was to be focused on:
•
•
•

Overseeing and developing a new technology infrastructure/strategic plan
Moving Collections Services towards Metadata Services
Supporting Public Services

In addition to the above, I also lead the departments of Technical
Services/Cataloging, Acquisitions, Data Services, and Library Information
Technology. In addition to this document, for more information on the activities of
these functional areas, please also see reports from the following
faculty/administrators:
Information Technologies Team:
Sharon Ince, Digital Services Librarian
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Zach Pelli, Digital Collections Infrastructure Developer
Collections Services Team:
Ming Bao, Electronic Resources Librarian
Sulekha Kalyan, Acquisitions Librarian
Martha Loesch, Head of Technical Services
It should be noted that the work of these individuals and departments
were interrupted mid-year by the arrival of the coronavirus. It has
literally upended the way we delivered services across the board, from a
physical with online optional format, to an online-only modality. Finally,
the May 1, 2020 furlough of most of our staff members and some of our
administrators also affected our ability to achieve our goals.
Successes and Challenges
The work of an Information Technology team is often that of a support position, to
help move to fruition projects in other functional areas of the library, including
Special Collections and the Gallery, and the IHS Library. Additionally, some IT
assignments will help provide improved public services.
Mahwah High School visit (O1b, O4d, O7a, O9b)
Last Fall, Dean Passaro of the Division of Continuing Education and Professional
Studies approached University Libraries with the request to host an educational
visit from a class of students at Mahwah High School. The students were tasked to
provide a redesign project for the High School Library (Media Center). They spent
a half day with us on October 25, 2019, wherein we provided presentations to them
on Collection Development and Weeding, Public Services, and Library
Technology.

Accessibility: (O3a, O3b, O3e, O6c, O6d, O6f, O7a, O8c, O9b)
As we have done from the beginning, the UL supports the University with ensuring
our public facing webpages meet Federal Accessibility standards. This year, we
performed a site review and remediation/update of our website and subsites,
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delivered updated Accessibility training to all 33 creators of public facing
webpages, tested, for EBSCO, a new workflow for visually impaired users to
obtain Accessible copies of articles. We have been investigating new tools which
will allow University Libraries to improve the Accessibility of PDFs. We will
continue to work with University IT to secure a product in the 2020-2021 AY.
We continued our review and amending of electronic licenses to address
Accessibility requirements, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cabells
Annual Reviews
ChemDraw
Chonicle
FOSSweb
China Data Online
ICPSR
Finally, I assisted PALCI with creating Accessibility language for electronic
licenses.

OpenAthens (O3a, O3b, O3c, O7a)
Between May 2020 and July 2020, we implemented the OpenAthens management
tool, which provides both identity and access management for our electronic
databases and collections. The rollout was challenging, mostly due to the challenge
smaller companies had with setting up the appropriate protocols. One of our
vendors, Winmo, implemented OpenAthens in January of 2020, and another,
Checkpoint/RIA in April 2020. As a result, we have kept and will continue to keep,
our EZproxy server running. Additionally, we are still using the proxy server for
other systems, including BrowZine. There were some technological issues between
OpenAthens and EBSCO that need to be resolved prior to moving BrowZine to
OpenAthens. We had begun to work on resolving them when our workflows were
disrupted by the coronavirus quarantine. We hope that these technological barriers
will be resolved in the early part of FY 20-21. Additionally, we plan to add ILLiad
to OpenAthens, assuming the vendors can work through existing issues with
tokens.

Access Services Projects (O3a, O3b, O3c, O3e, O7a, O7b)
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The Information Technologies team has worked with Access Services to support a
number of their endeavors, including the implementation of the Information
Delivery Service (IDS) Project (Fall 2019), add-ons, upgrades, and other support
of ILLiad, and development of PALCI’s Project ReShare. Work on Project
ReShare will continue throughout AY 20-21. Please see the report of Kaitlin
Kehnemuyi, Access Services Librarian, for more information.

Our Information Technologies team worked with Associate Dean Christopher
Duffy of the Interprofessional Health Science (IHS) Library and Seton Hall
University’s Information Technology team to provide limited online library
materials access to a group of researchers from the Center for Discovery and
Innovation at Hackensack Meridian Health, Seton Hall University’s partner with
the School of Medicine.
Data Services (O1b, O2a, O3a, O3b, O4a, O4b, O4d, O6b, O7a, O9b)
As a recognition of the burgeoning importance of Data Services and Interlibrary
loan, a new position was created at the UL this year. It is a split position between
these two functional areas. The employee selected to fill this role was Samah
Alshrief, who began work in February 2020. For more information, please see the
reports from Data Services Librarian, Sharon Ince, and Access Services Librarian
Kaitlin Kehnemuyi.

Branding (O1a, O3c, O7a)
University Libraries recognizes the importance of every patron recognizing the
value of UL budget dollars and understand the ROI therein. Part of this “user
education” movement is to ensure that the all resources for which we pay are
branding with SHU’s information, thereby linking third party resources with the
University. Last year, we set out to brand our electronic databases by placing a toplevel “Seton Hall University Library” logo in a prominent location on vendor-paid
resource sites.
Our efforts were inspired by the work of Columbia University Libraries, and they
were helpful in supporting our efforts to achieve this goal. As of late 2019,
branding is now visible on almost 50% of our resources.
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LTI Tool (O3b, O3d, O4b, O8a)
Over the last several years, the faculty has desired to replace our existing LTI tool,
which provides direct connections between courses in Blackboard and LibGuides
on appropriate topics. The existing connector was developed many years ago and
at the time was innovative, and has been functional since, but requires extensive
maintenance, and has not been updated or improved since its initial
implementation. Library faculty wanted a product that was simpler and more
efficient to maintain. Therefore, an ad hoc committee of library faculty and
administrators reviewed other LTI tools. The best one available was developed by
Springshare, the creators of our LibGuides product.

We immediately began plans to implement the tool to start Summer 2020 but ran
into issues. To make sure that tool was more efficient than its replacement, we
wanted to use the Automagic version of the tool. However, we found we were
unable to due to the lack of regular expressions with and structure of SHU’s course
naming structure. We asked Springshare if they could adapt their tool for schools
like ours, as it turns out we were not the only school who had run into this
problem. They replied that they would be getting into a code release towards the
end of the spring 2020 semester. As of this writing, the update is slated for late
June 2020, at which time we will reassess our ability to rollout this new tool and
implement for fall 2020.
Collections Services
Moving Collections Services towards Metadata Services (O3e)
During the last Academic Year, we began the process of reviewing workflow in
Collection Services and shifting functions to work more effectively. Our first step
was to end the acquisition of shelf ready books. Our staff pointed out that the work
was not done to our standards, thereby requiring as much work to check and fix as
the original processing. This change saved us several thousand a year, which was
then redeployed to support our materials budget.
Dr. Marta Deyrup was a part of the Collections Services team until this year, when
she transitioned to a new role in Public Services as Outreach Librarian.
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Denise D’Agostino was moved from the South Orange Campus to the IHS Library
to support their functions, and the Collections Services team had begun to review
the processes for which she had been managing to other members of the team.
However, this process was disrupted by the Governor’s Stay at Home Order but
will be resumed in FY 20-21 once normal operations have resumed on campus.
We continued the process of developing our use of License Manager, which has
become quite useful during the pandemic, as we have not had access to paper
invoices, licenses, and other documents.
Collections Services Projects (see Head of Technical Services’ report for more
information) (O1e, O3e)
•

•

Noninventoried Items: there are still thousands of items on our inventory
report that have not been accounted for. Collections services staff have been
reinventorying parts of our collections to address this issue.
Fix B*Z items: Years ago, items with LC B class were cataloged differently
than they are now. The Collections Services staff have been working to
change these call numbers to conform to current standards. They are also
taking the opportunity to re-inventory this part of the collection.

CoVID-19 workflows (O5c, O5e, O9b)
The changes wrought in our lives due to coronavirus cannot be overemphasized.
Over one weekend, we shifted from a team in physical spaces to a team strewn
throughout the New York City/New Jersey area. As University Libraries have long
been an advocate for online services (electronic resources available on and off
campus via EZProxy and OpenAthens authentication; embedded online services in
Blackboard; virtual reference via LibChat), we easily made the technological
transition.
We have also been lucky that the University had recently promoted the use of
Microsoft Teams, described by our Library Technology Team as the “best product
Microsoft ever created.” It has allowed us to meet with students for reference and
research sessions, hold “in person” virtual meetings of all sizes- from one on one
meetings to the whole library, to sharing streaming services, virtual lunches and
coffee hours in the “staffroom.”
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Employees were given work assignments that allowed them to make a meaningful
impact on the quality of our collections from a distance. However, on May 1, the
University furlough many library staff and administrators. The following staff
members in Collection Services and Library IT were furloughed as of May 1,
2020:
•
Camille Mazza
•
Eva Cheng-Lee
•
Mary Ellen Piel
•
Ryan Fino
•
Victor Eubanks
•
Samah Alshrief
Due to low staffing levels, most of the above projects were curtailed.
Due to changes in workflow, access, and anticipated budget issues,
• Suspended all approval plans
• Limited acquisitions to electronic materials (e-books and streaming video)
• Stopped the delivery of print journals, magazines, and newspapers
• Extended (via Bulk processes) due dates for patrons with materials on loan.
• Developed an addendum to the current Collection Development rule (find
at https://library.shu.edu/collection-development-policy):
Addendum to Collection Development rules: Revised Statement of Collection
Development during pandemic
Seton Hall University Libraries
May 18, 2020
Approved by EPC May 14, 2020
Collection development includes selecting research resources in a wide variety of
formats and languages, providing instructional and reference assistance in the use
of these materials, evaluating the current collections, planning for future growth,
and preserving library resources. In the case of a global pandemic and the resulting
financial shortfalls, we are required to make temporary alterations to existing rules
that can support these changes.
Until the pandemic is over and budgets are restored, we will:
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•

•
•

•

•

•
•

Purchase only e-books and streaming videos until the physical libraries
reopen.
Review, reduce, and/or suspend print approval programs.
Accept materials requests from faculty only to support core academic
functions (teaching and learning).
Prioritize ebook purchases over print. Print will only be purchased when
ebook is not available or when print is specifically requested by the faculty
member and a rationale provided.
To ensure materials reach the widest audience after the physical libraries
reopen, purchased physical materials will be placed on reserve for in-library
use only.
Suspend acquisition of new electronic databases and collections.
Review existing electronic collections with the purpose of identifying
possible nonrenewals.

Digital Preservation (O1d, O1e, O4e, O5b, O5e, O6c, O6d, O7a, O8c, O9a,
O9b, O9e)
Library Information Technology’s several year partnership with the Archives and
Special Collections has resulted in a group with the broad title of “Digital
Preservation,” or DigiPres for short. This year, the team worked on the Technology
Plan rewrite, uploading materials to Preservica, writing grants to obtain outside
funding, and reviewing software systems that might replace PastPerfect. In
addition to the below, please see Assistant Dean Ponichtera’s report for detailed
report activities.
Highlighted projects include:
Overseeing and developing a new technology infrastructure/strategic plan (O2a,
O3a, O3b, O9b)
Starting in the Fall of 2019, a team of technologists and special collections
personnel worked together during the academic year to review, revise, and rewrite
the UL’s technology plan. Led by Assistant Deans Leonard and Ponichtera, and
Professor Ince, the ad hoc Committee reviewed the previous plan, the new
Strategic Plan finalized by the University Library, and developed a new draft plan.
Due to the coronavirus and associated budget issues as well as the publication of
the University Strategic Plan, this draft plan will be revised and finalized in AY
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20-21. The draft plan may be currently found
at https://library.shu.edu/ld.php?content_id=54400475.
Catholic Advocate (O1e, O3b, O4e, O5b, O5e, O6e, O7a)
We have partnered with the Catholic Resources Research Alliance (CRRA) in
prior years to digitize parts of the newspapers of the Archdiocese of Newark, the
Catholic Advocate. This year, we sent ten more years (1967-1976) to their partner
for inclusion on the CRRA website. The Catholic Advocate is one of their most
popular newspapers, with over 2200 uses in the last year.
In order to fund the rest of the digitization project, we are also working with
Jennifer Younger, Executive Director of CRRA, to identify and obtain grant
money for the process.
COVID Personal Narratives Project (O1b, O1d, O6a, O6e, O7a)
Assistant Dean Leonard and Professor Ince assisted in the development of the
Archives’ Personal Narratives Project, which was designed to collect audio and
video recordings of SHU community members during this period of our history.
For more information, see the project and submissions
at https://scholarship.shu.edu/covid-19/ as well as Assistant Dean Ponichtera’s
report.
Digitization of Summer Institute for Priests lectures.
We have continued with our multi year project of digitizing the audio cassettes of
the SHU’s National Institute for Clergy Formation’s Summer Institute for Priests
(https://www13.shu.edu/catholic-mission/clergy-index.cfm). Thus far, we have
completely digitized 36% of the total 1747 with another 11.3% digitized but not
prepared for release. During the year, Marta Deyrup communicated with Sister
Maria Pascuzzi, Associate Dean for Undergraduate Studies at the School of
Theology, about this project. She was able to prioritize the lectures by their wider
appeal to a Catholic audience. We will use this list to selectively digitize the rest of
the collection.
Other Activities
Website (O1a, O1e, O3a, O3b, O6c, O6d, O6f)
This year, we began work on rejuvenating our website. A team of librarians and
administrators started the Website Redesign Taskforce. Members include:
• Elizabeth Leonard
• Sebastian Derry
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Gerry Shea, Chair
• Lauren Harrison
• Sharon Ince
• Chelsea Barrett
• John Buschman, ex officio
• Brooke Duffy
The Task Force met throughout the year and leverage the new design from last
AY’s teamwork with Pratt students. It also included Focus groups with a diverse
student population. We plan to release the website in late summer 2020. Please see
the report of Zachary Pelli for more information on the technical aspects of this
redesign, and Gerry Shea’s report for a more expansive description of the process.
•

Finance endeavors (O5C, O7a, O9b)
We have been working with the University’s Finance Department to test and roll
out online purchasing options. Currently, we have just tested the use of the ESM Epurchase initiative, an online procurement portal. In the coming months, we plan to
test their planned expense management solution, Chrome River, and their online
travel and expense systems (when such activities resume).
Major Projects with University IT (O3a, O3b, O3c, O7a)
For several years, we have been struggling with the slow upload speeds of our
materials from IT servers to Preservica. This year, the IT department began the set
up of a solution- a separate cabling system from Archive computers to specialized
server in IT. Testing and implementation had begun just before the Stay at Home
Order, and found that this new system improved upload speeds by approximately
20x.
The University IT department had also been working to upgrade the cabling in the
building to improve access speeds overall.
Technology Coordinator Work (O3a, O3b, O7a, O9b)
While our Technology Coordinator, Ryan Fino, is out on furlough, we were able to
export most of the data from his ticketing system, Zendesk. We ran into several
issues. First, the data from June and July 2019 is missing- we cannot find it.
Second, Zendesk has changed the membership structure such that we cannot
recreate reports without increasing our membership level. Therefore, the data
provided this year is somewhat truncated compared to prior years and a full
comparison or development of trends may not be appropriate. In order to make
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uploading this report to Digital Measure simpler, the excel file that comprise this
section will be added as a separate attachment.
Some noted datapoints:
• There is a continued downward trend of tickets (even accounting for the
missing months. This could be due to the departure and/or retirements of
high touch employees, improvements in hardware (e.g. laptops and
desktops) by SHU DoIT, and a relaxed approach to ticketing by the
incumbent of the Technology Coordinator position.
• The above is reinforced by the Ticket Type category. Almost half of the
work requested of the Technology Coordinator were tasks, rather than
problems or incidents. Additionally, 70% of the tickets were Questions or
Tasks.
• Heads/Functionaries of highly active departments (Sebastian, Kaitlin,
Elizabeth, Meghan Muccilli) continued to enter the most tickets but the
tickets were generally a request to help with hardware and software in
their department.
• The website was a popular category this year, which is not surprising
considering that we refreshed the IHS website, we worked on redoing the
Walsh Library website, and we needed to reconfigure the Walsh website
for COVID-19 response.
• Unsurprisingly, Outlook problems and issues comprised 13% of all tickets.
Printers, especially MFD devices, were 7.8% of tickets, ILLiad was 8.7% of
tickets, and Sharepoint 3.9%.
Looking Ahead
Next year will be a challenging one; keeping the library running and supporting
our core work with an eye to efficiency while maintaining operational readiness to
return to full online services as needed. We will be constantly managing change, as
well as the challenge of predicting what will happen with our budget, with SHU,
and with coronavirus. We will begin immediately to review our holdings with an
eye to tightening our materials spending and identifying possible non-renewals of
electronic resources. Our spending this year will be on resources that are available
remotely. We will need to continue our shift towards a more efficient and unified
metadata services department, a process that was derailed in Spring 2020 due to
the COVID-19 health crisis. Seeking areas to combine services and products to
save money and improve efficiency. Our work will continue to support Library
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Information Technology endeavors and Digital Preservation. Lastly, we will
finalize a Technology Plan that covers both Teaching and Learning as well as
Digital Preservation and use that as a guide to develop our infrastructure with an
eye to affordability, interoperability, and support of the SHU Community.

Martha Loesch
Head of Technical Services
Annual Report for FY: 2019-20
Introduction
I am now sole Head of Technical Services as my colleague, Marta Deyrup, has
transitioned to a new position as Outreach and Humanities Librarian.
My education liaison colleagues and I reviewed the education books in the
Reference Collection and Main Collection and weeded those no longer viable in
compliance with the Reference and Main collections weeding project. Gerard Shea
and I conducted an extensive weeding of the Curriculum Collection to keep it
current, especially in regard to teaching with technology texts.
Since Victor Eubanks has left Technical Services, I have taken on the cataloging of
all standing orders and the books from the School of Diplomacy to be placed on
reserve. I cataloged over 70 Z classified books that were in Reference and required
new call numbers before being sent to the Main collection. I also worked on about
25 Lonergan non-inventoried books that required reclassification.
As the library faculty representative on the Faculty Guide and Bylaws Committee,
I bring to the attention of my library faculty colleagues issues that pertain
specifically to librarians and the library. After discussion, I bring the desired
outcomes to the committee for consideration in the new updated guide.
In my role as chair of the Education Policy Committee, I reviewed several new and
updated policies within the library and had them approved by the committee. These
included a Book Removal Rule, and an Addendum to Collection Development
rules: Revised Statement of Collection Development during the pandemic.
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Successes and Challenges
In my role as Technical Services Department supervisor, I contact OCLC support
with problems that arise in the Metadata module of the WorldShare Record
Manager system where the catalog processing takes place. A major situation arose
when two fields for the call number suddenly appeared in our Local Holding
Records (LHR) as we were cataloging material and the coding for the housing
institution inexplicably changed. This created more work for the catalog staff as an
LHR cannot be saved with two call number fields present. OCLC was not able to
rectify the situation quickly, rather we had to wait over three months for their
update to WorldShare Record Manager to resolve the issue.
Another problem occurred when I noticed a barcode on one item that was viable in
the Metadata module, but not in the Circulation module for check out purposes.
OCLC claimed this was a syncing issue, but not one that can be easily rectified.
They did, however, provide a work around to resolve it on an individual basis
which we have had to employ numerous times.
OCLC was able to make a status change in the service configuration to correct a
display issue of our serial or multi-part records that was extremely helpful.
Colleagues Sharon Ince and Lisa DeLuca and I held a conference call with Matt
Brown concerning Bepress and Digital Commons issues with our Institutional
Repository (IR) and what initiatives are under way to improve data transfer to the
University’s Digital Measures tracking system.
Access Services Librarian, Kaitlin Kehnemuyi, and I met and to compose a Book
Removal Rule to correspond with the book deaccession project. It was needed to
organize and control the large number of books in preparation for the work in
Technical Services.
Assistant Dean Sebastian Derry, Sharon Ince and I gathered and prepared a list of
relevant resources on the National Survey of Student Engagement at the request of
the Provost Office.
During the work-at-home directive precipitated by the corona virus, I advocated
for the library online services and resources webpage be distributed as a university
wide announcement so that all students, faculty, staff, and patrons would be well
aware that many library services and functions were still available.
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Electronic Theses and Dissertations (ETDs)
Objective 1.d (promote university scholarship), Objective 9.a (repository of
institutional knowledge),
All graduate students must submit their thesis, dissertation or their Nursing DNP
(Doctor of Nursing Practice) final project through the university institutional
repository (eRepository). A paraprofessional and I are responsible for reviewing
each submission to ensure accuracy, standardization, copyright conformity, and
completeness of the processing procedures. In most cases, revisions are required
and sent through the eRespository system to the student’s email. The Technical
Services Department maintains detailed data on each student submission and the
various steps through which they must progress. The University Library shares this
data with the Registrar Office which serves as an indicator as to a student’s
eligibility for graduation. For academic year 2019-2020, 110 ETDs were processed
and approved.
With the installation of a new director of the Registrar, Professor Sharon Ince,
Camille and Ryan Fino, Library Technology Coordinator, met with Registrar
Director, Autumn Bucior and staff members to discuss and review the library ETD
Excel file which we share with the Registrar. We examined ETD protocols and
procedures and coordinated our shared responsibilities.
When the corona virus forced shelter-in-place and work at home directives, Sharon
Ince and I made appropriate changes to the ETD website to reflect our off-campus
status. This included our contact information and limiting the payment of the
processing fee to only PayPal.
During this time, I was in contact with the Institutional Review Board (IRB) Office
several times regarding IRB approval letters that the graduate students did not
possess but are required as part of their dissertation submission. Collaboration with
the IRB office successfully lead to a temporary resolution.
Instruction
Objective 4: (Prioritize Instruction); Objective 6.c (Make content more responsive
and inclusive via teaching, instruction, collection development, and
digitization)
I teach Research Instruction classes every semester to freshmen that is coordinated
through the Freshmen Studies Program and the English Department. I reached out
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to the English Department professors for whom I instructed to ensure that they
comply with the library assessment protocols. I also instruct College of Education
and Human Services and Psychology Department graduate and undergraduate
classes at the request of individual professors. I make appointments with individual
students (usually graduate) and faculty for one-on-one research consultations.
In planning for the EOP summer program, I attended the EOP Kick-Off meeting
on June 13, 2019 with the entire EOP faculty, administrators and staff to review
the summer schedule and discuss revisions to the English class syllabus. I then met
with our Instruction Librarian, Brooke Duffy to plan our EOP CAPS and English
1201 presentations and syllabi. We also met with Ed Jones to discuss and organize
the EOP presentations and content. Library faculty were embedded in the English
course shells in Blackboard so students could reach out to them directly with
questions at any time and library faculty were able to post relevant research
material (tutorials, instructions, guidelines) to assist the students. Research
instruction took place in the library for both the CAPS program and the four
English classes.
As a member of the Instruction Committee, we met several times to coordinate and
strategize the syllabi for the ULife and English 1201 and 1202 classes. We
highlighted active learning and more student participation in the library research
presentations, including the development of a scavenger hunt conducted through an
app on cell phones to be completed prior to the ULife library session. Both
students and faculty were impressed with the scavenger hunt and found it practical.
In Spring 2020 when virtual learning was established due to the corona virus,
several colleagues and I created detailed Powerepoint presentations for those
English professors who desired asynchronous instruction in place of Teams
sessions. These included extensive screenshots with explicit instructions and direct
links to pertinent sites to ensure a complete research instruction experience.
In my capacity as ETD coordinator, I meet with numerous graduate students and
answer many phone calls and emails to assist them with their dissertation or thesis
submissions. Once the corona virus struck, communication was increased through
email and personal cell phones.
With the work-at-home directive during the corona virus, the instruction committee
and dean of the libraries met on Teams to prepare for virtual research instruction in
summer courses, including the EOP summer program.
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Collection Development
Objective 6.d (Make content more responsive and inclusive via teaching,
instruction, collection development, and digitization); 6.e (promote social justice
and open access collections)
I order materials in the following disciplines for the library collection: higher
education, pre-K-12th grade curricula, psychology, digital metadata, cataloging,
and the core curriculum courses. I have ordered material in support of the various
CEHS departments and continue to utilize the GOBI automated electronic book
ordering system.
I manage the Curriculum Resource Center (CRC), an integral resource for the
College of Education teacher preparation program. The University Library and the
College of Education and Human Services (CEHS) ensure that K-12 textbooks in
all disciplines, instructional material, and professional teaching texts are updated
and available for all students. I have ordered new materials in electronic format per
the wishes of the CEHS faculty and have ensured that they comply with the Core
Curriculum State Standards. I have added books to the young adult literature
collection, including some graphic novels.
In the Spring 2019 the Curriculum Resource Center materials were transferred to
the Reference Collection shelves in order to clear the Curriculum room to make it
available as a 24 hour workspace for the students. Fellow Education liaison,
Gerard Shea, and I conducted an extensive weeding of the Curriculum Collection
to maintain currency especially the teaching with technology texts. This was also
in accord with the deaccessioning project to create more work-space for students in
the information commons area.
Faculty Liaison
Objective 7: (Strengthen relationships with key departments and organizations that
support library curricular, research initiatives, funding, and outreach)
In my capacity as liaison to the College of Education and Human Services and the
Psychology Department in the College of Arts and Sciences, I consult with
professors regarding journal and database renewals for the library, I inform them of
new additions to our collections, I invite them to discipline specific database and
new technology demonstrations in the library, and I order books and journals in
support of new educational programs. I also teach advanced research instruction in
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both graduate and undergraduate education and counseling psychology classes to
inform students how best to conduct research using library related tools.
As a member of the Library Speaker series committee, the library has collaborated
with Christopher Tienken in the College of Education and Human Services in
coordinating guest speakers and topics.

Looking Ahead
I will continue to manage the Technical Services Department so that it meets the
Library goals and objectives. The catalog will be maintained and improved upon
with such projects as the continuation of the non-inventoried project that extends to
non-print material. I also anticipate reviewing and determining what microfilms on
the third floor to preserve and add to the catalog.
Technical Services is changing in that there is less cataloging of materials due to
increased electronic formats. However, it serves a heightened purpose in providing
metadata for all forms of data. Therefore, I anticipate Technical Services moving
toward an increased metadata function serving Archives and Special Collections,
the Gallery, and the Institutional Repository in an increased role in addition to
Walsh Library.
I believe a review of the Dissertation and Thesis Services webpages is warranted
and updated examples are required. Reaching out to certain schools and
departments to ensure compliance with the submission procedures is also
necessary.
The Covid-19 pandemic forced virtual learning which effected how the library
faculty teach research instruction. The instruction committee will have to review
our syllabi and PowerPoint presentations to adjust to new technology and updated
Freshmen Studies and English Department requirements. I also wish to advocate
for more diversity and inclusion material be incorporated in our instruction.
Covid-19 and distance education also call upon the library faculty to strengthen
their liaison relationships to ensure faculty and administrators are aware of the
many and varied library services and resources available to them and all students. I
and my colleagues have been active in this endeavor and will continue to do so.
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As chair of the Education Policy Committee, I believe a review of all Walsh and
IHS Library policies and rules should take place and seek approval from the
committee.
I am collaborating with Dr. Rose-Wiles and Prof. Duffy on exploring
contemplative pedagogy and how to incorporate it in library instruction. We are
also presenting at a conference and hope to expand our research into an article.

Technical Services Department
Annual Report FY: 2019-2020
Heads of Technical Services: Martha Loesch
Professional staff: Eva Cheng Lee, Camille Mazza, Kenny Marino
Introduction
Technical Services supports the University Libraries’ Mission, Vision and Core
Values through its emphasis on the discovery of and access to information. It
supports the Library Strategic plan Goal 8 (ensure services and tools are both
efficient and effective), Objective 1.d (promote university scholarship), Objective
9.a (repository of institutional knowledge), and Objective 3 (intellectual control of
unique collections, LMS tools, and the transition of Collection Services to
Metadata Services).
The Technical Services Department ensures that quality bibliographic records are
added to and maintained in the online public access catalog (OPAC), and that large
projects are conducted accurately and promptly. The department strives to provide
excellent service to its users and to conduct ongoing assessment of its activities.
The department works collegially and cooperatively with other units.
In addition to its normal duties of cataloging materials for Walsh Library, the
Seminary Library and the Interprofessional Health Sciences Library (IHS), the
department accomplished the following activities in support of the University
Libraries Strategic Plan:
• A major deletion of the Reference, Main and Curriculum Collections
• An inventory of the entire B class books in Main, Reference, Valente,
Lonergan, Oversize and Curriculum collections.
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• A non-inventoried books project of the Asian Collection, Chinese Corner,
New Books, Main Oversize and Main Oversize Plus collections.
• Cataloged over 2050 titles for the Seminary Library
• Created a Newman Collection within the Lonergan Library
• Cataloged a significant number of donations
Statistics for academic year June 2019-May 2020

There was a discrepancy with the data provided by WorldShare analytics this year
so that we had to gather our own statistical data from other sources which may be
more inclusive than data collected from previous annual reports. The deleted items
are particularly high given the large deletion project this year. The total number of
items added to the catalog and withdrawn from it is 26,794.
Dissertations and Theses
Professor Loesch and catalog assistant Camille Mazza oversaw the deposit and
approval of all graduate theses and dissertations submitted this year to the
university. University Libraries maintains a detailed file of all graduate students
who submit their dissertation or thesis to the Institutional Repository and shares it
with the Registrar to ascertain eligibility for graduation. There was a 15%
decrease in electronic submissions over last academic year.
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ETDs (Electronic Diss & Theses)

6/2019– 5/2020

Dissertations

75

Theses

34

DNPs (Doctor of Nursing Practice)

1

Undergrad Honors Thesis

0

Total

110

Departmental projects
The Reference, United Nations and Curriculum collections underwent a major
deletion, with some Reference material transferred to the Main collection, in order
to provide more collaborative space for the students on the second floor of the
library. All these books (about 16,000) had to be individually deaccessioned or
transferred through the Technical Services Department.
After reclassifying all B call numbers that contained a Z, which involved handling
and moving the texts among different shelving locations, in a previous year, we
decided it was prudent to inventory the entire B classification range. All collection
services staff contributed to this huge project and the catalog is now accurately
reflective of the titles on the shelves.
A collaborative non-inventoried project involving Access Services and the
Technical Services Department was undertaken. The entire Asian Collection,
Chinese Corner, New Books, Main Oversize and Main Oversize Plus collections
were inventoried by catalog department staff members, Eva and Kenny. Kenny
also resolved problems for over 100 music CDs upon completion of the inventory
of that collection by Access Services staff. Martha resolved errors in the Lonergan
Collection.
Msgr. Liddy requested that a Cardinal Newman collection be created and housed in
the Lonergan Library. About 150 books were collected and cataloged for this new
collection.
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On a directive from the assistant dean of Archives and Special Collections, Martha
batch deleted over 80 Archives bibliographic records that were present in the
catalog. Martha also batch deleted over 500 government document bibliographic
microform records from the catalog.
With Acquisition staff member, Denise D’Agostino moving to the
Interprofessional Health Sciences Library, the Collection Services supervisors and
assistant dean met to discuss how Denise’s job functions would be transitioned to
other staff members. Subsequently, Sulekha Kalyan and I met with our staff to
inform them of these changes.
A new procedure for processing New Books was instituted to better control the
time period they remain on the shelves by color coding the book spines above the
call number label.
Over 2000 titles of Seminary Library items were cataloged.
When the corona virus forced a work at home directive, I had to ensure the
Technical Services staff were issued university laptops and assign them
appropriate work that could be conducted virtually.
Special staff reports
Kenny Marino cataloged 340 Maria Mazziotti Gillan poetry and short story books
that required updated call numbers and that received gift plates.
Eva Cheng Lee worked on an extensive list of new book titles provided by
Professor Lisa Rose-Wiles that had to be checked that they were cataloged and if
not, then she added them to our catalog.
Kenny cataloged 20 MPA theses.
Camille Mazza cataloged the new Newman collection for the Lonergan Library.
Eva took on the responsibility of mending damaged books and rechecking them
into the catalog.
Kenny cataloged several donations: Lucia Mouvat, Dresner, and Fr. Frizzell.
Eva and Kenny worked on thousands of deletions from the extensive weeding
project.
Kenny and Eva cataloged the over 2050 Seminary titles.
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Zach Pelli
Digital Collections Infrastructure Developer
Annual Report for FY: 2019-2020
Successes and Challenges
Preservica (Supports Strategic plan objectives: 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9)
For a more in-depth description on the production use of, and hands-on
experience with, Preservica digital preservation software, see Assistant
Dean for Special Collections & the
Gallery, Sarah Ponichtera’s, report. The following is what I have
experienced as the administrator to the system.
Preservica’s 6.0 update in summer 2019 saw the most expansive changes
to the system since its adoption by SHU. Among many other small
changes, this update brought with it a new online interface for ingesting
materials, bypassing the need for the locally installed “SIP Creator”
client. In addition to the new upload interface, we now have access to a
“holding area”, allowing for a more streamlined and reliable file transfer
process into Preservica. These changes prompted the archives, Library IT,
and I to develop several new workflows to take advantage of the new
features. Once established, Assistant Dean Sarah and I documented this
process in a series of PowerPoint slideshow tutorials. Additionally, I held
several in-person sessions demonstrating the new procedures to
archives staff and have conducted several one-on-one sessions, both inperson and over Teams.
As touched on in Assistant Dean Ponichtera’s report, Preservica has not
been without it challenges and bugs. I have opened 18 support tickets
with the vendor between June 1, 2019 and May 31, 2020. Some of these
issues include:
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•

•
•
•
•

Several tickets around the fact that the update deleted all existing
custom workflows, including those used by
the ArchivesSpace synchronization
Several tickets about web archive (WARC) failing to appear or
render. Most of these issues were resolved by the v6.1 update
We are unable to synchronize WARC files automatically as we were
with v5
Several teething problems with the new upload tool
When creating access versions of files (i.e. creating a JPG from a
TIF), some files are inexplicably skipped

Some of these problems were resolved by updates, and some may be
resolved by future updates. Others required a change in our own
workflows.
In addition to the update, I have continued to meet with
the Preservica/ArchivesSpace user group. In addition to seeing how other
institutions are using the systems, the group has provided invaluable
insight on how to improve some of our workflows. I have also been able
to share our experiences and insights to help others within the group.
Instruction Calendar (Supports Strategic plan objectives: 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7,
8, 9)
In summer 2019, Instruction Coordinator Brooke Duffy and I, along with
input from Digital Services Librarian Sharon Ince and Assistant
Dean Elizabeth Leonard, revamped the library instruction calendar
system. The previous system was a patchwork of systems built up over
several years involving individual Librarians’ private calendars, a TLTChosted scheduler. There was no simple way to view all this data in one
place.
The new system takes advantage of Springshare’s LibCal system. It
integrates a classic event calendar with a space/room booking system. It
allows Brooke or external SHU personnel with a LibCal account to create
and schedule classes or events using per-made templates and find an
open instruction space at the same time. Using a system of tags, she can
mark all new classes as unclaimed. Instruction librarians can view the list
of unclaimed classes and claim them by replacing the unclaimed tag with
their name. With this system in place:
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•
•
•
•

Brooke and others can quickly create events with pre-made
templates
Librarians can easily browse and claim classes for instruction
The public-facing calendar provides a convenient list of upcoming
events for all patrons
Reporting is dramatically simplified and can be broken down by
instructor, room, class type, or many other metrics

For more information on the advantages of the new system,
see Instruction Coordinator Brooke Duffy’s report.
Website Redesign (Supports Strategic plan objectives: 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9)
Beginning in Summer 2019, I began the actual design work on the refresh
of our website. Following the end of the spring semester, the graduate
students from Pratt University handed off their completed project
portfolios. These portfolios contained user research conducted by the
students, site maps, wireframes, and a final product of a prototype
website. The Website Redesign Committee, including myself, analyzed
each project prototype and noted the features offered in each. We
weighed the usability and aesthetic benefits of each with the feasibility
and maintainability that would be needed to facilitate them. We settled
on using one of the designs to base our new site on, with some of the
features from the others being incorporated.
With this determination, I went about creating the first prototype.
This was an iterative process involving phases of coding, testing,
and back-and-forth discussions between the committee and me. The
result of this was a working prototype that was suitable for wider user
testing. This testing was coordinated and conducted by select PSC
members and involved student workers and members of the student body
at large. This testing yielded insights causing us to rethink some elements
of the new page. The most obvious change was the homepage searchbox.
The tabbed box was a slightly redesigned carry-over from the existing
webpage. The box was functional and intuitive for librarians and more
advanced students, but the simple labels like “article”, “journal”, and
“database” were not as easily understood by students with little rigorous
academic research experience.
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The committee and I sought out more modern and
intuitive searchbox designs that better bridged the design gap with
students. We eventually settled on a design based off the searchbox used
by Baruch College Libraries. This design involved a sleeker design using a
dropdown menu as opposed to tabs to switch the searching source. This
change allowed a description of each type of search to be displayed when
the menu was opened, clarifying each searches’ purpose and function.
With the searchbox and other enhancements decided on, I went about
creating the next prototype. With this prototype’s committee approval, I
set about improving the responsiveness of the site, ensuring that it would
be as usable on mobile devices as easily as on a desktop computer. Once
that was completed and thoroughly tested, I performed an accessibility
audit of the page and made the necessary improvements. The site is in its
final stages of development with a planned introduction to students Fall
2020.
Time-off calendar (Supports Strategic plan objectives: 1-9)
For the past two years, the Libraries have been using the time-off
calendar system implemented by the Library Technology Coordinator and
myself using Google Forms, Google Sheets, JavaScript, Google
Calendars, and Zapier automation. While this system worked most of the
time, it was flawed and would be unsustainable in the long-term. One
critical problem was Zapier’s monthly “task” limit on our subscription
tier, limiting us to ~330 total requests per month, under perfect
circumstances. After this limit were reached, no new requests would be
synced with the time-off calendar. While we have never come close to
organically hitting the limit, it was a simple matter for a user to perform
a seemingly innocuous action that would cascade into using dozens or
hundreds of our allotted “tasks”, all without the user’s knowledge. Other
problems included:
•

•
•

Invalid data entered on the form would cause Zapier to throw an
error and would not accept any requests until the problem was
resolved.
Even administrators adding or removing a row’s data could trigger
this if not performed in a very particular way.
Inability to easily test new tweaks or features as changes may
trigger a change that would eat up a month’s tasks.
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•

Time-off requests would not be instantly added to the calendar; the
spreadsheet containing the request data was checked periodically

It was found that it would not be realistic to continue to try and work
around Zapier’s limitations. The Library Technology Coordinator, Dean’s
office staff, and I would spend hours each month troubleshooting these
problems and coming up with makeshift solutions or workarounds. We hit
the task limit several times which would result in the Library Technology
Coordinator manually adding the subsequent time-off requests to the
calendar until the month rolled over and the task limit reset, further
sapping staff time.
I determined that the function’s Zapier was handling, acting as a gobetween across the API’s for Google Sheet and Google Calendar, could be
handled with a series of JavaScript functions. I spent the better part of
June building out and testing the various functions that would handle
time-off requests and eventually settled on the system we now have in
place. This system addresses many of the shortcomings of the old. There
is no “task” limit on the scripts so even if a mistake were made by a user,
we would not be crippled until the end of the month. The calendar is
synced in real-time to the spreadsheet. New requests and edits to old
requests are instantly applied to the calendar. There were several UI
improvements to assist administrators in maintaining the time-off
requests and data such as a convenient “delete” button to easily delete
requests from both the sheet and the calendar with one click. Another UI
improvement is the handling of invalid requests. When a request contains
invalid data such as mismatched start/end times, an email is sent to the
administrator notifying them of the invalid request and containing a link
directly to the sheet. The row containing the invalid request is
automatically highlighted in red to further ease this process.
While there have been several small issues since implementation, the
system has largely been successful. Because it is built with my
own JavaScript, I can work through issues in ways that were not practical
previously: I can now test and implement changes directly to the code
which permanently fix bugs instead of the workarounds we used with
Zapier. To date, there have been over 1,000 requests made since the
launch of the system. Library IT no longer spends time dealing with
calendar issues, Dean’s office staff rarely encounters any issues with it,
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and I have not had to tweak the system at all for several months after
the initial teething issues were worked out.
In addition to the increase in stability and functionality provided by this
system, I have written and structured it in a way which makes it
relatively simple to implement by any institution or business, even
without an IT background.
Analytics (Supports Strategic plan objectives: 1-9)
The web analytics handling procedure took a turn this year. We had
previously been running our own Google Analytics across the Libraries’
websites, including one 3rd party vendor platforms. Unbeknownst to us,
this should have been handled by University web personnel, but the
policy was loosely enforced. I was contacted in July and August 2019
notifying me that they would be assuming control. Over the course of a
couple weeks, I swapped out our tracking code for the University’s. This
transition of Google Analytics ownership makes direct comparisons to
previous years difficult and unreliable. We no longer have full access
to all the data and some vendor’s have not swapped out the tracking
code, which complicates comparisons. For the time being, I will share
some metrics provided by LibGuides internal reporting.
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Here is a comparison of “guide” views between fiscal year 2018-2019 and
FY 2019-2020, showing a 9.45% increase in total views, largely
attributable to a spike in usage of the IHS library site and a few other
select guides. These guide views are a useful metric, but it must be noted
that each guide can contain one page or dozens, depending on its
purpose. Here is a breakdown of the top 10 viewed pages on the “Seton
Hall University Libraries” guide, which contains the library’s homepage,
again over two fiscal years.
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Other Website work (Supports Strategic plan objectives: 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8,
9)
As always, I worked closely with both SO campus library personnel and
IHS librarians to address website related issues as needed. Some of these
included:
•
•

•

Assisting gallery staff with web content and accessibility issues
IHS
o IHS Librarians conducted user testing to better understand
how their users interact with the website and how it could
better fill the user’s needs
o The librarians took the results from the testing and turned it
into a list of suggested updates to their website
o I worked with them to implement the changes, including
creating a refreshed homepage layout
o In addition to the refresh, I have worked with the librarians as
needed to maintain and update their web content
Updating the archives website as needed

Accessibility (Supports Strategic plan objectives: 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9)
•
•

Continued auditing existing web content, addressing accessibility
issues as needed
Incorporated Web Content Accessibility Guidelines
(WCAG) principles in design of new web content, such as the new
upcoming website

ILLiad (Supports Strategic plan objectives: 3, 6, 7, 9)
•
•

Updated ILLiad web interface to version 9.1, dramatically improving
accessibility, user friendliness, and maintainability of the system
Worked with Access Services Librarian Kaitlin Kehnemuyi to
customize the new interface to fit SHU Library needs

COVID-19 Response (Supports Strategic plan objectives: 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8,
9)
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•

•

Coordinated with Assistant Dean Elizabeth Leonard, the Library
Technology Coordinator and University IT to set up library staff with
necessary hardware, software, access permissions, and procedures
to effectively work from home, hours before the
University’s campus closure
Created a homepage for the website to more easily direct patrons
to COVID-related materials and information about library services
during the emergency

Miscellaneous
•

•

•
•
•

•

•

•
•

The Library Technology Coordinator and I held a Raspberry Pi
workshop during which we demonstrated to library staff how digital
signage could be created quickly and cheaply using Raspberry Pi
micro-computers
Assistant Dean Elizabeth Leonard and I participated in the
requirements gathering process as part of the larger ongoing search
for special collections software
Participated in the interview and selection process for the Data
Specialist position
Participated in beta testing newly developed bePress Digital
Commons metadata API
Began preliminary work on location-based digital exhibition project.
As a part of this project so far, Professor Sheridan Sayles and I
explored and evaluated several candidate systems eventually
settling on Curatescape, a system based on Omeka.
Continued administrating our IT-hosted open-source software
systems, ArchivesSpace and Omeka
o Updated both systems to latest releases
o Resolving errors or bugs, reaching out to user community or
developers as needed
Initiated the requirements gathering phase for the creation of a
“Library Impact Dashboard” to have a public facing display of key
library metrics
Assisted Georgian Court University Library staff in transitioning
from WorldCat Local to WorldCat Discovery
Served as a backstop for IT issues as needed
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Looking Ahead
As noted in the previous section, there are several ongoing projects that will
require my attention.
IHS site
● Continuing support for the IHS Library’s web-related needs
ArchivesSpace
● Follow development process and update our installation as we see fit
● Continue to support users in server-related issues and template
customizations
Preservica
● Work with SPAS user group and vendor to continue to improve
ArchivesSpace synchronization
● Create and revise documentation for workflows as synchronization
workflows improve
● Continue to lobby vendor for other new features as we find the need for
them
● Develop workflows to fit the needs of all stakeholder parties
● Explore possible uses of APIs to automate or streamline Preservica
workflows
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Website
● Website refresh
○ Beginning in May 2019, the Public Services Committee and I are
beginning the process of refreshing the Library website
○ We worked with graduate students from Pratt Institute who did the
legwork of surveying a number of users and conducting UX research.
We were presented 5 term projects, one each from five groups,
containing the surveys/responses as well as prototype websites.
○ Based on those projects and other input, we will identify what changes
are feasible to complete over the summer
○ I will create a draft of the proposed changes, prior to the fall semester
○ During the fall semester, Professor Kehnemuyi, myself, and others
will conduct our own user testing and feedback gathering regarding
the new changes.
○ Based on the feedback from the various stakeholders/users, I will
finalize the design changes to be completed before Spring 2020
● Continued support of library staff in maintaining web presence
Time-off Calendar
● Revise scripts to further reduce maintenance work needed
● As the spreadsheet has grown, it is growing increasingly difficult to load on
a browser. To remedy this, Ryan and I plan to divide the spreadsheet into
reasonably-sized chunks. We will schedule a “maintenance time” to
accomplish this.
● We are reaching the limit of what our Zapier automation subscription
allows. The next tier is a considerable jump in price. Given this and other
issues we have had with the system, this year may be the time to revisit this
for possible replacement
Instruction Calendar
● Continue to work with Brooke and others to implement our proposed
calendar system for Fall 2019 semester
Other
● Planning and implementation of any other technology related projects as
opportunities arise
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Service
Digital Preservation Committee (Digipres)
Library Technology Committee

Professional Development
Preservica US User Group Meeting - Washington DC, August 14, 2018
Code4Lib 2019 - San Jose, February 2019

Publications and Presentations
Migrating from CONTENTdm to Digital Commons: Considerations and
Workflows. NJLA, June 1, 2018
Migrating from CONTENTdm to Digital Commons: Considerations and
Workflows. Mid-Atlantic Digital Commons User Group (MADCUG) meeting July 27, 2018
Creating a Staff Time-Off Calendar -- An Intro to Automation (lightning talk),
Code4Lib2019 – February 22, 2019

Allison Piazza
Health Sciences Librarian
Annual Report for FY: 2019-20
Highlights from Allison Piazza’s 2019-2020 academic year include:
•

Continuing to develop strong working relationships with School of Medicine
(SOM) administrators, course directors, and students through support of the
Phase I and 2 curricula.
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•

Creating the School of Medicine Faculty Publications Database to showcase
published articles by affiliated SOM faculty.
• Planning two successful SOM events in the “My Professional Journey”
series in collaboration with the Office of Student Affairs and Wellbeing the
Office of Medical Education Professionalism Committee.
• Promoting library classes, services, and resources through various marketing
and outreach campaigns.
Successes and Challenges
Successes:
1. Curriculum Planning, Development, and Instruction
[OBJECTIVE 4c: “Continue the close collaboration and integration of library
services within all the curricular areas in Phase 1 of the SOM (HSS, CS, HD), and
build a plan for library integration within Phase 2.”]
• Librarian Liaison for Science/Skills/Reasoning Courses: Serve as the
primary contact when faculty need assistance finding appropriate pre-work
based on course learning objectives. Additional services include providing
image sources for class lectures and keeping faculty abreast of relevant
library acquisitions and databases. I also work closely with the SSR
Coordinator to ensure the correct PDFs and hyperlinks to textbook chapters
and journal articles were correctly added to Leo.
• Information Mastery curriculum: Working closely with the Associate Dean
of Medical Education (Dr. Miriam Hoffman) and the HSS Director (Dr. Josh
Josephs), I assist with the planning of instruction sessions to build the
students’ information seeking skills.
o For one part of the curriculum, I produced a video tutorial entitled,
“Evidence Based Medicine: A Quick Overview.”
o Frequently lead small-group activities during the IM sessions. I also
provide support for the instructor(s) and answer student questions, as
needed.
o Co-taught (with Andy Hickner) three optional PubMed workshops to
first year medical students on strategies for effective PubMed
searching (8/5/2019, 8/8/2019, & 8/12/2019).
o Assessed students on their information management and mastery as
part of the Patient PBL Curriculum (PPPC).
• SOM Orientation (7/15/2019): Presented (with Chris Duffy) a 30-minute
Library & Information Resources orientation, which gave a general
overview of the library website and physical space.
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•

Human Dimension (7/31/2019): Gave a 5-minute presentation on PolicyMap
to the first-year medical students who could use the GIS software for their
Human Dimension mapping project. I also prepared a “getting started” guide
to PolicyMap for this session. Several students made consultations with me
afterward to discuss the software in more detail.
• Transitional Clerkship (12/4/2019): Co-taught (with Transitional Clerkship
Director, Dr. Rachel Rosenberg) “EBM at the Point of Care” to two small
groups of medical students on how to find relevant clinical information fast
while on their clerkships.
2. Consultations with Students and Faculty
• Medical Student consultations: I am the “personal librarian” to ~45 of the
first-year medical students (Andy Hickner assists the other ~45 students). A
primary service of the personal librarian is to be available to students who
are giving Friday PBL presentations. I have worked with several students
individually to focus clinical questions and provide guidance on proper
databases and search strategies. I have also consulted with several students
on independent research projects in this capacity.
• School of Medicine Faculty consultations: Outside of my work as librarian
liaison for Phase I courses, I have worked with many faculty members on
requests such as: literature searches, offering publishing advice, and giving
general explanation of how to use our website and databases.
3. Website and Instructional Technology
[OBJECTIVE 1d: “Maintain and build-upon the School of Medicine’s
Database…”]
• School of Medicine Faculty Publications Database: Designed and perform
quarterly updates to the School of Medicine Faculty Publications Database.
This database is intended to showcase published articles by affiliated SOM
faculty. The success of the SOM publication database led to the creation of
the College of Nursing publication database (maintained by Kyle Downey).
The site currently has 3,163 views.
[OBJECTIVE 3b: Focus Libguides/toolkits to be user friendly, accessible, and
relevant to programs and assignments]
• Phase 2 Toolkit: Built the Phase 2 toolkit in collaboration with the Phase 2
clerkship directors, with each clerkship having its own resource page. Phase
2 is the part of the SOM curriculum that takes the medical students out of the
classroom and into the hospitals, so the Phase 2 toolkit is integral in
providing easy access to library resources when the students are not on
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campus. The toolkit was launched in mid-November 2019 and currently has
4,479 views.
[OBJECTIVE 9c: Conduct website user testing and subsequent site
enhancements.]
• Library website usability testing and design: Conducted usability testing of
IHS campus faculty and students to gain an understanding of how they
navigate the IHS Library website. Also responsible for creating several
redesigns of the IHS Library homepage based on discussions with the rest of
the IHS Library team.
4. Programming
[OBJECTIVE 1b: Continue to deliver events such as the IHS book club, Research
Seminar Series, and the My Professional Journal Speaker Series.]
• My Professional Journey Series: In collaboration with the Office of Student
Affairs and Wellbeing and the Office of Medical Education Professionalism
Committee, I served as the key planning and logistics person for “My
Professional Journey: Dr. Tolu Kehinde” (10/7/2019). The goal of the series
is to introduce medical students to the varied career paths of medical
practitioners across specialties, inspiring professional identity formation
through role modeling. The series also has a special focus on doctors who
blend creative interests (such as writing and art) with their experiences
within the medical profession.
• IHS Library Book Club: Continued to host the IHS Library Book Club to
promote interprofessionalism on campus: What the Eyes Don’t See
(9/16/2020), Your Heart is the Size of Your Fist (1/13/2020), Living and
Dying in Brick City (3/2/2020), and The Language of Kindness (5/4/2020).
• Student Life Events: Continued to work with Student Life on several events
throughout the year, including therapy dog days in the library (9/26/2019
and 12/9/2019).
• IHS IPE Research Seminar Series: Actively involved in this
interprofessional group that puts on bi-weekly talks about research. I
designed and maintain the site for this event (IHS IPE Research Seminar
Series website) and am responsible for much of the marketing and outreach.
I also created the toolkit, How to Write a Review Article, to coincide with
one of the talks.
[OBJECTIVE 6a: Continue to strengthen the partnership with Office of Diversity
and Equity.]
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•

M.I.N.D.S. Program guest lecturer (8/18/2019 & 8/24/2019): Taught high
school students participating in the Medical Internship Navigating Diversity
& Science (M.I.N.D.S) program. M.I.N.D.S is a 6-week paid internship for
underrepresented high school juniors and seniors who are interested in
pursuing a career in medicine. The session focused on Evidence Based
Public Health, information they used for their final presentations on a public
health topic of their choice.
5. Marketing and Outreach
[OBJECTIVE 1a: Continuing to deploy a cohesive marketing and outreach
strategy, including signage, email marketing to students and faculty, blog posts,
and the IHS annual report.]
• Annual Report (2018-2019): In August 2019, designed and wrote the IHS
Library’s first annual report. Utilizing data supplied by colleagues, I took the
lead on graphics, layout, and wording of the document. The report was sent
to the entire IHS campus, as well as key stakeholders in South Orange.
• Marketing: Continue to create all paper flyers/posters, digital signage, and
emails to students, faculty, and staff about upcoming events.
[OBJECTIVE 1c: Expand the IHS library social media presence on all platforms.]
• Social media presence: Continued to manage the @SHU_IHSLibrary social
media channels on Facebook (79 followers), Instagram (209 followers),
and Twitter (87 followers).
Challenges
COVID-19: The biggest challenge of the 2019-2020 academic year was the
COVID-19 pandemic, which resulted in library support services being moved
online. During this time, the second-year medical students were removed from
their clerkships in the hospitals. To continue their education, electives were
designed, of which I took part in two:
• COVID-19 Literature Review and Evidence Synthesis: Led by Chris Duffy
and Dr. Jeffrey Boscamp, I provided literature search and citation
management support for students writing reports on aspects of COVID-19
for use by the HMH Hospital system. I also designed and formatted a
weekly newsletter that served as a compendium of their reports.
• Bioethics: Medical Crowdfunding: I co-directed a two-week bioethics
elective with Dr. Bryan Pilkington.
Looking Ahead
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In the 2020-2021 academic year, I look forward to continued collaboration with
members of the Interprofessional Health Sciences Campus. With the departure
of my colleague, Andy Hickner, I look ahead to the hiring and onboarding of a
new collaborator. I also foresee the continuation of challenges associated with
the COVID-19 pandemic but am confident these challenges will result in the
creation of further helpful toolkits, videos, and electives.

Dr. Sarah Ponichtera
Assistant Dean of Archives and Special Collections
Annual Report for FY: 2019-20
Introduction
Our accomplishments this year evolved naturally from the department’s plans
elucidated last year, namely:

• As planned, we substantially increased the number of student workers and
interns, who boosted our productivity to enable us to reach unprecedented
levels of productivity in archival processing and museum object
accessioning.
• We continued to exploit the potential of our digital exhibit platforms and
launched 3 new digital exhibits in Omeka and 3 in Google Arts & Culture.
These experiences led us to re-examine the pros and cons of our current
digital exhibit infrastructure as will be discussed further.
• We made substantial progress transferring our legacy digital assets to
sustainable platforms, ingesting 40% of our digital backlog to Preservica and
updating finding aids accordingly.
• A strong partnership emerged with the new Archdiocesan Archivist Brianna
LoSardo, allowing for new possibilities to mobilize our materials to reach
the community.
The pandemic forcing a shift to remote work necessitated a sudden reorientation of
our work, but the department responded creatively and professionally and was able
to make headway on our goals despite this headwind.
Key Metrics
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Gallery visitors – 3369
Compares with 4291 last year, on par if not exceeding last year’s rate given
the shutdown in early March subtracting 25% of the total.
Archival research requests – 603
This number is not comparable to last year because we made a number of
changes to the way research requests were counted after discovering that
requests that were not actually research requests were being counted in this
category.
Archives website visits – 1155
New users this year.
Linear feet processed – 142 (pre-processing); 79 (post-processing)
The difference between the number of linear feet before and after processing
demonstrates how archival collections shrink after processing.
Objects accessioned – 406
Includes main collection and SHUMAA
Successes and Challenges
Outreach

This year was a good start toward the kind of engagement we’d like to have going
forward. We significantly improved our social media presence, built stronger
relationships with departments around campus, and worked with local
organizations to increase the impact of our work beyond Seton Hall.
OBJECTIVE 1B: support interdepartmental symposia and hosting interlibrary
events
Although this wasn’t the biggest year for events in Special Collections and the
Gallery, particularly in light of the pandemic requiring the cancellation of planned
or proposed spring events, meaningful events were held or supported in both
archives and museum:
• Petersheim
o Archives staff presented on COVID-19 oral history project and
remote student resources
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• Retired faculty
o Showed highlights of our collections and encouraged their
engagement with archival projects. Developed presentation that
will be reused for freshman in the fall of 2020.
• Italian Studies
o Promoted the Maria Gillan talk celebrating the 2019 Italian
Studies scholarship recipients, creating a blog post, and
Window on Walsh display
• Environmental Studies
o “New World Water” exhibition programming with Wanda
Knapick
o Public art project in organic garden, “Fall Fest,” “Climate
Strike on the Green,” and “Tiny Trees of Love and Light”
• Communication & the Arts
o Series of articles in Communications & the Art’s newsletters by
Devon Mancini and Hanna Gaston (GAs) on Gallery
exhibitions
o Social media promotion of the student show which would
normally be held in Walsh Gallery
• Diplomacy
o Displayed data visualization project on social justice aspects of
access to clean water as part of “New World Water” exhibit
• Museum Professions
o “New World Water” student show curated by Samantha Beck
attracted artists from Parsons School of Design, Hudson County
Community College, and a variety of local and international
artists
OBJECTIVE 1C: Leverage social media platforms to expose University Libraries,
Special Collections, and Gallery activities
We took major strides toward ramping this up over the past year, laying the
groundwork for further expansion in the coming year.
• Special Collections Assistant created a bitmoji representation of Walsh
library, enabling visually appealing and attention-getting social media posts
even for routine communications
• Reached out to social media specialists in other academic libraries to
coordinate social media challenges, expanding our audience
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• Created posts that invite the audience behind the scenes to see the work
being done
o 3D scan of petroglyph
o Hidden bindings of deteriorating books
o Painting conservation
• Boosted rate of collection highlights posts, from one per month to one per
week
• Supported Instruction Coordinator’s work to streamline and organize social
media workflow across departments (shared calendar and file structure in
Teams)
• Supported initiatives in other departments, promoting the student show in
Communication and the Arts, and the University-wide effort to support 2020
grads
• Synergies with Seton Hall’s main social media accounts led to increased
attention for our undertakings; for example, the “Mystery of the Missing
Lock” article posted to SHU’s main account on Facebook sparked a lively
dialogue among alumni in the comments section, and some of the
participants reaching out directly to the archives to continue the
conversation.
• With the assistance of the Gallery Director and University Archivist,
constructed a calendar to coordinate social media posts, window exhibits,
and blog posts to account for notable dates in Seton Hall’s history and
commemorative events relevant to our collections (e.g., St. Patrick’s Day to
highlight our Irish collections).
OBJECTIVE 1E: Increase awareness of the scholarly potential of our
collections, programs, and exhibitions both within and beyond Seton Hall.
A number of initiatives this year served to raise awareness of the department’s
work and the potential value of our collections to constituencies on and off
campus. In particular:
• Allie Hartley-Kong, of Fosterfield’s Living Historical Farm in Morristown
consulted our collections to research the background of a maid on the
property who grew up in St. Mary’s orphanage for an exhibit.
• Archives staff met with Facilities representatives in February 2020 to
discuss our blueprint collection. We came to an agreement that the archives
should be the repository of buildings that no longer exist, and Facilities gave
us some helpful information to identify the blueprints we already have.
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Archives and Facilities will work more closely together on their access of
outdated blueprints and our identification of items in our collections going
forward.
• The Technical Services Archivist, University Archivist, and Assistant Dean
created a proposal for Sports Marketing to archive and digitize their
photograph and media collection. Although they did not pursue the project,
they were very appreciative of the quality of the proposal and time spent
considering their collection. It helped raise awareness of what archival work
accomplishes and entails.
• Both archives and gallery worked together to respond to the requests of
Internal Audit and the results persuaded the Internal Auditor to argue that
the University Libraries should take the leading role in managing Seton
Hall’s collections across campus on behalf of the University.
In addition, a number of collaborative undertakings with local artists and
organizations continues to buttress the reputation of Walsh Gallery in the
community. Jeanne Brasile:
a. Worked with Greg Leshe, S. Orange curator/artist/Pierro Gallery
Advisory Board and Cultural Affairs Officer of Village of South
Orange, Sandy Martiny to present “Mounds, Piles and Massings”
exhibition in Sept. 2019. Leveraged funds with contributions from
village and continued important village partnership, crucial as the
village’s Pierro Gallery had been and is still closed for renovations.
Hosted artist talk in collaboration with Village of S.O. for same
exhibit. Sheena Collum and Steven Schnall have visited the
gallery in support (Village Trustee and Village President)
b. Juried “Viewpoints 2019” for Studio Montclair – community
outreach project
c. Curated “Making Time” at Newark’s Index Art Center –
community outreach project
d. Began conversations with Suechong Koh (curator/gallerist) and
Korean Cultural Center in Tenafly on forthcoming exhibits and
programs in 2022 or shortly thereafter.
e. Preliminary conversations with Michelle Vitale/Dineen Hull
Gallery at Hudson Community College for traveling show or
collaborative programs for 2021/2022
f. Developing exhibition in collaboration with Etty Yaniv of Bergen
County NJ, (writer/curator/artist) and editor of Artspiel blog on
exhibition “Liquid Times” for 2021 or 2022 (firm date was in
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g.
h.

i.

j.

midst of being set). Show was related to ethics in a digital world
and aimed at our undergraduate student population.
Hosted visit by Mid-Atlantic Association of Museums organized
by Gregory Stevens, Chair of MAMP graduate program.
Attended meeting with Gardenship art residency program in
Kearny NJ with aim of collaborating on Yen-Hua Lee’s solo
exhibition and in-kind funding for living quarters and studio space.
( w/ John Bisbee of Maine Center for Contemp. Art and Eve
Biddle of Edison Properties)
Presented at the Montclair Art Museum with Gregory Coates
(Sheer Audacity) at invitation of Ben Jones and William Jiggets
(chairs) of the African American Art Committee (Feb 26)
Met with Elena Soterakis of BioBAT art space to discuss future
collaborative programs and exhibitions beyond 2022.

Digital Presence
This year our primary focus was directed toward consolidating our gains in
building out our technology infrastructure: ensuring our workflows and procedures
used these tools consistently and in harmony with those of the library as a whole.
Developing the technology strategic plan in the winter of 2019-2020 gave us
clarity on these issues that will direct our efforts going forward.
OBJECTIVE 3: Expand, interpret, and disseminate our digital presence
Our digital footprint expanded substantially this year, between launching our
Google Arts & Culture site, agreeing and sending triple the amount of newspapers
to be digitized and promoted by the Catholic Research Resources Alliance, and
rolling out the COVID-19 oral histories project. We also dipped our toes into the
waters of linked data, becoming Wikipedia editors and participating in the SNAC
editathon.
An important determinant of how large our digital presence can be is of course the
quality and amount of information in our collections databases: without this backend work there is nothing presentable to share with the world. We made
substantial progress in this area as well, increasing the number and quality of
finding aids in Archivesspace, and transferring our legacy digitized archival
collections into Preservica. Efforts were also devoted to enriching past catalogue
records, with staff in both archives and gallery enriching subject headings,
expanding descriptions, and publishing legacy finding aids to expand what is
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available in our databases and increase their findability through accurate and
complete description. In the Gallery this will prepare us for a public-facing
database; in the archives it increases what is available to scholars via
Archivesspace/Preservica.
In the context of the pandemic this work had to both speed up and shift focus.
Without access to the physical collections, staff that would normally process paper
collections turned to digital processing. This allowed us to get through 40% of our
backlog of legacy collections, but also turned up a number of problems, both in
terms of our workflows, Preservica’s functionality itself, and with the quality and
completeness of the legacy collections. The silver lining of this exclusive focus on
the digital during this period was the clarity about what procedures needed
improvements, namely:
1) The fragmentation between segments of the server led to mistakes being
made with Preservica ingest: for example, archival staff did not have access
to preservation masters since they were on a part of the server restricted to
Library IT staff, leading to derivative files being ingested by archival staff
instead of the preservation copies which was the proper procedure. This
mistake will require entire collections to be deleted and re-ingested.
2) Archives staff reviewed all of our finding aids in Archivesspace, analyzing
them to discover which could be expanded and built out remotely. Most of
them do require access to the physical materials to substantially improve
them; however we did find that 45 collections, mostly from Seton Hall
University itself, have a substantial web presence that should be included
alongside the paper collections.
3) Aside from having to reinvent our Preservica ingest workflow with the
update to 6.0 in October 2019, the Records Manager discovered another
problem with the new workflow, with files being skipped during ingest,
early in 2020. The Collections Developer worked with Preservica to create a
new ingest workflow to eliminate this problem which we implemented in
spring of 2020. During the period of remote work in March-April 2020, we
discovered another problem with the workflow that creates access copies of
the master images. Resolving that with Preservica is still ongoing.
4) Going through the one-time scans created over the years by the University
Archivist to identify which ones were suitable for Preservica ingest revealed
not only that incomplete information was kept about the materials during the
scanning process (expected) but also that there was incomplete information
about the collections themselves. Filenaming procedures require recording
the box and folder number of a digitized item as part of the filename. But
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some of our collections are so underprocessed they do not have folder
numbers or box numbers at all. This shows the need to focus on the
processing of the physical collections as a necessary precondition for the
expansion of our digital presence.
Digital Projects
• COVID-19 Narratives
This project arose when the pandemic started: archives and historical societies
around the country began to collect personal narratives from people in their
communities so that future historians would have a record of this moment as it
unfolds. There were a number of local supporters: Provost Boroff, the Digital
Services Librarian, the Technical Services Archivist. Collaborating with Professor
Angela Kotsonis in Communication and the Arts was extremely productive,
resulting in very thoughtfully designed questions that evoke reflective responses.
In the end the project took off rather quickly, though it is currently in a lull due to
finals, and the focus on celebrating 2020 grads virtually. We will push it out again
as summer classes get underway, and again in the fall. The resource will be most
valuable if there are stories that represent multiple points in time as the crisis – and
its impact on our community – evolves.
• Mapping Project
In the wake of the furloughs, we considered what useful work we could still do
with just the Technical Services Archivist, University Archivist, and Assistant
Dean, and the Technical Services Archivist had the idea to display our digital
collection of South Orange postcards on an interactive map, inviting students to
discover campus and contribute to its documentation while observing the
restrictions of the pandemic. This project is still in its early stages but seems
promising not only for the immediate purposes of the pandemic but in moving
forward some long term goals as well.
• Wikithon
In February 2020 the Gallery Director worked with the Instruction Coordinator and
the Feminist Art Project at Rutgers, Art +Feminism, and the Miriam Shapiro
Women’s Artist Archive to host a Wikithon on the theme of women artists. It
complemented the Gregory Coates exhibit Sheer Audacity in which he plays tribute
to the women in his life, and it served to underline an important gap in the digital
historic record: women are a small fraction of Wikipedia editors, and female artists
and authors represent a correspondingly small percentage of those documented on
this widely-consulted platform. It also develops the skills our staff needs to build
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references to Seton Hall’s collections into Wikipedia, which has an outsize effect
on public awareness of our collections due to the many digital humanities projects
that rely on Wikidata.
• SNAC
In early 2020, the Assistant Dean received training in how to contribute records to
SNAC, or Social Networks in Archival Context, the linked data initiative based at
the National Archives. This initiative aims to identify nuanced links between
archival collections, recording their connections in a machine-readable format that
will permit a variety of innovative new ways of analyzing archival collections
across institutions. This SNAC editathon was organized specifically for
ethnographic collections by staff at the Peabody Museum and aimed to include
more data on these types of collections in SNAC, something which would be very
valuable for discovering more about the SHUMAA collections in particular.
Unfortunately the editathon happened just as the furloughs took place limiting the
amount of time that could be spent on it, but efforts will continue as operations
resume in order to link our collections with others around the country and the
world. This will permit increasingly sophisticated digital humanities projects to
center on Seton Hall’s collections, realizing their full scholarly potential.
• Gallery Institutional Collection
This year the Gallery made substantial progress on evaluating their digital
institutional records, collecting their files from the various locations where it used
to reside, and deciding what they wanted to retain and what they wanted to share
with their constituency. They came close to completing the process of scanning all
of the materials they wanted to post online, and together the archives and gallery
decided how the files would be stored for the long term, and how new materials
would be added. In the coming year infrastructure in Preservica will be created
and Gallery digital materials added to create a long-term archive of Gallery
operations. In addition, a digital exhibit will be created to make their digital
collections more accessible to their audience.
• Transfer of Digital Exhibits
Through the strategic planning process, we came to the conclusion that
maintaining Omeka, as a system that is siloed from all the other systems we
maintain, does not make sense long term. We began to explore moving our digital
exhibits from Omeka to Preservica, which would unite the exhibits with the full
digitized collections, and strengthen the connection between the contextual
information we develop in exhibits and the descriptive information we provide in
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the finding aids. It would also reduce the number of separate systems we need to
maintain and update. During the early weeks of remote operations we found that
although there were aspects of the Omeka exhibits that would be challenging to
carry over (menu navigations, for example) overall Preservica’s Universal Access
portal was equally suitable for the kinds of digital exhibits we currently have. We
made tentative plans to transfer over the Omeka exhibits, starting with Trina
Padilla, before being disrupted by the furloughs.
OBJECTIVE 3B: Develop and deploy tools that are user friendly, meet the needs
of researchers, and can integrate with existing systems; continue to explore
alternative technology platforms and tools whose integration may improve our
services to our end users
In the course of the activities described above we explored and implemented a
number of new tools:
• Explored and began to implement Preservica’s Universal Access Portal
• Evaluated museum cataloguing systems (CMS)
o Argus
o TMS
• Explored and began to implement Curatescape (virtual mapping and tour
software on built on Omeka Classic)
• Implemented the raspberry pi display in gallery windows, streamlining the
look of the exhibits
• Trained staff and implemented Webrecorder to archive social media
• Refined our workflow with BitCurator – including NOT implementing it
when it does not make sense (for example, digital forensics software does
not need to be fully implemented to record a group of theater images which
were moved onto a flash drive for the purpose of transfer; checksums alone
will document their status sufficiently).
• YouTube as public access portal for Gallery videos

Archival Processing & Museum Object Accessioning
A number of high level projects were implemented this year to achieve greater
intellectual control over our collections.
OBJECTIVE 3C: Obtain greater intellectual control of our unique collections, to
reflect their richness and complexity.
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As the Technical Services Archivist began to shift the Seton Hall University
(SHU) collections into sequential order and plan for space, and new Records
Manager began work processing the Seton Hall collections, it became clear that the
existing organization of the University collections was inadequate to provide easy
access to the collections we currently have, and would only become more so as our
collections expand. This is because the current numbering system does not reflect
institutional hierarchy properly. Each department is just listed at a flat level. For
example, the Department of Classics, SHU 28, and the department of History,
SHU 21 is listed at the same level as the College of Arts and Sciences, SHU 12.
Proper archival practice is to number the collections so as to reflect their actual
hierarchical relationship, so College of Arts and Sciences records overall would be
SHU 12, and the Department of Classics should be SHU 12.2, Department of
History SHU 12.3, etc. With the guidance of the Assistant Dean, and input of the
Technical Services Archivist, the Records Manager has begun reorganizing SHU
collection identifiers to accurately reflect the university’s organizational structure.
Another area of longstanding confusion that we clarified this year was the
distinction between what types of materials belong in the vertical file, what
belongs in the collection of SHU publications (SHU 0001), and what should go
into the archival collections themselves. The department held a meeting in which
we divided the materials among the three columns, following the normative
archival principle that original materials that document the core functions of a
department or program should go in the archival collection proper, publications
should encompass regular published materials such as newsletters, magazines, and
journals originating in SHU departments and programs, and one-time ephemera
such as flyers for talks, invitations to celebratory events, and the like should go in
the vertical file.
Other highlights include:
• Identifying paintings
o Gallery Director, University Archivist, Archdiocesan Archivist, and
Professor Peter Ahr worked together to correct and enrich these
records
• Accessioned items from archival collections
o Ramped up to match increased speed of archival processing,
accessioning museum objects from the Field papers, Athletics
records, and Spatola and Sullivan collections from the cube.
• Corresponded with NPS regarding NAGPRA compliance
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o Integrated plans to better document our Native American collections
into IMLS grant application
• SHUMAA Inventory
o Collections Manger continued to reconcile discrepancies between
legacy inventories, reaching complete certainty about the identity of
object and associated records for a total of 201 objects – 3.8% of the
total up from last year’s 2%. Progress was made identifying
additional items from the Haggarty and Miller subsets of the
collections and reconciling them with their original numbering
systems. This work proceeds slowly because we are still figuring out
the original order of the collections. Once this groundwork is in
place it will speed up. But this part has to be done correctly or
everything done in the future will be of questionable accuracy. Some
objects were recorded under multiple numbers, so even the master
inventory that was created in 2017 is not complete and references still
have to be made to inventories of particular subsets to identify
objects.
o Lithics Consultant
▪ Dr. Richard Veit wrote an extensive report about the lithics in
the SHUMAA collection that was useful in writing the IMLS
grant. It will continue to be an important reference point as an
expert overview of our lithics collection that can be deployed
for research assistance or exhibit development.
• Strategized preservation and access issues regarding Gallery institutional
records, and incorporated the Gallery’s records as a part of SHU’s archives
o Digitized and ingested 24 videos documenting Gallery exhibits
into Preservica that had been on legacy media in the Gallery
Director’s office
o Made plans to ingest original digital files of exhibition
catalogues and other promotional materials going forward
instead of PDF scans.
o Decided to ingest Gallery catalogues and other promotional
materials currently going into BePress into Preservica and
create an exhibit to allow public access to portions of the
collection.
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o Established a Gallery institutional collection, currently SHU 74,
that will ultimately become a subseries of the Walsh Library
collection
• Rare books
o Finished barcode project, ensuring that all barcodes currently
active correspond to books that are correctly catalogued
o Began tracking down contents of named collections, in order to
update catalogue with accurate donor information
OBJECTIVE 3E: Enhance cataloging efforts to make collections available to the
public and to use to populate digital presence
As discussed above, a necessary precondition for expanding our digital presence is
creating solid description of our physical collections. We made substantial
progress in this area this year in archives thanks to the energetic efforts of the
Technical Services Archivist and the interns she supervised. In the Gallery
accessioning work also proceeded at a more rapid pace due to the presence of a
larger number of interns and student workers.
Archives:
Archival processing priorities for the year revolved around space planning:
working through the backlog of unprocessed accessions in the Cube, and
processing the SHU collections as part of the SHU shift. The University
collections are the focus of more than 50% of our research requests, and yet these
are our least-processed collections; almost none have full finding aids, and even
the ones that have received some processing are only partially processed, and the
finding aids unpublished. With the Technical Services Archivist working on SHU
00 (SHU photographs) the Special Collections Assistant working on SHU 1 (SHU
publications) and the Records Manager working on the collections of the upper
administration (SHU 2, the Board of Regents, and SHU 3.1-3.4, the first few
presidents’ papers), a big accomplishment this year has been getting a handle on
the core collections that document the history of the university, which had been
neglected for so long. It is an all hands on deck effort, with the Assistant Dean
beginning processing of SHU 22, the records of Walsh Library, and the University
Archivist continuing work on the Athletics collection, SHU 31.
Highlights from processing include:
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• The Special Collections Assistant is almost finished with the
processing of SHU publications, an enormous undertaking that
entailed refiling misplaced materials in the vertical file and in archival
collections, following the guidelines established above; weeding out
duplicates; deleting barcodes for these items; creating full description
of the collection, recording titles and date ranges for every
publication. Reprocessing of the materials is finished but the finding
aid in Archivesspace still needs to be completed.
• Since his arrival in November, the Records Manager has processed
the records of the Board of Regents (SHU 2), the papers of President
McQuaid (SHU 3.1), President Michael Corrigan (SHU 3.2),
President James Corrigan (SHU 3.4), and part of SHU 3.11, President
James Kelly.
• MLIS candidate at St. John’s, Kyle Brinster added 110 subject
headings to Archivesspace by analyzing the collections, researching
them, and adding appropriate search terms that will help researchers
locate the materials they are looking for.
• Sheridan Sayles’ processing
o Dr. Herbert Kraft Papers (4 linear feet)
o Rev. Edwin Vose Sullivan Collection (29 linear feet, 6 linear
feet processed)
• The collection contained a variety of format
types—including documents, photographs, video,
and scrapbooks as well as objects.
o Dr. Egilde Seravalli Italian Resistance Collection (3 linear feet)
o Caporale Italian American Organizations Collection (0.5 linear
feet)
o Photographs (approx. 75 linear feet, 9 linear feet completed)
o Blueprints (approx. 50 linear feet, 4 linear feet completed)
Gallery
A total of 406 objects were accessioned over the past year.
o 70 were from SHUMAA, completed by Collection Manager and student
worker
o 185 were coins completed by the two interns funded by CAAS
o 39 were Zlotnick, completed by for-credit intern
o 15 were Summit Art Advisory, completed by for-credit intern
o 97 were objects in archival collections or from backlog, completed by
Collection Manager (27) and Gallery Assistant (70)
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The number of objects accessioned this past fiscal year is more than 14% increase
from the previous year. Some of the newly accessioned objects are as follows:
• Mclaughlin Library Cornerstone and Time Capsule
Catalogued as part of the anniversary of the library exhibit in the Archives
reading room.
• Sullivan Donation
This included unique Catholic objects, such as most of a sick call set of
which the collection did not have previously represented.
• The Sons of Italy Collection
An Italian American Association donation of various objects documenting
the group: Banner, Ballot box and ballot balls, Gavel, Officer pins, etc.
• Seton Papers Trunk
The trunk that reads Seton Papers, in which the Seton- Jevons papers was
received by the University in the 1970’s which included a lock of Mother
Seton’s hair (now found with the Msrg. Field Collections).
SHUMAA’s rate of cataloguing – 70 additional objects accessioned this year –
suggests that the past goal of 120 objects per year may not be realistic. The 3 year
average is rather 90 objects per year. This relatively slow rate is exactly why we
applied for the IMLS grant to bring on student workers to accession this important
collection more quickly. The ceramics are 90% fully accessioned and 100% fully
stabilized and rehoused. This part of the collection will be completed soon after
returning to campus.
Assisted by the CAAS grant, the D’Argenio coin collection was fully completed
this year, enabling the Gallery Director to create exhibitions in Omeka and Google
Arts & Culture contextualizing these newly accessioned materials.
OBJECTIVE 4E: Integrate primary resources from our Special Collections and the
Gallery into the curricula with collaborative programs across disciplines
These efforts are still in a preliminary stage. Achievements this year include:
o Worked with Instruction Coordinator to develop guide to museum objects
and archival collections broken down by subject.
o Made this guide available on the COVID-19 resources page to aid in
transition to remote learning.
o Featured objects in Special Collections on the self-guided library tour app.
o Archives and gallery staff reached out to faculty working in areas related to
our collections to offer assistance.
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o Reached out to the College of Education about potentially using our Google
Arts & Culture exhibits as a way for student teachers to develop virtual field
trips appropriate for younger students. Discussions on that will continue
after the summer.
o Beyond Seton Hall, we reached out to Steven Serafin at the Archdiocese of
Newark about potentially using our digitized Catholic Advocate resource in
history classes in diocesan schools. He will follow up, as teachers begin to
prepare for the coming year.
OBJECTIVE 5A: Establish a presence with donors that surpasses previous gift
levels and strengthens relationships with University Advancement
Donor relations was approached on several levels this year: policy, infrastructure,
and relationship building with both individuals and departments.
In terms of policy, staff worked together over a series of meeting in April to refine
and combine donations procedures for potential donors. Finished in late April, the
updated policy was posted on both the Gallery and Archives websites.
Infrastructure was developed in the digital realm, exploring and implementing new
tools to collect digital archival materials including websites and social media
channels, and working toward better organizing the digital archives we have
already saved in Preservica. There are still some technical hurdles to overcome in
connecting web crawls to their related archival collections which are synced with
Preservica and those will be a focus in the coming year.
Departmental discussions with Internal Audit also set up a better infrastructure for
donations that come through Seton Hall. If the plans outlined come to fruition,
they will allow for the sharing of data on collections materials between
Advancement and University Libraries so that we may better understand the
origins of the materials and better observe the intentions of the donors, building
trust with those who wish to donate their collections to Seton Hall.
On an individual donor level, Archives made substantial progress creating open
lines of communications with donors and educating donors about how to donate:
• Theater in the Round: worked with Peter Reader to educate him about
how to donate materials to the archives, collaborated with Dean
Deidre Yates and Professor James McGlone to learn about the
collection and discuss the digital exhibit.
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• Judeo-Christian Institute and Institute for Peace Studies: worked with
Father Frizzell to establish better understanding of the origin of the
materials and proper procedures for donation.
• Stillman Business School: accepted fraternity scrapbook and
photograph of their graduating class.
• President’s office: reached out about receiving copies of annual
reports, made tentative plans for future scanning
• Peter Ahr: evaluated books and medals for donation on site, learned
about context of the collection, including significance to Seton Hall
and additional repositories where related materials can be found.
• Arthur Quinn: met with great-grandson of NJ politician active in labor
relations to pursue acquisition of this collection.
• Donald Karp: on Mr. Quinn’s suggestion, met with and decided to
acquire the records of the Union National Bank, a significant
Depression-era labor bank.
• To build on our growing collections of political papers, reached out to
Advancement to pursue the acquisition of the papers of Chris Christie
• Father Raul Comesañas: acquired the papers of an important Catholic
figure in the Cuban-American community of New Jersey
As we improve our infrastructure, policies, and individual donor relationships, we
lay the groundwork we will need to eventually pursue digital records management
on an institutional scale.
OBJECTIVE 5B: Seek outside funding for special projects and grants; advocate at
a higher level to pursue money from grants; support transparency and restructuring
of grant allocations.
This year represented a good mixture of successfully winding down grants we
received, applying for new mid-tier grants, and making a few targeted larger grant
applications.
We received and successfully completed:
• The Classical Association of the Atlantic States grant ($3000) to complete
the cataloguing of the D’Argenio coin collection
• The “Gregory Coates: Sheer Audacity” from Essex Arts Council ($4,000).
We received and made plans to begin projects for:
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• Rehousing deteriorating records of the first Archbishop of Newark ($840
from New Jersey Catholic Historic Commission)
• Process the papers of Father Raul Comesañas ($9400 from New Jersey
Catholic Historic Commission)
We applied for:
• $5086 from New Jersey Historic Commission to digitize deteriorating
records of the first Archbishop of Newark
• $211,000 IMLS grant to accession Templeton collection within SHUMAA
• $293,000 NEH CARES grant to pursue core mission during COVID-19
crisis
• $10,000 Taiwanese Cultural Ministry grant for Yen-Hua Lee’s forthcoming
exhibition “Being and Becoming” – which had been scheduled for Nov/Dec.
2020 but was cancelled due to COVID-19
• $6975 New Jersey Council for the Humanities Incubation Grant for
“Newark Artists Documentary Project” which was to be on view Sept-Oct
2020 but will likely be delayed.
Ethics and Diversity in Collections Work
OBJECTIVE 5E: Model ethical collection handling practices and thoughtful
cultivation stewardship of materials; improve our handling of discarded
deaccessioned items
In terms of improving collection handling, we solidified cooperative workflows to
manage key departmental activities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

transfer of objects for exhibit
museum accession of objects found in archival collections
display of items on archival exhibit
deaccessions
reprocessing
digital accessions
object accessions

We implemented the same workflow that we did the previous year to transfer
objects for exhibit, using our exhibition tracker to coordinate between gallery
exhibit plans and archives pulling materials for display. What was notable was
that this took place with new staff: where past Records Manager Brianna LoSardo
pulled the items last time based on the list provided by Gallery Assistant Meghan
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Brady, this time Gallery Director Jeanne Brasile provided the list and new Records
Manager Patrick McCall pulled the designated items. It may seem like a small
change but it served to solidify awareness of and respect for this workflow across
the department.
Collection Manager Romana Schaeffer and Technical Services Archivist Sheridan
Sayles worked together closely to develop and implement a tracker to allow a
processing archivist to list the relevant information (and ONLY the relevant
information) about objects found in archival collections to allow for efficient
Gallery review. Many fine details had to be worked out and were found to vary
from one collection to the next: where to store the objects awaiting gallery review,
what level of detail needed to be provided in the form (item vs. box or folder), and
what kind of recommendation gallery staff wanted from archives staff. These
details again needed to be clarified when the workflow was taken up by others in
the department.
Archival exhibits continue to improve in both content and form, assisted by Special
Collections Assistant Jacquelyn Deppe learning additional display techniques,
adding hanging panels to her repertoire of exhibit label creation and mounting
labels on glass. Pedestals, shelves, and the incorporation of permanent display
items such as the maquette into changing exhibits vary the look and feel of archival
exhibits and have noticeably increased interest among passersby.
This year we moved forward with deaccessioning objects from the Cube and
Preservation Lab whose final disposition had long been decided, and were just
awaiting the final steps of finding an appropriate home for the materials and
actually shipping them.
• The Gans Collection, a small collection of WWII-era correspondence,
the majority of which is housed at the United States Holocaust
Memorial and Museum, was transferred to USHMM.
• Several small stamp collections with no research value were sent to
the American Philatelic Center, a non-profit educational institution
• The duplicate Bayley Seton League banner was returned to a member
of the society
• SHU ephemera including gift store items that were marked for
deaccession were discarded
• Duplicate Setonians were discarded
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• MSS 51, an incomplete collection of plates documenting the 12 Tribes
of Israel, were discarded when attempts to donate them to Yeshiva
University Museum were declined
• Academic catalogs from Rutgers from the 1920s which were found in
the Sullivan collection were transferred to Rutgers, New Brunswick
• Vinyl disc recordings of the “Ave Maria Hour” (Catholic radio show)
were sent to the Graymoor Archives which maintains and has
digitized the collection
• Chinaglia trophies were moved upstairs and ownership officially
transferred to Italian studies
• Reached out to Sons of Italy regarding additional donations and return
of objects not suitable for long term retention (pole on which banner
was hung, etc.)
• Miscellaneous popular records. We followed up with Columbia and
Rutgers about items of potential interest to them but there was no
interest so we discarded the records.
• Dissociated artwork by a Massachusetts artist was given to the
Massachusetts Historical Society
• A bust of John F. Kennedy was given to the Sixth Floor Museum
We made efforts to document the reprocessing and weeding that we must do when
working on accessioned and “processed” collections that had been processed by
non-archivists. The Technical Services Archivist wrote documentation for each
archivist to use to describe the collection in the state that was found, and what they
did in reprocessing it, so that future scholars and archivists will know the history of
how the collection was stored, and be made aware of anything present in the
collection before weeding and accretions.
Ethical collection handling processes also went into our discussions in the
technology strategic planning meetings, as we discussed copyright concerns,
privacy concerns, and other ethical issues that arise in the archiving of social
media, websites, and emails. This discussion will surely continue as our practice
of digital archiving evolves.
One problem area this year related to consistency of access to the collections.
Archives have different practices regarding public access to unprocessed
collections, but most are agreed that the risks of doing this outweigh the benefits.
Since 2018 when the Assistant Dean arrived, Seton Hall has not allowed the public
to access unprocessed collections. However, this policy was not observed this year
by some in the department doing research in an unprocessed collection on behalf of
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particular faculty. This creates conditions of unequal access to collections and
opens up the archives to charges of bias and favoritism. We will take steps in the
coming year to ensure all staff understand and observe access policies in the future.
Notable accessions this year include a book on classical coins to complement the
D’Argenio coin collection, the Union National Bank collection, Peter Ahr medals
documenting priestly life in the era of Vatican II, records documenting the
founding of the Judeo-Christian Institute and Peace Studies Institute, and the
papers of Father Raul Comesañas, leader in the Cuban Catholic community of
Newark. In addition, we began evaluation of SHUMAA books, which were no
longer of value in accessioning objects but may be of value to Seton Hall
anthropology students.
OBJECTIVE 6A: Partner with initiatives at the University that support diversity
and inclusion.
Special Collections and the Gallery supported diversity, equity and inclusion in our
event programming, acquisitions of new materials, grant applications, compliance
with federal guidance, and representation in our internships.
• The Gallery hosted “Black Art Collectors” event in collaboration with
Annette Oton, principal at Calabar Gallery in Harlem, NY with speakers
from Newark (economist/adjunct professor Derek Ware and Roger C.
Tucker III, entrepreneur and Board member at Glassroots of Newark). 59
people were in attendance (standing room only).
• The archives acquired the Comesañas papers , enabling greater outreach to
the local Catholic Hispanic history when we process this collection and will
be able to sponsor related programming and exhibits.
• Department representatives continued conversations with the National Park
Service about Seton Hall’s compliance with NAGPRA regulations, which
govern parts of the SHUMAA collection.
o The department planned to extend its efforts in this area in the IMLS
grant application, which included funding for a tribal consultant for
guidance in describing and exhibiting the collection.
• Our internship programs trained students from a diversity of racial and
religious backgrounds, laying the groundwork for a more diverse profession.
OBJECTIVE 6D: Make content more responsive and inclusive via teaching,
instruction, collection development, and digitization
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Although there is more we could do in this area, one important step we took in this
regard was to change our website to make it more welcoming to donors overall and
to underline the fact that we can and wish to increase our collecting of digital
materials, including websites and social media channels. We hope that this will
make clear that we are interested in materials generated by and documenting the
history of groups that may not normally think of their records as “archival/museum
material.”
We contributed an additional ten years of Catholic Advocates to the CRRA
digitization project, which will make those materials available to a wider public.
OBJECTIVE 8B: Optimize and grow available space in Special Collections and
the Gallery
We made a number of substantial improvements to our use of space in Special
Collections and the Gallery this year.
• Building on the ADN shift begun by Amanda Mita and Brianna LoSardo in
2018, the new Technical Services Archivist Sheridan Sayles, working with
Brianna LoSardo in her new role as Archdiocesan Archivist and Collection
Manager Romana Schaeffer developed a comprehensive Vault space plan.
This plan aims to shift materials so as to optimize use of shelving, better
balance space allocated for museum objects (which take up more space
when housed properly) and archival collections (which take up less as they
are weeded and processed).
• Work began on this shift, aided by the relocation of the Civil War books in
summer 2019 to locked mobile shelving on the fourth floor. This freed up
space so that when the new Records Manager began processing Seton Hall
collections he could shift the processed collections into the space envisioned
as their permanent home.
• As the Records Manager and Technical Services Archivist worked together
to survey and plan both the shift and processing of the Seton Hall
collections, it became clear that significant changes had to be made in how
the collections were handled in ways that would have implications for the
workflow of the shift.
1. The collection numbering system had to be revised to accurately
reflect the organization of the institution, as discussed above.
2. The collections had never truly been processed, so if shifted in their
unprocessed state, they would take up a different amount of space
than they will over the long term, when processed. We therefore
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•

•

•

•
•
•

•

decided that we needed to shift and process simultaneously. Even
though it will extend the timeline of the project, given how frequently
these collections are consulted by researchers and the value of
planning this shift as accurately as possible so as not to have to come
back to it later, we decided this was the best approach.
The annual schedule of vault cleaning and checking and recording the
presence of pests, developed last year by the Collection Manager, was
adhered to in cooperation between all staff. This not only helps on a
practical level but also in creating a sense of joint ownership and
responsibility toward the space we share.
Building on their success in space planning, the team of Technical Services
Archivist, Collection Manager, and Archdiocesan Archivist coordinated
supply ordering so that every part of the department has what they need to
do their work without taking excess space for large stockpiles of supplies. A
new workflow for supply ordering was also implemented by the Assistant
Dean to minimize miscommunications and inefficiencies with supply
ordering, setting the Special Collections Assistant as point person for all
supply ordering.
The Technical Services archivist identified and reviewed all unprocessed
collections in the Cube, and set priorities for processing of those materials,
sharing her findings with the department for internal transparency and
cooperation.
Mobile exhibit walls were ordered for Special Collections, allowing for the
more visually striking exhibits we have done through borrowing walls from
the Gallery to continue long term.
The Special Collections Assistant learned more exhibit installation
techniques, allowing for archives exhibits to be developed more
independently at the same high level of quality.
The hazardous broken case in which the Chinaglia trophies were located was
removed, and the exhibit space near the elevators repurposed, allowing for
exhibit labor to focus on our higher value spaces (windows, archival and
Gallery exhibit spaces).
Planning began on develop exhibit spaces to increase the presence of
archival and museum collections on floors 3-4 of the library, allowing for
more visibility for these materials.

OBJECTIVE 9A: Act as an influencer/conduit and repository of institutional
knowledge
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There were some notable steps forward this year in increasing the reputation of the
archives and gallery around campus and in the community.
• Our work with Internal Audit showed that we are good stewards of
university resources, such that Internal Audit identified University Libraries
as the leader of the effort to get museum objects and special collections
materials around campus properly documented.
• We set up the first accession of digital records management materials from
DOVE, the division of volunteer efforts, into Preservica. This was a perfect
test run, allowing us to test our processes on something small and relatively
low-priority, so that we will be prepared if and when other departments
around campus are directed to preserve their digital records in Preservica.
• Seton Hall continued to streamline and rationalize its partnership with the
Archdiocese of Newark, to serve sacramental and genealogy requests. With
a new Archdiocesan Archivist, there is an opportunity to analyze and revise
our workflows in these areas, though no substantive changes have been
made yet. This work has a large impact on the community.
• The Collections Manager and Gallery Director moved the Disaster
Management Planning process forward this year. The team is utilizing a
nonprofit web program called D-Plan which is geared towards libraries,
museums, and archives to develop a thorough plan on how to handle
emergency situations. This year the group gathered information from various
bodies on campus (i.e. Facilities, Housekeeping, compliance), a process
which is almost completed. The next phase will be designating the specific
in-house needs for the collections during an emergency. Eventually the plan
will be distributed to everyone in the building as a resource in the event we
need it.
OBJECTIVE 9B: Model ethical work practices including through training in
internship programs
Our department has made some significant changes in our collections
documentation practices in the past year, informed by input from our new staff
who has recently graduated from library programs.
• The Assistant Dean formalized a process and set aside a consistent weekly
time for a review of all paper accession records starting in 1979. This is
proceeding slowly but ensures a constantly evolving understanding of the
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way records and documentation of accessions were handled in the past and
regularly solves small mysteries and raises new questions.
• Documentation in collections decision-making. As we process collections
professionally, in many cases for the first time, decisions have to be made
about what is kept and what is discarded (weeding). We are committed to
documenting those decisions transparently both for researchers, for whom
this gives needed context to the original state of the unprocessed collection,
and for our successors, who will need to know what decisions were made in
the past in order to continue to steward the collections properly. Workflows
we have developed to create this transparency include:
o Documentation and retention of decisions made regarding museum
objects found in archival collections.
o Reprocessing form, documenting the original state of the collection
and decisions made when reprocessing it, to be retained indefinitely in
the control file.
o Appraisal form, documenting the internal discussions that led to the
acquisition of a collection or object
• Updated our processing manual (last updated in 2011) to reflect current
work practices, for internal and external transparency.
• Created blog posts sharing our work with the public
o 3-D scanning of the Petroglyph
o Kyle Brinster’s blog post about his internship with audiovisual
materials
Internships were a major focus for us this year, allowing us to significantly boost
the scale and scope of what we are doing with the collections. We are committed
to running an ethical internship program, in which student interns are given work
that is meaningful and in which they learn something, and are given proper
instruction and supervision. We were not always successful in creating those
conditions, which leaves us room to improve in the coming year. Interns
supervised by the University Archivist were not supervised properly, were given
incorrect instructions, and were given work to do that does not reflect archives best
practices. In the future all department interns’ projects and learning objectives will
have to be vetted by the Assistant Dean prior to their beginning work.
Interns and their projects this year included:
• Museum Collections intern Rachel Recuero. Fully accessioned,
numbered, rehoused, and relocated 35 objects during the 4 ½ month
long internship.
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• Zlotnick Collection intern Samantha Becker. She accessioned,
created condition reports, photographed, and rehoused 39 objects in
the collection.
• CAAS (Classical Association of the Atlantic States) interns.
Completed the accessioning of the Roman Coin Collection.
Remediating past records ongoing.
• Workstudy student. Digitized accession records through 2014.
• Archives student Justin Tramontana. He processed 25 linear feet of
the 70 linear foot UNA-USA collection.
• Queens College MLIS candidate Steffan Stacco. Steffan processed
the 1.5 linear foot collection, creating the arrangement, rehousing the
collection, creating the finding aid and a digital exhibit.
• Seton Hall Museum Studies student, Angelina D’Angelo. She
arranged, described, and rehoused the Spatola collection (7 linear feet)
which included many museum objects.
• St. John’s MLIS candidate Kyle Brinster. He assisted the Technical
Services Archivist in surveying and rehousing SHU A, our audiovisual collection, reducing the collection from 20 to 3 linear feet.
Kyle also began processing the Murray Collection (10 linear feet), but
was interrupted by the shift to remote work.
• Rutgers University student Julia Bonavitacola. She filed and
deduplicated materials in the vertical files during the summer of 2019.
• Seton Hall History student William Pindell. He processed and
rehoused a subseries of our Seton Hall photographs collection, related
to buildings and grounds.

OBJECTIVE 9E: Enhance our handling of special and rare materials; develop tools
for learning about these special collections in support of scholarship, and to attract
funding for collections support
A number of significant collections initiatives took place this year.
• Migrated Gallery institutional records from legacy media to Preservica
staging area.
• Surveyed and rehoused Seton Hall’s audiovisual collection (SHU A),
leading to the identification and successful pursuit of a grant to digitize and
conserve the most fragile materials included.
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• Identified materials and proposed digitization and processing of the AfricanAmerican Studies collection, in collaboration with Communication and the
Arts.
• Rehoused the Setonian archives for long term preservation.
In terms of professional development, this year has been marked by a shift toward
ongoing learning throughout the department. We moved to include all staff in the
Vault Task Force in February 2019, to ensure consistency and clarity in
communication. The Collection Manager and Archdiocesan Archivist held
departmental workshops in making custom boxes for objects and identifying and
remediating mold found in the collections. Webinars that staff members purchased
through the Society of American Archivists were viewed together by all archives
staff, amplifying their effect as we come to a consensus about professional norms
and processes. We also came together with Library technology staff to watch a
webinar at Stanford about getting numerous digital management systems to work
together over the course of the digital lifecycle. Individual staff members’ service
and professional development are further detailed at the end of the report, if not
included in their own reports (as in the case of the University Archivist and
Technical Services Archivist).
Looking Ahead

This coming year will see many changes in our working conditions and priorities
so setting goals feels more tenuous than usual, but we can see certain areas that
will certainly require our attention.
In terms of major department initiatives, grant projects may take up a great deal of
time, depending on whether we receive funding for those projects.
• IMLS grant to accession the Templeton Collection, a group of 3,000
SHUMAA objects, over a period of three years. If successful, that will be a
major undertaking beginning in September of 2020.
• NEH grant to complete the migration of our backlog of digital assets into
Preservica and to create several digital exhibits in Google Arts and Culture.
If successful, that work will begin in mid-June 2020, and complete in
December 2020.
If not, there will still be much to occupy us, including continuing to populate and
streamline our digital presence:
Consolidating the work we have done in updating our workflows and space
management will continue to occupy center stage as well:
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•

Update policies and procedures to respond to pandemic
• Institute additional quality assurance steps across multiple areas
o Preservica ingest – ingests must be reviewed upon completion going
forward by a second person to catch errors faster
o Museum object accessions - must be reviewed upon completion
o Finding aids - must be reviewed upon completion
o Research scans - must be reviewed for quality before ingest
o Social media posts - must go through outreach planning committee
o Internships - must be proposed and vetted
• Research trends over the past 1-3 years must be analyzed and reviewed
across the department
• With coins complete, and major inroads made on the backlog, museum
accessioning will shift focus to Asian art next year
• Implement Irish book collection shift and cull after SHU publication
processing is complete
• Lay groundwork for digital records management
• Start with a survey going out to all departments of what electronic records
they are creating and how they are currently storing them
• Vertical files need to be redone
• New storage needed:
o painting racks
o vertical storage for tools
o moth traps for textiles
o new display case for vestments in Seminary
o long term: new stable shelves to replace cube mobile shelving
• Remote internships – the Assistant Dean and Technical Services Archivist
are working on developing a protocol for remote internships in the archives,
and have a potential candidate interested in starting work over the
summer. In-person internships may also resume when conditions permit.
Staff Professional Development and Recognition
Jeanne Brasile, Gallery Director
Service –
• Strategic Planning Committee
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• Essex Arts Council (Freeholder Appointment)
• Part of inaugural committee for NJCAR (New Jersey Cultural
Alliance for Response) emergency management committee – meeting
at NJPAC June 2020 – discussion of table top exercises, D-Plan,
forming regional alliances and response units for disaster response
• Board member – Jersey City Arts Exchange – cultural literacy and art
non-profit for at risk K – 12 youth in Jersey City’s Bergen Hill
neighborhood
• Guest Critiquer – Bergen County Teen Arts Festival – Bergen County
Div. of historic and Cultural Affairs
• Moderated artist talk at Undercurrent Gallery on the subject of artists
and labor issues – one of the directors, Daina Mattis, is an adjunct
professor of art in CommArts.
Professional Development/Recognition • Took Excel Tips and Tricks with TLTC’s Alex Pillaia
• Began certificate course “Online Teaching Certificate” 5 part course
• 3 articles published by AS|Mag:
“Eugene Seong – https://medium.com/as-mag/eugene-seong-eternalspirits-and-timeless-landscapes-d933cbcb7412
“Jose Camacho and Amanda Thackray”
https://asprojects.substack.com/p/the-shapes-of-things-that-have-come
“Hannah von Goeler” https://medium.com/as-mag/of-tenements-andtransfiguration-hanna-von-goeler-reverse-alchemy-a80cdfc9ca55

• June 2019 – Many Are One Recognition Award – CommArts/SHU
• Attended ADA Workshop hosted by Essex Arts Council June 2019 at
Branch Brook Park, Newark
• Attended Copyright workshop (organized by Dean Buschman) with
speaker Kevin Smith on Friday 9/27
• Audited “Digital Art and Design” course Fall 2019 – useful for digital
exhibits, supplementary educational materials, etc.
• Attended Raspberry Pi Maker Space event in Space 154 (TLTC) with
eye towards using this in collaborative projects with students, faculty,
staff via liaison librarians
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• Raspberry Pi workshop attendance facilitated by Ryan Fino and Zach
Pelli – for use in student projects/window displays/exhibitions
Jacquelyn Deppe, Special Collections Assistant
• Will be entering second year of MLIS study at Rutgers
Meghan Brady, Gallery Assistant
• Learned Bepress and manages Gallery’s institutional collection there
• Learned Adobe Premier to edit and embed video on Gallery web page

Dr. Lisa Rose-Wiles
Science Librarian
Annual Report for FY: 2019-20
Introduction
My primary role is liaison and subject specialist for the sciences (Departments of
Biology & Microbiology, Chemistry & Biochemistry, Physics, Mathematics, and
Environmental Studies) and the Department of Sociology, Anthropology & Social
Work. I am co-liaison to Psychology and the University Core, with my colleague
Martha Loesch, and LGBTQ+ students (with Lisa DeLuca).
In addition to providing formal and informal instruction sessions and research
assistance to faculty, classes and students in my liaison areas, I provide service at
the reference desk, by appointment, online, via email, live chat and telephone, and
(until the physical library closed in March 2020) through opportunistic encounters
in the library and around campus. I share responsibility for freshman library
orientations and English 1201 and 1202 library instruction with my faculty
librarian colleagues. During the past year I taught 45 classes with a total of 1,173
students (six through Microsoft Teams) and held 18 research appointments. Since
all instruction moved to virtual delivery in March 2020, I have participated in
weekly Anthropology/Sociology senior seminar meetings and English 1201AB
classes through Microsoft Teams and “sat in on” several other classes, “meeting”
virtually with students, and participating in the weekly chemistry and physics
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virtual seminars. I have also participated in meetings with CORE faculty and
completed library instruction sessions for several CORE courses.
To compensate for the lack of face to face library instruction I prepared detailed
Power Points for all classes to support or in lieu of normal sessions for instructors
to post on Blackboard. During the COVID-19 pandemic I have robustly promoted
contemplative and reflective practices, prioritized giving students “time and space”
to articulate their concerns, and included one of my cats (Mr. Patches) in all virtual
classes and meetings as a therapeutic tool, a practice which students and faculty
clearly appreciate. This aspect of supporting students is included in the paper
“Contemplation Practices in Library Instruction: an exploration and case study”
(co-authored with Brooke Duffy and Martha Loesch for submission to the Journal
of Academic Librarianship). We presented our initial findings at the Connecticut
Information Literacy Conference on June 14, 2019.
My liaison, instruction and reference work support the University Libraries’
Strategic Plan GOAL 1, 2, 3 and 6; Obj. 4a-d and its virtual counterparts support
GOAL 5. My work as a subject specialist includes collection development
(developing our physical book collection, eBook collections, and other online
resources), participating in resource renewal negotiations (notably our
ScienceDirect renewal), evaluating usage of existing resources and potential
purchases of new resources and tools such as the new iteration of EBSCO
Discovery Service, disseminating information about library resources and services
to those in my liaison areas and working with students, faculty, and visiting
scholars on a variety of research assignments and projects, supporting GOALS 1, 2
and 4; Obj. 4a-d.
Successes and Challenges
As an umbrella statement, the obvious challenge during the latter half of the spring
semester has been adapting to the closing of the physical library and the virtual
environment, especially regarding instruction, and the various stresses and
anxieties associated with the COVID-19 pandemic. However, as a library
community, I believe that we worked extremely well in meeting these challenges,
largely thanks to the excellent work of instruction coordinator Brooke Duffy.
1. Instruction, embedded librarianship and engagement with student research.
OBJECTIVE 4: PRIORITIZE INSTRUCTION
a. Teach how and why we do research via reflective practice and active learning;
cultivate ethics of research and teach how to avoid plagiarism.
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b. Increase research and instructional support in the online learning environment.
Seamlessly engage the online teaching environment as an equal partner.
c. Refocus the Liaison program towards a holistic, project-based approach;
augment with embedded librarianship where possible.
d. Provide learning opportunities that address the spectrum of needs to ensure
successful deployment of library resources for the curriculum
OBJECTIVE 8a: Develop and optimize physical and virtual teaching spaces with
technology and increase consultation spaces
OBJECTIVE 9: CONTINUE PERFORMING TASKS AT EVERY LEVEL TO
ESTABLISH THE UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES’ EXPERTISE, KNOWLEDGE,
AND COMPETENCE IN SUPPORT OF STATED OBJECTIVES.
Embedded Librarianship
Last year I was embedded in two of Dr. Peter Savastano’s classes: Health &
Medicine: Anthropological Approaches (ANTH2224, cross listed with SOCI2224)
in fall 2019 and Senior Seminar in Anthropology (ANTH 5988) in spring 2020. I
attended weekly classes (with the exception of Petersheim week), completed all
class readings and participated in discussions. I gave a library orientation for
ANTH 2224, led one class session and met individually with students in both
courses to assist with their final paper research. The latter half of the senior
seminar was conducted online through Microsoft Teams. During the latter half of
spring 2020 semester I was also virtually embedded in English 1201B.
Engagement with students and student research
In spring 2020 I was a “client” for a group of four students in the Qualitative
Research Methods (ANTH 2912). This is the sixth year that I have worked with
students in this class. Their major assignment is to design a methodology and
conduct a research project in consultation with the “client”. My student-led project
involved examining the print material (primarily books and site reports, some
unpublished) and developing a protocol and decision tree to guide their disposition.
Unfortunately this project was based on reviewing the actual materials, which the
closure of the library in March made impossible. However, the students completed
a modified version of the project using a spreadsheet describing the materials and
photographs that I had taken prior to the closure, and presented their findings via
Teams during the last week of class. This project also supported Obj. 1e, 5d & 6e.
A major project that Dr. Marian Glenn and I completed last summer was editing 25
environmentally-focused essays from over 75 that were entered into the first year
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writing contest responding to the summer reading Coming of Age at the End of
Nature: a Generation Faces Living on a Changed Planet. The essays were
published in the July 2019 issue of Arcadia: A Student Journal for Faith and
Culture, which is housed in the University Repository, together with our
introduction and accompanying sketches by Anthropology student Monet Watson.
Dr. Glenn and I planned a similar project with Freshman Studies mentor Marisa
Case this year, but it was postponed due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
A significant challenge this year was helping to organize the annual Petersheim
Academic Exposition as a virtual event (I am on the steering committee and the
opening ceremony, closing ceremony, poster and outreach sub-committees).
Typically I work in person with many students to help them research, prepare and
set up/take down their posters but this was vastly curtailed this year with the virtual
environment. Instead I moderated the interdisciplinary poster and presentation
sessions (Obj. 1b) as well as our library open educational resources presentation
(Obj. 6e) and attended the majority of other Petersheim sessions.
2. LibGuides
OBJECTIVE 3a: Focus LibGuides/toolkits to be user friendly, accessible, and
relevant to programs and assignments.
OBJECTIVE 6e: Promote social justice and open access collections.
My 15 published LibGuides were viewed a total of 4,363 times, less than for the
past two years which had over 9,000 views. The reason is unclear but likely linked
to the lack of in-person classes and reference since most views declined after
February 2020. The most popular guides were Chemistry (1,273 views, similar to
last year) and Psychology (757 views). During the past few months I have
contributed subject specific pages in all my disciplinary areas to the Open
Educational Resource (OER) guide and added OER pages to each of my subject
LibGuides. I have widely publicized the OER guide and resources to my liaison
faculty, as well as library services during COVID-19, especially virtual instruction
and research appointments.
3. Collection Development and Outreach
OBJECTIVE 1e: Increase awareness of the scholarly potential of our
collections, programs, and exhibitions both within and beyond Seton Hall.
OBJECTIVE 5e: Model ethical collection handling practices and thoughtful
cultivation stewardship of materials; improve our handling of discarded
deaccessioned items.
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OBJECTIVE 6d: Make content more responsive and inclusive via teaching,
instruction, collection development, and digitization
So far this financial year I have ordered 152 books and 3 streaming videos for the
sciences ($9,017 from general and restricted funds) and 434 books, 11 eBooks and
23 DVD’s and streaming videos from the NEH (National Endowment for the
Humanities fund (total $22,788). I ordered about 40% fewer books from general
funds and about 20% fewer from NEH funds. We have been unable to process
print books since the library closed in March, although the number of streaming
video order requests from faculty increased with the move to virtual classes. I am
currently reviewing an offer of DRM-free e-Books with print on-demand
purchasing options from Springer-Nature. The discrepancy between general and
NEH orders is partly due to greater demand for books in the latter disciplines, but
it also reflects the shortfall in funds for the sciences, which are not covered by the
library’s NEH grant. This will be exacerbated if the acquisitions budget is reduced
due to COVID-19 related budget shortfalls; we are currently only able to order
faculty requests that directly support teaching and learning, leaving us unable to
support faculty research.
I regularly communicate library services, new book purchases, and eBook and
streaming video information, to faculty in my liaison areas through email,
discussion opportunities, and my LibGuides. My project with the Research
Methods students also supported these objectives by increasing their awareness of
collection development and ethical practices.
During summer and fall 2019 I continued de-selection of outdated and damaged
materials from my liaison subject areas, particularly psychology, sociology, social
work and technology, creating a good deal of space for stacks staff to shift more
crowded areas of the print collection (Obj. 8). I arranged transfer of several
outdated encyclopedia sets to faculty members in anthropology and sociology
Ongoing de-selection has been suspended due to the closure of the physical library,
which is unfortunate since I compiled detailed usage statistics that could be used as
guidance as part of the research for the paper Read in or check out: A four-year
analysis of circulation and in-house use of print books, currently in press with the
Journal of Academic Librarianship.

OBJECTIVE 1b: Develop and deliver programs and activities such as the IHS
book club and Speaker Series; support interdepartmental symposia and hosting
interlibrary events.
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Of particular note, I was able to secure Dr. Kevin Smith, currently the Dean of
Libraries at the University of Kansas and previous Director of Copyright and
Scholarly Communications at the Duke University Libraries to present our annual
“Copyright on Campus” event. I organized the event as chair of the university
copyright committee, with particular thanks to Lysa Martinelli.
As noted under “engagement with student research”, I moderated the virtual
interdisciplinary poster and oral presentation events during Petersheim week, and
participated in the weekly chemistry and physics seminars and the weekly IHS
interdisciplinary “Ethics during COVID-19” events. I organized the event “How
to get published”, an in-person presentation by chemistry professor Gary Martin,
for late March. It has been rescheduled as a virtual presentation on June 2 as a joint
event between the University Libraries and the Center for Faculty Development. I
co-presented a related presentation “Promoting your work and understanding
author rights with alphabet soup: ORCIDs, APCs, IRs, and OA” with Kaitlin
Kehnemuyi on May 27. I also participated in planning and presenting the library
virtual workshop “Resources & Support for Student Research in Course Design”
and two workshops on Open Educational Resources (OER), a new initiative on
campus, and have been actively involved in promoting OER and soliciting interest
and support from faculty and administration.
Finally, two activities cross-listed with “service” substantially contribute to my
Professional Effectiveness. My work as chair of the Library Faculty Assembly
(LFA) and of the Program Review Committee strongly support Objective 9d:
“Enhance shared governance capacities and responsibilities”, as well as the general
functioning of the library and its faculty and advocating for the University
Libraries. It is disappointing that our Program Review document and
accompanying reviews, which involved an enormous amount of work over almost
a year, and clearly documents a pattern of inadequate institutional support, is still
languishing in the Provost’s Office. This delay predates the COVID pandemic.
In addition, I believe that my role as LFA chair in terms of outreach and frequent
group and individual conversations via Teams since the closure of the physical
library and the gathering, compilation and communication of our concerns to
administration has played a vital role in maintaining morale and fostering
communication during the pandemic, which has been extremely challenging for all
of us, especially with so many library staff abruptly furloughed.
Looking Ahead
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Professional Effectiveness and Development
Many of my goals are on hold due to the closure of campus, Presenting copyright
information seems particularly critical while the library is closed – Prof. Loesch
and I noted a considerable increase in the number of science dissertations and
theses with copyrighted image issues which is likely connected to my physical
absence on campus, attending seminars, events, lunches etc. (there were similar
issues while I was on sabbatical). Clearly more outreach is needed in this regard,
so I am coordinating with the Director of Faculty Development Mary Balkun to
schedule a Library-Faculty Development co-sponsored virtual copyright event
(Obj. 2a) to follow on the “getting published” and “promoting your research”
virtual events.
I will resume active collection development (ordering to the extent that budget
permits) and de-selection in the Main and Reference collections when the physical
library reopens. As a member of the “Re-shaping Reference and Curriculum (RefCurric) Committee I will be heavily involved in evaluating and re-imagining the
reference collection, which the statistics show is under-used in its current
configuration. I also plan to do further promotion (virtually and eventually inperson) and development of our OER resources.
As noted as a goal in my previous annual report, I have established a good
relationship with the University Core fellows and am now listed as official library
liaison (with my colleague Martha Loesch). I have been invited to various
meetings (in person and virtual) and hope to build on this relationship to achieve
closer ties between the library and the Core. I have not been able to achieve
official status as liaison to the Honors program, but I am assured by Maisie
Mountcastle (administrative assistant and ‘mother’ to our Honors students) that I
am widely recognized as “their” librarian.
I am hoping that I will be able to attend the annual Collegium Retreat, in 2021. I
was nominated to attend in June 2020, but the event was cancelled due to COVID19. This week-long summer seminar for faculty at Catholic colleges and
universities nationwide reflects on the intersections of faith and intellectual life.
This will enhance my support of SHU’s Catholic mission and work as a peerleader in the Praxis Program of the Advanced Seminar on Mission and help inform
my scholarly blog Catholic Higher Education Bibliography.
One area where I have not made progress, and hope to remedy, is finding grant and
funding opportunities for library-related research and/or materials support. These
have been virtually non-existent, especially since COVID-19, but I remain hopeful
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that there are avenues that I have not yet explored and that I will be able to identify
some opportunities in the future. The need for grant funding will be particularly
acute if anticipated cuts to the already inadequate library budget are enacted.
Projects and Research in progress
1. Manuscript in preparation: Contemplation Practices in Library Instruction: an
exploration and case study” (co-authored with Brooke Duffy and Martha Loesch
for submission to the Journal of Academic Librarianship).
This is a particularly timely topic in an area of burgeoning interest where little has
been published on its application to academic libraries, particularly library
instruction. The benefits of CP are especially relevant in this time of widespread
stress and anxiety for our students and faculty. The introduction and literature
review are essentially complete, the remainder of the paper is outlined or roughdrafted and my co-authors are writing up the results and discussion of our
instruction program, including our in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. We
hope to submit this by mid-June.
2. Manuscript in preparation: Citation Patterns of Doctoral Students
in Chemistry versus the Health Sciences (potentially co-authored with Dr. Cecilia
Marzabadi, Dept. Chemistry & Biochemistry).
This is a companion paper to our 2018 publication What Do Chemists Cite? A 5year Analysis of References Cited in American Chemical Society Journal Articles.
We will compare the citation patterns of our chemistry graduate students with the
much broader sample of chemistry articles previously published, and with our
health sciences doctoral students. The objectives are to guide pedagogy regarding
conducting literature reviews and to inform collection development. After months
of discussion with PQ I finally received the citation files, only to find they were in
(unusable) XML format. Our IT consultant Ryan Fino subsequently helped me to
convert them to a sort-of Excel format but the data are still extremely messy and
need a good deal of cleaning and de-duping before I can analyze them. Meantime
I have outlined part of the paper and completed a good part of the literature review.
3. Corporatization of Higher Education in light of Lonergan’s Fourth Functional
Specialty “Dialectic”.
I am working on a project with business faculty member Elizabeth McCrea to use
the “Seton Hall University Exercise in Dialectic” developed for Praxis by Dr.
Frederick J. Lawrence, a philosopher and theologian at Boston College. Our focus
will be the tension involved in the growing “corporatization of higher education”
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and the “goods” common to both higher education and ethically responsible
corporations. We plan to continue work on this during my research time this
summer, and submit a manuscript to the Lonergan Review.
4. Scholarly blog Catholic Higher Education Bibliography.
I began this project as part of my 2018 sabbatical as a living document consisting
of five sections (Challenges in Higher Education, Catholic Education, the Core
Curriculum, Connecting the Disciplines and Environment & Ecology), each with
an introduction and a series of annotated bibliographies. I have had little time to
work on this since my sabbatical, but plan to use some of the research time which I
was awarded this year to resume work on this project.
5. Student Success Conference
In October 2019, Brooke Duffy, Martha Loesch, Marta Deyrup, Gerard Shea and I
were approved for faculty development grant proposal to fund a one day
conference on applied information literacy and its role in fostering student success.
The conference was planned for May 2020 and cancelled due the pandemic, but we
plan to reschedule it if funding is still available.

Sheridan Sayles
Technical Services Archivist
Annual Report FY: 2019-2020
Introduction
I started my appointment as Technical Services Archivist on March 13, 2019, and
since then, I have worked to support university and departmental goals as well as
work with supervisory staff to set new goals and workflows. Under the direction of
Assistant Dean of Special Collections, Dr. Sarah Ponichtera, I have worked to
increase access of both physical and digital collections as well as collaborate with
Library faculty on digital workflows and infrastructure. These projects are
described in greater detail below.
Successes and Challenges
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Objective 1e.) Increase awareness of the scholarly potential of our collections,
programs, and exhibitions both within and beyond Seton Hall.
One layer of my work with re-processing Seton Hall’s blueprint collection is
collaborating with the Facilities office to assess knowledge gaps and highlight the
existence of the collection to a potentially valuable user group. Dr. Ponichtera,
Patrick McCall, and I met with two representatives from Facilities formed a
partnership and laid down a work plan to better inventory, describe, and preserve
these materials, while opening a dialogue for future use and donation of materials
from Facilities.
Objective 3.) Expand, interpret, and disseminate our digital presence.
Since moving our work online due to the COVID-19 pandemic, my work has
shifted in the past two months towards building digital projects and working to
make our digital assets more usable and pedagogically applicable.
I was a member of the team that started the COVID-19 Personal Narratives
Project, specifically in formulating the idea of the project through the designing
committee and consulting on the technological end of things. Following the
departmental furloughs, I became the primary person that approves and posts
recordings to the Bepress platform.
Due to a desire to clearly link our materials to teaching loads, I suggested to Dr.
Ponichtera that we do a digital mapping project using the digitized South Orange
postcard collection, creating a platform where students can upload their own
images, add facts, or add to the platform in other ways. We are working on a team
to build this project using the VisualEyes platform, and are exploring campus
partners.
Objective 3b.) Develop and deploy tools that are user friendly, meet the needs
of researchers, and can integrate with existing systems; continue to explore
alternative technology platforms and tools whose integration may improve
our services to our end users.
As further processing, reprocessing, and cataloging of archival collections, I
worked to expand the use of and capabilities of ArchivesSpace.
In response to the COVID-19 crisis, I suggested kick starting a digital mapping
project that would geographically tie archival images with their present-day
locations and offer students the opportunity to input their own images and content.
I proposed Curatescape as the best medium for this project as it had the mapping
functionality while also being able to write tours and include multiple types of
media in a linked data setting, allowing for further expansion down the road.
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Objective 3c.) Obtain greater intellectual control of our unique collections, to
reflect their richness and complexity.
Processing and Processing Management
This fiscal year, I have either completed or been a part of 13 processing projects, in
which I had taken donated materials and preserved them and made them accessible
to researchers. Where finding aids are available, I have included them for ease of
navigation. These collections include:
Dr. Herbert Kraft Papers (4 linear feet)
Rev. Edwin Vose Sullivan Collection (29 linear feet, 6 linear feet processed)
Dr. Egilde Seravalli Italian Resistance Collection (3 linear feet)
Caporale Italian American Organizations Collection (0.5 linear feet)
Photographs (approx. 75 linear feet, 9 linear feet completed)
Blueprints (approx. 50 linear feet, 4 linear feet completed)
In addition to my own personal processing, I have trained our new hire for the
Records Management and Digital Specialist, Patrick McCall, on processing
procedures at Seton Hall, and have added him to the long-range processing
calendar. Though he has completed this work, I have helped Patrick by showing
him Seton Hall protocol, helping answer questions about oddities in various
collections, best practices in handling certain materials and training him in our
systems. He is working on:
SHU 0002: Records of the Board of Trustees (9 linear feet)
https://archivesspace-library.shu.edu/repositories/2/resources/272
SHU 0003: Records of the Office of the President and Chancellor (27 subcollections, 5 completed)
I have also done the back-end planning for collections to be processed by a student
intern. This includes writing the processing plan, training the students in how to
process, how to appraise materials when appropriate, best practices for housing
certain materials, and other skills as necessary. These collections include
UNA-USA Collection (about 70 linear feet of materials, 25 linear feet processed)
Theater in the Round Collection (7.3 linear feet)
Spatola Collection (7 linear feet)
SHU A: Audio-Visual Survey (20 linear feet, 3 linear feet upon completion)
Murray Collection (10 linear feet, 2 linear feet completed)
I additionally coordinated with Jeanne Brasile, Director of the Walsh Gallery, and
Romana Schaeffer on prioritizing, evaluating, and transfer of materials from
archival collections into Gallery custody.
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Objective 3e.) Enhance cataloging efforts to make collections available to the
public and to use to populate digital presence; move Collection Services
towards Metadata Services.
Once the COVID-19 Pandemic moved my work online, my student intern, Kyle’s,
work shifted to focusing on increased cataloging, where he cleaned and added
additional subject headings to 71 collections.
Objective 5a.) Establish a presence with donors that surpasses previous gift
levels and strengthens relationships with University Advancement.
Engaging with Faculty
While my job is primarily back end—meaning I do processing and other space
management-related activities—I have collaborated with faculty members to build
collections as well as complete research initiatives for certain collections. While
Steffen was working on the Theatre in the Round Collection, Dr. Ponichtera and I
used this opportunity to collaborate with Prof.s Peter Reader and Deidre Yates to
talk about the collections we have and also learn more about the Theater programs
at Seton Hall. Through this engagement we were able to gain more materials for
the collection and gain more knowledge about the program.
Beyond processing, I am involved in minor collection development decisions in
support of Dr. Ponichtera’s work. This includes helping with collecting materials
through on-site visits and researching collections that would be a good fit for our
repository.
I accompanied Dr. Ponichtera to collect materials from Dr. Peter Ahr, a faculty
member in the Department of Religion.
In researching politicians that went to Seton Hall University, something I did in
conjunction with writing a grant to reprocess the political papers in the Archives, I
discovered two people whose resources would be a good fit for our collections—
former Governor Chris Christie and George Terwilliger III. I reported these
findings to Dr. Ponichtera and the status of whether or not we pursue these
collections is pending.
Objective 5b.) Seek outside funding for special projects and grants; advocate
at a higher level to pursue money from grants; support transparency and
restructuring of grant allocations.
While most of my grant-writing work relates to collecting data for processing
projects and researching potential grants to see what would be a good fit, I was
also involved in writing an NEH CARES grant to get funds to hire back 6
furloughed coworkers for a 6.5 month period. This includes writing biographies for
our staff and researching the ins-and-outs of the grant to support Dr. Ponichtera as
she wrote this grant.
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Other collections-based grant work is as follows:
Comensañas: Last year I collected materials from the house of Father Raúl
Comensañas, and this year I completed documentation to help fund processing of
the project. This required writing a timeline, supply budget, and processing plan
for handling this collection. We are awaiting the results of a grant request from the
New Jersey Catholic Historical Commission.
Political Papers project: I started working on this project upon both learning more
about the parameters of the New Jersey Historical Commission project grants and
in light of the possible donation of a set of political papers to be donated by Robert
Quinn. Seton Hall Archives has a collection of 6 large collections and other small,
one-off items of a political nature, accounting for over 320 linear feet worth of
material. There were a few factors in choosing to group these collections together:
they are the largest manuscript collections in our holdings, they have legal
implications that may involve extensive partnership with the NJ State Archives,
and the work is more likely to be funded by state grant programs. I consulted with
other archivists at the University of Delaware and Rutgers about legal implications
and decided the most logical approach for these projects would be to apply for two
separate NJ Historical Commission grants for processing all political papers
collections and a CLIR Recordings at Risk grant for digitizing campaign
commercials and other similar audio and video recordings. I am currently working
on a supply list and budget, project narrative, and other information for all three
grants.
Lacquer Discs project: I provided technical information and context, cost
estimation and quotes, and timelines for reformatting for grants to digitize our
lacquer discs through the New Jersey Historical Commission and the New Jersey
Catholic Historical Commission.
Objective 5e.) Model ethical collection handling practices and thoughtful
cultivation stewardship of materials; improve our handling of discarded
deaccessioned items.
Weeding is part of healthy stacks maintenance in libraries, and the equivalent in
archives is reappraisal of records to determine if the material is the best fit for the
particular repository. Since starting at Seton Hall, I have identified the following
collections for deaccession and their being sent to other repositories. This functions
both to make sure our collecting areas are clearly defined, allowing us to best serve
our users, and also build relationships with other archives, libraries, and research
institutions to build meaningful partnerships.
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The Gans Collection was an accessioned but unprocessed small collection of
WWII-era correspondence between Manfred Gans and his then-fiancee, Anita
Lamm. A much larger collection of their correspondence was found by Dr.
Ponichtera to be housed at the United States Holocaust Memorial and Museum,
and she is in the process of transferring these letters to their custody.
I marked the contents of MSS 0051, a collection of plates documenting the 12
Tribes of Israel, for deaccession due to their lack of research value and their
function as a collectible. Decorative arts materials are outside the scope of our
collecting mission, and the fact that this is an incomplete set with only 11 of the 12
plates in our custody made this collection have little research value. These items
were offered to Yeshiva University and their final disposition is still in progress.
Part of the practice of processing is to discard documents of little value—such as
receipts for paperclips and other things of the like—in order to highlight the
materials with high research value. While processing the Rev. Sullivan collection, I
found a small set of academic catalogs from Rutgers from the 1920s. I transferred
these items to Rutgers, New Brunswick.
The Departmental brochures collection included pamphlets from different
departments around campus, whose contents were integrated into the University
Vertical Files. This integration made the information from this collection more
complete and findable.
Collections documentation and transparency is a vital part of both guiding practice
of how to handle certain situations, and make actions taken to collections clear to
both internal and external stakeholders. These are a few of the forms written this
fiscal year.
Gallery-Archives decision-making form: I wrote this form in conjunction with
Romana Schaeffer to guide the evaluation and transfer of artifacts from archival
collections to the gallery. This ensured adequate documentation for decisions about
non-paper collections according to both archival and Gallery standards.
Reprocessing form: I wrote this document to be transparent about
processing/reprocessing projects. Most of the Seton Hall University collections are
unprocessed or very minimally processed and have public box-level inventories
published on ASpace. This document will provide a “before and after” insight into
what material was discarded in a processing project and why, and how other
accretions were factored into the final collection. Once completed, this form will
be added to the control files
Appraisal form: This final document was written to be included in the control files
to document appraisal decisions on a departmental level. This document collects
provenance information about the collection and then weighs the collection against
certain institutions criteria, including: how the collection fits in with our current
collecting areas, the completeness of the collection, etc. It also leaves a portion for
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evaluation from the Vault Task Force as well as a section for how the collection
was handled from beginning to end. This form therefore gives a full lifecycle
overview.
I was also heavily involved in writing the Libraries’ Digital Strategic Plan,
specifically leading the writing of the Digitization of Collections group.
Objective 8b.) Optimize and grow available space in Special Collections and
the Gallery.
Long-term Planning/Space Management
My biggest accomplishment since starting at Seton Hall was to draft a master space
plan for the Vault, the main storage area for all archival and gallery collections,
and the Cube. In conjunction with Collections Manager, Romana Schaeffer, and
then-Records Manager, Brianna LoSardo, we discussed space needs for our
respective collections and ways the space can be better utilized in regards to future
projects and the changing role of the Archdiocese of Newark in the Archives.
Through this meeting, we drafted a rough space map of where we would move
collections to better utilize the current specifications of our shelves and also shift
space custody to better align with our anticipated growth. Following this
document, I created a project priority list to guide the movement and
(re)processing of collections over the next 5-10 years on the archival side to ensure
this goal would be met.
Processing management, which includes setting priorities for what gets processed,
by whom, and according to what timeline, is also something that I am prioritizing.
Associate Dean of Special Collection and the Gallery, Dr. Sarah Ponichtera, set
one major priority with the SHU shift—a project in which all Seton Hall
University collections will be physically located together and described in greater
detail for understanding and usability. I work to complete this, I work to ensure
that materials are reprocessed in the Seton Hall University collection order,
coordinate who processed which collection, and check timelines to ensure that
everyone has a project they can complete within a reasonable time. In addition, I
have been reviewing a previous inventory of the Cube, an area where preprocessed collections are housed, and color-coded this inventory based off of the
perceived level of difficulty in processing the material. This document has had
two-fold use: as a guide to simultaneously designate smaller-to-medium collections
as teaching tools to train students of archives how to process, and also to address
our backlog of unprocessed collections in an organized way.
Beyond large scale planning, I also help with daily management of spaces. I am on
the rotation for pest checks and sweeping the Vault and have helped to install
shelving and cover spaces as needed. Romana Schaeffer and I are also responsible
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to for ensuring adequate supplies for our respective work areas. To do this I take
periodic inventory of materials in the supply area, order supplies as needed, and
research supplies for best price.
Objective 9b.) Model ethical work practices including through training in
internship programs (Spallery), professional development workshops (PDG,
instruction workshops, faculty retreat), and re-envisioning and redesign
student training programs. Support professional development to stay on top
of current trends.
Since starting at Seton Hall, I have supervised seven paid student workers and
interns.
For-credit internships: a Master of Library Science with an Archival approach does
not typically require a thesis. Therefore, these two internships are equivalent to
thesis-advising for the archival field.
Steffen Staco
Kyle Brinster
For-experience internships
Julia Bonavitacola
William “Bill” Pindell
Angelina D’Angelo
Paid undergraduate internships
Justin Tramontana
Objective 9e.) Enhance our handling of special and rare materials; develop
tools for learning about these special collections in support of scholarship, and
to attract funding for collections support.
Conservation of lacquer discs project: This project came as a result of a project to
sort, process, and survey the condition of audio visual materials in the archive’s
holdings. Through this project, I discovered that we have lacquer discs—long play
records from the 1930s-1950s—that contain recordings of early Seton Hall life and
events. Some of these records were experiencing active lost, while others were
stable, but all need to be rehoused to ensure their survival. To address this project,
I took an inventory of the records, collected prices and supply information for the
project, wrote conservation information about the project for nonprofessionals, and
helped write the project narrative for two separate grants. The cost of rehousing
these objects was funded by the New Jersey Catholic Historical Commission, and
we are awaiting the results of a grant from the New Jersey Historical Commission
to fund the reformatting and conservation of the most at-risk discs.
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Professional Development: In the course of completing my Digital Archives
Specialist Certificate, I purchased 4 webinars related to preservation and
assessment of archiving digital content. I shared three of these recordings as
remote workshops for my coworkers. Additionally, I have attended a number of inperson and virtual conferences this year including the Society of American
Archivists Annual Meeting, the BitCurator User’s Forum, the Best Practices
Exchange, the Lighting the Way Forum, and the Association of Recorded Sound
Collections Meetings.
Looking Ahead
Objective 1) Create a coordinated outreach plan across the University and within
the surrounding communities. (G1 G2 G3 G7 G9)
•

c. Leverage social media platforms to expose University Libraries, Special
Collections, and Gallery activities. (G1 G2 G3 G5 G6 G8)

Objective 3) Expand, interpret, and disseminate our digital presence (G1 G2 G4
G5 G8).
•

c. Obtain greater intellectual control of our unique collections, to reflect their
richness and complexity. (G1 G2 G4 G5 G8)

Digital Preservation and Access
•

A lot has happened with our digital structures since my last annual report:
we have been able to use Preservica in new ways and expand our local disk
space. We have increased our Preservica collections ingests and are
exploring digital exhibits not just in Omeka, but also Google Arts and
Culture (on the gallery’s side) and Preservica’s front-end interface. Looking
forward, I would like to see the completion of our digital projects and
expansion over time.

Objective 5) Pursue both funding opportunities and enhanced allocations. (G9)
•

•

b. Seek outside funding for special projects and grants; advocate at a higher
level to pursue money from grants; support transparency and restructuring of
grant allocations. (G7)
c. Develop an adequate and sustainable allocated budget as ethical stewards
of resources; assess, allocate, and advocate for resources for the faculty and
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•

students at SHU, chart/report on growth needed to remediate gaps and/or
align the Libraries with peer institutions. (G1 G4 G5 G7)
e. Model ethical collection handling practices and thoughtful cultivation
stewardship of materials; improve our handling of discarded deaccessioned
items. (G1 G3 G4 G6)

Processing
•

I’d like to continue to address the backlog of unprocessed materials in the
archives. Now that I have developed a good priority order and sense of how
the processing should go. I have successfully put in place a strong model for
processing with intern labor and have identified workflows for myself and
colleagues. My next steps are to continue this work and to seek out grant
funding to support these projects.

Objective 6) Develop programming for diversity and inclusion. (G1 G3 G4 G6 G9)
•

a. Partner with initiatives at the University that support diversity and
inclusion. (G1 G3 G4 G6 G9)

Collection Development
•

While my primary focus will be on taking care of our existing collections, I
would like to collaborate with Dr. Ponichtera to help build future collecting
areas based on present and aspirational collecting areas. I also hope to be
involved in future site visits and similar collecting actions, but primarily for
planning purposes. Similarly, Dr. Ponichtera has expressed interest in
acquiring more Latinx collections, like the Comensañas collection, to
develop a stronger collecting area.

Objective 9) Continue performing tasks at every level to establish the University
Libraries’ expertise, knowledge, and competence in support of stated objectives.
(G1 – G9)
•

b. Model ethical work practices including through training in internship
programs (Spallery), professional development workshops (PDG, instruction
workshops, faculty retreat), and re-envisioning and redesign student training
programs. Support professional development to stay on top of current trends.
(G1 G3 G4 G6 G8 G9)
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•

e. Enhance our handling of special and rare materials; develop tools for
learning about these special collections in support of scholarship, and to
attract funding for collections support. (G1 G3 G4 G5 G6 G7 G8)

Space Management
•

I accomplished my goal of completing a better space management plan with
representatives from Records Management and the Gallery, and have
instituted workflows—including documentation and procedures—by which
these projects can be completed. This essentially combines a reprocessing of
collections, followed by a physical move so that the materials are in
collection order. This will be a multi-year project to complete and, as this
project continues, I’d like to work further with collaborators from the
Gallery to ensure that any space we recover is used in a way that best fits
both departments.

Mentoring
•

I would like to continue to grow Seton Hall’s internship model with a lean
towards modeling ethical paid and unpaid positions. I have entered a
partnership with a professor at the University of Southern Connecticut to
have an online student intern in the fall, and will be working towards a paid
archival internship, made possible by grant funding, with the Comensañas
collection.

Assessment
•

As the effects of COVID-19 continue to lessen the libraries’ budget, it will
be extremely important to defend any decisions with numbers. In the next
fiscal year, I would like to consult with Dr. Sarah Ponichtera and others to
figure out what questions we would like to answer about our operations, then
use existing data sets—including Google Analytics and LibAnswers—to
assess our work.

Scholarship
•

My research group, which is studying the effects of project positions on
early career archivists, has collected all of our data and is in the midst of
analyzing it. We have identified a journal in which we would like to publish
and have collected research to contextualize this data. We are in the midst of
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•

writing an article and have submitted a talk proposal to the SAA Research
Forum about the data.
I completed my Digital Archives Specialist certificate this fiscal year, and
will be looking at free webinars and other similar content for additional
professional development.

Service
•

Since I am already actively involved in the field, I intend to continue with
my current memberships and maintain my current level of involvement.

Gerard Shea
Communications Librarian
Annual Report FY: 2019-2020
Introduction
In my position as Communication Librarian my work focuses on providing the full
range of liaison, collection development, and instructional services for all but a few
specialized units in the College of the Communication and the Arts. Additionally, I
am a co-liaison for English and the College of Education and Human Services. I
also participate in the full range of Reference responsibilities and during the fall
and spring of 2019-20 provided four hours of reference coverage per week with
two assigned Sundays. Additionally, when work from home was established during
the COVID-19 pandemic, I provided six hours of chat reference coverage per week
in the spring of 2020. As an instructor in the Seton Hall University Libraries’
Instruction Program, I taught 63 classes and provided 50 research consultations.
In addition to my role as Communication Librarian, I served as the chair of the
University Libraries’ Public Services Committee in 2019-20. I was also the chair
of the Website Redesign Committee formed in September of 2019. I represented
the Library as Faculty Senator for two years from June 2018 – June 2020. My
service to University also included serving as chair of the Senate Academic
Facilities Committee and serving as member of the Senate Calendar Committee,
University Research Council, and Diversity and Inclusion Teaching and Advising
Subcommittee.
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My specific professional successes and challenges are aligned with their
corresponding strategic objective below.
Successes and Challenges
OBJECTIVE 1: Create a coordinated outreach plan across the University and
within the surrounding communities. (G1 G2 G3 G7 G9)
•

Member of University Libraries Newsletter team, The Whipstich, is
published in the fall and spring semesters of each academic year
• As a member of University Libraries Speaker's Series Committee, helped
plan and promote the fall 2019 Speaker's Series event: The Values that
(Formerly?) Shaped Journalism and the Fallout for Schools
OBJECTIVE 2: Enhance student and faculty success by developing Data Services
support for the research needs of the University and improve its research output.
(G1 G2 G4 G5 G8 G9)
• Presented workshop with Chelsea Barrett on Using Tableau Public for
annual reports for Professional Development Group (PDG) at Seton Hall
University, Walsh Library in May 2020
• Presented workshop on Inter-university Consortium for Political and Social
Research (ICPSR) for Love Data Week at Seton Hall University, Walsh
Library in February 2020
• Presented workshop on PolicyMap for Love Data Week at Seton Hall
University, Walsh Library in February 2020
OBJECTIVE 3: Expand, interpret, and disseminate our digital presence (G1 G2 G4
G5 G8).
In the fall of 2018, the Public Services Committee (PSC) was tasked with
evaluating the current website with the goal of enhancing the user experience. In
September 2019, a Website Redesign Committee was formed and charged with
improving the current site with a focus on ease of navigation. In the period since
the last redesign, new services have been added and library website design
principles have evolved. The committee members are: Assistant Deans Sebastian
Derry and Elizabeth Leonard and Professors Sharon Ince, Brooke Duffy, Chelsea
Barrett, Lauren Harrison, and me.
The goals of the Website Redesign Committee include: navigation that seamlessly
connects users to the appropriate resources and information, improving pedagogic
use, improving usability and making the site more intuitive, decreasing jargon for
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users, and clear communication of policies and resources available to patrons. The
Committee believes, for the next iteration of the website, it is essential to
incorporate feedback from a representative user group. With this principle in mind,
we conducted usability testing in February of 2020. The usability testing was
conducted by me, Assistant Dean Sebastian Derry and Professors Brooke Duffy
and Chelsea Barrett. We incorporated the input we received from the usability
testing participants into the design of the new website. A challenge we have faced
with the closing of the University because of the Coronavirus pandemic is when to
launch the new website. Consequently, the launch of the new site will be
contingent on the reopening of the University in relation to the pandemic.

OBJECTIVE 4: Prioritize instruction: Teach how and why we do research via
reflective practice and active learning; cultivate ethics of research and teach how to
avoid plagiarism. (G2; G1 – G9)
During the 2020 pandemic, it was a challenge to provide instruction for the
colleges and departments I serve. To help deal with this challenge, I received
Microsoft Teams training provided by the Seton Hall University Teaching,
Learning, and Technology Center. Additionally, when work from home was
established, I collaborated with library and teaching faculty to create several
learning resources to promote remote student learning. To support students in
English 1202, I made two video tutorials on Creating Search Statements and Using
Literary Databases. I also created a tutorial on using Tableau Public for Professor
Greg Innarella’s Business Writing course. To support graduate students in the
Education Leadership, Management and Policy (ELMP) program, I recorded my
Library Orientation for the ELMP Dissertation Seminar and shared it with Dr.
David Reid and his students. I also recorded my Library Orientation for Professor
Sioux Patashinik’s English 1202 class and shared it with the students.
I believe one of my strengths is building relationships with undergraduate and
graduate students. Through these relationships, I was able to develop and offer a
workshop series for graduate students in the ELMP program in the fall of 2019.
The three-part series covered writing a literature review, citation management, and
using APA format. Another workshop series, planned for spring 2020, was
canceled because of the COVID-19 pandemic.
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•

•
•
•
•

Provided library orientation for CATS class as part of Education
Opportunity Program (EOP) Pre-Freshman Summer Enrichment initiative in
June 2019
Provided comprehensive library orientations for COTC 7110:
Communication Research in fall 2019, including a presentation on library
services, resources, and research methods
As a course builder for COTC 7110: Communication Research contributed
learning resources to Blackboard online course shell to promote student
learning of concepts and skills introduced during library instruction session
Provided comprehensive library orientation for COMM 8000:
Communication Research Methods including an active learning activity on
locating books in Walsh Library in the spring of 2019
As a course builder for COMM 8000: Communication Research Methods
contributed learning resources to Blackboard online course shell to promote
student learning of concepts and skills introduced during library instruction
session

OBJECTIVE 6: Develop programming for diversity and inclusion. (G1 G3 G4 G6
G9)
• Member of Diversity and Inclusion Subcommittee on Teaching and
Advising. As a committee we provided recommendations to improve
students’ experiences and the University’s reputation as welcoming home
for all in areas related to teaching and advising
• Presented with Professor Kaitlin Kehnemuyi and Dr. Lisa Rose-Wiles on
Open Educational Resources at Center for Faculty Development workshop
on February 25, 2020
• Participated in the Open Education Resources Summit sponsored by Seton
Hall University Libraries on September 26, 2019
OBJECTIVE 7: Strengthen our relationships with key departments and
organizations that support library curricular, research initiatives, funding, and
outreach. (G2 G4 G7 G9)
• Attended English Department faculty retreat with Dr. Marta Deyrup to
present on library resources and services during the Coronavirus pandemic
in May 2020
• Attended Microsoft Teams Instruction Training session provided by the
Seton Hall University Teaching, Learning, and Technology Center on March
9, 2020
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• Presented with Professors Sharon Ince and Lisa DeLuca and Assistant Dean
Elizabeth Leonard on Research Data Services on a Shoestring: Leveraging
Undergraduate Skills Sets at Virtual Academic Library Environment of New
Jersey (VALE) Conference in Long Branch, NJ on January 8, 2020
• Presented with Assistant Dean Sebastian Derry on Academic Libraries and
Autism Spectrum Disorder as part of the Connect & Communicate Series
sponsored by Pennsylvania Library Association's College & Research
Division on March 3, 2020
• Participated in online panel with Sebastian Derry, Julia Caffrey, Meg Grotti
and Megan Oakleaf on Accessibility in Academic Libraries for IST 600
Academic Librarianship course at Syracuse University School of
Information Studies (iSchool) on December 10, 2019
• Attended OpenCon 2019 at Temple University on November 1, 2019
• Consulted with English Professor Mark Svenvold about the library resources
section of his application for a Cullman Center Fellowship at the New York
Public Library in fall 2019
• Presented with Professor Kaitlin Kehnemuyi on Active Learning and Shared
Lesson Plans in a Freshman English Class at the College & University
Section of New Jersey Library Association (NJLA CUS) Summer
Workshop: Splashing Around: Sharing Ideas with Academic Librarians on
August 1, 2019
• Attended Kraemer Copyright Conference at the University of Colorado,
Cololrado Springs from June 10 - 12, 2019
OBJECTIVE 9: Continue performing tasks at every level to establish the
University Libraries’ expertise, knowledge, and competence in support of stated
objectives. (G1 – G9)
• Presented with Professors Brooke Duffy and Kyle Downey and Assistant
Dean Sebastian Derry on Resources and support for student research
assignments in online course design for the Teaching Learning &
Technology Center workshop series in April 2020
• Co-wrote a paper with Professors Sharon Ince and Lisa DeLuca and
Assistant Dean Elizabeth Leonard that was accepted with revisions in April
2020 for a special issue on library technology for College and
Undergraduate Libraries. The title of the article is: Research data services
on a shoestring: Leveraging undergraduate skill sets
• Co-wrote a paper with Dr. Lisa Rose-Wiles and Professor Kaitlin
Kehnemuyi, Read in or check out: A four-year analysis of circulation and in308

house use of print books, that was published in The Journal of Academic
Librarianship in April 2020
• As chair of PSC, I coordinated a database tagging project in the spring of
2020. The goal of the project was to streamline the Subject and Database
Type tags on the A-Z databases page. Additionally, subject area librarians
added relevant databases to their subject areas and removed databases from
their subject areas if they were no longer relevant.
• Received certificate for completing Social and Behavioral Responsible
Conduct of Research course on May 12, 2020
Looking Ahead
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Continue to collaborate with Dr. Matthew Pressman in providing
instructional services for Journalism students
Continue to collaborate with Dr. Renee Robinson and Dr. Ruth Tsuria in
providing built-in library instruction and embedded librarian for COTC
7110: Communication Research in fall 2020
Collaborate with Dr. Tracy Gottlieb in providing instructional services for
COJR 2020: Special Topics: Journalism and the 2020 Presidential Election
Continue to collaborate with Dr. Grace May in providing instructional
services for students in CPSY 1001: Diverse Learners and Their Families
course
Continue to collaborate with Assistant Dean Sebastian Derry, and Dr. Frank
Cicero and Dr. Brian Conners from the Department of Educational Studies
to plan and execute Autism Awareness library events
Continue to promote Autism Awareness on campus through workshops,
research guide, and outreach
Continue to promote Open Educational Resources (OER) through
workshops, research guide, and faculty outreach
Collaborate with Dr. Bryan Meadows to provide instructional services for
students in the English as a second language program
As a follow-up to our Journal of Academic Librarianship article on ASD and
academic libraries, Assistant Dean Derry and I will conduct a survey that
examines and identifies the services currently provided for students with
ASD at academic libraries. A better understanding of the services for
students with ASD will enable us to recommend services for the profession
and develop these services at Seton Hall. This knowledge will lead to a
better library experience for both students with ASD and librarians.
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• Develop a research methods workshop series and offer to education,
communication, and other social science graduate students
• Develop a workshop series for English Department graduate students
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